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Subj: REPORT OF BSEC DELIBERATIONS ON 23 NOVEMBER 1994 

cost of $2.4 million for a satellite linkage to Canada for use by 
Canadian personnel displaced by the closure of NOPF Wnidbey Island 
should not be included. The BSAT advised that a 20% reduction in 
movement costs for data processing equipment at Whidbey Island may 
be attainable and recommended further cost investigation. The BSEC 
directed the BSAT to run the analysis again without the $2.4 
million in recurring costs for the satellite linkage to Canada and 
to investigate any potential additional savings in costs. 

7. Mr. Wennergren briefed the COBRA analysis for dasinaJAS 
Brunswick ~ n d  novina e 7 P-3 Squadrons and 1 VPU to NaS 
Jacksonvillg. See enclosure (5). The analysis =d.ted in one- 

.$ time costs of $51 million and an immediate return on i n v e s w .  
P There were 783 billets/positions eliminated and 1.838 

sY billets/positions moved. Military construction costs at NAS 
Jacksonville totaled $21.4 million. The major cost was $20.9 
million for the construction of a Bachelor Enlisted Quarters (the 
current occupancy rate at the Jacksonville BEQ is 98%). Included 
in the costs of closing NAS Brunswick were $1.2 million per year 
for maintaining h7nitehouse as an outlying field and $1.2 million 
per year for Pinecastle electronic warfare range to support the VPU 
squadron. With the closure of Cecil Field, the BSEC agreed that 
the cost was appropriately included in the analysis. The BSAT 
advised thaz the analysis included a recurring cost of $3.0 million 
to provide berthing support for personnel at Bath, Maine. Those 
personnel currently use the facilities at NAS Brunswick. The BSEC 
accepted the COBRA analysis as presented. 

8. Mr. Wennergren briefed the COBRA analysis for closing Fleet 
Industrial Supply Center (FISC) Charleston. See enclosure ( 6 ) .  
There will be no mission for FISC Charleston by FY 1997. The 
analysis reflected one-time costs of $2.3 million (overhead costs) 
and a return on investment in 2 years. As the move was local there 
were no moving costs. The closure scenario resulted in the 
elimination of 2 billets/positions and the movement of 83 
billets/positions (64 of the 83 billets/positions move to NISE 
East). The BSEC accepted the results of the COBRA analysis. 

9. Mr Wennergren briefed the COBFA analysis for the following 
scenzrlos: ALT1: Close FISC Guam. with AFS Loadout/Resupply and 
DGAR Support RSS io FISC Yokosuka, and HHG/O3V, K:ZMAT 
minimi:ation, Freight lielively and warehousing cormissary/Navy 
Exchz::ge stores to KAVMAG Guam: and ALm2: Clo~r FISC Gxam, with AFS 
Load/Resupply and DGAR Support RSS to FISC Pearl Harbor, and 
HHG/PO;., HAZK.* minimization. Freigh; Delivery and warehousirg 
commi~sary/N~~~y Exchange stores to NATXAG Guam. See eaclosure (7). 
The ALTl one-time costs are $14.3 million and the etLrn on 
investxent is -.mediate. The ALT2 one-time costs ari $27.2 million 
and the returs or. investment is immediate. For boch alter-natives 
the anilysin resuited in the elimination of 344 bille~s/positions 
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William S. Cohen James B. Longley, Jr. 
UNITED STATES SENATOR MEMBER OF CONGRESS 

Olympia J. Snowe John E. Baldacci 
UNITED STATES SENATOR MEMBER OF CONGRESS 

March 6, 1995 

The Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman 
The Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

We're writing to address the strategic value and importance 
of Naval Air Station (NAS) Brunswick to the Navy and to the 
defense of the United States. We urge you to give full 
consideration to NAS Brunswick's merits as you continue your 
analyses of the Navy's recommendations for the 1995 base closure 
process. We look forward to meeting with you and your staff to 

\. 
discuss this matter further. 

As the military continues to downsize both internationally 
and domesticallv, the strategic importance of NAS Brunswick and 
its P-3 support*~ission becomes greater. NAS Brunswick is the 
Only remaining operational (active duty) Naval Air Station in the 
Brtheast Quadrant of the United States-and the onlv o~erational 
m i l i t a w f  i Force) in New England. 

The Navy confirmed the critical importance of NAS 
Brunswick's location in its 1993 base closure analysis. It 
determined that on the entire East Coast, NAS Brunswick and NAS 
Key West are the only operational air stations whose locations 
have strategic military value. If NAS Brunswick were to close, 
the Navy's most northern operational air station east of the 
Mississippi River would be NAS Norfolk. 

In his visit to NAS Brunswick last September, the Chief of 
Naval Operations, Admiral J. M. Boorda, stated that NAS 
Brunswick's location is a strong point and that the airfield is 
"located in an important part of the world that was strategically 
important during the Cold War and could be very very important if 
things don't go right in Russia... It's clearly one corner of the 
United States where we don't have much else right now. So for 
all those reasons that airfield is very good." 



Although the cold war has ended, the multi-mission 
capability of the Maritime Patrol Aviation (MPA) force remains 
critical to the success of today's changing Navy. Currently, 
P-3's are on station flying surveillance flights in the Persian 
Gulf, supporting Bosnia operations in the Adriatic Sea, providing 
world wide battle group support/anti-surface warfare operations 
as well as conducting drug detection and monitoring operations in 
the Caribbean. Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) remains an important 
MPA mission as the submarine threat has not gone away. 

The Russian Navy continues to invest in advanced submarine 
capabilities and future generations will have stealth and 
quietness levels that may very well meet or exceed U.S. submarine 
levels. In the future, these submarines may be patrolling in the 
Atlantic Ocean, making NAS Brunswick even more important to the 
security of the United States. There is concern that our attack 
submarine force could decrease to as few as 30 submarines by the 
year 2010; thus the requirement for P-3's and their ASW 
capabilities will be even greater in the 21st century. 

Recognizing the strategic importance of NAS Brunswick, the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) has provided over $24 
million for infrastructure upgrades to the base. This includes 
funds for aircraft hangars, an Anti-Submarine Warfare Center and 
a soon to open, state of the art, 1.7 million gallon capacity 
fuel farm. 

NAS Brunswick h a s i d  its base loading 
or provide surge capability with lit- or no additional funds 
r e g u i r e d c t u a Y e  -. NAS Brunswick's 
airfield and facilities are in excellent condition. The base has 
no encroachment problems and no endangered species problems which 
could limit future growth; With 35.000 square miles of overwater 
operating areas less than 15 minutes of flight time from NAS 
Brunswick, it is estimated that the main flight training area 
usage can be increased by 77 percent, the Boston Operating area 
can be increased by 75 percent and the Small Point Mining Range 
can be increased by 75 percent. 

. . Eresentlv, NAS Rr- the ~ d p & l l  +y *R--asaoarmodate 
two additional squadrons. These could be additional VP 

- 

squadrons, a Naval Reserve VP or VR (logistic C-130 aircraft) 
squadron, or VQ-2, a special operations squadron. With the 
return of many U.S. forces from Europe to the United States, NAS 
Brunswick is the ideal location to meet the basing, training and 
aintenance requirements of VQ-2 which is stationed in Rota, 

,$Zpain. 

NAS Brunswick is capable of parking 65 P-3 aircraft, with a 
surge-capability of 95 P-3 aircraft. Hanqar suace is available 
for 18 P-3 aircraft and 19 under surge conditions. The base 
m s t r u c . L ~ l r ~  can easily accept additional personnel as the 



water and sewage systems are only operating at 33 percent of w their capability. Housing, medical services and the school 
system are available for additional military personnel and their 
families. 

The cumulative economic impact to Maine by base closures and 
defense cutbacks has been dramatic. Maine trails only California 
and South Carolina in enduring the most severe downward economic 
impact caused by base closures and military downsizing. If NAS 
Brunswick were to w e .  civilian unemplovment in the local area 
would increase bv 48 percent and bring the unemployment level of 
the Brunswick/Bath area to nearly 12 percent. In the Bath- 

. 

Brunswick labor market area, NAS Brunswick generates 14 percent 
of total employment, 10 percent of the total income and 11 
percent of the purchase of all goods and services. 

Since the late 19801s, the 75 mile stretch of coastal Maine, 
from Bath to Kittery/Portsmouth, has absorbed deep defense 
employment reductions: 5,845 direct/indirect jobs lost at Bath 
Iron Works; over 4,676 direct/indirect jobs at Portsmouth; and, 
7,598 direct/indirect jobs with the closing of Pease Air Force 
Base. Recently, Loring Air Force Base closed, causing a loss of 
8,016 direct/indirect jobs in Northern Maine. 

These figures help to explain why Maine's unemployment rate 
has run about 20 percent higher than the national average this 
year, and why economists at the Maine State Planning Office 
predict "extremely slow economic growth" for the next 10 years. 

One of your stated qoals is to ensure that military members 
and their families are p;ovided the best quality of life- 
possible. This is one area where the Bath-Brunswick area is 
unsurpassed. The close relationship between the military and the 
surroinding community is an example-for other communities to 
emulate. There is complete integration of the military members 
and their families into the schools, churches and every 
organization in the community. 

ilitary h-ts ava There are over 1,700 m ilable at NAS 
cBrunswick. Over $15 million has been spent on renovations to 
these housing units since 1989 and off base housing is readily 
available. Health care facilities can accept a major patient 
increase and the Town of Brunswick is in the advanced planning 
stage for a new hospital. The school system is also capable of 
increased enrollment (from its present 630 students to 1400) and 
has an enviable pupil/teacher ratio of 14 to 1. 

NAS Brunswick is vital to our Nation's self defense. Its 
v - &e and s-c location cannot be underestimated. 

The value of NAS Brunswick will only increase as the Navy uses 
this installation to its full potential in the future. It is 
important to keep in mind a statement made by the Secretary of 



the Navy to the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission in April 1991 when he stated, "Given the limited 
coastal land available, any surrender of coastal property or 
near-coastal property containing entities that support coastal 
bases, can be expected to be irreversible. We believe that we 
must avoid divesture of assets that may be lost forever, lest 
those assets be needed again." 

We urge you to give full consideration to the above factors 
as you analyze the Navy's future Naval Air Station requirements. 
Several charts are enclosed for your consideration. We 
appreciate your attention to this important matter as you 
continue your evaluation of the Navy's installations as part of 
the 1995 base closure process. 

&- w7 
James B. Longley, Jr. 
Member ~f Congress 

Enclosure 

Uni ed States Senator 1 

U~ernber of Congress 





DRAFT 

DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

SUMMARY SHEET 

NAVAL AIR FACILITY ADAK. ALASKA 

INSTALLATION MISSION 

Naval Air Facility supports the anti-submarine warfare surveillance mission. 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

The Navy wants to close the facility and is in the process of drawing down it's presence 
there. Currently, there are no assigned aircraft at Adak. Facility has decreased in size from 
5000 to 1000. 

DOD JUSTIFICATION 

The Navy views the facility as excess to it's needs when viewed in the context of it's planned 
force structure for the year 2001. In addition, the Navy says that it would be difficult to 
change or expand the mission because most of Adak's facilities are of WWII vintage. For 
example, to upgrade the facility would require investing almost $1 0 million to upgrade 
ramps, taxiways and hardstands. To upgrade the hangars would require an additional S 1 1 
million. Most of the administrative space is considered substandard. The Navy has invested 
about $40 million in construction costs since 1988. Closing the facilitj~. however. would 
save about $26 million in annual base operating costs. 

COST CONSIDERATIONS DEVELOPED BY DOD 

e One-Time Cost: $9.4 rniliion 
Net Savings During Implementation: $1 08 million 
Annual Recurring Savings: $26 million 
Break-Even Year: Immediate 
Net Present Value Over 20 Years: $354.8 nillion 

MANPOWER IMPLICATIONS OF THIS RECOMMENDATION (EXCLUDES 
CONTRACTORS) 

Military Civilian Students 

Baseline 

Reductions 1044 7 5 
Realignments 0 0 

cV Total 1044 75 



DRAFT 

u 
MANPOWER IMPLICATIONS OF ALL 1IECOMMENI)ATIONS AFFECTING THIS 
INSTALLATION (INCLUDES ON-BASE CONTRACTORS AND STUDENTS) 

Out In Net Gain (Loss) 
Military Civilian Military Civilian Military Civilian 

1044 7 5 0 0 (1 044) (75) 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Closing the facility will have a positive effect on the environment since there are no other air 
emission sources in the area. 

REPRESENTATION 

Governor: Tony Knowles 
Senators: Ted Stevens 

Frank H. Murkowski 
Representative: Don Young 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

c Potenrial Empioyment Loss: 893 jobs (678 direct and 21 6 indirecti 
c Adak. AI; 1VS-4 Job Base: No local population 
c Percenzage: 1 C." 

Cuil~ulative Economic impact (year-!7ea~-:: ! 0.L 

* The facility has a ship berthing capacity but the piers are about 40 years old. The power and 
cenerator systems are old and the water system is old. It could be turned over to the Coast .. 
Guard or to NCIAA, Interior, etc. CINCPACFLT however, has no further use for the facility 
and plans to continue it's anti-submarine mission out of the continental western U.S. 

COMMUNITY CONCERNS/ISSUES 

None at this time. 

DRAFT 



DRAFT 

ITEMS OF SPECIAL EMPHASIS 

Adak scored very low in the military value catagory. 

3 

DRAFT 



Subj: REPORT OF BSEC DELIBERATIONS ON 23 NOVEMBER 1994 

w support role of the BSAT is to aggressively challenge cost 
estimates to ensure consistency with standing policies and 
procedures (COBRA algorithms/process, DON cost considerations, and 
OSD policy) and reasonableness of cost estimates (savings and 
costs). Enclosure (2) reflects the procedures and rules for the 
review/analysis of BRAC-95 scenario development data call 
responses. 

4. The BSEC recessed at 1120 and reconvened at 1145. All BSEC and 
BSAT members present when the session recessed were once again 
present. In addition. Captain Michael Nordeen, USN. Captain David 
Rose, USN, Captain Kevin Ferguson, USN, Commander Loren Heckelman, 
SC, USN. Commander Robert Souders, USN. and Lieutenant Commander 
Beth Leinberry, CEC, USN, were also present. 

/ 5. Mr. Wennergren briefed the results of COBRA analysis for the 
closing of Naval Air Facilitv (NAF) Adak. See enclosure (3). The 
analysis reflected one-time costs of $12.1 million and return on 
investment in 1 vear. The one-time costs included: $1.0 million 
f o r p a y  and unemwloyment costaLor 
61 civilians); overhead costs of $8.9 million; and-movina costs-of 
$2.1 million_(which included unique shipping costs for 500 personal 
vehicles at approximately $3,000 per vehicle). The BSAT excluded 
environmental clean up costs of $220 million,- $1.8 million of which 
was for the removal of 620 abandoned vehicles. This is in . . - - - - . 

accordance with OSD policy which provides that environmental costs 
at losing bases will be excluded. However. a $650, DO0 c n s t  ,to 
remove caribou off the island was included because of an existing 
Hgreement between the DON and the State of Alaskr regarding t h i  
disgosition of the herd in the event of the base's closure. a e  
number of billets/positions eliminated was 601 and the number of 
%lllets/positions moved was 0. The BSAT advised that the analysis 
was based upon the elimination of billets/positions in FY 2001, 
kven thouqh the last operational activity other than dak is 
scheduled out in FY 1995. Noting the desire of E x e z y d e r s h i p  
to close bases as quickly as possible, the BSEC decided that if the 
last operational activity other than the NAF is out of Adak in FY 
1995, then the analysis should reflect NAF Adak personnel being out 
in FY 1997 vice FY-2001. 

6. Mr. Wennergren briefed the COBRA analysis for closing NOPF 
Whidbey Island and consolidating facilites at NOPF Dam Neck. See 
enclosure ( 4 ) .  The one-time costs were $35.3 million and the 
return on investment was 100+ years. The analysis resulted in the 
elimination of 139 billets/positions and the movement of 122 
billets/positions. New requirement military construction costs at 
NOPF Dam Neck were $0.5 million. In its review, the BSEC agreed 
that a recurring cost of $2.4 million for a satellite 
communications link from Whidbey Island to Dam Neck was 
appropriately included. However, the BSEC decided that a recurring 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF THE S E C R E T A R Y  

W A S H I N G T O N .  D.C. 20350-1000 

The Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 
and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

LT-0792-F 16 
B S AT/OEN 
3 1 May 1995 

LT-0792-F16 
*** MASTER DOCUMENT *** 
DO NOT REMOVE FROM FILES 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

Mr. Yellin of your staff asked on 30 May 1995 for our comments on the Secretary of 
Transportation's letter dated May 12, 1995, concerning the recommendation to close Naval 
Air Facility (NAF) Adak, Alaska. We have reviewed the correspondence, and our comments 
are provided below. 

The Department of the Navy has excess capacity in its operating air stations. 
As indicated in the COBRA analysis supporting our recommendations, we spend $25 million 
a year to operate NAF Adak. No active or reserve squadrons are stationed at NAF Adak, and 
all major tenants are closing their facilities at the station. Consequently, as NAF Adak no 
longer contributes to the Department's mission accomplishment, complete closure is the most 
economical way to reduce unneeded capacity, for only by closure can the overhead and 
personnel costs incurred to maintain an installation be totally eliminated and thereby result in 
savings. 

Operating bases solely for incidental use by another Department or Agency neither 
supports our efforts to maintain the military capabilities and readiness of the Navy and Marine 
Corps nor represents sound stewardship. In addition, to keep Adak open solely for use by the 
Department of Transportation would amount to one Federal agency 
appropriations of another Federal apency without specific Congressional sanction. a v i w n  

<me g e n e r m i t i o n  against augmentation-11s. 

In this instance, the Department of Transportation has a number of alternatives. 
Shemya AFB is currently an operational site for the Coast Guard, and the Air Force projects 
the base will remain operational for the foreseeable future. Other facilities (Coast Guard and 
commercial) in Alaska could supplement Coast Guard operations in the North Pacific. 
Finally, existing law permits the Secretary of Defense to transfer property that is being closed 
to Coast Guard with or without reimbursement; however, the Pryor Amendment (Public Law 
103-160, $2904) requires the determination of whether Department of Transportation wishes 
to accept s ~ c h  transfer not later than six months after the date of approval of closure of the 
installation. Both Midway (BRAC-91/93) and Adak will be available for transfer. 
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I'SCG G CI'P 

The Commission recognizes the Department of Defense has provided 
outstanding support to the Coast Guard in one of its primary 
operating areas by allowing aircraft and cutters to use bases in 
the Aleutian Islands. The Coast Guard's use of these facilities 
is essential for continued performance of maritime law 
enforcement, safety and security missions in the North Pacific. 
The closing of Naval Air Facility Adak will have a detrimental 
impact on Coast Guard operations. This facility provides forward 
deployment capability for search and rescue and law enforcement 
operations, logistic and communications services, and a medical 
evacuation transfer point. The loss of Adak will cause the Coast 
Guard to obtain support at a greater distance from this operating 
area, increasing costs and time away from critical missions. The 
Coast Guard has requested continued Department of Defense support 
in maintaining similar services provided by the Navy and Air 
Force facilities at Shemya and Midway Island, should Naval Air 
Facility Adak close. 



THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590 

May 12, 1995 

The Honorable Alan Dixon- 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 
and Realignment Commission 

1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

The Coast Guard has a significant interest in the 1995 Base 
Closure and Realignment process. We are reviewing the list of 
closures and realignments provided by the Secretary of Defense 
and are assessing the impacts to our operations. We intend to 
provide comments directly to your staff, as well as through 
public hearings. 

Initial review of the list provided by the Secretary of Defense 
indicates the potential closure of Naval Air Facility Adak. This 
causes great concern as Adak is important for Coast Guard cutter 
and aircraft operations in this primary operating area. The loss 
of Adak will cause the Coast Guard to obtain support at a greater 
d d  area, increasinq costs and time awzy 

. . from criti--. I have enclosed a synopsis of the Coast 
Guard's use of Adak and other Department of Defense facilities in 
the Northern Pacific. 

In this time of reinventing governnent, it is essential that we 
continue to meet our customers' needs. To that end, I ask that 
you consider the Coast Guard in your recommendations to the 
President. -Sholll yo11 hh7l7p questions, p 

~ C a l m e r ,  Assistant R~cretarv for 
(202) 366-4573. 

Sincerely, 

Federico Peiia 

Enclosure 



SYNOPSIS OF COAST GUARD USE OF 1 
av DOD NORTHERN PACIFIC FACILITIES 

PROBLEM: The U.S. fishing trade in the Northern Pacific exceeds 
$1.2 billion annually; its impact on the U.S. economy approaches 
$20 billion. The Coast Guard presence there provides for the 
enforcement of maritime laws and treaties that protect and 
support U,S. fishing industries and the environment, In 
addition, the Coast Guard provides critical search and rescue, 
medical evacuation, navigational, and communications support. In 
turn the Coast Guard relies on numerous Department of Defense 
facilities for logistics and forward operating bases. Closure of 
these facilities in these vital remote areas would have a 
tremendous adverse impact to the Coast Guard's ability to provide 
these services. It is crucial for the industry and the - 
environment that these services continue in the Northern Pacific. 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE FACILITIES: Adak, Shemya, and Midway all 
rd 

COAST GUARD IMPACTS: Affected programs and units include: 
Search and Rescue, Law Enforcement and Aids-to-Navigation 
programs and LORAN Station Attu, Air Station Kodiak, Adak LORAN 
Monitor, and Communications Station Kodiak units. 

Our cutters and particularly aircraft rely on these facilities to 
accomplish Coast Guard missions. If all are closed, we expect 
the following: 

+ Search and Rescue: Forced to stage long range search and 
rescue in the western portion of our area of responsibility from 
Cold Bay, Dutch Harbor, or St. Paul. Each of these is nearly 
1,000 miles further to the east of Shemya. This would 
substantially decrease aircraft on-scene time for search and 
rescue and will result in increased loss-of-life cases, crew 
fatigue, and safety violations. Closed medical facilities will 
delay initial medical treatment of medical evacuation patients a 
minimum of 3.5 hours. Likewise, cutters will expect to spend 
extra days in transit for medical evacuation cases. 

+ Law Enforcement: Similarly, forced to stage from airports to 
the east, law enforcement aircraft will drastically reduce on- 
scene periods for law enforcement. We will be unable to fly 80% 
of the High Seas Drift Net area resulting in major U.S. economic 
impact due to lack of enforcement. Attempts to maintain current 
levels of service will result in increased crew fatigue, loss of 
profitable patrol hours, and perhaps a greater dependancy on out- 
of-district recovery areas such as Japan, Guam, and Hawaii. 
Tension between the United States and Japan over the issue of 
fishing practices is likely to increase if we rely more heavily 

(V on them to stage our enforcement of the High Seas Drift Net area 
and other regulations on Japanese fishing vessels. Cutters will 



lose numerous days in transit for each patrol for fueling 

3 
purposes, 

6 COMMUNICATIONS: Loss of communications services provided will 
have a severe impact on unit effectiveness and morale of LORAN 
Station Attu. The cost to overcome this loss will include 
acquiring a satellite earth station for installation on Attu. 
Also the high frequency communications repeater at Adak will 
require a costly replacement. 

6 AIDS-TO-NAVIGATION: Loss of airstrip at Shemya will force 
uncompleted logistics missions to Attu due to weather and will 
severely disrupt delivery of food/mail to Attu, Loss of LORAN 
monitoring station at Adak will force a very expensive relocation 
of the site. 

EXISTING DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE SUPPORT: 
- Use of runway facilities for search and rescue, emergency 
landings and navigational support 
- Medical services at clinics (includes medical evacuations 
which means delayed initial medical treatment of patients) 
- Use of fueling pier for cutters 
- Commissary and servemart assistance during High Seas Drift Net 

patrols 
- Flight crew messing and berthing 
- LORAN C monitoring site 
- High frequency transmitter/receiver and medium frequency 
transmitter remotely operated from Kodiak. 
- Refueling, alternative landing site, emergency airfield and 
navigational support 
- Minor and emergent runway repairs 
- LORSTA Attu landline communications-telephones 
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IMPACT OF DOD FACILITY CLOSURES/REALIGNMENTS 

DOD 
INSTALLATION AFFECTED CG UNITS IMPACT 

P - - - - - - - I = = = = = = = 3 = = E E e = = = = = = = P = 5 : = 3 = = f = = 5 : x = ~ ~ = = = = = = = ~ = = = = = = = = = = * = = = = = = = = = = = ~ = = ~ = = = = = = ~ = * = = = = = = = ~ = s = = = = - - = = =  ------- 
NAVAL A I R  FACILITY ADAK, LORAN STATION ( L O R S T A )  ATTU Closure of this facility will have a major 
AL (Closure) AIR STATION ( A I R S T A )  KODIAK impact on CG operations in the North 

ADAK LORAN MONITOR Pacific. Loss of use of this facility 
COMMUNICATION STATION KODIAK will impair our ability to perform 

maritime law enforcement and safety and 
security missions. Adak currently provides 
both cutter and aircraft support for CG ops. 
Loss of this facility will result in 
decreased aircraft on-scene time and delay 
of medical evacuation patients. It will 
result in fewer on-scene cutter days for law 
enforcement patrols. Loss of Loran monitoring 
station at Adak may force a relocation of the 
site at great cost. CG cutters also use 
Adak for JP-5 refueling. They could 
potentially switch to diesel fuel available 
at Dutch Harbor, but with negative impacts. 
Naval Security Group Adak currently supports 
COMMSTA Kodiak remote MF and HF transceivers 
and receivers. Its closure will terminate 
the Inter-service Support Agreement ( I S S A ) .  
Other support alternatives are being 
investigated. 

CHARLES MELVIN P R I C E  
SUPPORT CENTER, IL 
(Closure) 

NAVAL ENGINEERING SUPPORT NESU & EMD St. Louis are existing tenants 
U N I T  (NESU) S T .  L O U I S  of this facility. MSO St. Louis currently 

ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE maintains their small boats and pollution 
DETACHMENT (EMD) S T .  LOUIS  responses equipment in a building at the 

MARINE SAFETY O F F I C E  ( M S O )  Support Center. A planning proposal for a 
S T .  LOUIS new Base St. Louis at this site has been 

approved. Anticipate closure will lead to a 
Title 10 transfer of 22 acres to the CG for 
the new base. Impact on NESU and EMD 
St. Louis is unknown. Charles Melvin Price 
Support Center also provides an exchange, 
commissary, gym, golf course and club house 
that are used by CG personnel. The Army Depot 
at Granite City will remain active, providing 
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CHARLES MELVIN PRICE commissary/exchange services to CG personnel. 
SUPPORT CENTER CG Auxiliary would be directly impacted by 
cont . closure of this facility. The Support Center 

houses the Auxiliary's National Supply Center 
(ANSC). The ANSC is the storage and 
distribution center for Auxiliary pubs, awards, 
member course, etc. The ANSC is operated under 
contract, with CG managing the contract and 
overseeing operations. The Auxiliary may be 
forced to lease the same space, most likely at 
an increased cost, or move the location, 
requiring transportation of inventory and 
development of a new contract. The CG District 
2 armory is currently in shared Army space. A 
new armory is included within the scope of the 
new Base St. Louis design. There may be an 
opportunity for future consolidation of the 
NESU, EMD, and MSO at the new base site. 

SELFRIDGE ARMY GARRISON, A I R S T A  DETROIT 
MI GROUP/BASE DETROIT 
(Closure ) MSO DETROIT 

STATION BELLE ISLAND 
STATION PORT HURON 
STATION S T .  CLAIR SHORES 
AIDS TO NAVIGATION TEAM (ANT) 

DETROlT 
CG CUTTER (CGC) BRISTOL BAY 

Airsta Detroit is a tenant command of this r 
V 
C: 

facility. It is unlikely that the Airsta c 
will have to relocate as the airfield property 
is under the custody of the Michigan Air C)  

T 
National Guard ( A N G ) .  Operational services are T 

supported by an ISSA between the Air Station 
and Michigan ANG. With a total closure of 
this base, CG may lose commissary, exchange, 
medical, and child care services. Fire 
fighting services and Airfield Crash 
and Rescue are 50% funded by the Army and 
50% by the 127th Fighter Wing of Michigan ANG. 
If the ANG is unable to absorb 100% 
funding, a significant cutback in the airfield 
support could occur or CG might have to provide 
additional funds to continue support of this 
service. CG occupies 116 of 745 Army housing 
units. The Army has no plans to continue 
to run this housing. Closure could mean 
expanding our leased housing for eligible 
members. 
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SENECA ARMY DEPOT, NY LORSTA SENECA Staffing at LORSTA Seneca is programmed to 
(Closure ) decrease from 20 personnel to 4 with the 

completion of a LORAN consolidated control 
project 7/97. The nature of LORAN operations ' 
makes movement of the LORAN facility 
impossible and the option to acquire the 
property has been explored locally* The effect 
of closure of Seneca housing, 32 units, would 
minimally impact the CG. Additional minor 
concerns include the transfer of LORSTA water 
and sewer currently provided by Seneca Army 
Depot, to Seneca County. The Army also manages 
a profitable MWR recreational travel camp, used 
by Active Duty Military and retirees as 
vacation cottages. The depot also provides 
telephone services to LORSTA Seneca. 

NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH, MA SOUTH WEYMOUTH BUOY DEPOT South Weymouth Buoy Depot is a tenant command 
(Closure) STATION SCITUATE of this facility. The CG does not own or 

CG DISTRICT 1 lease, just has use of the site. The ISSA with 
the Navy states that an additional 6 acres 
could be made available to the CG if the NAS 
ever closed. The NAS Fire Department provides 
protection and safety inspections for the 
Depot. We may be able to rely on the local 
Fire Department to provide protection services. 
We currently lease 50 housing units from the 
Navy for CG families in the Boston area. The 
housing is poor and considered to be a 
maintenance burden; however, other housing 
options are limited. The NAS housing 
may be unnecessary for Boston-area members; 
District 1 needs to address this in the future. 
The Navy exchange may close; may be feasible 
for CG Exchange System to take over if a CG 
presence remains. The CG may see a significant 
decrease in the established ISSA with the Navy 
at Airsta Cape Cod. The CG provides the Navy 
use of 95 units of housing at Cape Cod. 
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NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH, MA The NAS South Weymouth closure may reduce the 
cont . Navy need for housing by as much as 80 units. 

The CG will still own these units, but not 
receive maintenance funding. Loss of 
commissary and exchange facilities will impact 
drilling reservists in the area. Closure of 
the clinic will have a minor affect on CG 
personnel at Station Scituate. Dl field 
operations will be impacted to a limited degree 
if the NAS closes: Dl provides semi-annual 
intelligence briefings to the P-3 squadron at 
South Weymouth, who in turn provide Target of 
Interest information to the district 
during/after flights. The squadron has also 
been an additional reconaissance asset during 
AM10 operations. 

NAS CORPUS CHRISTI, TX AIRSTA CORPUS CHRISTI 
(Realignment) 

MCCLELLAN AFB, CA 
( Closure ) 

AIRSTA SACRAMENTO 

AIRSTA Corpus Christi is a tenant command of 
this facility. The Navy may desire to relocate r 
several tenants to maximize space utilization. w C. 
At one time, NAS expressed an intent to.use the a 
CG hangar for the USN minesweeper helos. If ? 
that occured, the Navy has indicated they would g 
provide CG with another location on base and ' 

would attempt to assist with move/remodeling , 
costs. The latest BRAC developments/ 
recommendations make it likely that CG will 
retain its current location in Hangar 41. 

I 

AIRSTA Sacramento is a tenant command of this 
facility. Closure of the AFB would force 
relocation of CG airsta. The CG does not 
desire to become an airfield landlord. 
The Air Force currently provides interservice 
support such as airfield, control tower, crash 
and fire, weather office, and civil engineering 
support. They also provide family support 
services such as housing, medical, dental, 
exchange, commissary, etc. Airsta Sacramento 
also receives courier service, communications 
support and is a local user of the Air Force 
Classified Material System account. The CG has 
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NAVAL SHIPYARD LONG BEACH, SUPRTCEN SAN PEDRO The shipyard and SIMA provide direct, high 
CA quality ship repair services to local CG. 
(Closure ) Service connectivity for the RAPIDS program 

and the Defense Switched Network at CGDll are 
provided by the Naval Shipyard. Alternate 
service points will have to be identified. 
This closure will also impact support services 
for the CG, i.e., a Family Support Center, 
commissary, exchange, barber shop, pharmacy, 
medical services, child care. CGDll Response 
Advisory Team houses our Vessel of Opportunity 
Skilling System at the Shipyard. SUPRTCEN San 
Pedro uses the Navy clinic for some x-ray and 
laboratory services. Because of the distance 
of San Pedro from any other federal direct care 
inpatient or specialty service provider, the CG 
may have to contract for or obtain an MOU with 
the Dept. of Veterans Affairs for many of these 
services. Closure may also eliminate berthing/ 
messing opportunities for reservists augmenting 
CG commands in the area. PSU 311 is in the 
process of being established using a ware- 
house on the shipyard. They are currently 
setting up temporary storage facilities and 
will probably require additional warehouse cost 
if they have to relocate. 
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E G L I N  AFB, F L  LORAN MONITORING S I T E  STA Destin, FT Walton NDS, Cape San Blas NDS 
(Realignment) STA DESTIN all located on Army property but managed by 

F T  WALTON NATIONAL D I S T R E S S  Eglin (utilities, tower, equipment hut, etc) 
SYSTEM Impact unknown. 

CAPE S A N  BLAS NATIONAL 
DISTRESS SYSTEM 

NSWC CRANE D I V I S I O N  
DETACHMENT, KY 
( Closure ) 

CGYD 
MLCLANT 
MLCPAC 

w '  
NUWC NEWPORT D I V I S I O N  

El 
CGC EAGLE 

V) NEW LONDON DETACHMENT 
L 

CGC REDWOOD 
NEW LONDON, CT STA NEW LONDON 
( Closure ) 

NAVAL COMMAND, CONTROL G-T 
0 
-3 AND OCEAN SURVEILLANCE MLCLANT 
cr CENTER, IN-SERVICE 
I- 

MLCPAC 
(D 
N 

ENGINEERING CENTER 

N 
EAST COAST DETACHMENT, 

o NORFOLK, VA 

6 (Realignment ) 

FORT HAMILTON, NY 
cg 
7 ( Realignment ) . . 
0 .* 

This closure will have a major impact on 
field support of the MK75 gun, MK15 CIWS and 
MK36 SRBOC. This center provides technical and 
parts assistance, overhauls and defines 
maintenance procedures for these weapon 
systems. The Navy may continue to support the 
MK15 CIWS and MK36 SRBOC, but is removing the 
MK75 from its inventory. CG YARD may be able 
to fill this gap. 

CGC EAGLE currently moors at Pier 7 when 
in homeport. SECDOD recommendation is for 
Pier 7 to remain open. This pier also provides 
a homeport for the CGC REDWOOD. Anticipate 
S T A  New London will acquire its current site 
and will retain access to Pier 7. 

Headquarters, Headquarters units, and MLCs 
contract with N I S E  East for electronics 
engineering support. Unclear from the 
recommendations as to what functions may be 
deleted. Major moves of personnel/equipment 
may result in project elimination or delays. 

May affect USCG personnel remaining in NY 
area if G I  relocates and commissary/exchange 
close. Other potential impacts unknown. 
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local radio transceivers and antennae installed 
in the Air Force hangar, such as VHF and HF. , 

NAS POINT MUGU, CA CG DISTRICT 11 

BAYONNE MILITARY OCEAN 
TERMINAL, NJ 
( C l o s u r e  ) 

L 
I 
L, FORT DIX, NJ 
I 
u (Realignment) 

ATLANTIC STRIKE TEAM 

The CG has a National Distress System VHF-FM 
High Level Site at Point Mugu. The Navy 
provides the control circuits, power and 
emergency power to the site. 

This site is being considered as a proposed 
location for several NY area commands. 
Closure of this facility will probably make 
Army barracks unavailable for CG cutters 
tentatively planned to homeport there as 
part of the Streamlining proposals. 

Atlantic Strike Team is a tenant command 
of this facility. FY95 AC&I project to 
construct equipment facility with construction 
award anticipated 3/30/95. No impact 

I anticipated. 
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GREATER PITTSBURGH IAP MSO PITTSBURGH 
AIR RESERVE STATION, PA 
( Closure ) 

SPACE AND NAVAL WARFARE 
SYSTEMS COMMAND 
ARLINGTON, VA 
(Change to previous BRAC) 

FITZSIMONS ARMY MEDICAL 
a CENTER, CO 
a 
u ( Closure ) 
I I 

U 

U 
U 
Y? 
d 

FORT BUCHANAN, PR 
(Realignment) 

CG BASE SAN JUAN 

d 

0 
u 

NAVAL AIR STATION PACAREA 
1'- 
w 
3 4  

ALAMEDA, CA 

N 
(Change to previous BRAC) 

In 
Q) 

\ - OAKLAND ARMY BASE, CA 
0 

CG PACIFIC AREA 

Closure of this facility will impact Reserve 
personnel who stay at this facility when 
drilling. Costs of Reserve drills will 
escalate in the Pittsburgh area because of 
high costs associated with temporary lodging. 

Relocation of this command to San Diego will 
make it difficult to participate in Navy 
electronic systems programs affecting CG, e.g. 
Defense Message System, high speed fleet 
broadcast, NTCS-A/JMCIS, NAVMAC-11. 

Primary impact on health care services 
will be the relocation of the Optical 
Fabrication Laboratory to Ft Sam Houston, 
TX. This laboratory provides military eyeware 
support to CG personnel west of the 
Mississippi River. Loss of service may 
only be temporary during transfer to Texas. 

Closure of the family housing units and 
conversion to a primary reserve unit will 
affect health care provided by the Army clinic 
primarily for CG dependents. 

PACAREA (Pi) presently picks up Defense Courier 
Service material at NAS Alameda. A new 
delivery system will need to be developed 
to take care of delivery of classified 
material in a timely manner. PACAREA (Pi) 
provides over the counter Sensitive 
Compartmented Information traffic service to 
local Navy ships and CG units. When NAS 
closes, PACAREA anticipates losing the assigned 
Navy billets that assist the staffing for this 
service. 

Anticipate telephone circuit (secure and non- 
secure impacts. 
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SHIP REPAIR FACILITY, MARSEC 
GUAM ( Closure) MSO GUAM 

CGC BASSWOOD 
CGC GALVESTON ISLAND 

4 
0 NAVAL ACTIVITIES GUAM MARSEC 
-I' ( Realignment ) 
1% 
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FORT GREELY, AL LORSTA TOK LORSTA Tok personnel use the commissary and 

( Realignment ) exchange at Ft Greely. Ft Greely closure 
will not impair LORAN operations. The Army 
metrology lab at Greeley repairs and calibrates 
all electronics equipment on inventory at 
LORSTA TOK. If the lab were to close as part 
of this realignment, the CG would have to pay 
for this service or purchase $25K worth of 
calibrating equipment. 

MSO GUAM 
CGC GALVESTON ISLAND 
CGC BASSWOOD 

Closure of this facility could lead to eventual 
closure of the naval station clinic and 
hospital, the primary source of medical 
care for the 116 CG personnel and their 
dependents in Naval housing. Vessel 
maintenance and repair assistance has been 
provided at this facility, as well as dry 
dock capability. Additional cutter transit 
time will be required for this type of 
maintenance. In addition, the Navy metrology 
lab repairs and calibrates all electronics 
equipment on inventory at MARSEC Guam. If the 
lab closes, the cost for this work would 
increase by an estimated $5K per year. 

Naval Activities Guam supports active duty and 
reserve CG on Guam in many ways as tenant 
activities. ISSA's are in place with the Navy 
Public Works Center for general, electrical, 
water/sewer and housing support, as well as 
telephone services for our buildings, offices 
and grounds on NAVACT. MARSEC, MSO and the 
2 cutters are located on CG property within 
NAVACTS. CG units are directly supported by 
almost every department of NAVACTS. The 
Navy provides security, training spaces, 
MWR services, food services, consolidated 
bachelor quarters, portion operations, 
commercial travel, fire department response, 
legal services, etc. 
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NAVAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS This facility provides In-Service Engineering 

S U P P O R T  O F F I C E ,  Agent ( I S E A )  services for the Microcomputer 
C H E S A P E A K E ,  VA Organizational Maintenance Management Systems. 
(Closure ) This system allows for an electronic link to 

the USN Maintenance Data System. We currently 
have a M I P R  in place with them to perform this 
function for us. 

NAVAL S E A  SYSTEM COMMAND, G-OD0 
A R L I N G T O N ,  VA 
(Realignment) 

BROOKS AFB, TX 
( C l o s u r e  ) 

BERGSTROM A F B ,  TX 
(Closure ) 

GRU GALVESTON 
GRU CORPUS C H R I S T 1  
A I R S T A  CORPUS C H R I S T 1  

GRU GALVESTON 
GRU CORPUS C H R I S T 1  
A I R S T A  CORPUS C H R I S T 1  

D E F E N S E  D I S T R I B U T I O N  GRU GALVESTON 
D E P O T  RED R I V E R ,  TX GRU CORPUS C H R I S T 1  
( C l o s u r e  ) A I R S T A  CORPUS C H R I S T I  

R E D  R I V E R  ARMY DEPOT,  TX GRU GALVESTON 
(Closure ) GRU CORPUS C H R I S T 1  

A I R S T A  CORPUS C H R I S T I  

N A S  B A R B E R S  POINT, HI CGAS BARBERS POINT 
(Change to previous BRAC) 

All NAVORD equipment program managers are 
located here. We deal directly with all 
applicable program managers on ordnance 
matters. Impact unknown. I 

Loss of commissary/exchange facilities will 
impact active duty and reserve personnel in 
CGD8. 

Loss of commissary/exchange facilities will 
impact active duty and reserve personnel in 
CGDB . 
L o s s  of support services will impact reserve 
personnel in CGD8. 

Loss of support services will impact reserve 
personnel in CGDB. 

Navy housing may continue to be available 
to the CG; the BRAC ' 95  SECDOD recommendation 
retains it for multi-service use. Positive 
impact to CG. 
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EAST FORT BAKER, CA STA GOLDEN GATE The Fort has some limited housing, currently 
(Closure ) used by a few CG families. Recent degradation 

in maintenance has already influenced a 
decision to vacate. 

RIO VISTA ARMY RESERVE STA RIO VISTA 
( Closure ) 

MOFFET FEDERAL AIRFIELD AIRSTA SACRAMENTO 
AGS, CA 
( Closure ) 

NAVAL COMMAND, CONTROL G-T 
AND OCEAN SURVEILLANCE MLCLANT 
CENTER, IN-SERVICE MLCPAC 
ENGINEERING WEST COAST 
DIVISION, SAN DIEGO, CA 

(Closure) 

ROBINS AFB, GA 
( Realignment ) 

the 

KELLY AFB, TX 
( Realignment ) 

AR&SC ELIZABETH CITY 

AR&SC ELIZABETH CITY 

HILL AFB, UT (Realignment) AR&SC ELIZABETH CITY 
AVIATION TROOP COMMAND, MO (Closure) 

This facility is adjacent to Station Rio Vista. 
Do not anticipate any impact due to closure. 

The 129th Air National Guard Air Rescue 
Squadron is located at this facility. 
Occasionally, this squadron flies long range 
SAR for the CG and maintains long range SAR 
guard when CG C-130's are down. SECDOD 
recommendation is for Squadron to relocate 
to McClellan AFB which should facilitate 
an improved working relationship between 
Airsta Sacramento and the Squadron. 

Headquarters, Headquarters units, and MLCs 
contract with NISE West for electronics 
engineering support. Unclear from the 
recommendations as to what functions may be 
deleted. Major moves of personnel/equipment 
may result in project elimination or delays. 

ARGSC receives complete Air Force support for 
repair of CG C-130's through ISSA agreements. 
AR&SC does not have the facilities to repair 
C-130's. Impact on ISSA's unknown. 

AR&SC receives complete Air Force support for 
repair of CG C-130's through ISSA agreements. 
ARSC does not have the facilities to repair the 
C-130's. Impact on ISSA's unknown. 

These facilities provide ISSA support to 
AR&SC. They do depot level preventive 
maintenance on our C-130's and H60s. 



Alaska State Legislature 
House of Representatives 

Office of the Chief Clerk 

'IrrilrP State Capitol, Rm 214 
Juneau, AK 99801-1 182 Official Busirless (907) 465-3725 

May 5, 1995 

The Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 N. Moore St. Ste. 1425 
Arlington, WA 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

As directed, I am enclosing a copy of the following resolution: 

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 10 
Relating to the conversion of the Naval Air Facility in Adak. 

The resolution was passed by the Alaska House of Representatives on 
May 2, 1995. 

Sincerely, 

Suzi Lowell 
Chief Clerk 

Enclosure as noted. 



Source 
HR 10 

S T A T E  OF A L A S K A  
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATlVES 

Relating to the conversion o i  the Xaval .\ir Facility in Ad&. 

House 
Resolve No. 

9 - 

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESEX'ATIVES: 

WHEREAS the closure of the Naval Air Facility in Ad&. ;Uasks is anticipated to occur 

in 1996; and 

WHERE.-S the land and existing infrastructure of the faciliry could be used after the 

closure to benefit people and businesses in the state, as well as to serve the lcng-term interests 

of the state and the federal government; and 

W H E W  the closure of the faciliry presents n unique oppomnity to develop a new 

community for the western Aleutians. to promote commercid ventures, and to use the existing 

land and inirumcmre for cornmunip purposes: and 

W H E W ,  unless appropriate steps are taken immediatety to preserve the buildings and 

other ininsmcmre from d m a p  by wind and moisrure. the future use of the existing 

infrastructure and the development of the .Ad& community will be jeopardized: 

BE IT RESOLVED that the House of Representatives supports the conversion of k e  

Yaval .%r Facility in .Ad&, .Uashs into n facilip that can be ased beneficially by the citizens 

of h e  western Aleutians; and be it 

FURTIER RESOLVED that the House of Regresenntives respecfilly requests the 



United States Department of the Navy, Department of the Interior, and Department of Defense 

UJ to 

( I )  take effective and timely measures to preserve the infnstructure that 

constitutes the Naval Air Facility in .l\dak, Alaska; 

(3) work close!y with dl federal and state zgencies and the Aleut Corporation 

resarding the future use of the facility after its ciosure; 

(3) designate in a timely manner an authority, preferably the Aleut Corporation, 

for developing rhe furure use of rhe properry constituting the faciiicy; and 

(1) arrange for the transfer of the property that constitutes the facility to the Aeut 

Corporation as part of the corporation's entidement under 43 U.S.C. 160 1 - 1641 (Alaska Native 

Claims Settlement .Act). 

COPIES of this resolution shall be sent to the Honorable Bill Clinton, President of the 

L'niteci States; to the Honorable .Al Gore, Jr., Vice-President of the United States and President 

of the U.S. Senate: the Honorable Yewt Gingich. Spedzr of the U.S. House of Representatives; 

the Honorable William J. Peny, Secretary of Defense: the Hononble John H. Dalton. Secretary 

of the Nay ;  the Honorable Bruce B a b b i ~  Secrerq  of the Interior; the Honorable Aan J. Dixon. 

C'nair of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission; and to the Honorable Tzd 

Stevens and the Honorable Franic _\lurkowski. U.S. Senators, and h e  Hononble Don Young, U.S. 

Representative, members of the Alaska delegation in Congress. 
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SAD BURNS MONTANA HARRY REID NEVADA 

COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS 
4RD C SHELBY ALABAMA J ROBERT KERREY NEBRASKA 
ES M JLFFORDS VERMONT HERB KOHL WISCONSIN WASHINGTON, DC 20510-6025 

DD GREGG NEW HAMPSHIRE -@ PATTY MURRAY WASHINGTON 
ROBERT F BENNETT UTAH 

J KEITH KENNEDY STAFF DIRECTOR May 8, 1995 
JAMES H ENGLISH MINORITY STAFF DIRECTOR 

-'h:+t--t 4 ' . 
Honorable Alan Dixon -. *, - *  PC U Y .  -- 
Chai m a n  
Defense Base Realignment and Closure commission 
1700 North Monroe Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Alan: 

Thank you for the opportunity tc zpzear before the 
Commission during your hearings in San Francisco. Lee Clune and 
I appreciated the chance to present the views of the Delta 
Junction community on the proposed realignment @f Fort Greely. 

During my testimony, I reflected on the broader significance 
of Alaska military bases to our Nation's security interests. As 
I know you appreciate from your tenure as a Member of the Armed 
Services Committee, our forces in the ~sia-Pacific region are 
spread very thin. Alaska units provide a strategic reserve and 
strike capability on American soil--an irreplaceable asset. 

In San Francisco, I noted the dual deployment capability of 
the Alaska bases - -providing double the deployment flexibility of 
units in the lower 48 states. This translates to reduced 
requirements for airlift and sealift--already in short supply. 

As the Commission proceeds to evaluate the addition of other 
bases to the list forwarded by the Department of Defense, I urge 
you to reject any proposals to consider closure or downsizing of 
the forces remaining in Alaska. Two ~dministrations, three 
Secretaries of Defense, two Chairmen of the Joint Chiefs and a l l  
three previous Base Closure Commissions looked closely at this 
issue, and rejected proposals to eliminate the five primary 
cgerzting bases in Alaska. 

Please feel free to call on me if you have any questions or 
concerns about information related to the military installations 
in Alaska. I will do everything I can to assist on any matter 
related to the bases in my State. 

With best wishes, 

sincerely, 



MARK 0 HATFIELD. OREGON. CHAIRMAN 

TED STEVENS. ALASKA 
THAD COCHRAN. MtSSlSSlPPl 
ARLEN SPECTER. PENNSYLVANIA 
PETE V WMENICI. NEW MEXICO 
PMtL GRAMM. TEXAS 
UIR*STOPHEP S BOND. MISSOURI 
s w r  WASMINGTON 
MI ELL. KENTUCKY 

ROBERT C. BVRD. WEST VIRGINIA 
DANIEL K INOUYE. HAWAII 
ERNEST F HOLLINGS. SOUTH CAROLINA 
J. BENNETT JOHNSTON. LOUISIANA 
PATRICK J LEAHV. VERMONT 
DALE BUMPERS, ARKANSAS 
FRANK R. LAUTENBERG. NEW JERSEY 
TOM HARKIN. IOWA 
BARBARA A MIKULSKI. MARYLAND 
HARRY REID. NEVADA 
J. ROBERT KERREY. NEBRASKA 
HERB KOHL. WISCONSIN 
P A T N  MURRAY. WASHINGTON 

Wnited @t.ates senate 
COMMllTEE O N  APPROPRIATIONS 

WASHINGTON, DC 20510-6025 

J. KEITH KENNEDY. STAFF DIRECTOR 
JAMES H. ENGLISH. MINORITY STAFF DIRECTOR 

March 2, 1995 

Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chai m a n  
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Cha 

I understand that as part of the Base Closure and 
Realignment submission, the Department of Defense has recommended 
that Fort Greely, Alaska be realigned and that Adak Naval 
Station, Alaska be closed. 

AS you begin your review of the Alaska bases, I would like 
to offer my personal assistance to facilitate your assessment. I 

-hope that in the course of your deliberations, that you and the 
other Commissioners will have the opportunity to visit these two 
installations. Accordingly, I would ask that you advise me when 
the Commissioners or staff intend to visit Alaska. 

Base closures are not a new issue for Alaska. Since 1988. 
over 150 separate installations and sites have been closed in ' 
Alaska by the three military services. As the Department of 
Defense has reorganized and downsized, the excess capacity in 
Alaska has already been eliminated. 

The realignment of Fort Greely would have a severe economic 
impact on the community of Delta Junction. Delta Junction is 
very reliant on the Army's presence in such areas as schools, 
jobs as well as community support. 

I look forward to working with you and the Commission as you 
review this matter. Please do not hesitate to contact me if I 
can be of further assistance. 

With best wishes, 

, - 
I .  

-TED STEVENS 





DRAFT 

DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

SUMMARY SHEET 

NAVAL AIR STATION KEY WEST. FLORIDA 

INSTALLATION MISSION 

Provides support to aviation units performing air combat training. 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Realign the air station to a facility, and dispose of piers, wharfs and buildings in the Truman 
Annex and Trunbo Point. 

DOD JUSTIFICATION 

In order to continue full access to the training airspace and ranges while at the same time 
reducing unneeded infrastructure. 

COST CONSIDERATIONS DEVELOPED BY DOD 

One-Time Cost: $.4 million to close the facility 
Net Savings During Implementation: $ 8.2 million 
Annual Recurring Savings: $ 1.8 million 
Break-Even Year: Immediate 
Net Present Value Over 20 Years: $.25.5 million 

MANPOWER IMPLICATIONS 

Military Civilian Students 
Baseline 

Reductions 0 
Realignments 0 
Total 0 

26 (20 direct and 6 indirect) 
0 0 
26 0 

DRAFT 



DRAFT 

MANPOWER IMPLICATIONS OF THIS RECOMMENDATION (EXCLUDES 
qJ CONTRACTORS) 

Military Civilian Students 

Baseline 0 0 0 

Reductions 2 0 
Realignments 
Total 20 

MANPOWER IMPLICATIONS OF ALL RECOMMENDATIONS AFFECTING THIS 
INSTALLATION (INCLUDES ON-BASE CONTRACTORS AND STUDENTS) 

Out In Net Gain (Loss) 
Military Civilian Military Civilian Military - 

20 0 0 0 (20) 0 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Closing the facility will have a minimal but positive effect since no aviation assets are being 

.I moved out of the facility. 

REPRESENTATION 

Governor: Lawton Chiles 
Senators: Bob Graham 

Connie Mack 
Representative: Peter Deutsch 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

Potential Employment Loss: 26 jobs (20 direct and 6 indirect) 
Key West, FL MSA Job Base: 26 jobs 
Percentage: 0.1 percent decrease 
Cumulative Economic Impact (1 994-200 1): 0.1 percent decrease 

MILITARY ISSUES 

The Navy wants to retain airspace rights for training purposes and in doing so it will have to 
retain a military presence in the area. 

2 
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DRAFT 

DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
Base Summary Sheet 

w 
Naval Air Station 

Key West, Florida 
INSTALLATION MISSION 

Operational air base that supports training 

RECOMMENDATION: 
Realign to become an air facility and dispose of the waterfrontassets but retain the 

infrastructure necessary to support future operations 

JUSTIFICATION 

In order to continue full access to the training airspace and ranges, the Navy wants to 
reduce infrascture 

ITEMS OF SPECIAL EMPHASIS 

This is one of the few unrestricted areas of airspace left for the Kavy to train over water 

COST CONSIDERATIONS 

One-Time Cost: $ .4 million 
Net Costs and Savings During Implementation: $8.2 million 
Annual Recurring Savings: $ 1.8 million 
Break-Even Year: Immediate 
Net Present Value Over 20 Years: $ 

hlANPOWER IMPLICATIONS 

Military 

Baseline 

Reductions 
Realignments 
Total 

Civilian students 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

w No changes 
REPRESENTATION 

Senators: Graham and Mack 

Representative: Deutsch 
Governor: Chiles 

SIGNIFICANT ISSUF;S 

MILITARY ISSUES 

Will maintain a recruiting presence in the Detroit area 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

Potential Employment Loss: 
MSA Job Base: 
Percentage: 
curnulafive Economic Impact (year-year): 

1 COMMUNITY CONCERNS/ISSUES 

DRAFT 



Subj: REPORT OF BSEC DELIBERATIONS ON 22 NOVEMBER 1994 

Otherwise, it may make decisions that are not supported by the 
numbers, or the BSEC will have to perform budget analysis to bring 
the numbers in line with reality. Mr. ~emfakos reminded the 
Owners/Operators that when they provide COBRA responses, they also 
have an opportunity to suggest a better solution, not as to which 
activity clsses but as to what happens to the necessary functions 
at the closing activity. The alternative can be better 
operationally or fiscally. 

8. Rear Admiral Moore asked whether the final recommendations 
would leave commanders with any discretion regarding the 1o:acion 
of functions. The BSEC will try to protect that prerogative; 
however, there are dangers in being either too general or too 
specific. Owners/Operators will have access to the final language. 

9. Admiral Flanaqan advised that the airspace at Key West is 
what is critical at. t-tivitv, and the COBRA scenario response 
~ c l o s l n u  ?SALK-y -11-14 to reflect that fact. He also 
advised that six submarines were scheduled to go to New London and 
that is the reason the COBRA response for closing New Lgndcn showed 
20 vice 14 submarines being relocated. Admiral Flanagan also 
reported that Norfolk had no piers for patrol craft and that he 
believed Norfolk was being overloaded. He recommended a close look 
at Norfolk's pier capacity. Mr. Nemfakos invited Admiral Flanagan 
tc send up some of his staff to review the data that the BSEC was 
using. 

w 10. Admiral Ziatoper advised the BSEC that it was not necessary ta 
keep excess capacity in Guam in order to maintain DON'S strategic 
presence there. He also stated that DON does need to maintain a 
small number of submarines on the west coast because of the 
training conducted there. 

11. The BSEC will meet witn the Assistant Secretaries ne>?t week to 
update them. The following week, the BSEC will meet with cke Vice 
Chief of Naval Operations, the Assistant Cornrnandan~ of the Marine 
Corps, and the ~wners/Operators to let them know what the specific 
recommendations look likr. 

12. The deliberative session adjourned at 1540. 

- w  
ORVAL E. 1U'ANGLE 
L'IZOL, USMC 
Recording Secretzry 
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KEY WEST 0 FLORIDA 33040 

'CI* I xu ,2 . . 441  

B O F C O U N T Y  SSIONER3 
MAYOR Shirley Freeman, District 3 
Mayor Pro tern Jack London, Dismct 2 
Wiihelrnina Harvey, District 1 
Keith Douglass, District 4 
Mary Kay Reich, District 5 

Mayor Emeritus Wilhelrnina Harvey 
310 Fleming Street 
Key West, Florida 33040 

March 30,1995 

The Honorable Alan Dixon 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Va. 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon, 

am writing to express the appreciation of the people of Monroe County and the City of Key West for the 
portunity to appear at the Regional BRAC hearing in Birmingham, Alabama. 

In light of the intense schedule of the Commissioners and the need for other communities to make their 
cases to the BRAC Commission, I would like to suggest that Monroe County and the City of Key West 
forego the opportunity to make a formal presentation at the regional hearing. 

As you know, the Secretary of Defense's recommendation for a limited realignment at NAS Key West will 
cause only a small reduction in the number of personnel assigned and will have a very modest economic 
impact on o w  region. The cost savings and efficiencies brought about by the realignment action are more 
than acceptable to our community and appear to be in the best interests of the American taxpayer. 

Attached you will find a brief prepared statement in support of the Secretary of Defense's 
recommendation regarding NAS Key West. If you deem it appropriate, I would appreciate it if this 
statement could be included in the record of the regional hearing. 

Should the Commission wish to have additional information or input from the community regarding any 
issue relating to NAS Key West, we would be pleased to respond promptly. 

With best wishes to you and the other Commissioners, I am, 

Sincerely, 

Chairperson 
Monroe County, Florida BRAC Commission 

@ 



STATEMENT TO THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
April 4,1995 - Birmingham, Alabama 

"hairman and Commissioners, w$" 
It is a privilege to address this Commission on the important issue of military base closures and 
realignments. Your task is a difficult and a thankless one and yet it is essential that this task be done 
well in order to protect the interests of the American taxpayer and keep our national defense as lean 
and efficient as possible. 

Surely the majority of presentations to the Commission will be from communities which are seeking 
to overturn the recommendation of the Secretary of Defense regarding proposed base closures or 
realignments. However, in this case, the County of Monroe and the City of Key West are pleased to 
support the recommendations of the Secretary of Defense. The Secretary's recommendation to 
realign Naval Air Station Key West is a sound one. It seeks to make more efficient the Navy's 
operations at NAS Key West and yet it reaffirms the importance of the naval facilities at Key West as 
a key facility which should remain in the inventory of military installations of the United States. 

A brief look at "our" military base demonstrates the high military value which is resident in the 
facilities at Key West. The Naval Air Station has modern facilities to support the advanced combat 
training of pilots from all the U.S. military services as well as pilots from the military forces of key 
allies. It has the best air combat training airspace anywhere in terms of weather and unrestricted 

)ace. It has a deep water port and support facilities, facilities for underwater training, and Key 
is a key part of counter-drug operations. 

I could go on at length about the strategic location of Key West (close to Cuba and the Caribbean 
theater) and its tremendous military value. However, I believe that a letter which was sent recently 
to the Secretary of the Navy by three former Commanding Officers of Naval Air Station Key West 
articulates best the continued importance of NAS Key West to the defense of our country. The text of 
the letter follows: 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

As former commanding officers of Key West Naval Air Station WAS), we are writing to  ask 
you to support the position that Key West be retained as an active participant in implementing 
the Navy's mission into the next centu y. 

As you know, the base has unique strategic value by virtue of its location in relation to  Cuba, 
other Caribbean countries, South America, and the entrances to the Gulf of Mexico. 
Approximately sixty percent of our waterborne commerce passes through choke points between 
Cuba and the Florida Keys, or Cuba and the Yucatan Peninsula. Our nation has vigorously 
guarded these passages for nearly two  centuries. Key West has, in the past, played a decisive 
role in this defense mission and should continue to  do so in the future. 

Another grave c o n c m  is the flow of drugs from South America into our nation The role 
played by our Navy, the United States Coast Guard, the United States Air Force and other 
milita y units under the aegis of Commander J Z A P  ( East), formerly JTF-4, has been successful 

q ~ #  in interdicting huge quantities of illicit drugs from entering the United States. 

Many other benefits a c m e  from the location of NAS Key West: ideal flying conditions year 
round; 165,000 square miles of unencumbered air space (1400 square miles instrumented); ideal 
water conditions year round; the best shallow water anti-submarine warfare training site; 



three long runways situated so civilian housing can NOT be built close to them or their 
approach flight paths; and the excellent weather, fine runways and airspace under total Navy 
control provide a near perfect environment for student pilots qualihing for carrier landings 
offshore porn NAS Key West. Also, 6,750 feet of berthing space at a pier with a controlling 

V depth of 30 feet; deep water located six miles from the p i m  and substantial weapons storage 
availability offer great support capabilities. Additionally, since the base operating budget is 
only about $25,000,000, exclusive of milita y salaries, i t  would seem that moving all the tenant 
facilities to other locations, or merely relocating some of them, would not be cost effective. 

Quality of life in Key West is unsurpassed. Bachelor Quarters and 1,391 housing units are 
ready for immediate occupancy by milita y personnel and their families. Morale, weyare and 
recreation (MWR) facilities include marinas, RV parks, beaches, clubs, gyms, and a flying club. 
Unparalleled fishing and a civilian golf course are close at  hand Key West is blessed with a 
very low incidence of crime and citizens move aboutfieely without fear for their well-being. 

The climate contributes to the scheduling of training nearly 365 days in the year if desired, 
Support facilities for visiting squadrons are in place and available. 

The desirability of joint interaction is a major objective of the Department of Defense. NAS 
Key West is an ideal location for such intersemice cooperation. The following activities are 
tenant commands of the station: JIATF (East), CARIBROC - (C3 for USACOM in Caribbean 
area), NSGA and 23RD Intel Squadron, United States Coast Guard Group - Key West, USCG 
Cutters - Thetis and Mohawk, JFK Special Warfare Training Center, Naval Air Warjare Center 
Detachment (acoustic and non-acoustic ASW device testing and ship hull shock testing), NRL 
(corrosion and hull material testing), USDA Animal Import Quarantine Facility, Florida Air 
National Guard (Southeastern Sector Air Defense), VF 101 Det. (Fleet readiness Squadron 
Training - supports F-14 Detachments), VF 45, and Tactical Air Combat Training System 
PACTS). The personnel of these activities represent the United States Navy, Marine Corps, 
A m y ,  Air Force and Coast Guard 

Over 230 aviation detachments, 125 ships and special operations units of Navy Seals, Marines, 
and A m y  Special Forces are hosted by the station annually. 

NAS Key West is a good neighbor to  the community, giving it economic stability (it is the 
second largest employer in Monroe County - second only to the County itself), employees for 
its work force, students for its public schools, and volunteers for its many charitable non- 
profit organizations. In return, there is a long histo y of strong support for the armed forces by 
the community and its leaders. 

I t  can be readily seen that NAS Key West enjoys a unique combination of location, climate, 
mission capability, joint armed forces relationships, quality of life, and neighborly 
cooperation For these reasons and many more, it should be a top priority for retention on the 
roll of active naval facilities. 

Respectfully, 

Thomas W. Brown 
Captain, U.S. Navy met)  

William J. Denning 
Captain, U. S. Navy (Ret) 

Michael P. Currie 
Captain, U. S. Navy (Ret) 



In closing, allow me to express again the views of the vast majority of people of Monroe County and 
Key West. We love the Navy and its dedicated personnel -- both military and civilian. We appreciate 
tF and they will always be welcome in our community. We are proud to support the important 

ns of this important military base. We are pleased that the Navy Department and the Secretary 
have reaffirmed the importance of the naval and joint military facilities at Key West. 

We urge the Commission to endorse the recommendation of the Secretary of Defense with respect to 
Key West. 

Thank you, 

w ~ d  Wilhelmina G. Harvey 





DRAFT 

DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
Base Summary Sheet 

Naval Air Facility 
Detroit, Michigan 

INSTALLATION hlISSION 

RECOMMENDATION: 

The Navy wants to relocate the center to Selfridge, Michigan. This is a redirect of a 1993 
recommendation 

JUSTIFICATION 

The Navy wants to save money on the costs of moving to Minn. 

ITEMS OF SPECIAL EMPHASIS 

The Navy wants to stay in the Detroit area where they believe recruiting is good 

COST CONSIDERATIONS 

One-Time Cost: $ 0 million 
Net Costs and Savings During Implementation: $9.4 million 
Annual Recurring Savings: $0 million 
Break-Even Year: Immediate 
Net Present Value Over 20 Years: $9.3 million 

MANPOWER IhWLICATIONS 

Military c j v i l i ~  Students 

Baseline 

Reductions 
Realignments 
Total 

ENVIRONMENTAL COKSIDERATIONS 
I 4 

t ll 

DRAFT 



No changes 
FtEPRESEKTATION 

Senators: Levin and Abraham 

Representative: Levin 
MILITARY ISSUES 

Will maintain a recruiting presence in the Detroit area 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

Potential Employment Loss: 
MSA Job Base: 
Percentage: 
Cumulative Economic Impact (year-year): 

DRAFT 
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ROI Summary 
2% 

v d C  
Air Station Wrap-Up 

Close NAS Adak $9.4 $0 - $26.2 1997 (Immed) -- $357.0 

Close NAS South Weymouth $16.2 $0.3 - $25.1 2001 (1 Y r) -- $289.1 
/ 

Realign NAS Key West 

Redirect NAS Agana 
(Anderson AFB) 

Redirect MCAS El Toro 
(HMT & H-53) 

Redirect Cecil Field FIA-18s 
(to Atlanta, Oceana & Beaufort) 

Redirect Cecil S-3s 

Redirect Miramar Navy 
(to North Island & Oceana) 

/~edirect NAF Detroit 
(from Twin Cities to Selfridge) 

Redirect NAS Barbers Point 
(PWC and landfill, MWR) 

I 
All Dllars sllown in ,Millions 

.4 1 1  , r f  
C'nGfc) A 

$0.7 

$41.7 

$3.9 

$42.7 

$33.8 

$86.1 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$181.1 

$11.2 

$332.3 

$17.5 

$356.7 

$9.4 

$16.9 

- $3.2 

- $21.9 

- $4.0 

- $14.6 

$2.9 

- $2.9 

$0 

- $0.1 

1997 (Immed) 

1997 (Immed) 

1996 (Immed) 

1997 (Immed) 

Never 

1997 (Immed) 

1996 (Immed) 

1996 (Immed) 

- $45.3 

-- $423.1 

- $67.0 

-- $488.1 

+$56.0 

$291.1 

- $9.3 

4 $18.5 

- 
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Generation of Alternatives 

Model allows the generation of three solution sets 
Best solution-for a given set of constraints and data 

Next best-obtained by excluding the first solution 

Third best-obtained by excluding the first two solutions 







Air Station Characteristics I 
Station Tvpe I 
South Weymouth 0 

Willow Grove 

MILVAL 
62.0 

Washington, DC 8 2 65.1 0 
Atlanta I 3 5 0 d  @ 
New Orleans 2 3 

Fort Worth 3 2 62.7 @ 



Aircraft Squadron Characteristics 

AIRCRAFT 
F-14 
EA-6 
FA- 1 8 
AV-8 
E-2 

JP-3 
HS 
HSL 

MODULE AIRCRAFT MODULE 
I dC-9  I1 
I 4 - 1 3 0  I1 
I C-20 I 
I H- 1 I 
I H-46 (USMCR) I 
I1 H-53 (USMCR) I 
I H-53 (USNR) I 
I 

* All reserve squadrons receive 100% in port factor 



Initial Reserve Model Output 

5 stations remain open 
1 station closed (~t lanta)  

Initial average military value: 6 1.1 

Final average military value: 63.7 

4 excess squadron modules retained by model ,/ 
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DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGh'hlENT COMMISSION 
Base Summary Sheet 

~ , 4 \ 7 m  STATION. SOUTH WEYMOUTB 
South Weymouth , Massachusetts 

IKSTALLATION MISSION 

To provide facilities and services in support of aviation activities of the Naval Reserve and 
other activities as directed. Home field for a squadron of reserve C-130's and H-1's. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Close NAS South Weymouth and relocate its aircraft and necessary personnel, equipment 
and support to NAS Brunswick, Maine. 
Relocate the Marine Corps Reserve support squadrons to another facility in the local area or 
to NAS Brunswick. 
Reestablish Naval Reserve Center, Quincy, Massachusetts, and change the receiving site 
specified by the 1993 Commission. 

JUSTIFICATION 

w Current Force Structure Plan shows a continuing decline in force levels and thus there is 
additional excess capacity that must be eliminated. 
Satisfaction of these needs both to further reduce excess capaciq and to honor 
CINCL-4NTFLT.s operational imperative can best be accomplished by the retention of the 
most fully capable air station in this geographic area, KAS Brunswick, Maine in lieu of the 
resenre air station at South M7eymouth. 
The consolidation of several resen,e centers at the Nal~al Resenre Center. Quincy, 
Massachusetts, provides demographics consideration for surface reserve assets. 

ITEhlS OF SPECIAL EMPHASIS 

COST CONSIDERATIONS 

One-Time Cost: $ 17.3 million 
Ket Costs and Savings During Imple~~lentation: $ 50.S million 
Annual Recurring Savings: 5 27.4 million 
Break-Even Year: 1 year 
Ket Present Value Olrer 20 Years: $ 3 15.2 millioxl 
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MASPOWER IMPLICATIONS 

Baseline 

Reductions 
Realignments 
Total 

1 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

NAS Brunswick is in an area that is in attainment for CO and PM-I 0 but is in moderate non- 
attainment for ozone, which may require a conformity determination to evaluate air quality 
impacts. 
Water supply and wastewater treatment services are provided to NAS Brunswick from off- 
base and are not limited by capacity. 

REPRESENTATION 

Senators: Kennedy 
Kerry 

Representative: Studds 
Governor: Weld 

SIGNIFICANT ISSUES 

MILITARY ISSUES 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

Potential Employment Loss: 1443 jobs (936 direct and 507 indirect) 
[City] MSA Job Base: x jobs 
Percentage: 0.1 percent decrease 
Cumulative Economic Impact (1 994-2001): 0.1 percent decrease 

COMMUNITY CONCERIVS/ISSUES 

DRAFT 



BASE VISIT REPORT 

NAVAL AIR STATION, SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

April 28, 1995 

LEAD COMMISSIONER: 

Cirnmissioner Josue (Joe) Robles, Jr. 

ACCOMPANYING COMMISSIONER: 

None. 

COMMISSION STAFF: 

Doyle L. Reedy 

LIST OF ATTENDEES: 

J Lt. Gov. Argeo Cellucci 
Senator Ted Kennedy 
Senator John Kerry 
Maj. Gen. Raymond Vezina 

BASE'S PRESENT MISSION: 

The air station trains reservists for their mobilization assignments with the active forces, and 
provides administrative coordination and logistic support for the tennant reserve squadrons 
and commands. 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: 

Close NAS, South Weymouth. Decommission ten P-3 aircraft, and relocate four C-130 
airplanes to NAS Brunswick. In the event that the P-3 squadron is not decommissioned, the 
squadron will be sent to NAS Brunswick. 

DOD JUSTIFICATION: 

The current Force Structure Plan shows a declining force level including a reduction in the 
overall number of Naval aviation carier air wings from 1 1 t 10. Similarly, the number of P-3 
squadrons is declining. In an effort to take advantage of existing capacity at an active duty 



base, the Navy wants to relocate the Reserve aircraft at South Weymouth to the active duty 
base at Brunswick, Me. 

MAIN FACILITIES REVIEWED: 

The Commissioner visited all of the base facilities including VP-92, VR-62 and the Marine 
Support Element. 

KEY ISSUES IDENTIFIED 

Although the Navy ranked South Weymouth as fourth in military value out of six reserve air 
stations considered by the BSAT, the Navy recommended closing only South Weymouth. 
The Navy has provide little documentation to support it's position that South Weymouth 
should be closed. 

COMMUNITY CONCERNS RAISED: 

The Navy analysis was flawed and deviated from established policy. Specifically, the 
community believes that there were two breakdowns in the Navy BRAC analytic process: the 
comparison of unlike facilities mid-way through the process, and the lack of documentation 

r available on the decision. 

QUESTS FOR STAFF AS A RESULT OF VISIT: 

None. 
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DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

SUMMARY SHEET 

NAVA L A I R S T A T I 0  N SOUTH WEYMOUTH. MASSAC S HUSETT 

INSTALLATION MISSION 

Air station provides a training base for reservists and support for Naval operational aircraft 
stationed at Weymouth, and base services for transient aircraft. 

DOD RECOMMENDATION 

Close Naval Air Station, South Weymouth. Decommission ten P-3 aircraft, and relocate four 
C-130 airplanes to Brunswick. In the event that the P-3 squadron is not decommissioned. 
the squadron will be sent to Brunswick. 

DOD JUSTIFICATION 

The current Force Structure Plan shows a declining force level including 2 : L L ,  ,tion in the 
overall number of Naval aviation carrier air wings from 1 1 to 10. Similarl) . the number of P- 
3 squadrons is declining. In an effort to take advantage of existing capacity a: na r,:tive duty w base, the Navy wants to relocate the remaining C-130s at Weym,,sth to E-unswici as the P- 
3 s are being decommissioned. 

COST CONSIDER4TIONS DEVELOPED BY DOD 

One-Time Cost: $ 17.3 millidn 
Xet Savings During Implementation: $ 50.8 million 
Annual Recurring Saxings: $ 27.4 million 
Break-Even Year: 1 year 
Net Present Value Over 20 Years: $ 3 15.2 million 

MANPOWER IMPLICATIONS OF T H E  FECOMMEK1)ATION (EXCLUDE3 
CONTRACTORS) 

Military Civilian Siudents 

Baseline 

Reductions 
realign men^:, 
Total 

1 

DRAFT 
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MANPOWER IMPLICATIONS OF ALL RECOMMENDATIONS AFFECTING THIS - INSTALLATION (INCLUDES ON-BASE CONTRACTORS AND STUDENTS) 

Out In Net Gain (Loss) 
Military civilian Military civilian Military c- 

69 1 2 10 0 0 (69 1 ) (2  10) 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Weyrnouth is next to designated wetlands and cannot expand. In addition. the base has been 
cited as a non-attainment area which may requir c a conformity determination to evaluate the 
impact of continued aviation operations. Fuel storage is rated as C-4 (inadequate) due to 
environmental and storage constraints. 

REPRESENTATION 1 
Governor: William F. Weld 
Senators: Edward M. Kennedy 

John F. Keny 
Representative: Gerry E. Studds 

ECONOMIC IRZPACT 

Potential Employment Loss: 1443 jobs (936 direct and 507 indirect) 
South M7eymouth, MSA Jclb Base: Greater than 2 million 
Percentage: 0.1 percent decrease 
Cumulative Econoniic Impact (1 994-2001 j: 0.1 percent decrease 

h: TLITARY ISSUES I 
Naky considerarions were based on the totai force concept. I 
Weymouth supporters are concerned about the decision to close Weymouth rather than the air 
station in Atlanta which received a lower militaq value rating. 

ITEMS OF SPECIAL LNIPHASIS 

In preparing .!b list of recornrneilded closings the Navy initially considc-ed closing down 
B:-unsu.i , r .  2s an acti\.e duty bx:,e. Ho15 ever. the commander of the Arldntic 1- ,el said he 
wantcd to k e : ~  opes: a ,"~Iiy capable base in the northeast and that left South iVeymouth 
going hesd--. -head with Bruns~vick. 

D.L. Reedyfb'avy/04'07/95 3.35 PM I 
DRAFT 
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RESERVE NAVAL AIR STATION 
SOUTH WEYMOUTH, MASSACHUSETTS 

INSTALLATION REVIEW 

Mission 

Air Station provides a mobilization point and a training center for reservists. 

Location 

South of Boston, MA. 

Background 

The 1993 BRAC rejected the Navy's proposal to close South Weymouth and relocate its assets 
to three other locations. The Commission rejected the proposal on the grounds that information 
provided by the Navy inflated savings and deflated costs in favor of the Navy's 
recommendation. The current Navy proposal is to relocate the reserve units to Brunswick, ME, 
a distance of about 150 miles in order to make better use of the unused space at an active duty 
base with the northeastern region. The Navy proposes to close the facility at South Weymouth. 

Considerations 

According to the Navy, Brunswick Naval Air Station is a significantly more capable air station 
than South Weymouth. In addition to hangar space, Brunswick, a 3221 acre active duty base 
120 miles north of Boston, has several features that surpass those of the South Weymouth 
reserve base: two parallel runways, a NATO sponsored intelligence center, and a $67 million P- 
3 Orion flight simulator. With virtually unhindered air space in which to fly, Brunswick flight 
training can be conducted around the clock. In addition, the Navy believed it would be more 
difficult for South Weymouth to accommodate Brunswick's four active dug. squadrons, with a 
total of 36 planes. or its reserve ground battalion squadron and special projects squadron with 
three planes. South Weymouth straddles three towns , is smaller , and serves reservists, who 
train primarily on weekends. 

Base Compar:sons 

See attached from the Boston Patriot Ledger dated March 23, 1995 comparing the two bases. 
Conversations with the Public Affairs Officer at Brunswick disclose that the two bases generally 
agreeed with the data as it is presented , and in fact the author recieved assistance from Navy 
personnel in making the comparison. 

wv 
DRAFT 



S u b j :  REPORT OF BSEC DELIEER4TiONS ON 8 KOVBXBER 1994 

The acditors are srill reviewizg :he caca  for a i r  s:~r:cns, so  
rhese  c u m b e r s  cculd chance sllohtly. 

9. M r .  Maccr ?resenTed a draft approach for Reserve A i r  Station 
(RAS) Confiqura~ion Analysis w h i c h  is based an t h e  same c-pacity 
analysis metlhodolo~f asproved by t h e  BSEC for. 

. . NAS/MCP.S . T n e  
c o n f i g u r a t i o r .  a n a l y s i s  approach i s  si inl ial-  to ;ha: fur NAS/:ICAS 
except as  no ted  below. 

a .  The C-20 squadrons w e r e  placed a t  N A S  Washington ic s u p p o r t  
senior DON officials locatsd there. 

b .  Five of t h e  RAS a r e  jo in t  f a c i l i t i e s .  T h e  a n a l y s i s  
e x c l u d e s  hangar space belonging tc o c h e r  Killtary Dejartmenrs and 
DON h a n q a r  space occupied by other Military Dcph~tmencs. 

c .  The analysis also exclcdes squecrons located a: DON 
Testing and Svzlca~ion faciliries and non-DON activities. 

a. O n l y  one C - 9  azd c n e  C - 1 3 C  sqdadror. can l-r placed s c  -ny 
n e  station. S i n c e  these a re  csed axd schedcled by t h ~  iI?TCs, r h e y  

shou ld  n o t  all be located at one 1cca:ion. 

e .  As with NAS/MCAS, NAS Washington was given credit for ~ w o  

V 
type 11 modules  because i t  pzessntly hangars c w o  t b ~ e  T I  ~ F r c r a f t  
squadron moSuLes thoilgh it does not meet >T>.VFAC t y = ~ e  I1 hsrgar  
s t a n d a r d s .  

See enclosure ( 3 )  . The outaut of the ~ c d e l  will b2 t h r ? e  
alteraatives which ciclse bases so a s  t o  redace excess squadron 
modules. The BSEC concurred with t h e  model p a r a m e t e r s  a ~ c  rules. 

10. r .  Nance b r i e fed  tne 3 S E C  cr? c k e  resu:is produced by t he  
model f o r  .KqS. See enclosure ( 3  . The mcce1 prcduced the 
f o l l o w i n g  solutions: 

a .  I n i t i a l  Solution. The model's first sclution w ~ u l c  ciose 
oce RAS (Atlanta) co reduce excess zo 4 squadron modules .  Average 
miLitary v a l u e  would igcrease t o  6 3 . 7 .  

b .  Second and Third Soluticns. T3e model's second and ~ h i r b  
solutions would close no a S .  

Captain Nordeen, Colonel Stockwell, Captain Vandivort, C a p t a i n  
Rose, C a p t a i n  C e r g u s c n ,  Ccmmander Souders, C o m m a x 2 s r  :-;.eckelman, Mr. 
Nancil, and Li3utenant Csinnander isinberry- ceparred t h e  
delibezacions . 

11. The 9 S S C  decided that cecls >cr.s r i ~ G r d i n ~  ~JAS, 'MCAS nlsy  C; :t"?ct 
cecislons r z c a r d i x g  KqS .  C c n s ? ~ ~ ! e n t l ) ~ ,  t h e  E S E C  decide? :o d?lL?y 



. . Island, and Cherry P o i n t ) .  with  he lowest t ~ u r  bases r n a l n c a z n : ~ ~  
cha same rznking (Roosevelt Roads. fi Centro, Key West, 2.56 R d a k ) .  
Baaufort decreased 1 . 6 3  d u e  t o  t : ? ~  existence of u n u s u a l  flight 
petterns (Question 45) and B r u ~ s w i c ~  decreesed 1.49 because Do3 did . - n o t  maczge the airspace (Question ~ i ) .  NXS Adak (the o n l y  closcre 
recommende~icnl and Key West (KAF rocorx~end2tion: rercaized a: the 
botrom of t h e  rankings. The BSEC accepted the data rfvlsicns as 
p r e s e n t e d .  

Audit S e r v i c e  check of 
w). One base 

Atlznta meint e 

15. Co~xizrider Eeckelman briefed data revisions to the Fleet nnd 
industrial Supply C e n t e r s  (FISC) ~ i l i c e r y  Value kqa?ysis .  see 
e x l o s u r e  (12). Certified dzta ccll revisions resulted in three 
cna~ges to military v a l u e  matr ix  s c o r i r , ~ .  The !<ai~al Audir Ser- ice 
review identified one e r r o r  in t h e  datz cell resw~nse w h i c h  
resulted i~ d revlsicn a n d  two c h s n ~ e s  LO militzry value z,z:riv 
scorinc. There were no chcnges ir. nilitdry value rankings. Nc 
systenic proSlems w e r e  founc2 :c exisc in =he  F I S C  Eilicary V c i i x e  -. 
Analysis. S e c i f  ic FISC n i l l ~ a r - y  -value c h a ~ g e s  a r e  re: L P C C ~ C  13 

enc losu re  ( 1 2 )  . Com.r..ander Beckelman :hen briefed a revisis: to t:?e 
FISC Capacity P-qalysis .  See enclosu-e (13 ) . The c z p a c i ~ y  zezscres  
inciudee c a p a c l ~ y  a:.G 1-eq~:ir~me::cs. C a ~ a c i r j .  is  ~ h s  h i s c o r i c  ,.5i5?. 
water nark"  i-; 4 ereas fro7 :t:C C C > Z C ~ L Y  2ata call: r e q c ! i s i ~ i o n  - \rolawe; ccn:rccts; zcei : and workyears . ~ e q ~ i r e m e n s  is a direc: 
l i f z  fr-o,-;l acrz...:i-.n , ~ r s j c c c i u : i s  2:: t k e  capacicy ZatZ c e l l .  - .  : n e  
L â.&aci t y  L'SiS S .  .--7.- .-- - - - L,L4 ,aAy :-eZLec:d -.-- L:,cl, - excess  ci?aci~y exisre3 ir. - ell 4 z reas  sf the <2:2 CE-i. CC,!; : .&>~~T Ee.=:<?l-,:ar; :;i,:ec - ,  !:;i: -::. . . .  .~ - 
el-ror fie-, .-,EE:' f 2 ~ : ; ~  I:; c~pa,-;;): ~ & ~ ~ s i a ~ l . j ~ ;  fi/r (:o:-:~:-+c f 5 

co.-.-ecrfi ; r j ~ ~ c  --  ~ , ; ~ ~ l j - ~  '.--.- - ~ 1 :  - ~;;CESS <C~";;;.L:-,- 1, c i : : c y a c ~ s  w * ~  2 ~ ' : .  - .. 
..I. , i-e - ;?.edc cesis;,2:: . . - .. ... .- a,. - -. -.> -._ - - _ -  ;\.:tn r , : ~ ~ t z r y  ;.=-XS 

- - - 
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. , 
dfCe= FY 1 4 9 7 .  Subssc;ue-t te c k e t  2ec:srs: cI~c?~~'LT (-je=e=mznerj 
t he  need to keep  a o n d r e  of sl;k~=;.ma=izrs ir: S n n  T ) ~ E S ~ .  FACTST i s  
actively pu,tsclng iuxidiirg an2 persorsyel reso.clrc.as fcr s ~ B > . s ~  Sari 

3iecjo t h r o u ~ h  c3e estzblished progra;.l r e v i ~  3rocess; kcwever, the 
initiative t o  r e t a i n  c pr@se-sc cc S ' ~ P . S K  Sar. D l e c o  . . will no: be 
resolved unzll JL?e 1 2 5 5 .  C;>JCPXC"LT ejoressed 2:s concern  tha t  
t h e  resource data prr,:~ided in the data call rss-,onse cot.i:d be 
interprezed tc sllggesc thc t  SLYXSE . - Sari i 2 i e g ~  is alrezdy p l a r , ~ e d  - .  f o r  
cicsurz by CINCPACFST, and c 3 2 i ~  resnit i n  a dou5le cut iz f :~nc;ng 
and personzcl, once tc ?i?-55 and acain wher. buGgeis z r e  pct 
togecher  bas& or: CDF.~;? derive5 sa;-ixgs r i q e c c a t  Locs . . . CI>Jc ' ?ACFiT  . . 
f x r i h e r  pro~rize? t h a t  sisce rhe ?ros,-rzx rs-wriex dec~sion wili acE be 
made u n t i l  Juxe 1 3 9 5 ,  z z y  i3?L13,2-95 scesario to clcss S;;'EASZ Sar. 
Drego shou ld  a s s m e  iuzdin~ w:ll be res:?red to o7cra:r :he bas+ 
u f i t i l  c l c s u r e .  The SSEC decided that i t s  decisio-3 cocld rot be 
nace on t be  besis of X ~ E X Z Z ~ ~ E ~  b~c2get a s s ~ ~ 2 t i c c . s .  . 

, 
Acczz2i;cl:;. 

t h e  BSEC decieed c h a t  the  c ~ s t s  a s soc i a t ed  w::n re1ocatir.g ~ > e  
operationrl u n i t ;  s h c u l i  not ts t c r r . ~  by F3Fi:4C sisce SLTATL 2 - 2  
Diego was essentially c l c s e t  0~isl5e t he  SXAC process. 

1 3 .  Xr. V m n c r ~ r e s  b r i r f e i i  ~ii. resulrs of the  CC~FL: analysis - - .  f o r  
t h e  c los i zg  o f  NAS kr lanc.2.  See enclosure (1). 2 z c ) - ~ a w i z ~  
s c e ~ z i r  i o s  were review&. 

a. Close ?!AS Atla~:a, T.C-.,-P a-9 s? je+rc~ .s  =-^ Sa\ ; th  bjel~;,c<ti; 
2.56 R - 1  sCp2irc2 Co i<C-3-5, Xeiv R i v e r .  Th. 2~213-5;5 rcf lec t t=d o r e -  
c x e  ccsts c: 5 5 7 . 5  zililcz 3r.c a. Z ~ L C L T .  03 izi-esf?~ext j:: ~ : - ~ e  ye:: . . .  . -,,- . a -  - 
The scezaric r e s t l t e k  i~ ;he ~-;m;n+:i;- of - b o  f i : i ~ ~ ; s / ? o s i : : ; o n s  

, . - .  . - .  . 
ar.2 =he movexierr of 4 6 6 .  2 9  sna?ysir inc;ucrc: 2 $ 6 . 5  n:l-ru;: . - .  . . 
ELI 2 C 3 q  . . C Z E S ~ Z : C ~ ~ O : .  ~ 3 s :  f CI. I ::PC-2. RLT ? . ~ S C ~ - J E  C e z r e r  !\lk.3CLU) 

m - Y -. 
zt 30ooics Rrr r s r c e   as^. ice 35-7 zd.iire6 t h a c  t h e  w o ~ l c i  

. . 
serve the apprc:i.inazs 8 C O  air relacad reserve biliers reisa:r.:ng in 
the demographically 2rodut:ive A ~ i a n ~ a  area.  1 .  We.?r.ergrea 
a d ~ i i s e d  :ha; $ 5 0 ,  O C G  511 c o s t s  f s r  t a k i n ~  down 6is:iay aircraf; a-6 
ship^,ixp tkex To N.XZ ?e-saco?t ha2 been disa?luwe8. Rcgardir.; . - .  the 
move Lo MCAS Pjew River, :he s ~ ~ ~ y s i s i  r e f l r c t d  z. l~ l :ary  . . 
cor.struc;ioE (new reqaireaents! c o s t s  of .. . 5 3 0 .  i l o ,  w the 
c0ns:ruc;ion cf 2 Pessrfls C e c t s r  $ 2  . , Mz<r . t~? .ancr i 'Ran~;ay  . . . .  . - 
T--qe 1 (S6.S i i , : i ~ ~ ? n i ,  an2 F c m ~ l y  X c c s i r . ~  ( S Z  .9 .r.i?iior.I 
cor.s;itutin~ '.be r n n j o r  coscs. Ths 53AC ad-u~ised t h e  3SEC c k a t  t h e r e  
was concern th+; MCAS Eieii Ri-..-er cocld c o t  denopraphically s y s s o r t  
i h e  Xes+r\-e u n i : ~  being moved t k e r e .  The d a t a  ref?ec:e? t h a ~  only 
6 9 . 6 %  of  t h e  M z r i n e  C o r p s  Reserve  u n i t  billets in t h e  r;ez Fiver 

. 7  - a re2  are cr?r:ent';y iLrec. SkoclC i h e  Piari?-e C c r r ,  R e s e r ~ - e  u:.its 
~ T O C  A ~ : E . ~ L B  he ~ c - ~ e d  o e . - ,  tte escirnazed ar=.uai skcr:fail . . * .  
is 2 6 0  drliirnc r e s e rv i s t s .  The C o ~ z , a z f i n p  G e l a r a l ,  H ~ r i - e  Css 
R s c r u i c i n c  C .  , c o r . s i 2 ~ r s ~ m o v e m e ~ :  c t t?.e 1 C o r n s  

-l 



,,,& ihp  5 cf  s ~ p p c r t i r , ~  t h e  s q ~ a d = c z s .  T>e - r - -  PJLL <: sc.,-- .XI: 1 : t z ry 
. . cor,strucz:on costs and :XdemograFi=ic issaes iz-~n?-rey. a m w  to 

,h"lc.;S Nesj River. The SS6C then  d l s c ~ s s e i  the moving of (.--9 
squadrons  to ~ o u ~ ~ ~ e y n c u ~ h .  The - nc7ie r e v i r e d  new milit 
m r r n - ~ ~ ~ o ~  L G ~ L S  0 t  5 2 . 5  millioc a a rucwa:; ?x:e,n,sion .=o 
bccomodate c - 3  operations ur,&sr ad-~ersi? cor .di t ioas  arld ri;e - .  

7 7, DW-CLE~ OZ a need train- g b~ . llcinc - . 73cn d i s c u s s i x j  t k e  above - hT4,e 3SEC directed t h e  SSAT r o  rzr, ~no?her )sce? .a r r c  wklcs c-iss-ea2mc - 
eLa3;c, rncvec t h e  C - 9  scpa2ror. co NG w .  &?e moveC t h e  ii-1 
sqaauoc to Nzval S t a ~ i o c  Mayport. 

b. The ~ S Z C  then r e - r i e w e c  t h e  ~nclysis of cha  scenario, Cicse 
NAS A t l z ? . t a ,  C - 9 s  t o  DcbSins +c5, €125 ii-1 t o  KC-1.5 N e w  River. :fi 

discxssinc t h i s  sceracic t h e  ESEC ccted t h e  i o w  i n i l i t ~ z - ]  
c o n s t r u c t i o n  c a s t s  ixvoltre6 i n  rncvl:~ t h e  C-?s  to i3cbbir.s Air Force  

. . . . 
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J ,- b.*e:e kelp ~n their analysis of the ATCO:.: and other leases. Tke 
* -X - conclusion reached was that affected operational eff~clencles -.-:c:ld 

d # - be optimized through the ATCOM realignme=:: Also, Army offlclals 
indicated that consideration regarding the abillty of :he recel-:lnq 
installation to accommodate ATCOM (avallablllty and condltlon of 

w land and facilities) at both the existlng and potential recelvlng 
locations was also necessary in reaching the decision that this 
lease could be vacated. Data regarding the abllity to expand, and 
costs at the receiving and losing locations, was also available for 
consideration. 

The Army's C O B m  analysis did not take into consideration costs to 
GSA in this realignment proposal; however, the precise cost to the 
government is not clear given the uncertainty over future use of 
the vacated space. Also, see our response to question 6 under the 
Army portion of these Q&As. 

Q U E S T I O N  FROM CONGRESS?I.\N G E R R Y  E .  S T U D D S  

Questions 1 and 2: In recommending NAS South PJeymouth for closure, 
the N a ~ y  has asparently overlooked two facilities (NAS Atlanta and 
NAS Fort Worth) with a lower "military value," according to the 
Navy's own criteria. In the case of NAS Atlanta--which is 
significartly 1oih:er in military value than South Weynouth and >:as 
initially considered for closure--the Naxy has argued thac the area 
is "rich in demographics" and should remain open. Yet th? Navy's 
own Flilitary Value matrix for reserve Air Starions rates h'AS 
AYlanta last and IiAS Souzh Vjeq~outh first in deinographics. 

- .  . . 

w 12 its 1993 re2or: to E?.;C, t h s  G.;-0 id3zti;i~Ci a " p r o b l e r ? . "  ... -1::-. 
i ~ A . i t z s  "a ?,ZSS r " c ~ r ; ~ ~ ~ n d ~ d  f ? ~  rhe Kz\rq.'s process i:: I:s6----- 

. . . - .  clcsure, e;rez *.P - . . LJ~~ . .  -,.-- 1:s y,;;>=ary ~ , - a l u s  Ts.;zs -a=ed hia:?sr - ~ k a y *  k , z s ~ s  
.. - 

x t h ~ t  reykzined O>E? .  " 
- 

i.. ? u , :. c. t sss  r.0 r ~ a s s n  z:".: :%?se ccnc~r-ns " 

. - .  

2zrzicnlarly ir, L;T~ cese of- S O L L ~  I.;sq?r.ocz:r--as a 2:-obler, in i t s  . . 
dsclslon-r,a;-:inq process? 

Answer: The qoal of the Navy's 1995 BiiriC process, as in the 1993 
>htain average militarl- 
value across each subcateqory of activity. . This . approach gave risz 
to instances where activities with hlqher&urLr Val IIP v,lae 
recoaxmended for closure over activi~ies with lower militar~ & 3 

in their resDective subcategories. 2 - 3  
South Weymouth is such 4. 
The Navy's military k w u e  analysis is tb e._ second in what is, 
essentiallv, a four step Drocess: (1) capacity analysis, (2) 
military value analysis, (3) configuration analysis, and (4) the 
derivation and assessment of BRAC alternatives/scenarios. The 



deterrnina~ion of relative rr,l i icar\. values 'for each ac~lvi tlr 17. a 
subcateaory was not the sole determinant for closizg actlvltles. 
The results of capacity and military valu'e analyses '$::ere used :r. ti 

configuration analysis to identify potentla1 EFAC actions. 

In the case of reserve air stations, the h'avy's configuration 
analysis indicated the possibility of closing NAS Atlanta. 
However, the results of the Naby's analysis of operational air 
stations left NAS Brunswick, Maine, open, after CINCLAI3T indicated 
that the Navy should retain an operational air station north of 
Norfolk. This permitted the BSEC to consider another reserve ai-1- 
~ a o - .  3 closinq NAS South Wemouth and movinq any 
necessarv alrcraft and functions to NAS Brunswick, which the Navy 
cdetermined to be a more capable air station, excess capacity was 
reduced in both operational and reserve air station subcacegorie~, 
<oqr&c concerns in that area. 
The resulting average military value for operational air stations 
increased, while the reserve air station subcategory e~ssntiall\~ 
maintained its average value, dropping only a few decimal points 
(61.12 vice 61.16). 

QUESTIONS FRON CONGRESSYLW H3.ROLD TOCD,  SZN.L.TOR EILL FKIST, .:2;3 
SENATOR FRED THO?!PSON 

Question 1: The Department of Defense and Defense Logistics Agezcy 
created a 1,080 point ranking systen LO evaluate its distriby~:ion 
depots. P:ithin this 1,000 point syscem, only 20 points relatsd :n 

, . a depot ' s transporca~ion ca?abil:cles. Dces G-A0 belie~7e I: T..:zs 
appropriate to allocate on117 2 ?ercer,z of zhe sval~aticr. of 5 

.-I - r . - - y + - C ,  7". >-=--,. - . . elstrlbczion dz7et zo the ic"e of ,-a .,-, .-.-LG,l,.. c ~ ~ - ~ : : : z : - c - E :  
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transgortazion cos: op?racionzl sfficiency. Ha2 a g r s a c e r  xc?.Ss- 
of points keen assigned to chese qcesiions, the nurr5er of poi-zs 
avcarded would still be proportional to ths points axarded to other 
depots. The points each depot received was based proportionally on 
the number of points awarded to the depot which had the greatest 
transportation capability or the lowest transportation cosc. A n  
imporcant aspect of the B M C  process, one enhancing its 
credibility, was the assigrxnent of values and weights before daEa 
is collected and evaluated. 

Ouestion 2: How can the GAO validate DLA's procedures when the 
installation military value rankings placed the oldest depot ~~7it.h 
the highest real property maintenance as the top installation? 
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BASE RANK 

Washington 
Willow Grove 
New Orleans 
South Weymouth 
Ft. Worth 
Atlanta 

MILITARY VALUE SCORE 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

65.1 6 
64.36 
63.99 
61.37 
60.94 
51.14 

AVERAGE MILITARY VALUE 61.16 
AVERAGE MVMINUS~NAS S. WEYMOUTH 
AVERAGE MV MINUS NAS ATLANTA 

61 .I 1 
63.16 
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'. MEMORANDUM 
! 

% - 

Date: May 17,1995 
I .  

, TO: . John Yaney 

From Erika Warner 
9 

Subjtct: Comparison of NAS Atlanta closure scenarios 

a 

As we discussed, I went back and took an in-depth look at the Navy's COBRA analyses for NAS 
Atlanta Focusing primarily on the onetime costs associated with closing the base, I reexamined 

f each of the 11 scenarios and came up with the following comparative analysis. 

, The: chart helnw depict-q the one-time costs across the 11 different closure sc-s, A9 you can 
see, the numbers fall into two reasonably distinct groups. Although there are several receiving 
base options within each group, overriding difference between the two categories lies in how 
m-1 Squadrsp* is realigned. Those scenarios which preserve the squadron as a cohesive unit - 

w generate one-time costs in the upper range. If, however, the squadron is divided UD betw-o 
PI more receiving bases, the o n e - w c l r o ~  sibqpnificantly (Windy Hill 
Annex is assumed to be separate fiom Dobbins in this case). 

4, ' . 

* H- 1 Squadron is understood in 
773, MALS-42, MWSS-472, H&S Det 4th LAAD, BTRY B, a d  4th LAAD 

21 Dupont Circle, NW w, Fi!ulFloor - 
W~shington. DC 20036 
tel: 2021785-9041 

b .  fax; 2002/785-9034 
' I  
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The scenario used for the May 10th hear in^ was Scenario 097. Althouph it is the most recently 
sated COBRA run, its estimate of one-time costs falls in the upper ranqe. As y~u'll see in the 
enclosed document, these costs are prirnarilygenerated fiom miliG construction and one-time 
"othcr" costs nemssq  to Eraare NS Mayport to receive the H-1 Sa-, 

/ t  , , 

The advantages andlor drawbacks of maintaininn the intehty af the H- 1 Squadron in me 
sceIlarios are unclear firam the COBRA materiqs. You or your associates in the Naval Reserve 
may have some further insights into this issue and into how it might xiXect the military value of 
the H-1 Squadron. 

I hope this will be'of some use as you proceed with your own analysis of the numbers. Let me 
. .  I . know if we can be of any W e r  assistance, , ! ' s ~ . ,  3 a 

. , , . I 

t i . .  , < , 
,. . I .  

Scenario Number: 1-01-0020401 ? I  

Description: <. 
Move C-9 Squadron to NAS South Weymouth. Move H-1 Squadron to MCAS New River. 

w Scenario Number: 1-01-0020-001A 
Description: 

~ o v e  C-9 Squadron to Dobbins AFB. Move Naval Air Reserve Training Center to Dobbins 
AFB. Move H-1 Squadron to MCAS New River, 

Scenario Number: 1-01-0020-00113 
Description: 

Move C-9 Squadron to NAS New Orleans. Move Naval Air Reserve Training Center to 
Dobbins AFB. Move H-1 Squadron to MCAS New River. 

Scenario Numbcr: 1-01-0020-097 
Description: 

Relocate MAG-42, HMLA-883, M . S - 4 2 ,  MWSS-472, H&S Det 4th LAAD, BTRY B, 4th 
LAAD, and Branch Clinic to NAS Mayport, FL. Relocate NARCEN, C-9 Squadron, 
NAVREP FAA South, Branch Clinic, and Dental to Dobbins AFB. 

Scenario Number: 1-01-0020-097A 
Description: 

Retain the MWSS and LAAD SMCR at the "Windy Hill" h e x .  Relocate MAG-42, 
W S - 4 2 ,  HMLA-773, NARCEN, C-9 Squadron, NAVREP FAA South, Branch Clinic, and 
Dental to Dobbins AFB. 
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Qut 
$cenario Number; 1-01-0020-097B 

Description: 
\ Retain the MWSS and LAAD SMCR at the "Windy Hill" Annex. Relocate MAG-42, 

MALS-42 and HMLA-773 to NS Mayport. Relocate C-9 Squadron, NAVREP FAA South, 
Branch Clinic, and Dental to Dobbins AFB. 

Scenario Number: 1-01-0020-097C 
Description: 

Retain MWSS and LAAD SMCR at the "Windy Hill" Annex. Relocate HMLA-773 Element 
to MCAS New River. Relocate MAG-42, hULS-42, HMLS-773, VR-46 (C-9s), NAKCEN, 
NAVREP FAA South, Branch Clinic, and Dental to Dobbins AFB. 

Scenario Number: 1-01-0020-098 
Description: 

Relocate C-9 Squadron (VR-46), Branch Clinic, and Dental to NAS Brunswick Relocate 
MAG-42, =A-773, MALS-42, MWSS-472, H&S Det 4th LAAD, BTRY B, and 4th 
LAAD to NS Mayport. Relocate NARCEN Atlanta and NAVREP FAA South to Dobbins 
AFB. Relocate NAESU to NAS JRB New Orleans and NAS JRE Fort Worth. 

Scenario Nombec 1-01-0020-098~ 
Description: 

Relocate C-9 Squadron (VR-461, Branch Clinic, and Dental to NAS Bnrnswick Relocate 
MAG-42, HMLA-773, MALS-42, NARCEN, and NAVREP FAA South to Dobbins AFB. 

Scenario Number: 1-01-0020-098B 
Description: 

Relocate C-9 Squadron (VR-46), Branch Clinic, and Denlid to NAS B-wick. Relocate 
MAG-42, =A-773, MALS-42 to NS Mayport. Relocate NARCEN and N A V E P  FAA 
South to Dobbins AFB, Relocate BTRY 13,4th LAAD, MWSS-472, and H&S net 4th 
LAAD to Windy,Hill. Relocate NAESU to NAS JRB Forth Worth and to NAS SRB New 
Orleans. 

Scenario Number: 1-0 1 -0020-098C 
Description: 

Relocate C-9 Squadron (WZ-46), Branch Clinic, and Dental to NAS Brunmick Relocate 
MAG-42, HMLA-773, MALS-42, NARCEN, and NAVREP FAA South to Dobbins AFB. ' 
Retain BTRY B, 4th LAAD, H&S Det 4th LAAD, and MWSS-472 at Windy Hill. RRlocate 
HMLS-773 Element to MCAS New River. 
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June 20, 1995 

Alan Dixon, Cha~rman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission = 4 , . c  -, - 

i .  

1700 North Moore St, Suite 1425 
q3 

Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

As  the Commission's final deliberations approach, I a m  wr i t ing one last t ime t o  
strongly urge the Commission t o  ful ly consider alternatives t o  the closure o f  Naval 
Air Station (NAS) South Weyrnouth, Massachusetts. I also wan t  t o  take this 
opportunity t o  address some disturbing inaccuracies provided to  the Commission 
b y  the Navy last week w i t h  regard t o  NAS South Weymouth 's  ability t o  accept 
n e w  units. 

First, I wan t  t o  thank Commissioners Robles, Kling, Davis, and Cornella for their 
personal visits to  the South Weymouth  facility. On behalf of  the local communit ies 
and the Committee t o  Save Naval Air Station South Weyrnouth, I am grateful  for 
the amount  of t ime and attent ion tha t  the Commission has given to a fair and 
thorough evaluation of the  Navy 's  recommendation. 

However, the Navy has recently prepared n e w  cost-analysis information for the 
Commission which, in  our v iew,  needs t o  be refuted. Last mon th  w e  proposed a 
scenario to  the Commission tha t  wou ld  close N A S  Atlanta and relocate H-1 
helicopter and F /A-18 uni ts  t o  Weymouth.  Additionally, a C-9 squadron wou ld  
remain in  the Atlanta area b y  moving over t o  Dobbins Air Reserve Base (ARB) -- at 
wh ich  NAS Atlanta is a tenant facil i ty --  and a reserve P-3 squadron at South 
Weymouth  would be transferred t o  NAS Brunswick. In our v iew,  this scenario no t  
only  provides a cost  savings at least equal to the proposed closure of N A S  South 
Weymouth,  it preserves reserve air activit ies at bo th  Atlanta and Weymouth.  It 
also creates t w o  joint-facilities at Dobbins and Brunswick. 

Last week, Mr. Charles Nemfakos, Vice Chairman o f  the Base Structure Evaluation 
Committee (BSEC), provided the Commission w i th  t w o  COBRA (cost  of base 
realignment) scenarios similar t o  our proposal. In our view, Mr .  Nemfakos'  letter 

QV n o t  only grossly overstates and misinterprets the operational obstacles t o  stat ioning 
--- 
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n e w  units at NAS South Weymouth, it also inflates the associated costs at 
Weymouth and ignores far greater problems at Atlanta. 

Mr .  Nemfakos states that  South Weymouth is no t  a suitable location for F IA-18 
aircraft because o f  inadequate runway length, cold weather conditions, distance 
f rom maintenance facilities, and inadequate local training ranges. While w e  
recognize that, under ideal conditions, the Navy would prefer to have 8,000 foot  
runways at all i ts facilities, this is neither a requirement nor an impediment to  
tactical air operations elsewhere. Weymouth's 7 ,000 foot  runway is, under the  
Navy's o w n  guidelines, adequate for FIA-18 training and operations. In fact, the 
FIA-18's predecessor, the  A-4, was successfully stationed at  South Weymouth  for 
many years. 

Mr .  Nemfakos' claim that  the Navy must  acquire more than 2 0 0  acres of ~ r i v a E  
and commercial property for the extension and clear zones not  only is in  excess o f  
the Navv's o w n  standards, it is a gross exaggeration of the cost  of an extension 
project. T i  t w o  ~ r o ~ e c t s  
(P-146 and P-400) wh ich  would lenathen rurum!\l 1 7-XI  tn EL,QQUQ~? w d a c q u r e  

. . .  
s s o c l a t e d ~ ~ o a ~ c  These projects call for t he  a c a u l s i t w  o f  49 axes-of 

;rivately-owned undeveloped land. I t  should be noted at this point that the 
Commonwealth o f  Massachusetts has made $ 1 0 0  million i n  state funds available 
for improvements at military facilities. Therefore, any extension ult imately deemed 
necessary could be conducted at no  cost  t o  the  Pentagon. 

The Navy also chose t o  overlook encroachment diff icult ies at  NAS Atlanta. The Air 
Force declared the Dobbins ARB'S infrastructure unsuitable for fighter missions o f  
any kind. Additionally, the Navy's o w n  analysis for Atlanta identifies more than 
$50 million in property it would be  required t o  purchase t o  eliminate "saturated" 
clear zones. 

The Navy's content ion that  FIA-18s should not  be stationed at "cold weather" 
facilities raises serious questions w i th  regard to  the perceived limitations o f  these 
aircraft and the combat readiness of their crews. I t  is highly unlikely tha t  
operational situations requiring tactical air support wi l l  conveniently occur during 
ideal weather conditions. Operations in North Korea, Bosnia, or o f f  the deck o f  a 
carrier in  the North Atlantic all present potentially adverse weather conditions for 
which tactical air crews should be adequately prepared. I t  should also be pointed 
out  tha t  weather at  NAS South Weyrnouth has accounted for only 0 .32  percent of 
cancelled operations. Additionally, I would imagine that the Navy's concerns 
wou ld  be v iewed w i th  apprehension b y  the Canadian Department o f  National 
Defense, whose FIA-18 squadrons form the backbone of tha t  country 's air defense 

Qw' 
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forces. The governments o f  Finland and Switzerland are also preparing t o  
introduce F/A-18 to  their armed forces. The Navy's claims would probably also 
come as a surprise to  the F/A-18's manufacturer, McDonnell Douglas Corporation, 
which markets the plane as an "all-weather" fighter. 

I t  is m y  understanding that  --  once necessary equipment is installed - -  the  aircraft 
maintenance facility at South Weymouth  will be able t o  adequately support these 
squadrons. The FIA-18's engines are manufactured at the nearby General Electric 
plant in  Lynn, Mass. This provides a local source for parts and technical 
assistance. Also, Navy maintenance facilities at  NAS Oceana in Norfolk, V A  are 
available. 

T C W d  n@-h. 
These include local warning areas, Noman's Island target range of f  Martha's 
Vineyard, Warren Grove range in N e w  Jersey, training areas at  the Massachusetts 
Mil i tary Reservation on Cape Cod, and t w o  large Mil i tary Operating Areas (Condor 
and Yankee) in  northern N e w  England and N e w  York. All of these resources are 
wel l  wi th in aircraft operating distance o f  NAS South Weymouth. 

w' 
Mr .  Nemfakos' letter further asserts that  South Weymouth "has historically been an 
unacceptable location for l ight attack helicopters ..." He goes on to  claim that  a 
similar reserve helicopter squadron (HML-771) was recently deactivated at  South 
Weymouth because of l o w  readiness. This statement is contradicted b y  the fact 
that  South Weymouth has been a successful home for Marine Corps helicopters for 
more than 40 years. In fact, the Navy took pains t o  note that readiness was not a 
factor when it transferred HML-771 in 1994. As detailed above, adequate training 
areas are available in close proximity to  South Weymouth. Additionally, bo th  the 
Massachusetts and Rhode lsland Air National Guard operated l ight attack 
helicopters in the area. 

I have enclosed a copy of a letter f rom David K. Danner (LtCol, USMC-Ret.), the 
former commanding officer of the Marine Detachment at NAS South Weymouth.  I 
think you wil l  f ind that his insight and experience attests t o  the capability of South 
Weymouth to  accommodate n e w  helicopter and tactical air units. 

The Navy also indicates that  considerable n e w  construction would be required at 
South Weymouth (including runway extension, hangars, barracks, maintenance 
facilities, and engine test cells) to  accommodate new units. I think i t  should be 
pointed ou t  that, t w o  years ago, the Commission unanimously agreed t o  remove 
NAS South Weymouth f rom the Pentagon's l ist of proposed closures. In doing so, 
the Commission found "several inconsistencies between the COBRA analysis and 
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data call submissions regarding ... military construct ion for receiver bases. These 
inconsistencies tended t o  inflate savings and deflate costs in  favor of the 
Secretary's recommendation." (1  993 Commission Report to  the President) W e  
believe that this has occurred once again. 

As noted above, acquisition o f  land for a runway extension and clear zones is n o t  
required under the Navy's o w n  guidelines. A t  any rate, any such project would be 
subsidized by  the state o f  Massachusetts. Furthermore, the Navy did n o t  apply 
similar encroachment-related acquisition costs t o  Atlanta. 

Wi th  regard t o  hangar and barrack space, N A S  South Weymouth has historically 
accommodated u p  t o  four squadrons comprised o f  more than 40 mixed aircraft. 
Additionally, N a v y a u a d r o n ' s  
aircraft need t o  be phvsicallv ~ ~ J - Q J X  time. Hangar and 
m P r o n  space at the base can accommodate the additional squadrons 
under these scenarios w i th  no n e w  additional construction. South Weymouth also 
has adequate housing available for these units. 

In closing, I wan t  t o  again thank the Commission for its tireless efforts in  reviewing 
the national security merits o f  the  Pentagon's recommendations. In 1993 the 
Commission voted to  keep South Weymouth open. As I have stated in earlier 
correspondences t o  the Commission, the Navy has, in  m y  view, once again 
substantially deviated f rom i ts selection criteria in targeting NAS South Weymouth  
for closure. Furthermore, i n  l ight of the  issues raised above, i t  appears tha t  the 
Navy is n o w  attempting t o  falsely portray tha t  facil i ty's capabilities. I, therefore, 
respectfully request that the  Commission give full consideration to  alternatives t o  
the closure o f  NAS South Weymouth - -  specifically the closure o f  NAS Atlanta. 

Thank you for your t ime and consideration. 

Wi th  kind regards. 

Enclosure 

w 
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Weymouth, MA 02188 
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June 18, 1995 

Honorable Alan Dixon 
Chairman. Defense Base Closure and Reallgnment Commission 

Dear Mr. Dixon; 

As a former active duty Commanding Officer of the Marine Detachment. Naval Air 
-Station, South WeymouthJl988-1990), --- - and Operations Officer of the Weymouth 
Marines (1 98ci984) I have watched and i i iened with great interest as the debate 
over the possible closure of NAS South Weymouth has intensified. I realize that many 
factors will enter into the flnal decision and, while I am not equipped with knowledge to 
judge all of them, I think my experience as a twenty-four year veteran of Marine Corps 
aviation and my six years at Weymouth flying jets and helicopters gives me a better 
than average perspective on some. 

I have heard it alleged that the last tactical jet squadron to operate from South 
Weymouth, VMA-322, was shut down because of 'an historic lack of readiness." This 
is slmply not so. VMA-322 was a casualty of the end of the Cold War and aged aircraft. 
It was at one time planned to equip the squadron with FIA-18 aircraft after the retire- 
ment of the A-4s we flew for many years, but the plan was scrubbed as both active and 
reserve forces shrunk in the late 80s and early 90s. I cannot be certain, but I believe 
the Department of the Navy's often stated desire to close NAS South Weymouth also 
played a major part in this decision. 

VMA-322 had an excellent reputation in the Fourth Marine Aircraft Wing. The 
squadron routinely participated in the full range of military exercises. including Red 
Flag and other multi-service tests of readiness. There was never any question of the 
squadron's abiltty to perform its missions In fact. along with Its sister squadron at NAS 
Memphis, VMA-322 was even sent to Europe during the mid-80s in support of major 
NATO exercises. Other-- highly sensitive-- missions in support of active duty forces 
during the Cold War were also assigned to the squadron. These are not the hallmarks 
of a unit with low readiness; quite the opposite. 

m o w n  experience with o~erations from NAS Snuth Weymouth indicates that the 
base does, indeed, have some limitations but that these can z&&&Uy contr ibute to 
readiness, rather than degrade it. The A-4 pilots at Weymouth frequently planned very 
precise and complicated mission profiles for thelr tralnlng flights, often involving air- 
borne tanking evolutions and delivery of ordnance across the international border into 
Canada. Cold Weather operations were a matter of routine for Weymouth pilots, as 
were transcontinental flights in support of West Coast exercises. The Weymouth 

'I 
Marines, for a long time, operated the Fourth Marine Aircraft Wing's only operational 
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Tactical Airfield Fuel Dispensing System, an arrangement between the jet squadron 
and engineer unit .What some might conceive of as problems were considered 
interesting challenges by the Marine officers and enlisted personnel at Weymouth. 
Rather than degrading capabilities, these challenges actually contributed to a high 
state of readiness and morale. All the Marine units at Weymouth, and especially the 
tactical aircraft squadrons, were a solid credit to Marine Corps Reserve readiness. 
The record speaks for itself. If you are in any doubt about this, I recommend you ask 
the Marine Corps to furnish, from its historical files, copies of the official Command 
Chronologies (annual historical summaries) of VMA-322, MAG-49, Oet A, and HML- 
771. Therein you will find the Combat Ready Percentages of these units, officially 
endorsed by the Fourth Marine Aircraft (Reserve) Wing. Compare the figures with 
those of units from other sites and decide for yourself if readiness of any Marine unit at 
Weymouth was degraded by home location in the Northeast. I am confident that you 
will find Weymouth units were rated at a hlgh state of readiness. 

I have heard, too, that some officials consider Weyrnouth's 7000 foot runway too 
short for F/A-18 operations. Granted, 7000' is less desirable than 8000'. Likewise, 
8000' is less desirable than 10,000', and 10,000' Is less desirable than 15,000'. It Is 
probably a bit academic to worry about 7000' being enough runway for a jet designed 
to operate off a 200' carrier deck. The old A-4, a much less capable aircraft than the 
FIA-18 in the takeoff and landlng environment. operated for years at Weymouth without 
any difficulty. In any event, the 7000' runway at Weymouth was considered long 
enough In the late 80s when it was planned to site F/A-18s here. It was sufficient then 
and it is sufficient now. 

I know your commission has difficult decisions to make and I don't envy you your 
job. Somewhere, folks are going to be mad at you, no matter what you recommend. If 
you tell me that Weymouth must close for purely economic reasons or for other good 
and compelling considerations, I will reluctantly say, 'Well and good." I cannot, 
however, stand silently by and listen when others cast aspersions on the Marines who 
drilled so faithfully at NAS South Weymouth, and to such good effect. Their units 
were first-rate, and deserve to be remembered as such. 

I swear to yo6 that the above statements are true to the best of my knowledgea7d 
recollectlon. 

David K. Danner 
LtCol, USMC (Retired) 
Former Commanding Officer, MAG-49 Detachment A 



THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 

STATE HOUSE BOSTON 02133 

(617) 727-3600 

WILLIAM F. WELD 
GOVERNOR 

ARGEO PAUL CELLUCCl 
LIEUTENANT- GOVERNOR 

May 24, 1995 

The Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (BRAC) 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Chaitman Dixon: 

I aro writing with regard to the attached May 8tb article from the Navy limes, which 
highlights the Navy's increasing difficulty in recruiting Reservists, particularly for aviation umts 
This article supports the Weld-Cellucci Administration's assertion that the Naval Reserve should not 
abandon the demoflaphically rich Boston area, where recruiting Naval aviators has been highly 
<uccessful for d iades .  Serious concerns remiin about the inconsistent standards used by the Navy 
when making closure recommendations in the category. of Reserve Air Statioq. In addition, we are 
disturbed by the Navy's apparent failure to consider other closure scenarios that would meet its stated 
goals of preserving Reserve demographics and reducing excess capacity at Naval AII Station 
Bnmswick. 

As you know, the 1993 BRAC directed the Navy to consolidate several Naval and Marine 
Reserve units, and to create a new Naval Reserve Center (NRC) at Naval Air Station WAS) South 
Weymouth. The new NRC is now open, and morale has improved dramatically as many of these 
Reservists had previously been located in substandard or crowded buildings. Unfortunately. the 1995 
BRAC recommended that this new NRC be closed and the units be dispersed again with the majority 
returning to the dilapidated NRC at Quincy, a building they recently vacated. 

The Navy's recommendation also jeopardizes the viability of two key Marine Reserve units. 
One of those units is recommended to leave the area, despite the demographics; the other has failed to 
find a suitabIe location in the area. The BRAC staff has testified that the units transferred f o  
Brunswick will retain sufficient manpoweC however. as YOU know. kkassessment is purely 
s d a t i v e  ed on depiled analysis. Lieutenant Governor Cellucci and I believe that there -eating our aviation Reservists to NAS Brunswick. These units are performing 
with distinction at NAS South Weyrnouth; their ability to remain viable will not be improved by 
relocating to NAS Brumwick. Indeed, by sending these units to Bmnswick, the Navy is risking some 
of its finest Naval Reserve aviation units at a time when it is having difficulty manning Reserve 
aviation units elsewhere. 

w In short, every single Reserve unit being dispersed from NAS Soutb Weymouth will t?nd 
itself in a more precarious position regarding either its facilities or its abiliry to recruit qualified 



Reservists, At a time when it is increasingly difficult to attract qualified Reservists, it seems 
1111 imprudent to disrupt the most succrssful location for Navy Reservists recruitment. More importantly, 

given NAS South Weymouth's relatively high military value rating in comparison to two other Naval 
Air Stations in the same category, its recommended closure seems a clear deviation from the 1995 
BRAC selection criteria in the artas of readiness, mobilization, and facilities. 

The risks being taken with these Reserve units might he easier to accept if the Navy's 
recommendation were the result of an impartial application of a consistent standard of judgment; it 
appears, however, that the importance of "rich demographics" was inconsistently applied during the 
Navy's process. I recognize that the Navy may, indeed, have a Iegitimate military reason to weigh 
demographic concerns heavily when judging its Reserve Air Stations. Our concerns, however. derive 
from the fact that other Naval Reserve Air Stations eniov immunity from closure on the grounds of 
"rich demographics," while NAS South Weymouth-which was rated first in demographic richnzs- 
does not enjoy similar immunity. Such concerns are exacerbated by the consistent lack of 
documentation of the Navy's decisions at key points in the process. - - 

Our Administration has carefully examined documents that explain the different closure 
scenarios considered by the Navy prior to March 1, 1995. It is clear that after November 1994, NAS 
South Weymouth was not considered as a receiving location for helicopter and fighter aircraft that 
needed to be sited. Despite NAS South Weymouth's strong demographics for recruiting pilots, its 
history of successfully operating heIicopter and tactical fighter aircraft, its close proximity to over-the- 
water training areas, and its ability to absorb these units without military construction costs, the Navy 
simply ignored the potential of NAS South Weymouth. Lo fact, without considering NAS South 
Weymouth as a receiving location, the Navy opted to consider scenarios that entailed significant 
military construction, such as building new hangars, at locations that do not enjoy Greater Boston's 
demographics. . 

Moreover, the Navy apparently failed to codsider a host of scenarios for reducin~ excess . 
capaca at NAS Rruxm&k, other than the risky transfer of Reserve units from NAS South . 
Weymouth. While the Commander of the Atlantic Fleer may have legitimate military reasons to 
maintain NAS Brunswick as a fully capable air station, the only solution considered for this strategic 
dilemma was dismantling a highly successfkl and demographically rich Reserve Air Station at South 
Weymouth. 

In Massachusetts, we believe in the BRAC process, and we have witness& its successes in the 
past. At this time, we ask that the BRAC make its decision based upon what is best for the Naval 
Reserves and the security of our nation. On those grounds, we believe that the case is strong not 
only to preserve NAS South Weymouth, but to send new assets to this base to take advantage of its 
unique ability to absorb new missions at a Iow cost and to recruit highquality Reservists in large 
numbers. 

Sincerely, 

William F. Weld 
Attachment 

cc: The Honorable Joe Robles, Jr. 
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-. I Room for you: Reserve recruiters must be more conv~nclng than ever to entice sailors and Marines tajo~n these days I 

All signs say: Help 
ment of units and base clm'llres .has I Recru iting gets - .,,, ,, pmb,em: 

( fiercer thanever 
I in a drawdown 

The regenlet dllemm 

By Jon R. Anderson 
Ti& btalfMtP. 

WASHINGTON - Call it a pam- 
dox of the drawdown. 

Mast would expect that deep cuts to 
the Marine Corpe and.Navy would 
leave their zeaerve armponentr, m- 

i flowingwith those cut h m  the &ve 
mxbre. M a  wwld think that if the 
reserves bad been hit with mior .re 

While a unit move for full-time e 
ssnriets i~ no big deal, for the mom 
typical part-time drilling r e s e ~ s t s  
tied to civilian jobs, a unit move can 
mean the end of eenicz. And for every 
reservist who can't commute to the 
new Icyation once a month, manpow- 
e r  planners fall that much Earther be- 
hind Not only must a r e p b e n t  be 
found, said oKK&&, but in many m w a  
they m a  be tmiqed or retraiaed for 

' -  t4e specihc job. 

.-.. , ,. . K .  

For imtanca, aviaiiau squadrons in 
the Naval Reserve have been hit par- 
ticularly hard with e a v d  units now 
bcally having to etatC fium match. 

ductions of their.own, the reeult 
would be unita slim and txim, but def- 
initely full up - 

Thcme thuughts w d d  be wrong. 
For the Navd Rsserre, the num- 

bers are &qgwing in the billeta un- 
filled among the junior ranks. More 

,-than 7,000 of the Naval Reeerve'~ 
90,643 job for dectsd resene petty 
oflicers third dase and below are etpp 

W t i n g  for th: reserves amid a 
drawdown i made qecially difiidt 
by shiRing demographics, where poten- 
tial new him are o b n  moving away 
from estabhhed r m e  centera Where 
active-duty recruite are available for 
worldwide assignment once mmple'ting 
their initial training, moet m r v e  re- 
crujtaa muat find a unit close to a p 
tmtial recnrit'e home. 

year the Naval Fheme's abili- 
ty to recruit people and then send. 
ehern'to boot camp was lost altogeth- 
er, m h n g  it especially tough to fill 
the 7,00@person void of junior sailors. 

The program, called Sea and Air 
Mariner, or SAM, was deemed too ex- 
pensive for the Rsserve and w s  end- 
ed last Odober. While a smaller ver- 
sion of SAM will bring in 400 new 
!habees next year, recruiters are dill 
left m t h  eaaentially two options for 
finding junior sailors: M t  them as 
they leave active duty or hind ciwhane 
alreaQ p o d  at  sk& the Navy needs 
and put them M y  into a reserve 
unit without going to boot camp. 

The find option IS usually best, ofi- 
c& G d .  It costs little and gets ~ O T S  

fresh from the fleet. A new program for 
the reserve, called R e ~ o r e ,  broadens 

Wanted 

t 

: 

that option by giving resene units 
money to retrain otherwise unqualified 
sailors in needed Ykills. Serviclt mem- 
bers w&g fiwm other branches a h  
c.an join the Naval Reserve. 

The second option, called Advanced 
Paygrade Program, takes about 1,800 
civilians a year and puts them duactly 
into reserve units as E-4s. They at- 
tend a two week mini-boot camp in 
New Orleans where they learn the ba- 
sics of being a sailor. 

ty, acmrding to a m e  spokeman. 
For Marine Forcee Reserve, t h e  

numbers are not nearly as bad While 
over stmngtb in the oficer ranks, 
there are 550 unfilled enlisted Select- 
ed Marine Corps Reserve billets. S~LU, 
r m t e r s  say the challenge to find 
people willing to give the reserve a try 
is greater than ever. 

"It's harder now than I've ever 
seen it," said Capt. Rex Settlemow, 

Recruitem for both the Naval and 
Corps Reserve said despite the 

difiiculties they're making their quo- 
tsg - barely. 
Marine Corps reauiters, who re- 

cruit for 'both the active-duty for= 
and reserve, eaid they have been dip 
ping deeply into their Delayed Entry 
Program sign up.  or DEPs, just to 
meet monthly goals. 

DEPs can~w&t up to a year befora 
going to boot cmnp after signing up 
for the Corps. FtmuiteIs use bhem as 
"money in the bank:' t p w d  meeting 
their monthly &, but am u6udly 
t& them into ming to basic sooner - often immediately. But the more 
they pet to go earlier, the leas margin 
down the  mad. 

Getting ofticem ~ n t o  reserve units 
can be challen~ng in some quarters. 
For instance, about half the 1,145 offi- 
cers the Naval Reserve needs to recruit 
tbir year will be doct~k and nurses. 

"There just aren't that many corn- 
ing off of active duty to support our 
needs," said Settlemoir. Instead, they 
rnuet tind avilian doctom and nwsee 
willing to join, usually an exercise in 
record check13 and paperwork Worse. 
stories of many reserve doctors losing 
their practices whlle being called to 
active duty for the Persian Gulf war 
make many wary. 

"There's this erroneous assumption 
out there that  reserve recruiting 
should be a cakewalk right now," SFU~ 

Settlemoir, but the bottom line is 
that "it's just not so." 

one of the Naval Reserve's top recruit- 
Ing officials. 

, 

The numbers may surprise those on 
waiting lists to get into units. said 
Settlemoir, bu t  the anomaly of a 
sh.nnkmg force stmgghg to find peo- 
ple cub right to the heart of the p m b  
\em: The reserve, whde now expen- 
encing an overabundance in many 
rcit~ngu, 1s just plain hurting to fdl 
others 

Offiaals In both the Marine Corps 
and naval reserves say the realign- 
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May  22, 1995  

Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1 7 0 0  North Moore St, Suite 1425  C . . +  ' 

Arlington, V A  22209  
, _ ..\- . ,.A. ~~d523,-  - " --- ~3 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

I am writ ing t o  share with the Commission correspondence I have received f rom 
the Navy w i th  regard t o  i ts decision t o  recommend the closure o f  Naval Air Station 
(NAS) South Weymouth, Massachusetts. 

First, I wan t  t o  thank the Commission for vot ing t o  consider alternatives t o  the 
closure of  NAS South Weymouth and review the merits of  NAS Atlanta. As  you  
know,  I have been working closely w i th  the local "Save the Base Committee" and 
w e  believe there is a very compelling case t o  keep open the Weymouth facility. 

I wrote  t o  Navy Secretary Dalton in April t o  request several items w i th  regard t o  
the Navy's base closure process. Earlier this month, I received a response f rom 
Navy Assistant Secretary Robert Pirie. Copies of  both  letters are enclosed. 

Unfortunately, rather than illuminating h o w  the Navy reached its recommendations, 
these replies have instead raised serious n e w  concerns vvith the Navy's decision- 

making process. I t  would appear that  the decision t o  close the %uth We.y.nmuth 
facil ity was based o n  entirelv on  anecdotal -- and undocumented -- i n f o r m m  'on and 
conjecture w h l c h ,  in the inapprapri;lte c- 
t w o  separate subcategories. 

In m y  letter t o  Secretary Dalton, I requested that  the Navy provide me  w i th  the 
documents that  would support its claim that  NAS Brunswick could demographically 
accommodate the reserve units which were being relocated there f rom NAS South 
Weymouth. Assistant Secretary Pirie responded that  the Navy has "no 
demographic information (certified or otherwise) concerning this move." Instead, 
the Navy Base Structure Analysis Committee (BSEC) staff  was "advised" b y  the 
Commander o f  the Naval Air Reserve (COMNAVAIRRESFOR) that  there were 
sufficient demographics available at  Brunswick. 

THIS STATIONERY PRINTED ON PAPER M A D E  OF RECYCLED FIBERS 
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The absence of a formal demographic study suggests that  the Navy did not  
adequately consider the ramifications of its recommendations. Both BRAC and the 
Navy recognize the national security importance of  the Weymouth facility in 
attracting qualified Naval reservists. T w o  years ago, the Commission removed 
NAS South Weymouth f rom the Secretary o f  Defense's closure list in order t o  
preserve it as the only reserve facility in the Northeast. Furthermore, by  i ts o w n  
analysis, the Navy ranks NAS South Weymouth first in demographic value. It is, 
therefore, difficult t o  understand w h y  the Navy would jeopardize i ts ability t o  
recruit and retain reservists in this region by  neglecting to  fully determine the 
impact o f  moving Weymouth's reserve units t o  a remote location in Maine. 

Additionally, according t o  the Navy report t o  the Commission, it apparently decided 
t o  "trade-off" NAS South Weymouth and NAS Brunswick after the Commander-in- 
Chief, Atlantic Fleet (CINCLANTFLT) expressed the "operation desire" t o  have the 
most "fully-capable" air station north o f  Norfolk available t o  support his fleet. This 
recommendation was apparently made during consultations between BSEC and 
CINCLANTFLT. 

1(1 I have requested the records of  these discussions so that  w e  -- and BRAC -- can 
examine the assumptions, justifications, and merits o f  the "policy imperatives" 
developed during these meetings. I have not  received this information and -- after 
this and numerous other attempts -- can n o w  only assume that  it does not  exist. 

This obviously raises serious concerns about the integrity o f  the Navy's 
recommendations. The complete documentation of all information used in 
formulating recommendations, including relevant deliberations, is one of  the 
foundations of  the base closure process. However, it would appear that  the & 
factor which led to the  Navy's decision t o  close NAS South Weymouth is bo th  
uncertified and undocumented. Furthermore, it would appear that  the Navy gave 
greater weight to  the "desire" o f  one individual than the rest o f  its empirical data. 

The CINCLANTFLT1s recommendation resulted in a comparison between an 
operational base (Brunswick) and a reserve base (South Weymouth). This decision 
-- which may violate Defense Department directives -- suggests that  the Navy 
ignored its o w n  analysis that  distinguishes between reserve and active duty  
missions and capabilities. The data calls for reserve and operational facilities are 
no t  compatible. Similar questions are weighted differently and, in some cases, 
entire subcategories are omitted. In fact, fol lowing the Navy's logic, a comparison 
of  the military value scores for the four Naval Air facilities north o f  Norfolk (NAS 
South Weymouth, NAS Washington, NAS Wil low Grove, and NAS Brunswick) 
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would reveal that  NAS Brunswick ranks last. In short, the Navy has compared 
apples w i th  oranges. 

I have enclosed information prepared b y  the "Save the Base Committee" that  
further details our concerns w i th  Assistant Secretary Pirie's letter. In m y  view, th is  
analysis strongly indicates that  the Navy substantially deviated f rom its selection 
criteria in recommending NAS South Weymouth. I request that  the Commission 
give this material i ts full consideration. 

I applaud the efforts o f  the Commission t o  date and look forward t o  working 
closely w i th  you  in the coming weeks t o  ensure tha t  the national security merits o f  
the Navy's recommendations are fully scrutinized. 

Wi th  kind regards. 

Enclosures 
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The Honorable Gerry B. Studds 
House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Studds: 

Thank you for your letter of April 18, 1995, to the Secretary 
of the Navy, requesting information on the Department of the 
Navy's 1995 base realignment and closure process for reserve air 
stations and, in particular, Naval Air Station (NAS) South 
Weymouth, Massachusetts. I am responding for Secretary Dalton. 

As you know, the Department of Defense recommended to the 
1995 Base Closure and Realignment Commission that NAS South 
Weymouth be closed. This and all of our base realignment and 
closure recommendations resulted from a careful, in-depth and 
objective review of our infrastructure, consistent with a smaller 
force structure and based on criteria established by the Secretary 
of Defense. 

Since the 1993 round there have been significant reductions 
in naval aviation forces. For instance, we have retired the A-6  
attack aircraft series, reduced the maritime patrol aircraft 
inventory by about one-third and have eliminated approximately 
fifty percent of the Navy's F-14 inventory. Additionally, the 
Naval Reserve stood down an entire carrier air wing. 

These significant reductions in Naval Aviation forces clearly 
indicated there was excess capacity to support aircraft at East 
Coast Naval Air Stations. Initial scenarios and Department of the 
Navy Base Structure Evaluation Committee (BSEC) discussior,~ 
focus~d on closing NAS Brunswick and moving the P-3 squadrons to 
NAS Jacksonville. However, during BSEC iterative discussions with 
major owner/operators, CINCLANTFLT addressed the need to keep the 
most capable air base north of the major fleet concentration in 
Norfolk. Considering the fleet commander's needs and the 
demographic concerns which militated against closing NAS Atlanta 
to reduce reserve air station excess capacity, the BSEC decided 
the best Total Force answer was to close NAS South Weymouth. This 
solution would reduce the excess capacity at Reserve Air Stations, 
keep open the most capable air station in the Northeast while more 
fully utilizing its capacity, and relocate reserve assets from NAS 
South Weymouth to NAS Brunswick without requiring military 
construction expenditures. 

At the time the BSEC decision was made to recommend closure 
of NAS South Weymouth, the data call response submitted by 
Commander, Naval Reserve Force indicated the P-3 squadro;, at NAS 

rr South Weymouth would be decommissioned. Later, the Naval Reserve 



decided to move the P-3 squadron from NAS South Weymouth to NAS 
Brunswick, Maine and decommission the P-3 squadron at Naval Air 
Facility, Washington, D.C., instead. Therefore, we have no 
demographic information (certified or otherwise) concerning this * move. However, as recently as April 19, 1995, myetaff hasbeen 
advised by COMNAVAIRESFOR that sufficient demographics are 
available in the Brunswick area to support both a P-3 and a C-130 
squadron. 

As to administrative support squadrons, the BSEC decided 
while finalizing the configuration model, not to allow more than 
one administrative support squadron (VR squadron) to be stationed 
at any one air station because a decentralized force could better 
support the organic air transport needs of the fleet 
concentrations. 

Although not discussed as part of the base closure process, 
the Naval Air Reserve did play a valuable role in support of 
contingency operations. For the operations you specified, ~osnia, 
Somalia, Persian Gulf and Haiti, the Naval Air Reserve 
contribution totalled 25,170 hours and 3,943 sorties. 

There were two principal procedures used to ensure the 
accuracy, completeness, and integrity of the information contained 
in our 1995 Base Structure Data Base: data certification and 
independent validation by the Naval Audit Service. The 
certification procedures ensured the data forwarded for use by the 
Secretary of the Navy was reviewed and updated, as appropriate, at 
each level in the chain of command responsible for certifying the J accuracy and completeness of such data. Independently, the Naval 
Audit Service examined and validated the accuracy of the data 
gathered and analyzed. Through their review, the Secretary of the 
Navy was apprised that the established internal controls were 
effective and that the certified data used in the process was 
reasonably accurate and complete. The opinion of the Naval Audit 
Service was reported to the Secretary of the Navy before he 
forwarded his base realignment and closure recommendations to the 
Secretary of Defense. A copy of the audit report is provided to 
show the procedures employed by the Navy auditors to validate the 
accuracy and reliability of the data. Furthermore, the General 
Accounting Office (GAO) observed and assessed the verification 
efforts of the Navy auditors. The GAO reported to the Defense 
Base Closure and Realignment Commission there was no basis to 
dispute the conclusions of the Naval Audit Service. 

I trust this information satisfies your concerns. As always, 
if I can be of any further assistance, please let me know. 

Sincerely, - 

J 
Attachment 

ROBERT B. PIRIE, "JR. 
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The Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, 
Suite 1425 

Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

This is in response to a request from Mr. Alex Yellin of your staff for information 
regarding the data used by the Base Structure Evaluation Committee (l3SEC) and Base 
Structure Analysis Team (BSAT) in their review of the Reserve Air Station category of 
activities. 

Our evaluation of demographics for the reserve air stations began with the 
Demographics Section of the Reserve Military Value Matrix. Using the aggregated unit 
participation figures for 1993 as a surrogate measure of demographics, we were able to 
determine that all reserve to ad& 
man their reserve programs. 

In the configuration analysis stage of our process, which looked at specific 
scenarios, we had to look at recruiting demographics and how each scenario impacted the 
Reserves' ability to man its aviation and ground units. Field activities were required to 
highlight any issues or deficiencies in recruiting demographics for each of the scenarios 
in the scenario data call responses. We also consulted with representatives from 
MARRESFOR and COMNAVAIRESFOR to ensure no demographic issues would 
prevent successfbl implementation of a scenario. At no time did we compare the 
demographics of the losing air station with the gaining air station. There was not a 
relative measure of recruiting demographics, but rather, a yeslno assessment of whether 
or not the gaining air station could man the existing unit(s) and/or units being transferred 
to the gaining activity. 

a e  results of the configuration analysis showed that both Atlanta and Brunswik 
had sufficient recruiting demographics. Only two cases, both involving the movement of 

/ ~ a r i n e  Corps Keservists to MCKS; New River, North Carolina and Mayport, Florida, 
were found to be affected by insufficient recruiting demographics. The Naval Reserve 
had also forwarded a request for a redirect away from MCAS Beaufort, prior to the 



BRAC-95 recommendation to redirect FIA-18 aircraft to NAS Atlanta, based on having 

1' learned in the BRAC-93 round that there were insufficient recruiting demographics to 
support a reserve squadron at Beaufort. In all other scenarios the recruiting demographics 
were sufficient. 

As always, if I can be of any hrther assistance, please let me know. 

Sincerely, 

Vice Chairman, 
Base Structure Evaluation ommittee i? 



THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 

STATE HOUSE BOSTON 02133 

(61 7) 727 -3600 

WILLIAM F. WELD 
GOVERNOR 

ARGEO PAUL CELLUCCl 
LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR 

April 26, 1995 

The Honorable Joe Robles, Jr. 
Commissioner 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (BRAC) 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear General Robles: 

Lieutenant Governor Cellucci and I are pleased to submit the enclosed proposal for the 

'CJ) Commonwealth of Massachusetts to fund improvements at Naval Air Station (NAS) South 
Weymouth to accommodate a Field Artillery Battalion of the Massachusetts Army National Guard 
(MAIARNG) . 

This proposal satisfies several goals of the 1995 base closure process by allowing two 
military services to share an asset and by raising the military value and improving the 
infrastructure of a Defense Department facility at no cost to the federal government. 

The MAJARNG is slated to receive a new Field Artillery Battalion of 650 authorized 
personnel, including towed 155mm Howitzers as well as other associated vehicles and equipment. 
This battalion is a high priority, contingency pool unit. Stationing the unit at NAS South 
Weymouth would centrally locate the entire unit, increasing its readiness and improving the 
efficiency of maintenance and training exercises. Moreover, its proximity to the military airfield at 
the base provides ready access for deployment or mobilization exercises, critical for a high-priority 
unit. Additionally, the demographics of the South Weymouth area are ideal for Guard and Reserve 
units. 

As you may know, on February 9, 1995, I signed into law a $100 million capital 
improvement fund to be used at Massachusetts' military facilities that are expanded under the 1995 
base closure process. In the case of NAS South Weymouth, a portion of these funds would be 
used to construct two buildings to accommodate the Guard battalion--one building of 85,000 square 
feet to house the military unit, and the second building of 12,000 square feet for equipment 
maintenance; the approximate cost of this construction is $12 million. The state is willing to 
negotiate with the Navy or the BRAC for use of the state's capital fund for improvements at 
facilities of the base that would be used jointly by the Navy and the Guard, such as the medical 



clinic, fitness center, and galley. These funds are also available for other infrastructure 
improvements at NAS South Weymouth that may be necessary to receive additional Defense 
Department assets. Please note, however, that these funds are unavailable, even to the 
MAIARNG, in the event of the NAS South Weymouth base closure. 

The recent General Accounting Office report to the BRAC lamented the lack of asset 
sharing on the part of the military services. At no cost to the Defense Department, the enclosed 
proposal would, if approved by the BRAC, represent an important step in the sharing of military 
infrastructure by Guard and Reserve units. As the Guard and Reserves play an increasingly 
important role in responding to combat contingencies, I believe our proposal could serve as a 
model to the nation in the joint use of facilities by the Guard and Reserves. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

William F. Weld 

Enclosures 
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Alan Dion, Chairman 
The Defense Base Closure 

Bnd Realignmsnt Cornmim.Ien 
1200 North Moore St Sulte 7 425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dam Ch-n Dlxon: 

I am writing to request that the foflowing iswas with !'UQ&?M to the Navy's process 
end recomndatlons In targeting NAS South Weymuth for closure be ralsed at 
next week'a BRAC hearing wm the Government Amounting Offiae (GAO). 

In racommendlng U S  South Waymouth for closure, the Navy apparendy 
ovedooked two fscilhles (NAS Admta and NAS Fort Worth) wtth a lower 'military 
value," aucording to the Navy's own critsris. 

In tha case of NAS Adante - whlch Is slgntfScarrtly bww h military value then 
South Waymouth and was in)tieUy conddered for ctosurs - the Navy has argued 
that the are8 is "rich in damographkls' md rhould remaln open. Yet the Navy's 
own Mnhaty Vnfua Matrix for R s m e  Alr Stetions rates NAS Atlanta snd NAS 
South Weyrnouth in demogrophica. 

In i ts 1993 report t o  the mAC, the GAO Identffisd a "problemw with the Navy's 
process in inatancur whm 'a bwe wsl  raownmended for cloaure. even Mough itr 
military value was rat& higher than barn that rematnod open." 1 8m no reason 
that those coneerne would not be rcslavwlt to tho, Navy In 1996. WhHe the GAO's 
1996 repMt describes the Navy'rr recommendmtbns as "generally sound," doas the 
CIAO continue to view the Navy's rjimgard for mlliwv value -- part(cukrh/ In the 
case of NAS South Weymourh -- as a problem In its decision-making pmcew? 

Agsln, I nsp.afully rrquest that tho BRAC direct the GAO to respond to this iesus 
during next week's hearing. 
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Tha Honorable William F. Weld 
Governor af tho Comaweal th  
of Maeeachuetta 

The State ELauue 
Baston, t@ 02233 

Dear Governor Weld: I 
Thank you fo= your lettar of February ,8 ,  1995, +.a the 

Secretary of the Navy o o ~ ~ ~ e s d a g  the Maemachusattm N a t i o n a l  
Guard's interest b mavbg a f i e l d  artillery btcalian to the 
Navd Air Statioa a t  E ; O U E ~  Weymbuth, Maaaachuatts. I am 
reffponding fpr Smcretaq Paltm. 

As you knor, . on mch 1, 1395, the ~ ' e r s e ~  of D s f m m m  
titlbmltted the Depaxtmpnt of Defense* s racommendationr eo eke 1995 
mafanee Baue Closurm and Realignment Canmission &d recommoaded 
cloeure of N a v a l  Air Stariun, south Hcymwth: Thw, i t  aecr~tary 
Perry's reeommendaticn i s  adoptad by the Cemdeeion and appmved 
by the Preaidaat oed Conpraeo, the Dlpartmnnt of the Navy vlll 
proceed to close the Afr Station w l E h l n  nix yearm of the data 
when closure is approvmd. In chat evant, tho Dep.rtmcnc of t h e  
m y  could regucse pnpcrty at the base far use by tha 
~asaachusetts -National Guard' c f S'rld artillery battallun- 

Since the focus of t b ~  1995 bree c~opuck prosese has now 
shifted ta the. Comminmion, however, it may bB p r W n t  to defer' 
consideration of. t h e  Guardre e x p r ~ a ~ i o n  at i n t e r e s t  until the 
c o d e s i o n  s u b m i t e  its co the ~ranidbnr an July 1, 1995. 
X i n g  =he Lneorimt if I m a y  be of a s s i s ~ c e , .  plta8e call  me at 
1703) 693-4527.  

W e  appreciate your intere~t in Ehid importaot mstrmr and 
look forward ta working with you an 811 mactare re lated  to NAS 
South W a ~ u t = h .  



T H ~  COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSF~TS 

&&CUT~VE OEPARTM~NT 

STATE HOUSE aO6TON O X 7 3 3  

(917) 7P7-WW 

IAL)EO PAUL CEWCCI 
LIIRlfBm.-l) 

February 8 ,  1995 
Tha ~onorablo John H. Daltan 
Secretary o f  the Navy 
ZOOQ Navy Pmntngon 
Washington, P .  c. 20350-loo0 

Dear secretary Dalton: 

T h i ~  letmr: in to follow up on O u r  reoent p h o n ~  conversation 
concerning Naval A i r  s t ; l t fon  ( N U )  South waymouth. 

Ae we discussed, the Massachueetts National Guard is impresead w i t h  
t;h. facilities at NAS Bouth weymauth and, w i t h  the Navyf s approval, 
is interested in loaating a u n i t  onto the bass. Flpacif ical ly,  t h e  
Guard ie intarested in moving a fSeLd artillery battalion totaling 
4 5  full t i m e  and GOO part time Guaxdcmn as well a6 Weir trucks, 
howitzesa, and o t h e r  aquipmont. T h i s  i f 3  a new, high p r i o r t t y  unit 
t h a t  is assigned to the ~ C o n t i n q a t n ~ F o t c a  P o o l . "  

Locating thio u n i t  onto NRS Souich Weymoutb would roquire tha 
construction of two baildinqe, one of 8 5 , 0 0 0  .quare feet to house 
I=ha military units ,  and one of 12,000 square feet f o r  the 
maintenancm of their aquipmant. As we discuened, t h e  stat.  could 
fund euch con8tructian from a $100 million ca i t a l  imgrovmment fund e intended far the statern military f n a U l l a  ions. Moreover, the 
etato would willingly negotiate w i t h  the Navy to fund tho 
impxovement of other rac i l i t i s s  or infrastzucrur~ at NAS south 
Weyraouth that would be uaed jointly the  a u r a  and Navy 
parsonnel. Am I mentioned, the logielation authorizing thia 
-pita1 improvement fund egecifi~o that 8Cate funding is available 
only  if NAS South Weymouth is onhanced or expands8 under tha 1995 
base closure process. 

If Lt it5 all right: with you, I would lika to sond my ~ t a f  f ta 
Washington to didcuss thi. p 0 6 ~ i b l 0  option w i t h  your Lnstallrtlon 
exports. Your staff can contact J i m  Kanm In my o f f i c a  at! ( 6 1 1 )  
727-3600. T h n b  very much for your coneideration. 

William F. Weld 



NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH CONSTRUCTION STATUS 
(AS OF 27 JANUARY 1995) 

CURRENT AWARD PERCENTAGE COMPLETION 
f i C L ~ ~ ~ - ~ l E i ~ R L i C T ~ g Q  AflQ!=!NI DALE C@!CLELEQ Q93E 

Radar Faci  1 i t y  $4 92,379,495 9/14/94 5 04/21 /96 
Cont ro l  Tower 

A i r c r a f t  ParC:ing $56(:) , 0 2  1 2/22/94 80 04/04/95 
Apron Repairs 

HVAC Rehab A I M D  $660 , (:)(I) 1 (:)1/14/94 70 (39/03/94 

Wetland M i t i g a t i o n  2141,963 (:)!3/5(:)/94 12/08/95 

Replace Heating Sys 9 1 , 140,4?5 04/21/94 80 (39/ 16/95 
Navy Fami 1 y Housi ng 

I n d e f i n i t e  B ty  
Asbestos Removal 

827,128 04/0 1 /93 95 (34/16/94 
E:.: tended 

Repair  Underground $109, 3.74 09/27/93 (:)5/23/94 
'(I Fuel  Storage Tanl::~ E;.: tended 

Pest Contro l  F a c i l i t y  $243,155 11 /30/94 O 06/ 13/95 

A l t e r a t i o n s  Zt Repair PSI? 9424,154 05/02/94 0 1 /09/95 
ERAC REALIGNMENT ELDG #2 

A l t e r a t i o n s  & Repairs $2 16 , 5(:)(:) 05/02/94 15 1:)3/(:)8/95 
EHAC REALIGNMENT 
BLDG #17 SELRES 

F i r e  S t a t i o n  Add i t i on  $754 , (:)(:I(:) (:)9/2.3/94 3:) 04/06/95 

Backf 1 ow Devices $59, 925 C?9/21/94 75 (I) 1 /04/95 
Various Locat ions Ex tended 

I n d e f i n i t e  Guant i ty  $111 ,509 06/17/94 95 (:)7/02/95 
P a i n t i n g  

I n d e f i n i t e  Quan t i t y  $2 18,93(:) (:)7/(:)6/94 98 (:)7/21/95 
I n t e r i o r  Repairs Housing 

I n d e f i n i t e  Quan t i t y  2 
Pavement Repairs 

12/23/94 r :) (1) 1 / 07 / 96 
Wait ing 
Bonds/ I n s  

Resurf ace Tax i way 
C h a r l i e  



COMPLETED CONSTRUCTION CURRENT 

V 1994/1995 --------- flML!UNl 

Fami 1 y Housing Repai r s  6748,865 

A / C  I n s t a l  l a t i o n  Gal ley $ 177 .- , ~ O C )  

Roof Rep1 acement Hangar 2 9134,700 

Replace Roof h HVAC $257,124 
EM Club 

I n d e f i n i t e  Q u a n t i t y  866,339 
P a i n t i n g  NAS 

Bathroom Rehabs Housing 82 1 8,054 

Barracks #75 & #76 
Head Rehabs 

S t a t i o n  Roof Repairs 8 109,524 

A i  rf i e l  d Paving 
Hangar #1 

Repa i rs  Serv ice S t a t i o n  $27 , 6(:)(:) 
Fuel Tanks 

Storm Sewer I n s t a l l a t i o n  977,25(:) 

Const ruc t  Spi 1 1 Prevent i on *69,4C)(:) 
Con t ro l  

A i r f i e l d  Tree Brush $40,745 
C l e a r i n g  

Indefinite Quantity $75,174 
P a i n t i n g  S t a t i o n  

Repai r s  ;?L Rei n s ~ r l  a t e  838,344 
HVAC Hangar #1 ?( #2 

Replace Flush Hydrants 84 1 ,980 
Hangar #2 

COMPLETION 
DAIS 



NAVAL A I R  STATION SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

CLARIFICATION OF RUNWAY 17-35 EXTENSION 

1. Proposed Construct ion: Extend runway 17 tq taxiway B (Bravo) by a  
l eng th  o f  1.000 l i n e a r  f o o t  yards i n  a  n o r t h e r l y  d i r e c t i o n  and connect 
taxiway B t o  t he  extension. Accommodate t h e  extensions w i t h  runway & 
taxiway edge 1  i gh t ing .  (The present runway 17-35 l eng th  i s  7,000 I f ) .  

2.  C l a r i f i c a t i o n  o f  the  term DISPLACED THRESHOLD: A d isp laced 
th resho ld  e x i s t s  where t he  th resho ld  f o r  land ings  i s  l oca ted  down t he  
runway from the  phys ica l  end of the  runway. The d isp laced area between 
the  runway end and the  landing th resho ld  may be used f o r  ta::goffs (from 
t he  17 end an 8,000 l f  runway) o r  f o r  r o l l o u t  when land ing  from the  
other  d i r e c t i o n  (from the  35 end an 8,000 I f  runway). Often t he  reason 
f o r  t h e  d isp laced th resho ld  i s  t o  p rov ide  a d d i t i o n a l  c learance o f  
7bs t ruc t i ons  i n  the  approach area where i t  i s  no t  p r a c t i c a l  t o  remove 
le obs t ruc t i on .  This  c l a r i f i c a t i o n  i s  d i r e c t l y  quoted from NAVAIR W~-~(:)AAA-~ Technical Manual. 

3. P r o j e c t  Status: Has not  been funded a t  present f o r  A%E design by 
COMNAVRESFOR. 

Enclosures: P ro j ec t  Data Sheet 
Locat ion  tc S i t e  F'lan 
F u l l  S ize Development Plan 
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Activity: NAF ADAK 

Economic Area: Aleutians West Census Area, AK 

Employment Data " ,. - = = - = . 0 
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Activity: NAS KEY WEST 

Economic Area: Monroe County, FL 

h p l o y m e n t  Data 
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Activity: NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

Economic Area: *Essex, Middlesex, Suffolk, Plymouth, Norfolk Counties, MA 
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Activity: NAS BRUNSWICK 

Economic Area: *Cumberland County, ME 

h p l o y m e n t  Data 
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Activity: NAS ATLANTA 

Economic Area: Atlanta, GA MSA 

h p l o y m e n t  Data 
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Activity: DOBBINS ARB 

Economic Area: Atlanta, GA MSA 

Employment Data 
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1 onal. Reserve and 

According to the Navy, 
currently available capacity at air and reserve stations will show an excess 
capacity greater than 20 percent. The Navy has attempted in its 1995 BRAC 
proposalsfo (1) reduce its excess airfield capacity; (2) preserve it's operational 
capability and (3) maintain its operational flexibility. The principal measure the 
Navy used for determining airfield capacity was hangar and line space. For 1995 
the Navy "refined its unit of measurement to focus on "squadron modules7' as it's 
primary means of measurement. The amount of space required for a module varies 
based on the number and type of airplanes that require basing. 

Once excess capacity has been identified the Navy subjects its findings to a 
configuration analysis that determines an average numerical value which is then 

,. assigned to each base. This value is referred to as military value. Military Value 
includes contingency and mobilization requirements, and an expressed value for 
the condition of the land, facilities, airspace, training ranges and overall quality of 
life. According to the Navy, the decision threshold that it established for leaving 
bases open was that the average value of all air stations left open must be at least 

*rl equal to the average value of all stations that were considered. In addition, the 
Navy calculated a Return on Investment (ROI) for each base that was 
recommended for closing. The Navy used a computer model it refers to as 
COBRA to compare standard cost factors at bases and to estimate closing costs 
and savings that could be realized over a period of time if a base were to be 
closed. 

-2 
$. NAF Adak 

At a Base Closure Commission hearing held March 6, 1995 the Navy said that it 
plans to have less patrol aircraft in it's inventory in the coming years than it does 
at the present time. In the case of the air facility at Adak, the Navy says that it no 
longer requires the facility to perform it's anti-submarine warfare surveillance 
mission. Adak, no longer supports operational units, and scored very low in the 
military value category because of it's lack of training areas and facilities. 



According to the Navy, it will cost $9.4 million to close the facility. The net 
savings in the near-term is expected to be $1 08 million with a net savings value of 
$354.8 million over 20 years. Closing Adak could result in a loss of around 900 

jobs which is about 10% of the area's employment. 

NAS Key West 

The Navy's 1995 recommendation to the Commission is to convert this air station 
to a Naval Air Facility (NAF) This conversion avoided closing the facility at Key 
West and Maintains a presence at the facility because CINCLANTFLT did not 
want to loose a training facility and it's associated ranges. Realignment of Key 
West means disposing of its waterfront assets such as piers, wharfs and buildings 
at the Truman Annex and Trumbo Point. 

The Navy estimates it's cost to downsize will be less than one-half million dollars. 
Near-term savings is expected to be about $8 million, and over 20 years the Navy 
anticipates saving $25 million or more. The loss of jobs (26) will be a loss to the 
community of less than 1% of the areas employment 

- E I Tora , T \ ~ s + i h  ) CL.S;\, R + L -  
Reserve Air Stations 

Although military value data calls were the same for both operational and reserve 
air stations, the military value was expanded in areas of particular concern to the 
Reserves. For example, recruitment for reservists was included as a value item. In 

P addition, the BSEC considered the mobilization to be more important for reserve 
air stations than near-term readiness. The scores for all 6 reserve air stations that 
were considered ( with the exception of Atlanta) were grouped very closely 
because of similarities in capabilities and infrastructure. Atlanta ranked lowest due 
to a lack of warning areas within a 100 mile radius of the air station. The first 
scenario the Navy ran closed Atlanta and kept the other five stations open 

Additional scenarios developed by the Navy suggested closing NAS Brunswick as 
an alternative to closing Weymouth however maintaining a filly capable operating 
base north of Norfolk had been expressed as an interest of CINCLANTFLT. 

V Although Brunswick was marked for closure by the initial scenario, the Navy 



believed that the air station at Brunswick offered more extensive and complete 
base infrastructure than did South Weymouth. In addition, capacity analysis 
showed that South Weymouth could be absorbed by Brunswick. 

The 1993 BRAC rejected the Navy's proposal to close South Weymouth and 
relocate Weymouth's assets to three other locations. The Commission rejected the 
proposal on the grounds that information provided by the Navy inflated savings 
and deflated costs in favor of the Navy's recommendation. 

The community at Weymouth believes that they can support additional 
responsibilities at the air station. The community says that the Navy's data call 
was for possible basing (3) C-9 aircraft at the station. Weymouth believes they can 
accommodate that because at the present time C-9 aircraft use the air station in 
route to other stations, and there is enough hangar space available to bed-down C- 
9 aircraft (or P-3 's) who could be permanently stationed there . In Addition, a 
runway could be expanded for $2.7 million to accommodate F-18's. Finally, the 
community believes they are an excellent reserve recruiting area due to their 
proximity to a number of universities and technical schools. The Navy says that it 
will cost about $1 7 million to close Weymouth and move the naval reservists to 
Brunswick. They estimate the net savings at $50 million and expect to save $3 15 
million over 20 years. The move could result in a loss of about 1500 jobs in the 
Weymouth area. 

NAF Detroit 

The Navy considered the relocation of the Marine Corps Reserve Center at Detroit 
because the Detroit air facility was closed by the 1993 BRAC and the Reserve 
Center is a tenant there. The Navy wants to relocate the center to Selfridge in order 
to take advantage of a multi-use facility. This is a redirect which would change the 
relocation site from Minneapolis as originally proposed by the Navy in 1993. The 
Navy believes that this proposal would avoid the cost of relocating the unit to 
Minnesota, while maintaining a Marine Corps recruiting presence in Michigan 

The Navy believes it will save about $9 million through the redirect. There are no 
effects expected on employment at Detroit, and a small loss of anticipated jobs at 
Minneapolis. 



MCAS EL TORO/ MCAS Tustin 

The 199 1 commission recommended the closure of MCAS Tustin and its 1993 
recommendation was to redirect rotary wing aircraft from Marine Corps Air- 
Ground Combat Center Twenty-nine Palms to NAS Miramar. The community 
maintained that those recommendations would cause overwhelming operational 
problems because they would place both rotary and fixed wing aircraft at NAS 
Miramar. The Tustin community did not want the Commission to reconsider its 
199 1 recommendation to close MCAS Tustin; it wanted the 199 1 Commission's 
closure decision to remain intact. 

The 1993 commission recommended the closure of MCAS El Toro and to relocate 
its aircraft along with their dedicated personnel. equipment and support to other 
naval air stations primarily, NAS Miramar and MCAS Camp Pendleton. 
Additionally the commission recommended changing their 199 1 recommendation 
which was to close MCAS Tustin and relocate its helicopter assets to Marine 
Corps Air Ground Combat Center at Twenty-nine Palms as follows: relocate 
MCAS Tustin helicopter assets to NAS North Island. NAS Miramar or MCAS 

The 1995 DOD recommendations calls for the redirect of aviation assets. 
Specifically change the receiving sites for "squadrons and related activities at 
NAS Miramar" specified by the 1993 Commission(l993 Report. pg. 1-1 8) fiom 
"NAS Lemore and NAS Fallon" to "other naval air stations. primarily NAS 
Oceana. NAS North Island and NAS Fallon." Change the receiving sites for 
MCAS Tustin. specified by the 1993 Commission from "NAS NORTH Island. 
NAS Miramar. or MCAS Camp Pendleton" to "other naval air stations, primarily 
MCAS New River; MCB Hawaii (MCAF Kaneohe Bay); MCAS Camp Pendleton; 
and NAS Mlramar." 

There has been some congressional interest in a possible redirect of 
rotary wing assets fiom the above 1995 DOD Recommendations to March 
AFB however they are not in either the Navy or DOD Recommendations 
that were provided to the commission. Anticipate some follow up on this 
area of interest. 



The 1993 DOD Recommendations did not include a recommendation for NAS 
Agana but was added by the commission. The Commission recommended the 
following: close NAS Agana. Move aircraft, personnel. and associated equipment 
to Andersen AFB, Guam. Retain housing at NAS Agana necessary to support 
Navy personnel who have relocated to Andersen AFB. 

The 1995 DOD Recommendation is: Change the receiving site specified by the 
1993 Commission (1 993 Commission Report at pg. 1-2 1) for "the aircraft, 
personnel, and associated equipment" from the closing NAS Agana from 
"Andersen AFB, Guam" to "other naval or DoD air stations in the Continental 
United States and Hawaii." 

Aircraft affected include a squadron of helicopters performing logistical functions 
in support of these vessels. The Fleet Commander-in-Chief desires operational 
synergy for his surveillance aircraft, which results in movement away from Guam. 
This redirect more centrally collocates those aircraft with similar assets in Hawaii 

iw and on the West Coast, while avoiding the new construction costs required in 
order to house these aircraft at Andersen Air Force Base, Guam. 

The 1995 DoD Recommendation: Change the receiving sites specified by the 1993 
Commission for the closure of NAS Alameda (1 993 Commission Report, at pg. 1 - 
35) for "aircraft along with the dedicated personnel, equipment and support" and 
"reserve aviation assets" from "NAS North Island" and "NASA Ames/Moffett 
Field," respectively, to "other naval air stations, primarily the NAF, Corpus 
Christi, Texas, to support the Mine Warfare Center of Excellence, Naval Station, 
Ingleside, Texas." 

The Navy has proposed a redirect by disbursing aircraft stationed at NAS Cecil 
Field, Oceana, Beaufort, Jacksonville and Atlanta. The Navy believes that by 
closing so it will: (1) save on construction costs at Cherry Point and capitalize on 
existing facilities capacity at Oceana; (2) permit collocation of all fixed wing 
carrier-based anti-submarine aircraft at Jacksonville , and (3) takes advantage of 



reserve recruiting available at Atlanta. The Navy redirected the previous BRAC 
decision by sending the f-18's at Cecil to Oceana, Beaufort and Atlanta rather than 
Cherry Point. In addition, the redirect moves s-3's from Cecil to Jacksonville 
rather than Oceana where they can be collocated with other anti-submarine 
warfare assets. Finally, the Reserve F-18's at Cecil are proposed to go to Atlanta 
rather than Beaufort to take advantage of what the Navy believes is a better 
recruiting area. 

The total estimated one-time cost is expected to be $66 million. Net savings for 
the period is about $335 million with annual savings of about $1 1 million. Over a 
20 year period the Navy expects to save about $437 million. 

The Beaufort delegation in its presentation to the 1995 BRAC, claimed that they 
have the capacity to nearly double their home based squadrons because they have 
unused existing facilities on the air base, and the fact that encroachment is 
virtually non- existent makes it attractive as a receiving base. Beaufort claims that 
they could accommodate eighty to ten squadrons beyond the eight stationed there 
already. Moreover, Beaufort says that it would make an ideal joint-use base. 

According to the Navy, undergraduate pilot training was evaluated separately from 
other air stations because their mission differs from other types of air stations. 
Evaluation emphasis was placed on : (1) requirements for access to special-use 
airspace; (2) runway condition and types that were available; (3) number of 
outlying fields; and (4) encroachment as it relates to expanding or changing the 
airfield mission. Another determining factor according to the Navy, was the ability 
of each air station to support jet strike training and large volumes of air traffic. 
The measurement used to evaluate air stations was the annual number of pilots and 
flight officers that need to be trained each year. The Navy believes that excess 
capacity in the range of 19 to 42% exists at training stations. 

The first two runs of the Navy's configuration analysis closed the air station at 
Meridian. NAS Meridian was recommended for closing because it could not 
accommodate a 10-20% increase in pilot training requirements. The Navy 
concluded that closing Meridian and moving the supply school to Athens, Ga. and 
Newport would be cost effective. The Navy believes that NAS Meridian alone 

u cannot support strike and primary pilot training without substantial construction 



because it is not located near other naval bases. The Navy believes that all aviation 
training can be done at it's existing facilities in Florida and Texas. Strike training 
at Meridian under this option would be done in Corpus Christi at a single base. 

The 1993 BRAC recommended that Meridian remain open because two bases 
would de oeeded to accommodate fbture pilot training. The Navy believes that two 
things hava occurred since the 1993 BRAC. First, there is less force structure now 
since the number of air wings have been reduced fiom 1 1 to 10. Secondly, the 
SecDef has expressed interest in consolidating functional pilot training where 
possible. 

The cost to close Meridian will be about $83 million with a net savings of $1 58 
million. Recurring costs are $33 million, and over 20 years the Navy anticipates 
saving $47 1 million. About 3200 jobs will be lost in Mississippi. which is about 
8% of Meridian's employment base. 

NAS Corpus Christi 

According to the Navy's plans, the Navy will consolidate primary fixed wing . . 
training at Pensacola and move strike training from Meridian to -. k.i,~,,;~) , 
Corpus Christi is also scheduled to receive helicopter mine warfare assets out of a 
re-direct proposal for NAS Alameda helicopters. The Navy figures its return on 
investment based on the savings achieved fiom closing Meridian. The 
recommendation could result in a potential job loss of 152 jobs at Corpus Christi 
and affect less than 1% of the job base there. 



NAS ATLANTA AIRCRAFT HISTORY 

Since 1990, NAS Atlanta has experienced transistions to new aircraft; unit redesignations; 
units and the arrival of a newly assigned unit. In addition, one squadron was deconlniissoned 
and was not replaced. 

The changes are attributed to: 

- - VA-205 transistioned from A-7 aircraft to A-6's during 
1991 and 1992. In 1993, VA-205 began drawing- 
down and decreased from 16 aircraft to 8 aircraft in late 
1994. The last A-6 left in the fall of 1994. 

- - HMA-773 was redesignated in 1993 and began acquiring 
six UH-IN helicopters in addition to the AH-I Cobra's 
it already had. 

- - VMO-4 was a squadron flying the OV-10 Bronco-s. The 
squadron was deactivated on April 1994. 

- - VR-46 is recieving it's fourth C-9 which is a result of a 1993 
BRAC decision to relocate the C-9"s to Atlanta. 



COBRA Analyses: Difference Between DON and Alternative Scenarios 

@tion 

DON Recommendstion - 
Close SAS South Weymouth: 

Close Atlanta - F-18s to New 
Orleans 

Close Atlanta -. F-18s to Ft 
Worth I 
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POINT PAPER ON NAS ATLANTA 

-- Sending the F-18's to Ft. Worth is the lowest cost option should Atlanta be closed. 
The cost for Milcon would be about $47million. 

-- The cost breakdown is as follows: Dobbins would require $5 million for moving expenses 
and $3 million for planning. In addition Dobbins would 
require $6 million for a maintenance facility and $7 
million for a NARCEN. 

Mayport will require $18 million for Milcon and $17 
million for one-time unique costs. (construction for 
vehicle parking $2 million, training building $10 million, 
and $5 million for environment) 

Ft. Worth will require $1 7 million. ($12 for a maint. 
facility, $3 for a taxiway, and $1 for POV parking) 

-- Personnel breakdown is as follows: Mayport - 253 military 

Qw' Ft. Worth - 83 military and 13 civilians 
Athens, Ga - 24 military and 8 civilians 
Norfolk - 57 military 
Dobbins 128 military and 3 civilians 
Atlanta - 22 military 

-- Positions eliminated would be 15 1 civilian positions and 17 early retirements 



DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

1000 NAVY PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20350-1000 

LT-0834-F16 
BSATIDMW 
20 June 1995 

The Honorable Gerry E. Studds 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 205 15 

Dear Mr. Studds: 

Thank you for your letter of 2 June 1995 to the Chairman of the Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission concerning additional COBRA analyses for the closure of NAS 
Atlanta. Chairman Dixon has asked me to respond directly to you. 

As requested, we have conducted three additional COBRA analyses on the closure of - 
NAS Atl- In all of these scenarios, E-2s are relocated to NAS Jacksonyille and - H-1s are 
relocated to NAS South Weymouth. In the first scenario, C-9s are relocated to NAS 
Jacksonville are relocated to NAS South Wevmouth. In the second scenario, 
C-9s are FlA-1%- NAS W - ~ t h .  
In the third scenario, C-9s are relocat-e ANGB and FIA- LSs are relocated to - 
&AS Brunswick A copy of the COBRA output reports, Scenario Development Data Call 
responses and electronic copy of the COBRA data files are attached to this letter. 

We continue to believe that the proposed closure of NAS Atlanta in general, and these 
particular scenarios, are not in the best interests of the Department of the Navy (DON). M 
the Commander, Naval Reserve Force and the Commanding General, Marine Forces Reserve 

a suitable location-for FIA-18 aircraft. First, an 8.000 foot runwav length is required to 
ensure safe operations and training. NAS South Weymouth's longest runway is only 7,000 
feet long. ~xtension of the runway would require purchase of over 200 acres of private 
residences and commercial properties for both construction and clear zone easements (and the 
potential for the lengthy condemnation process required to obtain these property interests). 
Second, the FIA-18 is a foreign object &age sensitive a i rcranot  suited to permanent 
basing at locations with regular severe icing conditions and frequent ice and snow on the 
runways and taxiways during the winter months. Since the FIA-18 has no anti-ice or de-ice 
systems, operations will be severely curtailed when icing conditions exist in the area. These 
ice and snow problems would be of similar concern 
in the third scenario, where FIA-18s are relocated to NAS Brunswick. Third, the 

significantly g r e a t e r e  from South W e p n d & s  . . opposed to Atlanta) t d  
intermediate maintenance level 1 0 ~ ~  N A C  New nrl- - 
readiness. Finally, South Weymouth lacks adequate training ranges in the local training area, 
thus degrading aircrew training readiness. 



The C-e Forces Reserve a d v i s e R & W h  Weymouth 
has historically been an u n m s  (HML . . A), due to the 
lack of nearby ranges for gunnery training.. Q h t  v Q g .  As a 
re?ult ofihese problems, HML-771 was deactivated at South Weymouth in the early 1990s. 
The last fixed wing TACAIR squadron at NAS South Weymouth (VMA-332) was also 
selected for deactivation based on historically low readiness ratings. In addition, moving - 
Fourth MAW squadrons from the Atlanta area to the Northeast would significantly decrease 
air support for other Marine Reserve units in the southeast United States. 

The second and third alternatives analyzed require relocation of C-9s to Selfridge 
ANGB. While we have not yet received certified data from the Air Force on the availability 
of existing facilities at Selfridge, we have gone ahead and conducted our COBRA analyses so 
that we could respond both to you and to the Commission prior to the final voting later this 
week. Our research indicates that hangar facilities for the C-9s are available at Selfridge, and 
this fact is incorporated into our analysis. What we cannot accurately quantify at this time is 
the additional continuing operating costs to the Department to re-establishing an aviation 
activity at Selfridge. As you will recall, as a result of BRAC-93, DON closed the Naval Air 
Facility at Selfridge and removed all DON aviation assets. This proposed scenario would 
require us to bring aviation assets back to Selfridge and then incur the costs to maintain an 
additional aviation support activity at a time when we are trying to reduce the number of 
support activities which we will need to operate. 

In conjunction with these operational concerns, these scenarios also involve significant 

w up-front costs for construction and land purchases. The scenario requires foregoing the - 
a & a l  savings which would be obtained by the D m ' s  recommendation to 
close NAS South We- The table below highlights the differences in costs and savings 
associated with the DON recommendation to close NAS South Weymouth and the three 
alternatives that close NAS Atlanta instead of NAS South Weymouth. 

COBRA Analvses: Difference Between DON and Alternative Scenarios 

Option 

DON Recommendation - 
Close NAS South Weymouth: 

Steady State 
Savings 

Alternative 1: Close Atlanta; 
leave South Wey. open (C-9s 
to Jax; F-18s to South Wey.): 

' 20 Year NPV 
Savings ROI Years 

1 Year 

One-Time 
Costs 

$17.3 

13 Years $149.9 

Alternative 2: Close Atlanta; 
leave South Wey open (C-9s 
to Self; F-18s to South Wey): 

Alternative 3: Close Atlanta; 
leave South Wey open (C-9s 
to Self.; F-18s to Brunswick): 

(all figures shown In $ mlllfons) 

13 Years 

9 Years 

$147.5 

$106.5 

$14.1 

$14.6 

$30.2 

$75.1 



As shown above, the Department of the Navy recommendation costs between $90 and $130 
million less in up-front costs, and saves twice as much per year ($13 million more per year). 

\I The Navy r w a t i o n  results in a 20 year NPV nf s u m g A u h  is between $240 a.pd 
$290 more than the proDosedRJtP.mntiYer, 

We believe that retention of NAS Atlanta is essential for continued access to both the 
demographics/recruiting opportunities and the major airline hub in the Atlanta area. Further, 
our savings associated with the closure of NAS Atlanta would result in increased costs to the 
Air Force for such services as medical care, which are currently provided by the Navy. 
Finally, those economies afforded by collocation with the Air Force are not reflected as an 
offset to the savings shown in our COBRA analyses because we cannot f d y  quantify them. 
Under the DON BRAC-95 plan, NAS Atlanta is fully loaded with five NavyIMarine Corps 
squadrons, and we continue to take advantage of the synergies and operational efficiencies 
resulting from collocation with the Air Force. 

I have provided a copy of this letter and attachments to the Chairman of the Defense 
Base Closure and Realignment Commission. I trust the information provided satisfactorily 
addresses your concerns. As always, if I can be of any further assistance, please let me 
know. 

Sincerely, 1 

Attachments 

Charles P. N e d  os w u 
Vice Chairman I \ 
Base Structure Evaluation ornmittee P 



DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF T H E  SECRETARY 

1000 NAVY PFZ(TAGON 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 203S0-1000  

LT-0827-F16 
BSATrnMW 
13 June 1995 

Honorable Alan J, Dixon 
Chairman. Defense Base Closure 
and Rzalignment Commission 
1700 North Moore S t ~ e t t  
Suite 1425 
.4iIingtoa VA 22209 

Dear Chaimm Dixon: 

As requested, we have conducted wo additional COBRA z d y s e s  on the closure of 
NAS Atlanta. In the first scenario, E-2s are relocated to Dobbias ;I-RB. In the second 
scenario, E-3,s are relocated to Jacksonville. In both scenarios, C-Cs are relocated to Dobbins 
ARB, H- 1 s and Rh-18s are relocated to SXS South Weymouth and VP-93 moves from 
South Weymouth to NAS Bmnswick. -4 copy of the COBIt4 o u ~ u t  q o m .  Scenario 
Development Dam Call responses and eiecrronic copy of  the COBX-A dara files are artached 
to this leuer. P iwe  note that in order to provide you the most &!y response possible, we 
are forwarding an advance: copy of the c e d e d  Scenario Devdopmnr: Data Call response 
used to conducr our COBRA analysis. We wiU fonvard a tinat copy of the data call 
response, with any attendant changes, ctxd5ed rhmugh the endre chain of command, as soon 
as we receive it. 

We conanue to believe that the proposed dosure of NAS Admm in general, and these 
particular scenarios, which leave MAS South Weymouth open, are lot in the best interests of 
the Department of the Xavy (DON). Both the Commander, Navd Xeserve Force and the 
Corumauding General. Marine Forces Reserve advise rhat there are a number of serious 
o-erationd i s s m  by the prop  sed  relocation.^ to N A ~  
scenario. W e  believe that N h S  South Weymouth is not a suitable lxarion for F/.4-18 air&. 
Fir, an 8,000 foot runway length is required to ensure safe operariots and training. N.4S 
South Weymouch's longest runway is only 7,000 feet Iong. Extension of the runway would 
-=quire purchase of over '100 a m  6f privarr residences and comrr?ctrcial properties for both 
construction and clear zone easements (and the potential for the len,g.hy condemnation process 
required to obtain these property interests). Second, the F/A- 1 8 is ;l foreign object damage 
sensitive aircraft not suited to permanent basing at locations with xgular severe icing 
conditions and frgquent ice and snow on the runways and taxiways during the winur months. 
Since the F/A-18 has no anti-ice or de-ice systems, operations will be severely curtailed when 
icing conditions exist in the area. Thlrd, the signL6cantly greater dismce &om South 
Weymouth (as opposed to Atlanta) to the incennediate mgntenancct level IoPistics at N.4S 
New Orleans would degrade air& readiness. Fmaily, South We>mouth lacks adequate: - 
training ranges in the local training area thus degrading aircrew W g  readiness. 



The Commanding General, Marine Forces Reserve advises that NAS South Weymouth 
hy: hisroncallv been W),. due to che - 
lack-of nearby ranges for mining, night vision and low hu;l err& ilyinR.--k a 
result of these problems. mIL-771 was deacdvated at South Wevmourh in the early 1990s. 
The last fud wing TACAIR squadron at NAS South weymoud; (%-332) ws $so 
seleckd for deactivation based on hisroriwlly low ~adiness  ratingsSS In addition, moving 
Fourth MAW squadrons from the Atlanta area to the Northat would sislificantly decrease 

cr 

air support for other Marine Reserve units in the soutfieast United States. 

Tn conjunction with these operational concerns, t h s  scenario also involves a siguficant 
up-front cost for consrt-ucdon of hannm, runways. bamcks, en.$e test cell and associ-ed 
maintenance facilities. as well as the ourchase of 225 acres of residential and commercial 
Imd. The scenario requires foregoing the substandal annual savings which would be obtained - 
by the Departments's recommendation to close NAS South Weymourh. The following table 

Xghlights chz differences in costs and savings associated with rhz DON recommendation to 
dose NAS South Weymouth and the two Commission alternsrives that close NAS Atlanta 
instead of NAS South Weymouth. 

As shown above, the Department of the Navy recommendation, costs $1 16 million less in u p  
front costs, saves $14 million more per yea .  The Navy r e c o m t i  

. . on has almost 10 times 
as high a 20 year NPV of s a v i n w  the Co-mativ~, 

COBRA halyses: Difference Between DON and Commission Scenarios 

As noted in my previous letter to you on the subject of closure of NXS Atlanta, we 
believe that retention of NAS Adanta is essential for continued access to both the 
demographics/recruiting opportunities and the major airfine hub in the Atianta area. Further, 
our savings associated with the closure of NhS Adanta would result in increased cosrs to the 

Option 

DOE Recommendation . 
Close SAS South Weymouth: 

Col4mission .Qlternative - 
Close SAS Atlanta; leave 
South Weymouth open 
(E-2s to Dobbins): 

Commission Alternativt - 
Close LXAS Arlant3; Leave 
South Weymouth open 
a-2s to JacksonviUt:): 

(ad figures shown fn  S milltons) 
L 

ROI Yeas 

I Year 

12 Years 

12 Yeys 

- 

One-Tie 
Costs 

$17.3 

5132.8 

% 132.9 

Steady Sate 
Savings 

527.4 

- 

$13.3 

$13.5 

- 

20 Y e x  .WV 
Sav~ngs 

$3 15.3 

533.7 

$36.2 



Air Force for such senrices as medical care. which are cumntly provided by the N a y .  
FmaIly, those economies afforded by collocation with rhe Air Force are not reflected as an 

w offset to the savings show h our COBRA analyses bewwx we carnot m y  quanafy them. 
Under the W N  BRAC-95 plan, NAS Atlanta is fully loaded with five Navy~Marine Corps 
squadrons. and we continue to take advantage of the synergies and operational efficiencies 
resulting from c o l l o ~ o n  with the Air Force. 

In accordance wirh &ction 2903(c)(5) of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Act of 1990. and in consideration of the comments noted above, I certify the infomation 
provided to you in this rrmsminal is accurate and complete to the k t  of my knowledge and 
belief. 

I trust the information provided satisfactorily addresses your concern. .ks always, if I 
can be of any funher assistance, please let me know. 

Vice c~~ 
Base Structure Evaluation 
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Disadvantages of Scenario CR95-14 

N South Weymouth is not a mitablo location hr FlA- 18 aircraft. 8000' is the lrrinimum 
ay length required to asyuro safe operations and training. NAS South Wgnouuth's longest 
ay is only 7000'. s -The F/A-18 h a foreign object damage s&tfva aircraft not atired to peamanax basing 

at Iocations with snow and ice on the ground. The F/A-IS has no anti-ice or d e i c e  
systems so operations wiU be severely c u d c d  when icing conditions exist in the area 

- Exraasion of the runway to 8000' wiU require dm purche of lsnd fbr consm;ction and 
clear zone easements, This wouid require rdcatin8 private residences and commercial 
propexties to meet the 3000' dear zone requirements. No runway o v m  is possible. 

-Attached study discusses lack of de-ice and &-ice equipmenz on board F/A- 18'9. 

- Siguiicant L;WLCON ($39 ,M) is required for this scenario far the comct ion  of &t 
engine test ccil. runway mansion. hanuars, ad& 

, . ' i o d  barracks, uowu check prd, fire1 
-tanks, +4/C pwhu, as w d  as rehBb&PUion of hangar I and associated apron. Land 
acquisition was esrknared at $IOOWacre, a d  costs could be more tban twicc, that. The 
condemnation prows of 225 acres and more than 100 residential md commercial 
properria could take years. 

- NAS J'RB New Orfegns provides intermediate levti maintenance support for them F/A- 
18 squadroqs. The IogistIcs t& is lengthwed significantly. 

I ADDITIONAL UShICR CONCERNS 

- Geographic dispersal of Graup Headquaas that wouid be lost by placing two 
Groups in the northeast, Leaving the southeast vacant. 

- Causo signihcant loss of training time for the halicoptw squadron due to indamart 
weather 

I - Lcss Vsirdng rags  anilabiliq for rhs helicopters 

I - Loss of opa-ationai &ectivcncss of all units for a xnbimm of three years due to re- 
training and r & h  time rquted 

1 - High coat oflving would place undue ~~p on junior troops 

- Would signiiicantfy reduce air suppon tbr ground units in entire southeastern region 

- 4th MAW recently removed hclicoptcra fiom South Weymouth because it wa9 one of 
the loast desirabio mining area3 within the MAW 



UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS 
C O u e  re- 4 e C s  oes*UvE 

.400 D.UPUW( e-et?? 
rrFv-Lacraw*- - .(q. we?. 1 0 .  

3000 
5 

Fm: ( 2 a m m k 7  Marine Forces Resene 
To: ~~, K d  Rserve Forces 

Subj: BRAC DATA C U  SCENARIO NO. CR95-0 14/014A .. 
1. Tbe subject scaaio ppos t s  h e  dosure omAS Mama, GA This proposal m d d  ~kxare 
ttna USMCR F d  Marine Aimaft W q  units k r a  NAS AS.!* to NAS South W q n m s h ,  
MA- Additiodfy, a USMCR FfA-18 sqdrm at N S  C d  Edd, FL. wwld docate to NAS 
Scnnh W~XIC&I i&cui of XAS A&ma as d d e d  in the Depameot ofNavy B W - 9 5  
rax>mmcndarions. F i y ,  the s d o  wodd docrre w o  Focfif MAW units, s 
squadron and a SiiNQR aks& air a&e unit k r n  NAS A- ta N s d  Stztion. Mayport, 
EL. 

2. Rtsgarding &e prospec of siting Fourth MAW units a 3.9s South W e y m h  some 
~ a u n i  is d&. We deactivared a E d  w i q  ~qrradmt, VMA-333, in June of 

as a rcs& of A* Fom d o \ d c , .  The A* Force endsmn@ nquhd to s u p p  
t b e ~ ~ r a e r ~ e p e r s o r m d d a i r c r a f f w a s s i m p i y n o ~ s v s i l 3 M e .  V'352was 
seiecteci fbr deaukfion beanst  afhismridy low teaciiness r;ning. These low mhgs stcmnqi 

------7 
%vm Iess than aptmral intermediate mainteoance WE& was aMilairk only off-ae, and inadecpe 

wdabiky within a rrasambk ferr)r &stance Also, in p a d d  with Maine Corps 
111 rebfgmidon, we desctivattd HMLc771 at Sonth Weporrth This was p m  of a Marine CorpJ 

inidarive which organized 3 d e r  number of light attack composite squabons (HMLA) KO 
reduce co-d ovabad. NAS South W-eymouth was an unaccapt;rbk lodon for an HMLA 
because ofthe kcI= vfxlurby ran- - - 

for g u m  mmmg ai-& vision, and low level tenain 
& G u D n e r y & i r ~ t s a h i & ~  - of tbe HMLA ttainirtg and r&& - 

syllabus. Sintila to the hai wing support, South W# was also less ttran d a o r y  in 
tams of hdicopter ktemecke main-=- I&mrnic heiimptcr components such as engines, 
m a n s ,  and rot- were repaired in ?Jo<oik, VA This &tor &ted in HMl-771 

only W/o Wl mission capable, half the accepbfe rare and among the iowest _ -  of 4th 

3. E h h g  reviewed the history above a d  the N q  GXC,--~~ ckzxsed in the ciara call r t s p s q  
the fbllowkg Eictcm an mtcd by the Commadug Geoetal, Fourrh M a r k  A h &  Wing, 

against more units ax h'AS South Weymoudc 



a Fixed wing issues: 

( 1  ) Gxrent m y  length for F/.4- 18 oper;ltions is b- for 
c o ~ o r s  training operations. A minimum of 8,000 feet wodd be required to provide a margin 
of safity to ewnc safk daily mining operations in ail weather wdhioos .  

(2) South Weymouth lacks adequate fixed wing mining ranges in the iocal tmining 
area Tbc reduced acctss to viable training ranges fbr F/A-I8 opesations si@cant(y degrades 
akmvcrainingr&ess. 

C 

(3) The distance fmm South Weymouth 
NAS New ~rlcans&grades a i r d  readiness. . 

(4) South Weymouth's location sipi6camly d&es mining time availability 
bec;ursc of more indement weather. 

b. Rotary wing issues: 

(1) Limited vatnmq 
. . 

mimes we d a b i e  for helicopter trairdng. In pah&CT there 
am no air to gound gunnery m_ae for helicopters within IocaI airdng area 

(2) Xncnclerncar weather d u c t s  M n g  rime. 

(3) Maintenance support for helicopter opedons ax Somh Wzymouth k 

w liswrical)y been Zpr~bIem. N&c maimmancc and mining issues h r  So& Weym~uzh 
prompted MA.FORN3 to move this hdicopter asser to a more viable mining site. 

c. Personnel Readiness issues: 

( I )  South Wcymourh has the second highest cos of livinp: in CO'PuxS which p u s  
si+cant h a n d  k&tdp cm jrcrioi Active Force Marines assigned to ihe South W c y m d  

(2) Acces~ to commercial air transporarion is wnsain& wiii si@w. 
distaace 'bemeen @or commacial +or: d NM SOL* Weymouth. 7 5 s  wiII &nit 
pmicipElrion of dnliins rescxviss fm out&& the Boston mz 

d. W O R R E S  bainbg issues: 

(1) Markre Forces w e  units tra.  as they wiU be employed m war with air, v d  
and service support units working together. Consequdy; our Mits wittrin p u n 4  air and 
service support dements art o r w e d  and sited regiody. Moving Fowth MAW squadrons 
&om the Mama area to tiu nodeas would si-&canrty decrease air support for other Marim 
Reserve units m the southeast United States. 



(2) There arc no station m a k e r  billets d g n e d  at the USMCR squadron Ievef, 
Remain bchind station careaka billets are incorporated into the Marine Aircraft Group 
headquarters. Assigning W A  142 and FMLA 7: to South Weymotrtfi without corresponding 
tmndcr of the Marine h r  Group b d q w n = s  would result in no support for S w h  Wqmouth 
squadrons dming rnobiliwdon. 

(3) Oa the other hand, moving the Group headquarters to the New En@ area 
wodd p h  two Marine Aircraft Group headquarters in the northeast., thus mending the hes of 
commudication for wing units in the swthe3st United States., working counter to the Marine 
Forccs Reserve regionaI concept. C: 

4. Recruiting Whiie the Boston area has adequicte prior service nsu ihg  populations, the .. 
Atlancd area AS populated with more tharl double the mrnbcr of people employed in aviadon sldlIs 
(35,000 Athta, 14,000 Boston - 1990 cansus). TAW 5gu-s support the DON recommendation 
for retaining KAS Atlatz md reIouting the F/-4- I S's &om NAS C d  field to NAS Atlanta. As 
one of the largest d i n e  hbs, the presence oi.4tianb's international airport ensures adequate 
numbers of both fixed and rotary wing pilots, living I d y  d commuting mexpensivciy from out 
of the area 

5. Loss of r c a d k s  and continuity. Ifthe subja  proposal is adoptad, the units invoIved would 
sufftr an unacapabte loss of =dines for 3-5 years. Readiness impacts are additive. With : he 
closure of NAS Atlanta more than two thirds ofthe Fourzh Matiae Aitctaft Wmg wiU )lave 
undergone significant loss of wit readiness. a smalIer X 6 - e  force the Maine Corps reIies 
upm combat ready Reserve augmentation and reinforcement in rhe nar iod  stntegy for aajor 
rcgionaI conflict. The Marine Carps needs these units now. Actions such as ciosing NAS Atlanta 
m t t  in long-term gaps of combat ready unit adiability. 

6. Additional costs. This scenario would exact millions in dtq construction, moving and 
rccrutin9/tmkhg costs. Coupfad with 3-5 year loss of mit r e a m  these proposals nm oounrcr 
to the BRAC imperative of saving taxpayer dollars. 

7. h summary, the scenario proposed wouid r a l t  in the foilowing ri jor  aisadm~uges: 

(a) inadequate 5 ~ e d  and rocary wing training ranges f ~ i  uiits :e loctd tc N.G South 
weyrnouth 

(b) Inadequate fixed and rotary wing intermediate maintenance 

(c) Less tsvoraMe recruiting in the Boston area 

(d) Millions in construction wsts 

(e) Loss of key unit capability for 3-5 years, & ~ g  warfighting redness 

ill 



8. Recomartndation; In the i r r t a s t  of combat rradiness and &cient m m a g e m ~  retain NAS 
Atlama as sn operating Rservc air station. Do net d w a e  USMCR units anrentfy stationed at 
N M  Atlanta 



CHIEF OF N A V A L  OPERATIONS P f a ~ z j  ~ ~ 9 . ~  C3 tli.13 fXi;T&$;ji 

whw r s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  4 506Oc(-1O 

Dear Chairman Dixon, 

I appreciate you sending Comniissioners Kling and Cornella to 
visit.NAS Atlanta yesterday. We were pleased to have the 
opportunity to show them the outscanding facilities ant1 explain 
the superb operational capabilities of NAS Atlanta. 

* 

The opportunities for joint training and the cost savings 
associated with the collocation of NILS Atlanta and Dobhins ARB 
can not be overstated. Closing NAS A T l a n t ; a  would not nave 
Department of Defense money, but merely transfer costs to the Air 
Reserve. Additionally, we estimate costs to duplicate the 
infrastructure at another location would include over $60 mil l ion  
of MILCON. 

The Atlanta area offers unique availability of aviation 
industry personnel and population growth which clearly have a 
strong positive influence on t h e  demographic needs and recruiting 
programs of the Navy. These factors combined with the 
operational requirements of the Fleet Corrunanders enforce my 
strong conviction that NAS Atlanta is a vital aviation asset. 

I hope we clearly communicated to the Commissioners the 
positive attributes of NAS Atlanta and ins importance to our ~ a v y  
and the Department of Defense. Should you or your fellow 
commissioners desire additional information, please do not 
hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

. M. BOORDA 
dmiral, U . S .  Navy 

The Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 
and Realignment Commission 

1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 



BASE VISIT REPORT 

NAVAL AIR STATION, ATLANTA, GA 

5 JUNE 1995 

LEAD COMMISSIONER: 

Commissioner S. Lee Kling 

ACCOMPANYING COMMISSIONER: 

Commissioner A1 Cornella 

COMMISSION STAFF: 

Mr. Doyle Reedy 

LIST OF ATTENDEES: 

Senator Sam Nunn 
Senator Paul Coverdell 

lrl)l Representative Newt Gingrich 
Representative Bob Barr 
Representative Saxby Charnbliss 
Representative Mac Collins 
Assistant Secretary of the Navy Robert B. Pirie 
Admiral Prueher 
General Hearney 
Vice Admiral Johnson 
Rear Admiral Olson 
General Burba 
Rear Admiral Robert J. Natter 
Brigadier General Whitnell 
Brigadier General Randy West 
Mr. Arnold Punaro 
Mr. Norton 
Colonel Connolly 
Captain Hargis 
Colonel Terry Paul 
Colonel Briggs 
Mr. Holliday 
Colonel Haber 
Captain Frazier 
LtCol Young 
LtCol Haber 



Commander Williams 

w BASE'S PRESENT MISSION: 

The air station trains reservists for their mobilization assignments with the active forces, and 
provides administrative coordination and logistic support for the tenant reserve squadrons 
and commands. 

DOD RECOMMENDATION: 

Not Applicable. 

DOD JUSTIFICATION: 

Not Applicable. 

MAIN FACILITIES REVIEWED: 

The Commissioners visited all of the base facilities including VP-46, MAG -42 and various 
support elements such as the maintenance facility, hangars, and cable rework facility. 

KEY ISSUES IDENTIFIED 

.sllr 
Although the Navy ranked NAS Atlanta as sixth in military value out of six reserve air 
stations considered by the BSAT, the Navy recommended keeping NAS Atlanta open. 
The Navy maintains that the Military Value Matrix is only the starting point for making a 
decision about whether or not to close a facility, and that operational needs and the 
opportunity to achieve jointness at the least cost to the individual services may sometimes 
override initial rankings. 

a The Navy says that the Data Call for NAS Atlanta represents only a snapshot of the air 
station and resulted in a lower ranking than would otherwise be the case if the base is viewed 
in a historical context. 
The Navy believes that because it is a tenant on Dobbins Air Force base the Navy saves 
money by not paying for essential airfield services and coupled with no construction costs, it 
can train pilots and personnel at a lower cost. 

COMMUNITY CONCERNS RAISED: 

The Cobb Chamber of Commerce believes that using the NAS Atlanta facility is in the best 
interest of the taxpayer because of it's ready infrastructure, available capacity, joint-use 
savings and rich demographic pool of potential reservists. 

REOUESTS FOR STAFF AS A RESULT OF VISIT: 

(r None at this time. 



6 June 1995 

MEMORANDUM FOR: MG(R) Joseph Robles 

SUBJECT: Georgia BRAC Actions 

I'm sorry I could not welcome you and the other Commissioners to Atlanta. I'm 
contractually obligated to be in Pennsylvania and could not arrange a release. 

I'm very concerned about distorted information you have received on one of your field 
trips and its impact on Naval Air Station WAS)-Atlanta. This information is associated with the 
military value matrix and model used in the BRAC process. 

The Navy staff and DOD used their BSAT value matrix and Cobra model as tools in 
making their BRAC recommendations. In so doing, they fully understood that no model nor 
matrix could perfectly find application to all their installations. The complex dimensions of their 
bases' structure, infrastructure, and readiness requirements simply defjl the universal and rigid 
application of one matrix or model to determine absolute comparative results. A matridmodel or 
parts thereof and its timeline for data calls that perfectly addresses one base's situation imperfectly 
addresses another and visa versa. The Navy staff and leadership did the right thing; they used the 
best matridmodel possible then applied heavy doses of common sense and military judgement in 
making their decisions. 

For these reasons the Navy reasonably applied "over-ride" o-s to the matridmodel 
results that characterized NAS-Atlanta with inferior demographics and training area capabilities. 
They knew that the BSAT data call occurred during an "old-to-neii." structure hiatus when 
personnel fill was purposefully being drawn down while the old structure was still technically on 
the books and before personnel requirements for the new structure had become operative. 

They also knew that NAS-Atlanta, as well as aviation units fiom the six other Reserve 
compcnents ir, the Atlanta area (all at Dobbins), historically had arnonp the k t  if not the best 
personnel fill of unit's throughout t h e w .  ~ h a t 5 e a l i l ~  stands to reason given the Atlanta . 
location oi Air Llnes major hub along with Lockheed, McDonald Douglas, Hewlett Packard 
and many other defense related firms. By national census Atlanta has one of the most 
demographically rich pools of aviation skills in the U. S. 

The Navy also realizes that its previous aviation squadrons in Atlanta, as well as those of 
other services in the area, traditionally have enjoyed despite not having a 
warnin- 1 00 nautical miles. They know 
conducted locally at splendid MOA's, air-to-ground ranges and a supersonic test flight area. 
 heh ha warning area is required by the F-1 8's programmed to come to Atlanta, they Fan r e a ~ h  - 
one within 40 minutes. As you know it frequently takes the Army longer than that to move its 
tanks to gunnery ranges on their home installations. For these reasons, the 10 point BSAT matrix 



decrement for warning area criteria was appropriately put in a positive contest by the Navy and 
DOD BRAC decision makers. 

The Marine leadership also has a major stake in NAS-Atlanta. Their helicopter gun ships 
and logistical support units here must be centrally located to the supported tri-service rapid 
deployment units in the Southeast. They also must tap into the aviation rich demographics of 
Atlanta. They can't do that from other Navy/Marine stations in this part of the country without 
incurring unacceptable penalties in personnel fill. 

Finally, and very importantly, NAS-Atlanta is likely the ~ o s t  cost effective installation in 
DOD. They enjoy this advantage because the Navy and Marines are two of 6 Reserve 

'CCmgbhents that share the base operations costs at Dobbins AFB. This is the joint paradigm of 
cost and combat effectiveness envisioned by the Goldwater-Nichols legislation and which makes 
so much sense to the nation. We should be finding ways to build more of these joint bases not 
tearing down the ones we have. It ~ lould  be a travesty to the American taxpayer and to DOD 
readiness to move NAS-Atlanta from Dobbins when substantial BRAC closures and savings can 
occur elsewhere. 

Our Military Affairs Committee in Georgia has worked hard to insure that whatever we do 
or whatever we stand for has a reciprocity of benefit to the nation, to DOD and to our State. We 
also strive to conduct our business based on principles and behavioral proprieties. I'm concerned 
that well meaning, yet overly-zealous and distorted input you are getting from other quarters will 
drown out what we consider our more reasoned and ethical approach to the BRAC process. That 
is the main reason I'm forwarding this memorandum to you. 

We just ask the BRAC Commission to sort through the distortions and consider our 
"quieter input " equally with the more pervasive, "louder" input you are receiving elsewhere. 



U. S. Department of Justice 

Drug Enforcement Administration 
75 Spring Street SW 
Suite 740 
Atlanta, GA 30303 

June 6, 1995 

Mr. Alan Dixon 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr. Dixon, 

I am deeply concerned regarding the attention that the Naval Air 
Station (NAS) Atlanta has received by the Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission. I hope that the committee fully 
appreciates the significance and importance of NAS Atlanta. NAS 
Atlanta is a vital link in our government's drug interdiction 
effort. NAS Atlanta's support of the drug interdiction reaches 
across the entire southeast United States. 

NAS Atlanta's strategic location allows for the most rapid response 
to both t and gulf coast drug importat-. NAS 
Atlantaymission capability is already substantial. The arrival 
of the E-2 surveillance aircraft can do nothing but enhance NAS 
Atlanta's drug interdiction and support mission. We at DEA have 
relied heavily on NAS Atlanta in the past, and we are planning an 
expanded role for the base in the future. 

As our nation's efforts against the scourge of the mighty drug 
cartels increase, we at DEA seek support in our mission from the 
military. NAS Atlanta is vital to our success in our constant 
effort to provide a drug free America. 

Your support in this matter is greatly appreciated. 

Raymo . McKinnon 
Agent in Charge 



NAS Atlanta 

I ,~~ 'k l~~we  will ~ e s u ~ t  in: 
- D ~ i ~ t O t h ~ L ~ a t i ~ n ~  

I c c  - Avoidable One-Tie Cow of S75 Million \. fi" - L h g  Joint Training Oppomnitks 
Minunal Savings Because: 
- NAS Is C o - h & d  Witb Dobbjms ARB 
- Some USNR Missiom (IE. M a d i d )  MU& k Asslnntd by 

u s m  
P- I Transfer of Reseme Squadrons Will Result in: 

- Loss of Access to Rich Demogrgbic Area 
I - haease in Training Costs Due to Airlift Rquhments 

In the primary scenario DON must build at NAS Mayport for the Marine 
Corps Reserve and build at NAS New Orleans for the NavyNarine Corps 
F- 18s- The total MLCON bill for this scenario is $63 million. 

The NAS Atlanta/Dobbins ARB complex hosts al l  six reserve components. 
It Is one of the very few DoD facilities that does- 

- NAS Atlanta is the l e s t  expensive reserve NAS to operate (more than $4 

million cheaper than the closest competition). Dobbins ARB assumes all costs 
for operating the runways. 

Closing NAS Atlanta will not save DoD money, but mainly just transfer 
costs to the Air Reserve. 

The Atlanta Area g e w  40% from 1980 to 1992. It has 35,000 aviation 
indusuy personnel in the area and a large number of returning prior service - 

personnel. Moreover Atlanta's diverse population allows NAS Atlanta to play 
a key role in minority recruiting for the DON. 

If NAS Atlanta is closed, airlifts (at increased costs) must be used to get 
Atlanta reservists to other sites and meet manning objectives. 



Question: Re: Close NAS Adan& - What one-Lime cost avoidances will be realized by not 
closing NAS Atlanta? 

Answer: The Navy will save between $73 and $89 million in one-time costs by not 
closin,o NAS Atlanta (including as much as $63 m a o n  in MECON). 

Question: Re: Close NAS Atlanta - Bow much excess capacity wiU be eliminated with the 
closure of NAS Athta? 

Answer; Very little excess capacity will be eliminated Because of demognpkics, the F- 
18 squadrons will need to go to NAS New Orleans or NAS Fort Worth (or a combination 
of these two sites) and the Marine helicopters and supporting units to NAS Mayport. All 
of these moves would require building additional infrastrucwe. 

Question: Re: Close NAS Atlanta - Why did the Navy's Military Value Mauix not retlect NAS 
Atlanta's true demographic value? 

Answer: The Mauix wxi a snapshot of dernopphics on 30 September 1993. At chat 
time, h e  Marine Corps had just moved a large number of billets into NAS Atlanta (1 
July 1993) and had not yet tilled the billets (even though the billets had been moved to 
NAS Atlanta because of rhe rich demogrsphics). This resulted in the low demo;raphic 
scores. - 

Quesaon: Re: Close NAS Atlanta - Why did NAS Adanta score low in training are&airspace 
in rhe Military Value Matrix? 

Answer: The main reuon NAS Atlanta scored low in training areadairspace is the air 
station is more than 100 miles from an ocean and lost over seven points in the scoring of 
Warning Areas (special use airspace over water). Clearly uaining syllabus workarounds 
edsr for the lack of warning areas. Isolated special events such as missile shoocs and 
supersonic tlights can be accomplished through "out and in" t1isht.s to warning areas 
around the Southeast c o s t  

Question: Re: Close NhS Atlanta - Given that you knew about these two anomalies t h q  
resulted in a low milirary value rank&. why didn't you go back and adjust the scoring criteria? 

It must be remembered thac the military value ranking was just a startin,o point in the 
analysis. We did, in fact, use military value in ow confi,ouration models. But, those 
model outputs only were used as initial points of departure for developing base closure 
and realignment scenarios. The final scenarios and recommendations were made, nther, 
during detailed discussions in countless deliberative sessions for which you have the 
minutes. It was our firm policy to not chanse military values after the scoring had been 
completed realizing thac some might view such a chanze as "cooking the books." 

Question: Re: Close NAS Atlanta - Why do the Base Operaring Costs for NAS Atlanta run well 



below the norm for Reserve Navd Air Stations? 

Answer; Because NAS Atlanta is co-located with Dobbins ARB, cost sharins 
reduces expenditures for both reserve components. The Air Reserve provides runway 
maintenance, radar, weather support, and crash and fire protection. The NavyIMarine 
Corps team operates the MEDICAL Facility and the child care center while Lockheed 
operates the base sewage facility. These are exampIes of the synergies that reduce Navy 
Department cosrs at NAS Atlanta. 

Question: Re: Close NAS Atlanta - How many Reserve Components actually drill at the 
DobbinsMAS Atlanta complex? 

Answer: NAS AtlanralDobbins ARB is one of the few facilities in the e n h e  
Deparunent of Defense that is home to each of the six DoD reserve components: the 
Naval Reserve, Marine Corps Reserve, Air Force Reserve, Army Reserve, Army 
National Guard. and the Air 'National Guard all work and drill on the site. This is truly a 
Joint use facility. 

Question: Re: Close NAS Atlanta - Are there my beneiJts or disadvannges associared with 
the co-location of other units'? 

The head of our Navd Reserves has stated that there ace immense benefits with locating 
his reserve squadrons with cither active naval aviation squadrons our other nulitary 
department reserve aircraft squadrons. The synergies associated with joint infrasfzucture 
support, common training objectives, and professional interests cannot k overstated. If 
you endorse our recommendation to close NAS South Weymouth, all remaining reserve 
air stations will be joint bases. L 

Question: Re: Close NAS Atlanta - How well can NAS Atlanta's infrastructure accommodate 
the three squadrons chat are recommended by DONDoD to be locared there? 

Answer: Current existing facilities at NAS Atlanta can house all three squadrons 
proposed to be transferred to NAS Atlanu. No MILCON is required. This is truly a 
"drive up" facility that can continue to house the two squadtons currently assigned plus 
the additional three squadrons proposed to move to the air station (tomorrow!). . 

Quesaon: Re: Close NAS Atlanta - Is the lack of a crosswind runway at NAS Arlanta a l i r n i ~ g  
factor? 

Answer: The lack of a crosswind runway is not a limiting factor. Local records at 
Dobbins ARB show an aircraft has not been diverted for crosswinds in the last four 
years. The length of the runway is a much more important factor with extra runway 
length needed for taking off with heavy loads and dealing with emergencies All fixed 
wing NavyMarine Corps aircraft prefer to operace off runways that are at least 8000 feet 
long. 

t-n . .-I I ~ ~ ~ ~ I : I ~ ~ ~ ~ E ,  



Question: Re: Close NAS Atianta - Why did you decide that the new reserve E-2 squadron, 
VAW-77 should be located in Atlanta rather rhh remain in Norfolk the site of the old active 
duty squadron? 

Once again it boils down to demogaphics. There are an abundance of skilled naval 
aviators and maintenance technicians in rhe Atlanta area due, in part, to the large 
commercial airline indusq  in the Atlanta area Additionally, Atlanta is closer to the 
area in which these aircraft wdl be employed conducting routine dru$ interdiction 
sweillance operations. 

Question: Re: Close NAS Atlanta - Why did the DON elect not to close NAS Atlanta when it 
had the lowest military value score'? 

Answer: The short answer is thar we could not abandon the rich demographics of the 
Atlanta area, Our review of reserve air stations did initially conclude that NAS Atlanta 
should be evaluated for potential closure. However, after thoroughly examining aU of 
the requirements that would have to be replicated elsewhere, we concluded that NAS 
Atlanm could not be closed. Now, 1 want to be very clear here. We did not then decide 
to propose that NAS South Weymouth be recommended for closure. In fact, at that point 
there w;is a decision that no reserve au stations would be closed. 

It was during our analysis of active stations that we s m d  to look at the closure of NAS 
South Weymouth. As you may recall, we initially looked at closing NAS Bmnswick. 
This proposal, however, was viewed with concern by our operational commanders. 
Specifically, we were asked to see if we could keep the most capable of our two north 
eastern air bases, Bmnswick, and to see if Brunswick could accommodate the reserve 
squadrons located at South Weymouth. As you are aware, we were able to do just that. 
So any conclusion that NAS South Weymouth was proposed for closure because we 
decided to rerain NAS Arlanta is just not correct! 



t . "  ' . . .  CHIEF OF N A V A L  OPERATIONS ' : ' . '  , . 
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It has come to my 'attention that there 'might: bk a ' : 

mispercegtion or a concern about the Navy BRAC decision-making 
h process as At relates to East Coast Naval Air Stations and some 

.... question regarding the input provided by the Fleet Commander. 
) , . -  . ' : 

Since 1993 there have been ~i~ificant'reductions in naval . 
aviation force structure. Consequently, excess> aviation support 

,capacity exists on th.e East r t. Accordingly, the ~epartment . 
of the Navy Base Structure Evxation Committee (BSEC) considered 
various scenarios and alternatices for reducing excess capacity. 
One scenario included closing NAS BRUNSWICK.and moving P-3 
Squadrons to NAS JACKSONVILLE. However, diiring iterative BSEC 
discussions with major owners/o~erators, the FJeet-. C o v d e r  ' 

tikied the need to maintain at W n e  . 
Capable naval air staxon to support r e a l m l d  and ex-ise 
r e q u = = e m m r r m m ~  ihr major fleet concentration in =elk. 
Virginia. This consideratipn was an important factor in the 
decision not to close NAS BRUNSWICK. 

Similarly, Fleet Commander operatiomi needs and 'demographic 
considerations militated against closing NAS ATLANTA to reduce 
Reserve Air Station excess capacity. The BSEC decided that the 
best Total Force decision was to close NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH and 
relocate its reserve assets to NAS BRUNSWICK. N'AS BRUNSWICK can 
accommodate these units without a requirement for military 
construction expenditures. 

The Fleet Commander ' s role in all our BRAC deliber&.ions was 
vital and ensured a proper operational perspective. Indeed, an 
independent GAO assessment supported our methodology and endorsed 
the involvement of the operational commanders. 

Sincerely, 

. . LJ M. BooRDA ' a 

Admiral, U.S. Navy 

The Honorable Alan 3 .  Dixon 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 
and Realignment Commission 

1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 



Subj: REPORT OF BSEC DELIBERATIONS ON 8 NOVEMBER 1994 

decisions regarding the RAS. NAS Atlanta was identified bvJhe 
model as a p o t e n t i a l  chsup;. -however, since NAS Atlanta BS a 
itenant on another facility, savings in closinu it mgv be limited. 
The BSEC decided to release a COBRA scenario development data call 
to collect further cost information on NAS Atlanta's closure. 

12. The BSEC then focused on the model's best solution for 
rU'AS/MCAS as a starting point. Adjustments will be made to that 
solution based on the BSEC1s judgment. 

a. Closing the runway and associated air facilities at Mayport 
makes no sense in terms of dollar savings as the Naval Station 
Mayport is a carrier homeport which is remaining open. The budget 
for the entire Naval Station Mayport (which includes the air 
facilities) is $57 million, so there would likely be little saving 
in closing the runway and associated air facilities alcne. Because 
of its location, the air facilities have the added value of 
supporting carrier operaticns. 

b. As previously discussed regarding naval stations, CINCLANT 
has expressed the need to keep Roosevelt Roads for its training 
capabilities (see the BSEC deliberative report of 31 October 1994) . 

c. Similarly, El Centro plays an important role as a training 
facility. 

The BSEC decided to send out COBRA scenario d e v e l o ~ w s  ~ 2 ~ 1 s  
on the tour remainins NAS/MCAS identified in the model's solutiYon 
- m k ,  Key West, Brunswick, and Beaufort) to gather more 
information on the costs and savings associated with their closure. 

13. Because the DON infrasflure is dec ning, the BSEC agreed 
that i rnust look at tKe total lay of uoR-&rcratt apd 
'discussed the possibility closing one f l l g  
the squaarons to a N A S ~ S -  capabiiitles. Ultimately, 
the BSEC declded to conslder tnese r n d ~ ~ e r s  i n c r ~ m  - a ly by waiti~g 
for the COBRA analysis on the stations specified above. 

i4. The deliberative session adjourned at 1506. 

ORVAL E. NANGLE' - 
LTCOL, USMC 
Recording Secretary 
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RESFOR asset.. See enclosure (15). Upon revie7,qing the analyses of 
Scenarios 097 and 098, the BSEC noted that from a cosz analysis 
pezs2ective the scenarios paid off (e.g., returz on investment was 
either immediate or in one year) . The BSEC also noted the 
previouslv emressed concerns of RESFOR reqardinq the loss of the 
demog:aptically-rich Atlanta arsa that wouid result from a closur; 
of NAS Altanta. The BSEC further noted CINCLAKTFLT's concerr. 
'reqardinq the Ioss of the onlv maior base nor~h o 4- C 

L Norfolk that 
would result from +-sure o l N r L S  R r u s  .c wick. U ~ o n  ?iscussion '3cr the ESEC decided not to further consider Scenarios 097 and 093. 
However, the BSEC did accept thir part of Scexario lo? concerniGg 
RESFOR a s s o l a n t a  'Dobbins 
capabilities are fully utilized, the C-9s move fiom N.4S Atlanta tc 
.Dokbir!s AFiJ; and Navy/Marine Corps FC& 
at - MCAS ~~aufort*(as a r<sult oi BRAC-93) move top Jrlanta; 
South Weymouth closes; and NA5 Brunswick remains oDen, G t h  t . ~  C - 
130s movinc to NAS Brunswick. In addition, the 8SZC accep~ed 
proposais contained in the data response that moved Marine Reserve 
supporc squadrons (MASS-6 and MWSS-474) to Otis AFB, moved the 
Oronance ma-ntract Company to Ouanzico, and n 2 . m  

Tarface Reserve units at Quincy vice moving to NAS Sout 
as previously alrectea In B M C  93 - . The BSEC disapproved a proposal 
Ec\nta~z.ec LF the data response wkic'?, established a ?GPACZ-h;J at 
Qxincy. The ESEC eirected tkz: :he . .  NP-?CEN . b e  eszabliskee a: 37-3-S - . . =rur=swlc.< ant t kaz  51C2,02C I r -  - a -  CC~SZZ-.LC=:CZ coczs 55 - - - . -  - .  _ -  . - - .  ~--;-~.-e-,  =s r~r_~r:-:t~te e>::rz:n.,- rzz:-:r:;,s :-L-LCE ;LC >:. > z.~--:cT - .  . . -  - - -  -. - - - v - ,  +--=- . - , -+  :-- -,-...-- - -  -,.- , = p - L p - - . -  -.- - ..--.-.-- P-: ; - - --- ...---- c- i ,,-,, ,- ,,,- L-- ---  -- -L. L U - - L  .-- -.-I.C- -l-\ C -  8 . - + - -  - - - - - - - -  2 - , . - "̂'C. - - - ? --= m-.- 
F - - ,-, - -,,----,, " ' r r - - -  -..-.------ -- ^-i .."-A- 

-CEL-Ez- >:-- f---f = t S E  =-Cs-L: -E  
----..--- --  - .,- - - -- - 

? - .  > - - - - - - - --: = - =  .-c- - - -  -:- - . --- . V,fZZEZCZC3 - ~ Z L ~ Z ~ C  Z:--L I - f E X - Z f  Z Z  Z ~ ~ ~ - ~  A+---- - - -  L-- ---: - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - -  --Or:" - 7  5-C---Lz;^ - -  -7.- 
r - - -  - ---c- b --:. .-- - - - z. - - - - -2-v7COhT-S s E t --- # -- - - r . - e - - ~ - a ~ - l f  , . SC-~Z~~C - 2 3  15 i 5 ~ z - 1 ~ ~ -  ,; s~excric Css e>:cey: 
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?-- _C - L -  P - ~ ~  )=- C 
L - - - - - - - . reVLSK C Z  ,2F- 3ZSE-lXE SCET,?TII-,S Er-C. ECeT-EZ-C - - - .  . - 
e ,  t:-s 2 . 5 ~ ~  c~reczeC the . - 5s;-T t,- F ~ z z ' i 7 , ~ r  c1,ar:fl- t h e  ---'. n.. C ,-,- c .,-I, ,, sce-zrlzs 55- more clearll- - .  :cer,zifl-izc t h e  zi: ~ t a = i ~ - ~ . -  
S~:~LTGT,S , znc z-,oTzerner.rs :zyb-s--d-eL ;r- znc vzr: 3 ' ~ s  ~-.-l~z:cr- -elrz3&;r_s . 
rn;, -,-ls wozld 3e of assistance to the ZSEC ir- zne evaluat:t-e --ocess. ?- 
The BSZC would coczinue its review of t h e ~ ~  scerizrlos ~t lts next 
sess~or-. 

16. Conmander Heckleman briefed the rescltz of COBRq a~ziysis for 
t k e  closin~ of FISC Oakland (Scenario 024:. The one-:ime c o s ~ s  
were $68.8 millioc, recur2 on investnenc wzs ix 9 years, azd the 20 
y e ~ r  rj?'l was $38.6 - .  rr.illioc. See enclosure - - .  (ii) . The analysi? 
reflecte2 the e-lnina~lor of 181 o z = ; c e r / e c l i s c e e / c i y ~ l l i a ~  



DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS 

2000 NAVY PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20350-2000 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

5450 
Ser N095/5U568983 
2 Jun 95 

MEMORANDUM FOR CHAIRMAN, THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT 
COMMISSION 

Subj: NAVAL AIR STATION ATLANTA 

1. NAS ATLANTA, which as you know is located aboard DOBBINS Air 
Reserve Base (ARB), is one of our finest joint Reserve 
facilities. It is -elv low cost, high return Naval Air 
Station located in the demoarawhicallv rich Atlanta area. 
creater Atlanta has grown in population by over 40 percent from 
1980 to 1992 and as the hub of a major national airline is one of 
our finest and richest demographic areas for Naval Reserve 
aviation personnel. The DOBBINS/NAS ATLANTA complex supports 
Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force personnel and through the common 
use of facilities for operations, training and infrastructure . 
takes advantage of numerous economies and efficiencies. 

2. The Navy and Marine Corps continues with its plans to move 
units aboard NAS ATLANTA. These moves, when combined with the 
Naval and Marine Corps Reserve's personnel who are already there, 
will amount to 3.574 .-r~~i r+c =lnr3,7nn Fill 1 Tine . , . . ., Sup_ElOrt ( x l ~ t z r y  ad. c:~.xII &-and will strengthen the 
position of NAS ATLANTA as one of our country's most important 
Reserve operating bases. Without NAS ATLANTA there would be a 
critical demographic void in the Southeast for drilling 
Reservists and the carefully crafted demographic plan for the 
Naval and Marine Corps Reserve would unravel. 

3. I am encouraged that the commission will visit NAS ATLANTA 
and will have the opportunity to see first hand this outstanding 
model of joint efficiency and operations. We should continue to 
strengthen NAS ATLANTA and proceed with the DOD plan for making 
the NAS ATLANTA/DOBBINS ARB complex one of the premier examples 
of joint cooperation in our national defense arsenal. 

'T. F. HALL 
Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy 
Director of Naval Reserve 



MICHAEL J BOWERS 

A T T O R N E Y  G E N E R A L  

June 1, 1995 

Honorable Alan Dixon 
Chairman 
The Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission 
1200 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

40 CAPITOL SQUARE SW 

ATLANTA G A  3 0 3 3 4 - 1 3 0 0  

WRITER'S DIRECT DIAL 
(404) 656-4585 
FAX (404) 657-8733 

Dear chairman Dixon: 

I am writing in reference to the Navy E-2-C Squadron at Naval 
Air Station Atlanta. I understand that this squadron will be 
available for use in counterdruq activities. As someone who 
works closely with state law enforcement officials at all 
levels, I cannot overemphasize the importance of the 
availability of military resources to be used in assisting law 
enforcement in the counterdrug effort. This squadron will be a 
significant enhancement to the capability of ~eorgia law 
enforcement officials at all levels. Its location at the Naval 
Air Station is extremely significant in this regard. 

If you have quest ions ,   pleas^ l o t  ~ E ~ T ~ J .  

Sincerely, 

MICHAEL J. B ERS 
Attorney G e g a l  

MJB: lb 



May 8,1995 

Mr. Alex Yellin 
The Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Mr.Yellin: 

After an analysis of the Base Closure and Realignment records in your library, we noted 
that certain members of the South Weymouth community may have caused some - conlksion by their comments about the viability of NAS Atlanta. We would like to take 
this opportunity to respond. 

Attached is a brief fact sheet about NAS Atlanta, its demographics and its record as a 
most successfbl air station. Additionally, we would like to point out that NAS Atlanta is 
a modern facility and will require no milcon for any of the scheduled or 
recommended moves of aircraft or personnel to NAS Atlanta. 

We thank you for this opportunity to point out some of the facts as they relate to NAS 
Atlanta. We believe that a fair analysis of these facts substantiates the Department of 
Defense's recommendations to the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission. 

Cordially, 

Chai an """Peler President & CEO 

P. 0. Box COBB, Marietta, Georgia 30067-0032, (404) 980-2000 
FAX (404) 980-9510 



NAS ATLANTA DEMOGRAPHICS 
A FORMULA FOR SUCCESS 

The importance of demographics in the success or failure of any reserve activity cannot 
be argued. A viable demographic pool is the key element in any installation's ability to 
kl ly  man its reserve units with qualified individuals which can meet mobilization needs 
and conduct safe day-to-day flight operations. The combined assets of NAS Atlanta and 
the Naval Surface Reserve Center (which is relocating to Dobbins ARB) total 1760 
drilling reservists living within 50 miles. The effortless commute to Atlanta allows an 
additional 450 reservists to drill in Atlanta, for a total of 2210 reservists drilling on site. 
The following data clearly shows that NAS Atlanta has one of the richest manpower 
pools in the country: 

NAS Atlanta is one of the few Naval Air Reserve Activities that does not rely on 
airlifts to bring in reservists. This is a considerable savings in aircraft operating costs and 
allows these valuable logistic assets to be used for fleet support. 

Currently NAS Atlanta (including Naval Reserve tenant commands) is allowed 
897 enlisted billets with 873 currently allowed to drill in a pay status. If non-pay 
reservists were allowed to drill in a pay status the drilling reservist numbers would wf increase to 896,99.9% h enlisted manning. 

Officer manning is currently capped at 170 officers (including Naval Reserve 
tenant commands) and NAS Atlanta will have to transfer 15 officers out, in order to reach 
these reduced numbers. If non-pay reservists were included the numbers would increase 
to 344 officers, 150% officer manning! 

// FY-93 all NAS Atlanta augment units were in a R-1 status, the highest possible 
combined rating of personnel manning and mobilization readiness. NAS Atlanta was the 
only Naval Reserve Air Station to achieve this unprecedented overall level of readiness. 

FY-94 NAS Atlanta had all augment units in a R-1 status. NAS Atlanta, during 
a Commander Naval Air Reserve Force inspection, was cited as having one of the best 
reserve training departments in the Naval Air Reserve Force! 

FY-95 NAS Atlanta stood up a new Carrier Group Unit 0867 to directly support 
fleet Carrier Battle Groups. Within six months this prestigious unit was at 70% 
readiness, with an expected 90% readiness rating (R-1) by the close of the fiscal year. 

The demographics can be argued as can any statistically based study. However, the 
number or awards won by NAS Atlanta point to a combination of reserve support and 



quality of life that spell success. The following awards clearly show that NAS Atlanta is 

u one of the top reserve sites in the nation: 

NAS Atlanta received a Chief of Naval Operations Installation Excellence 
Award in July 1994. 

VR-46, based at NAS Atlanta, was selected as the 1994 Noel Davis Award 
winner as the number one fleet logistics squadron! 

1993 Conway Trophy winner as the number one Naval Air Reserve Activity! 

NR Naval Station Rota 01 67, based at NAS Atlanta, was the winner of the 1993 
Barto Trophy as the number one Naval Air Reserve Augmentation Unit! 

1992 Robert S. Gray Maintenance Award winner for best maintenance 
department. 

Winner of the 1992 Naval Air Reserve Activity Safety Ashore award. 

Commander Naval Reserve Force nominee for the 1992 Bronze Hammer 
Award. 

Honorable mention, Chief of Naval Operations 1992 NEY competition. 

Meritorious Unit Commendation awarded in 1990. 

The continued success of NAS Atlanta was recently recognized by the awarding 
of a Meritorious Unit Commendation for sustained superior performance from 1 
October 199 1 to 3 1 January 1994. 

In closing there are four major factors to consider when considering what is responsible 
for the success of Dobbins/NAS Atlanta Joint Reserve Base. 

Outstanding Demopraphics as previously addressed. 
Geoaravhics; commercial growth attracts high quality personnel essential to a 

good reserve program. 
Jointness; at few other bases will you find all 6 DoD reserve components at the 

same location. 
Community and business support for the DoD mission. 
FY-95 NAS Atlanta was selected as the site for the newest asset in the Naval Air 

Reserve, VAW-77. This squadron will fly the E-2 early warning aircraft to assist the - 
DEA in the vital drug interdiction mission. This decision was made in part due to the 
number of Naval Aviators available in the Atlanta area to fly and manage the avionics 
systems of the E-2. 



FY-95 Commander Naval Air Reserve Force requested a BRAC redirect to place 
VFA-203 and CVWR 20 at NAS Atlanta. These were decisions again based on reservist 
availability to staff these prestigious units. 

Naval Reserve Recruiting, located in Atlanta, has consistently attained high 
recruiting goals: 

a Atlanta has three reserve Officer recruiting Officers assigned to its 
demographic area, the largest number assigned in the U.S. 

/- In FY-94, NAS Atlanta was the #1 NAS in Officer Recruiting. 

a Metro Atlanta area is critical to the minority recruiting effort. 

3 Atlanta reserve recruiting made significant contributions to the FY-93 
nation wide recruiting effort which is directly related to the Atlanta area (Detachment 
Four) being awarded Naval Reserve Recruiting Command Detachment of the year for 
FY-93. 

a As a major hub for Delta, ASA, Value Jet, KIWI and Air South, the local 
availability of pilots and aviation rates for manning of aviation units is facilitated. 

a A comparison of Naval Reserve Recruiting Command data for FY-94 
shows Atlanta as a clear leader: 

ENLISTED 

ATLANTA SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

Veterans 254 155 
SAM'S 22 20 

Total 276 175 
................................................................................. 

OFFICER 

Total 42 16 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY BRAC 95 GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

The Department of the Navy must move aggressively toward a 
substantially smaller, more affordable infrastructure, while 
maintaining a high quality, fully re 2onsive force beyond the 
year 200/Y! This infrastructure must be the minimum essential to 
support our "...From the Sea" doctrine while enhancing readiness 
and quality of life. 

BRAC 95 represents an important opportunity to significantly 
reduce our infrastructure. Greatest savings will be realized when 
total closures are emphasized and realignments and r~locations 
are minimized. To be successful, BRAC decisions must be based on 
hard facts. We must ask the right questions, collect the right 
data, and make the right choices. Department of the 'Navy 
decision making during BRAC 95 deliberations will be 
characterized by four central concepts: 

- Support geographic concentration - Eliminate redundancy - Increase reliance on joint capabilities and capacities - Preserve unique core capabilities 
The following infrastructure strategies will be our guiding 
principles: 

BASING STRATEGY 

The strategy for basing will make efficient use of 
existing resources by concentrating Naval forces at 
specific geographic locations where a full spectrum of 
core support fufictions already exist, and for which the 
additional cost of assimilating realigned activities 
will be minimal. A r e g i c a t ~ s  
~=CV of f cnnt n l r p p r t  * ~ l * ~  and makes 
efficient use of existin, airspace, sea space, land 
space, and facilities within sach region. Activities 
outside of regional concentrations will be considered 
for closure. 

A minimum core maintenance infrastructure consistent 
with future force structure must be retained. This 
strategy must t 
-e c: 
maintenance infrastructure. The core organic Naval 
maintenance capabilities and capacities will be 
achieved through integration of intermediate and depot 
level maintenance in a regionally oriented structure. 
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The strategy for reducing infrastructure must include 
identifying related, but dispersed, tenant activities 
and co-locating those activities to maximize 
efficiency. Specific attention should be focused on 
large manpower intensive activities. When evaluating 
tenant moves from bases recommended for closure, only 
those activities essential to maintain readiness will 
be relocated. 

The stratem for re&.-- nf 
--Reserve infrastructure will maximize ioint use of 
e rat-Reserve readiness requires that units be 
-located where demographics and geography can support 

mission rec.uirements . 
The following are guiding principles that are specific to the 
BRAC process: 

CLAIM-NT INPUT 

uv Department of the Navy BRAC process will include 
claimant input in data call formulation. 

COMMON RESOURCE B A S E L I Q  

A common resource baseline is essential prior to the 
BRAC 95 process. Programmatic imbalances in dollars 
and manpower must be reconciled at the claimant level 
across the FYDP before formal data calls. 

PREVIOUS BRAC DECISIONS 

The Department of the Navy process for BRAC 95 will not 
revisit closure decisions already having the force of 
law under the provisions of PL 101-510. However, 
Department of Navy recommendations should consider unit 
relocations and realignments included in previous 
Commission reports in those cases where significant 
force structure changes have occurred. 



Remarks as delivered by 
The Honorable Robert B. Pirie, Jr. 
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations and Environment) 
to the 1995 
Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission 
6 March 1995 

Chairman Dixon, members of the Commission, it is an honor for me to appear with 
Secretary Dalton, Admiral Boorda and General Mundy today. I will try not to repeat nor dwell 
on points they have previously made, but to take you through the Department of the Navy's 
process for the 95 BRAC round. I will illustrate the process in detail by showing how the 
Department of the Navy addressed one specific area, the ship depot maintenance infrastructure 
requirement to support and maintain the 2001 force structure. 

The Department focused on a qualitative target, rather than quantitative goals, to 
measure our efforts in this round of base closure. Admiral Boorda described these goals and 
their support of the Department's posture for the twenty-first century. This final round of base 
closure mandated by the Base Closure Act is a continuation of the prior strong commitment to 
the process begun in the 1988, 1991 and 1993 base closure rounds. 

The list of ma: or closures highlights the strong focus on the Research, Development, Test 
and Evaluation activities this round, as well as the continuing rationalization of our Operational 
Bases, Industrial Facilities, and Training establishment. 

Clearly, the process is driven by a hard budget reality. Each successive round of base 
closures has acted to close a widening gap between the Department's bottom line and our 
infrastructure overhead. The close alignment of personnel and installation numbers after this 
final round of base closure is an indication of our success in this effort. 

I will now lead you through the Department of the Navy process used to carry out the Act 
and the DoD guidance on base closure for 1995. The Department's organization to implement 
the law was formally established by the Secretary on December 8, 1993. Building on the lessons 
learned from the 1993 round, a two tiered organization was constituted to collect, anaIyze and 
evaluate the Department's infrastructure and requirements. Again, the Office of General Counsel 
and the Naval Audit Service were called upon to provide senior level support on staff, 
throughout the process. 

The Base Structure Evaluation Committee, or BSEC, is the team of Navy Flag Officers, 
Marine Corps General Officers, and SES civilian leaders who were tasked to evaluate the 
certified data received and make the required recommendations on closures and realignments to 
Secretary Dalton. In addition to myself, the BSEC members include Mr. Charles P. Nernfakos, 
the Executive Director of the BSAT, our supporting staff, and the DASN (FBIRA); Vice 
Admiral Richard C. Allen, COMNAVAIRLANT; Vice Admiral William A. Earner, the DCNO 



for Logistics; Lieutenant General Harry W. Blot, DC/S Aviation; Lieutenant General J. A. . 

Brabham, DC/S, I & L; Mrs. Genie McBurnett, the Deputy at SPAWAR, and Ms. Elsie Munsell, 
the DASN (Elks). This group provided the broad spectrum of experience and mature 
perspective required to make the difficult decisions required by the Act. 

The Base Structure Analysis Team, or BSAT, working under Mr. Nernfakos, provided 
staff support to the BSEC and is filled with some of the top military and civilian talent available 
in the Department of the Navy today. The breadth and depth of their experience provided a 
sound footing for the BRAC-95 analytical process undertaken. Examples of members include 
the former Director of Navy Labs, and former Cornrnand'ig Officers from an Aircraft Carrier, a 
Naval Air Station, and the NADEP community. Day to day representation from the Naval Audit 
Service and the Office of General Counsel ensured that the process was fair, accurate and in 
accordance with the law and the regulations promulgated by the Secretary. 

The DON process ran for more than a year. Improving on lessons learned from previous 
BRAC rounds, the ma or owners and operators of our forces and stateside infrastructure, 
together with the Assistant Secretaries of the Navy, participated in all aspects of the process, and 
the udgrnent of these senior leaders helped shape the find outcome. The process was designed 
to satisfy the analysis required by the eight DOD selection criteria. 

Beginning in January 1994, the Department polled the 16 ma or owners and operators of 
the Navy and Marine Corps installations to identify the issues that they felt were imperative in 
accomplishing the DON mission. The themes of their imperatives dovetailed with the DON 
target described earlier, and reinforced the sense of direction the process should take in this 
round. 

The universe of over 800 DON activities was divided into five categories and 27 sub- 
categories. These groupings allowed similar activities to be compared, and allowed the 
flexibility of process required to ensure a common sense answer resulted. 

The process for the Department began with the development of data calls to gather the 
certified information necessary to measure the capacity and military value of all the installations 
in the DON universe. Every data call question was approved by the BSEC, and again improving 
upon previous rounds, those data calls were provided to the activity commanders for comment 
and to ensure maximum understanding, before final issue of the data call for response. Data 
calls were structured so that all responses would be generated at the individual activity level, and 
the activity commander would certify that the data was complete and correct. As the data was 
forwarded and reviewed by the chain of command for use by the BSEC in deliberative session, 
each intervening commander also certified the data's c mectness. The certified responses 
received to these calls provide the backbone for the subsequent analysis. 

Capacity analysis was conducted on each of the 27 sub-categories. Quantitative 
measures of capacity, to assess the "throughput", were developed for each sub-category, and 
related to the established force structure for Fiscal Year 200 1. The capacity for each individual 



activity was determined and they were summed across all activities in a sub-category to 
determine what was in excess of the total DON requirements to support the 2001 force. 

The gross excess capacity calculation that resulted would allow a signdicantly larger 
force to be supported, therefore subsequent military value analysis was required in 19 of the 
original 27 sub-categories. It is important to understand that the Department's capacity in many 
areas is not evenly distributed, not exactly sized for typical units of the force composition, and 
therefore that some interstitial capacity would remain even if all removable excess were 
eliminated. 

To illustrate the analysis process, I have chosen the Naval Shipyard I Ship Repair Facility 
sub-category. The gauge chosen to measure capacity and requirement for 2001 was "Direct 
Labor Man Years". The capacity and requirement were determined in detail, and accumulated 
into two basic types, nuclear work and non-nuclear work. Overall excess capacity in ship depot 
repair was calculated to be 7,500 Direct Labor Man Years or 29.4%. Of this, 6,000 DLMYs of 
the excess was in nuclear capable capacity, and 1,500 DLMYs was in non-nuclear capacity. 

A military value analysis was conducted on each of the 19 sub-categories that 
demonstrated excess capacity. We used a method that was as obiective as possible to evaluate 
activities within a sub-category across the complete spectrum of areas that constitute military 
value. Each sub-category had a tailored set of "yedno" questions that covered an aspect of 
overall military value. Individual questions were associated with the four DoD criteria to which 
they applied and were weighted based on their importance. It is important to remember that the 
output score is only a relative measure, and only valid between activities within the same sub- 
category. Some of the specific questions were "cascaded", so in most military value matrices, 
the highest possible score was not 100. 

The military value analysis was conducted in sequence to ensure the legitimacy of the 
process. I will again use the Shipyard I Ship Repair Facility sub-category to illustrate the 
process. The question bank was proposed by the BSAT with questions grouped into sub: ect 
areas, and each question was approved by the BSEC after deliberation. For Shipyards, there 
were 149 questions grouped into nine sub: ect areas: Drydocks; Production Workload; Cost and 
Manpower Factors; Eniironment and Encroachment; Strategic Factors; Operating Factors; 
Contingency Factors; Crews of Customer Ships; and Quality of Life. The questions were 
initially assigned into one of three bands of importance. The BSEC next assigned the DoD 
criteria to each question, and assigned a weight to each of the four DoD criteria: Readiness, 
Facilities, Mobilization, and Cost and Manpower, and a score from one to ten to each of the 
questions. The BSAT then calculated the weight of each of the questions, based on the 
algorithm the BSEC had previously approved for use, utilizing the weights, bands and scores 
approved in deliberative session. The weights for individual questions and the sub: ect areas 
were reviewed in deliberative session for consistency. Only then were individual activity 
answers to the questions entered into the matrix and activity military value scores computed. 
The review of the activity military value scores ensured the result was in harmony with the 
perspectives developed during deliberative session while assigning individual question values. 



As you can see, the five Naval Shipyards scored in a range between 3 8.0 and 57.6 out 
of 79.1 possible points. The Ship Repair Facility on Guam scored significantly lower. The first 
column in the chart shows the weight of each of the nine subiect areas considered in the military 
value of shipyards. Drydock capability and Production Workload each account for about thirty 
percent of the score. Cost and Manpower factors account for another fifteen percent. The 
Quality of Life score has relatively low weight in this category, because of the small size of the 
active duty component present in the shipyard work force. 

The configuration analysis used a Linear Programming Model to combine the results of 
the capacity and military value analyses and assist the BSEC in developing a starting point for 
deliberation. The model was designed to minimize excess capacity and to maintain the initial 
average military value in the sub-category. The model was constructed to allow a sensitivity 
analysis for changing force structure or workload. I want to stress that the model results were 
used only to focus the preliminary BSEC discussions of possible alternatives. 

The military perspective of the BSEC members was key to the generation of potential 
scenarios from the initial model results. The generation of scenarios and measurement of return 
on investment was an iterative process, with additional scenarios issued after deliberation on the 
results of the initial scenario results. While the model highlighted possible solutions, it was not 
the driving factor in the generation of possible scenarios. 

Configuration analyses resulted in scenario generation in 18 of the1 9 remaining sub- 
categories. The Ship Intermediate Maintenance Activity sub-category was considered to be a 
follower group of activities and no scenario data calls were issued. The scenario data calls 
addressed the myriad details required to weigh the costs and benefits from the proposed closure 
or realignment. The data calls gathered the detailed financial information necessary for the 
return on investment analysis, as well as information necessary to measure the impact on the 
communities designated as receiving sites. Owners and operators were permitted to propose 
alternate receiving sites for the functions at the closing activities. In total, the BSEC reviewed 
174 responses involving 1 19 activities. 

The DoD COBRA algorithms were used as the tool to conduct the return on investment 
analysis. These algorithms provide a consistent method of evaluating the cost-effectiveness of 
proposed realignment or closure scenarios, but are not intended to develop budget quality data. 
The BSEC aggressively challenged cost estimates provided from the field to ensure that cost 
estimates were reasonable and consistent. COBRA was used as a method of ensuring that DON 
recommendations were cost effective, rather than to identify the "lowest cost" alternative. 

The shipyard model used the common rules on capacity and military value, and included 
the additional rule that nuclear workload could only be accomplished at a nuclear capable yard, 
while non-nuclear workload could be accomplished by either nuclear or non-nuclear ones. The 
initial model results proposed the closure of the Long Beach Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard and the Ship Repair Facility on Guam. Secondary and tertiary solutions were also 
developed by requiring the model to specify the "next best" solutions. Only Long Beach Naval 



Shipyard was contained in all three solutions. 

After deliberation, and a review of the sensitivity analysis conducted by assuming 
workload increased by ten percent and decreased by ten or twenty percent, the BSEC directed 
that scenario data calls be generated for all three activities proposed in the initial solution. These 
data calls requested the certified information required for the COBRA algorithm, as well as 
information on where the Fleet Commanders and Systems Command leadership would send the 
unique facilities and workload to on the closure of the indicated activity. 

The Joint Cross Service Group for Depot Maintenance also completed an analysis and 
forwarded alternatives to the BSEC for consideration and incorporation in the DON process. 
Many of these alternatives dealt with the interservicing of workload from shipyards to other 
service depot activities as well as other shipyards. The depot group did recommend the closure 
of Long Beach and Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyards. Because of the requirement for a strong 
presence in the Central Pacific, the Pearl Harbor closure scenario was not considered in a return 
on investment analysis. The Long Beach ; oint scenario was considered, but the return on 
investment was higher in the original DON scenario. 

The closure of Long Beach Naval Shipyard showed immediate and strong positive return 
on investment. After deliberation, the BSEC decided not to recommend the closure of the 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. The closure of all three activities listed in the "optimum" solution 
reduced excess capacity to essentially zero. Nuclear shipyards, considered impossible to 
regenerate, had already been extensively reduced in the 1993 BRAC round. The workload 
flexibility associated with a submarine center of excellence, both in refueling and defueling for 
decommissioning, warranted retention of the nuclear capable asset at Portsmouth. 

To further reduce the excess capacity in ship depot repair capability, over one million 
hours of depot work on ships systems were transferred from Technical Centers to the remaining 
shipyards. The NUWC Keyport realignment indicated on this chart, as well as the closures of 
NSWC Louisville and NAWC Indianapolis are the primary sources of this ad:usted workload. 

The Ship Repair Facility on Guam is closed, with the floating drydock, crane, and 
waterfront retained in the custody of the Naval Activities to ensure emergency access in the 
Western Pacific, even though the robust repair capability on Guam is no longer required. The 
release of the surge docking assets at Philadelphia retained in a previous BRAC round completes 
the picture of the scenario and return on investment deliberations in this complex area. 

Economic impact analysis was conducted on each candidate for closure or realignment. 
This employment based analysis, calculating both the direct and indirect iobs lost due to the 
proposed action determined both the absolute change, the number of :obs lost, and the 
percentage change in unemployment for the affected labor market area. This impact was 
weighed against the historical trend in that area, based on available Department of Labor 
statistics. This analysis is conservative because any potential recovery or reuse of the candidate 
facilities is not considered. Across all the candidate closures and realignments, the total direct 



and indirect :obs lost is estimated to be less than 33,000 over the six year implementation period 
of the actions. The national : ob growth rate is about 300,000 : obs per month, so on a national 
scale, the proposed closures do not have significant impact. 

The information on the Los Angeles - Long Beach area illustrates the data reviewed in 
deliberative session. The Long Beach area mirrors the country as a whole: no extraordinary 
impact is seen. While the economic impact is 13,00O:obs, that number is only 0.3% of the total 
employment in the metropolitan area. The scenario proposed shifts 1500 workyears of effort 
from the shipyard to the private sector in the area, further mitigating the loss. 

The final two areas that required review in compliance with the DoD selection criteria 
were the impact on the local community receiving the assets from closing and realigning bases, 
and the environmental impact of the proposed action. Both areas were reviewed for each 
candidate action, and no significant community infrastructure or environmental impacts were 
identified for any candidate scenario. Community impact looked at the total number of 
personnel the community gained and the current DON population in the community. Required 
MILCON was reviewed and any community impact MILCON was highlighted. 

Some of the Long Beach Shipyard personnel transferred to the Supply Center in San 
Diego. The San Diego summary used by the BSEC to weigh the community impact on San 
Diego is illustrated. Although the total MILCON required to effect all moves into the San Diego 
area totals $80 million, none was required for community impact. The number of personnel 
gained is not significant, compared to the already large DON presence in the area. 

Environmental assessment was accomplished by studying the impact of installation 
restoration (IR), air quality, natural & cultural resources, and unrestricted property available at 
the gaining base. The assessment compared the amount of DON management effort necessary 
at both gaining and losing bases to comply with statutes in the environmental arena. No activity 
required removal from the list of potential gaining sites due to environmental issues. 

The proposed closures and realignments remove significant excess infrastructure from 
the Department's account. There is little overhead left in the Department's infrastructure. What 
we are proposing for closure in this, the final round, cuts deep into capable productive 
infrastructure. Unfortunately, it is infrastructure that we can not afford and can not fully utilize 
with the significantly smaller force anticipated in 200 1. 

The specific wording of each recommendation has been carefully crafted, for this is the 
last chance. There may never be further rounds to correct oversights in the recommendation 
wording, so each was carefully crafted to ensure the widest possible set of options for 
community reuse is permitted. Additionally, the language allows the military commanders the 
flexibility to position their forces in response to operational requirements. This is done 
recognizing that flexibility of decision in implementation inevitably invites external pressure for 
solutions that the Department may not believe to be in the best public interest. The proposals 
forwarded by the Department of the Navy for this, the final round under the current Act, 



complete the actions started in the three previous BRAC rounds to rationalize our infrastructure 
for the force of the twenty first century. 



Weymouth who have spent years in reserve duty and now will be faced with the 
additional hardship of being away from their families for two nights each month 
because their post of duty is being moved more than 100 miles away? 
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Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the Subcommittee, 

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you this afternoon. T am Joshua 
Gottaurr:, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security. 

This is my first qpearance before your subcommittee. I am especially pleased to be 
asked to testify on the crucial issues of base closure and reuse. Within the Ofice of the Secretary 
of Defense, the organizations and individuals responsible for these important efforts report to me: 

The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Installations works with the Services 
in deciding what installations will be recommended for closure or realignment. 

The Base Transition Coordinators are the Department's on-site ombudsmen at closing 
bases; and 

The Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) helps communities plan for the reuse of 
the facilities. 

BASE REALIGNMENT AND CLOSURE PROCESS 

Obviously, I c m o t  comment on the recorninendations that the Secretary of Defense will 
make next week I am happy to summarize the process and its importance to Defense. 

As you all know, the size of our military force and our budget both have been shrinking. 
Unless we downsize our infrastructure as well, we run the risk that funds will be spent on 
idhstmcture that ought to go to readiness and modernization - in effect, that the "tail" would 
swallow the "teeth". 

Congress recognized that any base closing process must unquestionably be fair. The 
BRXC process was designed to be as objective, as public, as auditable as any process in 
govenunent. The law requires that every BRAC recomrnendatioc must be made in accordance 
with the force posture. It must be made in accordance with a specific set of published criteria. 
Furthermore, all the data used ;nust be signed, certifier',, and made available to the public and 
every interested party. The entire process is audited ; *!d overseen by the General Accounting 
Office. 

Within the Department, the Services have historically taken the lead responsibility for 
developing and analyzing possible closures. They have done so not only because they are best 
acquainted with their real estate and missions, but also because they have the staff to handle the 
massive data analysis and provide the necessary audits. They then make their recommendations 
to the Secretary of Defense. Historically, the Secretary has accorded great deference to the 
Services' recommendations. 



Recommended closures are selected on the basis of eight criteria (attached). These criteria 
relate to military value, savings and return on investment, and the economic and environmental 
impacts of closure. These same basic criteria were used in all previous BRAC rounds. We 
believe they serve us well. They provide the basis for recommendations that are consistent. 

The final protection of the BRAC process is, of course, the BRAC Commission. This 
independent body receives information and testimony from every party and reviews each DoD 
recommendation, to ensure consistency with the force structure and the criteria. 

For BRAC 95, the Department made a number of changes based upon the nature of the 
excess capacity we faced. F' 

One change in this round is that, for the first time, the Department has developeg -- 
procedures to consider areas in which the different Services perform similar or -- identical 
hctions.  Five "joint cross-service groups" (JCSGs) were established in hctional areas with . 
sigmficant cross-senice potential. These areas are: depot maintenance, test and evaluation, 
laboratories, medical treatment facilities, and undergraduate pilot training. Each JCSG has 
representation from OSD and fiom each Military Department. Each was tasked to analyze the 
capacity and requirements for each h c t i o n  across all services, &om the perspective of DoD's 
overall work load. After doing so, the joint groups then suggested possible configurations to the 

- Military Departments, which considered them as part of their overall BRAC deliberations. 

Another enhancement we made for BRAC 95 was to develo~ a more consistent method . . 
for applying criterion six, "eco-es." Although economic impact had 
&ways been a criterion, there was no consistency in the data gathered to assess it or on the 
method for doing so. So this year we established an economic impact joint cross-service group. 
The Economic Impact Joint Cross-Service Group established guidelines for the DoD 
Components to measure the economic impact of base closure and realignment alternatives, 
including cumulative economic impact from past BRAC actions. 

The Secretary and the Joint Chiefs of Staff are now considering the service 
recommendations. Next Tuesday, the Secretary will announce his recommendations and forward 
them to the BRAC Commission. 

Most observers consider the BRAC process an unparalleled success. It has already 
resulted in hundreds of closures and realignments within the United States, 70 of which are 
identified as "major" closures. By comparison, in the 10 years prior to BRAC 88, the 
Department was able to close only 4 major facilities. 



Does BRAC Really Save Money? 

Some have questioned whether -- given that closing a base initially requires rather than - 
saves money -- the taxpayers actually save as a result. The answer to that question is a 
'resounding "Yes". Initially, of course, there are upfiont costs, mostly to construct facilities and . . accommodate moves to receivin~ bases. But these initial costs are fully offset by sav i rggayib  
the six year closure period that the law allows. Th_e first three rounds of BRACwill, we belieye 
save some $4 billion per vear when fully impleme-d. Even after the programmed 
environmental costs are taken into account on a present value basis, e expect the first three 
rounds to save the taxpayers and the Department over $30 billion. (We do not include the cost of 
environmental cleanup in making BRhC decisions since the Department must comply with the 
law whether a base is open or close:. Nonetheless, cleanup costs are substantial.) 

BRAC Savings in $Billions 

Excludes environmental cleanup costs. 

Then-year dollars. 

FY96 constant dollars. 
3 20 year net present value (NF'V) in FY96 constant dollars wih 4.2% discount rate. 

Some have noted, accurately, that the original projections of large proceeds from the sale 
of base real estate have not been realized in practice. Nonetheless, by - far the majority of the 

_C_ 

Zenetitgf BRA'. are the resul: of avoiding infrastructure costs rve otherwise would pay. --.--.-. 

Total 
~av in~s '  

$6.8 

$15.8 

$15.7 
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BRAC 88 

9 1 
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Within Six 

years' 

$0.5 

$3.3 

93 

Total 

S. ! $2.0 

$5.1 $4.1 



Others have questioned whether BRAC provides full savings to the taxpayer, because the 
Department or other agencies sometimes choose to keep and use parts of a closing base. 
However, this mistakes the real purpose of the BRAC process, which is to permit both closure 
and realignment. Many times it makes sense to keep and use one part of a base (for example, 
housing or reserve facilities) while closing the rest. 

BASE REUSE PROCESS 

The Federal Role in Reuse & Redevelopment Today 

The Administra:ion, the Department, and I personally have placed great emphasis on 
improving the process by which base closure properties are disposed and redeveloped into 
productive civilian uses. Rapid reuse is not only important to the communities and workers 
impacted by the base closure, it is also essential in our efforts to cut costs. 

The Federal Government currently affects reuse in two separate ways: 

1. Property disposal policies and procedures; and 

2. Assistance in local economic development. 

Property Disposal Policies and Procedures 

Under the Base Realignment and Closure Act, authority to dispose of military facilities 
was delegated by the Administrator of the General Services Administration (GSA) to the 
Seaetary of Defense and subsequently redelegated to the Secretaries of the Military 
Departments. Since DoD is operating under delegated authority, it must adhere to the statutory 
authorities and regulations promulgated by GSA. u fkn  times, this has not worked well wi3 
large-scale property disposals. - 

Currently, base property disposal is governed by no fewer than five statutes, ranging from 
the most recent amendments of the Base Closure Act to the Federal Property Act of  1949. After 
a closing decision is made, DoD must first offer the property to other DoD component., then to 
otha Federal agencies, then to state and local governments, and finally to local communities, 
developers and providers to the homeless. 

Federal law provides for transfer of surplus property for any of several purposes at no 
costs: education, parks, airports, and to homeless providers. And, as I will discuss, the Congress 
has given us authority to make transfers for job creation as well. But the standards and 
procedures for doing so differ, case by case. 



Assistance in Local Economic Development 

For my large scale real estate development effort, there are three distinct, sequential 
phases: organization, planning, and implementation. DoD directly assists local communities in 
the orp?nizatio:: and planning phases. We offer technical advice on what type of organizations 
have worked in the past and provide planning grants to underwri~e part of the organization's 
costs. The amount we provide over a three to four year period has ranged from $45,000 to more 
thz1$3 million. 

We also help indirectly in the implementation phase, by working with the Department of 
Commerce's Economic Development Administration (EDA) and the Department of Labor 
POL).  We involve other Federal Agencies early in the process so that the transition from 
planning to implementation can occur smoothly. 

Reinventing Base Reuse 

In 1993, after reviewing the historical base property disposal process, the President 
himself concluded that it did not work very well. It was clear fiom the 1988 and 199 1 closures 
that the Federal property disposal process was not designed to promote quick economic 
redevelopment in base closure communities. Confounding rapid reuse were: 

Federal and State laws and regulations that never contemplated land reuse 
transactions massive as those resulting fiom base closures. 

Environmental cleanup processes that can take years, even decades, to complete. 

Traditional property disposal rules that focus on getting cash up front, with little 
consideration given to long term development and job creation in the community. 

The President resolved to change it. He announced a new Federal poli.-y to support 
redevelopment at base closure communities. And, I am pleased to say, today we have the legal 
authority and have begun to implement each of the President's proposals: 

Property disposal that puts local economic redevelopmentfirst. Thanks to the Congress, 
we now have legislative authority to convey property for job creation purposes. interim leases - 
for facilities have been encouraged and approval for le:,sing has been delegated to lower 
organizatio~d levels. Federal screeningtor reuse of facilities ??d equipnent has been expedited. 
WDOD now consults with local communities before removing personal property from a 

- 

closing base. These changes ailow communities to begin their reuse planning without delay. We 
have learned fiom bitter experier:ze that without an active community and community consensus, 
redevelopment simply cannot occur. 



"Fast track" en taironrnental clean up, to remove needless delays. A Base C I ::anup Team 
(BCT), comprised of experts fiom DoD, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and State 
representatives, has been established at all closing or realigning installations where property is 
available for transfer. Our goal is for the BCT's to be able to make many decisions on the spot, 
to speed up clean up. Achieving that goal will require changes in many of the individual 
agencies, but we have been making some progress. 

Transition coordinators. For every major base slated for closure, we now have a base 
transition coordinator. These on site ombudsmen and women make sure that communities and 
other interested parties have the information they need, when they need it. BTC's have access to 
all parts oi DoD, to the base commander, and to other Federal and State Agencies. At every 
closing base I visit, I ask the mayor and local officials who their BTC is. They always know. 

More effective economic development assistance. The Department's economic 
adjustment support through our Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) has long been recognized 
as highly professional and helpful. As the BRAC process continues, our workload has increased. 
The average "major" base closure community receives technical assistaxe and a planning grant 
of on the order of $300,000 per year for 3 to 5 years. We have also accelerated the time it takes 
to award grants. For most communities, the grant approval time is now within a matter of wee .;s, 
not months. 

Commerce's Economic Development Administration and the Department of Labor have 
also been charged to play an active role in economic development and worker retraining. Both 
departments were given significantly more funding. Labor now sends a team to each base 
closure community, to describe their job training programs and to help set up local job referral 
services. These Dep-ents, too, have reduced their grant processing time. 

Another major improvement, about which we are very please:, is the Base Clccure 
Community Redevelopment and Homeless Assistance Act of 1994. It exempts base closure 
properties fiom the requirements of McKinney As: Title l', which gives ;zutomztic priority use of 
any surplus Federal property to homeiess assistsnce xoviders. The new law requires 
communities to integrate tht needs of ;?e homeless into their broader redevelopm.=nt procedures. 
As a result. arguments about priorities have become agreements that lead to economic 
development. Nearly 50 communities have elected to use the new process. 

A ccomplishrnents 

I arn pleased to say that we are beginning to see the effects of these changes. 

First, we've learned to aci more quickly. As a result, the average base in BRAC 93 will 
be closed in half the time it took in the first BRAC round only five years earlier. 

S:: ::d, local communities and local developers are moving faster as well. In BRAC 88, 
the a\ erage community took nearl!. two and a half years to create a reuse plan; in the last round 
that time dropped to only a year. 



Faster reuse benefits the Department as well as base closure communities, because only 
when a community begins to take responsibility for base property can DoD cease its security and 
maintenance expenses. Protection & maintenance costs for a closed base can easily run $2-3 
million per year; for large industrial facilities, such as shipyards, the annual charge can be more 
than $10 million. The faster local communities develop reuse plans and the property is 
transferred, the sooner DoD is released fiom millions of dollars in annual holding costs. In this 
context, our technical advice and planning grants - if they speed up the process by even a few 
months -- begin to look like a very good investment. 

Already, the redevelopment of closed bases has created nearly 8,000 new jobs and over 
200 tenant businesses. The types of reuse are as diverse as the communities themselves. 
England Air Force Base in Alexandria, Louisiana and Chanute Air Force Base in Rantoul, 
Illinois have become the engines of their communities' economic growth by creating over 1,500 
jobs on base in less than two years after closure. Today on those two former bases, there are 
more civilians worlung than before the bases were closed. 

Not every story is so encouraging, but there are plenty of others: At the former Lowry 
Air Force Base, tenants include a community college and a museum. At Wurtsmith Air Force 
Base in rural Michigan, 425 new jobs have been created by aviation, educational, industrial, and 
office-related activities. 

And iohy ,  on the site of the fonner Sacramento Army Depot, Packard Bell is producing 
computers - on an interim lease, even before the final transfer is completed. Ultimately the 
company expects to employ 3,000 people. Follow-on employment by Packwd Bell's suppliers 
could mean thousands more. 

Sometimes reuse means other public services: airports, schools, parks, prisons, even 
other government offices. Such activities can reduce government costs, while at the same time 
provide stability for development. Their presence at the installation early in the reuse process 
help attract othe:. tenants and jobs. 

We have also b e p ,  to use our new jobs-centered property disposal authority to approve 
conveyances to local communities. In many of these conveyances we will receive fair-market 
value back to the taxpayers, but we will do so with flegble payment terms, over time as that 
value is realized by economic recovery. 

This process is not easy. It is not quick, and it is certainly not smooth. Some 
communities have a tough time attracting new businesses, and sometimes doing so takes 
considerable time, but it does happen. For example, the Department has tracked nearly 100 pre- 
BRAC closures, from 1961 through 1993. ALmost 90,000 citilian jobs were eliminated from 
these closiues. How many new jobs have been created to replace them? Over 170,000 jobs - 
almost mice as many. 

And we are helping. All these changes -- to the law, to regulations. in policies, programs 
and communication -- should make new jgb creation easier and faster. 



Nex f Steps 

But there is much more to be done: 

Better Communication 

First, better communication. Within the next month, long before BRAC 95 becomes 
iinal, we will publish a guide to help community leaders undc-rand closure a11d reuse. This 
summer and fall, we will hold conferences throughout the country, explaining what tools are 
available and introducigg communities to EDA, DoL and other sources of support. We've 
always known that the most successhl reuse comes when community leaders act early and 
knowledgeably. And we intend to help them do so. 

Ciearer Guidance & Priorities 

Our next step is to make clear what we can and cannot do. This spring, we will follow-up 
on the community hmdbook with a detailed manual geared to the Military Departments and 
Federal Agencies who will carry out the new laws, regulations, and policies. And we will 
accompany it with a new se. of rules, developed by all parts of the Department after receiving 
nearly 1,000 comments fiom 126 communities and organizations. 

Further Fr -earnlining 

Last, but certainly not least, we hope you will agree to M e r  legislative reform. Base 
reuse is still at the mercy of an incredibly complex maze of laws. Many of those, we believe, 
were drdced in a simpler time, for simpler transactions. The;. were not created ro deal with the 
challenges of property transfer on this grand scale. 

For some months now, we have been reviewing v lys to streamline the process md  make 
i: work better for DoD and the communities. We are looliing at ways to work Feded,  szte. and 
iocal issues in parallel, rather than going down to the "slowest common denon~inz ". There are 
also proposals to permit n-ar-term job creation, by allowing leasing on still-opt-rating bases. 

Sometime this spring, I hope we can discuss just these steps with the Congress, and that 
you will give them the same high priority that we do. 

Closing 

In closing, let me reiterate three points: 

1. Firs;. we strongly support the BRAC process, and believe it will ultimately save the 
taxpayers and the Department billions of dollars. 

2. Second, we are proud of the achievements we ha\.e made to reform the reuse/property 
disposal process. Mayors and Governors from aro~:nd the country have told us that 
ou:. efforts to make the process more "user friend]!." are on the right track. 



3. But, third, there is much more to do. With your help, we will continue looking for 
ways to streamline our laws and procedures, to permit faster disposal and more 
effective job creation. Because, after all, that is part of what economic security is 
about. 

I appreciate the opportunity this committee has provided, and would be pleased to answer 
any questions you may have. 



Department of Defenma 

~ i n a l  Selection Criteria 

In selecting military installations for closure or 
realignment, the Department of Defense, giving priority 
consideration to military value (the first four criteria below), 
will consider: 

~ilitary Value 

1. The current and future mission requirements and 
the impact on operational readiness of the 
Department of Defense's total force. 

2. The availability and condition of land, facilities 
and associated airspace at both the existing and 
potential receiving locations. 

3 .  The ability to acconxnodate contingency, 
mobilization, and future total force requirements 
at both the existing and potential receiving 
locations. 

4 .  The cost and manpower implications. 

Return on Ipvestmmzt 

5 .  The extent and timing of potential costs and 
savings, including the number of years, beginning 
with the date of completion of the closure or 
realignment, for the savings to exceed the costs. 

The economic impact on communities. 

7. The ability of both the existing and potential 
receiving communities' infrastructure to support 
forces, missions and personnel. 

8. The environmental impact. 

Attachment 







INSTALLATION CATEGORIZATION 

Operational Support 
,/ Operational Air Stations 
/ Reserve Air Stations 

Naval Bases 
Marine Corps Bases 
Supply Centers 
Communications 
Security Group 
Surveillance 
Naval Facilities 
Naval Satellite Op. Center 
Construction Battalion Centers 
Misc. Other Support 

Industrial Support Tech CenterslLabs 
Weapons Stations Technical CentersILabs 
Aviation Depots 
Shipyards 
Public Works Centers 
.Marine Corps Log. Bases 
Supervisor of Shipbuilding 
Inventory Control Points 
Industrial Reserve Plants 
Naval Reserve Maint. Facilities 

Educational~Traininq Personnel SupporVOther 
Training Air Stations Medical 
~raining/~ducational Centers Dental 

Adrnin. Activities 
National Capital Region 
Reserve Centers 



BRAC-95 Scenario Development Data Calls 

QllH Operational Air Stations: 

1032 .Amendment to .4IR STATIOYS - Rev 2. 

This is an amendment to Scenario Number 1 -01-XXXX-103. Please provide a 
Scenario Development Data Call response for the following: 

on 17 
Realign KAS Key West to a Naval Air Facility; retaining,those assets to 
allow for full utilization of NAS Key West air space and Tac ranges for 
continued fleet training support 

This scenario also assumes the following: 
Single site F-14s at NAS Oceana. 
Move 2 operational Xavy F/A-18 squadrons from MCAS Cherry Point 
to MCAS Beaufort. 
Move all remaining East Coast active Navy F/A-I8 squadrons, Navy 
F/A-18 RAG, and the AIMD fron MCAS Cherry Point to NAS Oceana. 
Move Navy t 
M ~ A S  Beaufort (as a result of BR4C-93) to NAS Atlanta. - 
Move S-3s and ES-3sfrom NAS Oceana io NAS Jacksonville. 
Close NAS South Weynouth. Move C-130 quadro77 m N,LS Rrunslvid; 
h:4S Atlantcr rerrains open with current sauadrons assiand.  full^ 
uii!ke AiianiaDobbins capabiLities. Mo1.e C-9s from .VAS Ariantc ;u 

.Vote that N.4S firunswick remains open in rhis scenario. 
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COBRA BRAC-95 Scenario Development Data Call Log 
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: 

I am pleased to be here today to provide you with an overview of 

our work involving the Department of Defense's (DOD) base 

realignment and closure (BRAC) process. This includes our 

legislatively mandated role in assessing DOD's recommendations and 

process of selecting closure candidates and our subsequent work 

examining the implementation of BRAC decisions. 

Today, I will (1) provide a brief historical account of the BRAC 

process, including our role in that process; (2) summarize some of 

the conclusions we have drawn in assessing DOD's decision-making 

process in prior BRAC rounds and identify improvements that DOD and 

its components have made to the process; (3) share with you the 

results of our work on previous bass closures--including planned 

reuse and environmental cleanup of these facilities; and ( 4 )  make 

some preliminary observations about BRAC issues that may extend 

beyond the life of the current BRAC legislation. 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF BRAC 

As DOD budgets, fcrce structure, and personnel began to be reduced 

in the mid-to-late 1980s, it became increasingly important to 

ensure that scarce DOD resources be devoted to the most pressing 



operational and investment needs rather than maintaining unneeded 

property, facilities, and overhead. Historically, however, 

closing unneeded military facilities had not been an easy task, in 

part, due to public concerns about the effects on communities and 

their economies and concerns about the impartiality of the . 

decision-making process. Additionally, legislative provisions 

enacted in the 1970s requiring congressional notification of 

proposed closures and preparation of economic, environmental, and 

strategic consequence reports severely hampered base closure 

efforts. 

Legislation enacted in 1988 (P.L. 100-526)--which was used only for 

that year--facilitated a successful round of base closure decision- 

making. It outlined a special process for considering closing 

actions, authorized a special commission to propose closures and 

realignments, and provided relief from certain statutory provisions 

that were seen as hindering the base closing process. 

Efforts by the Secretary of Defense in January 1990 to initiate 

additional base closure actions--without special enabling 

legislation--encountered difficulty and were not completed. 

Concerned about the Secretary's January 1990 proposals, the 

Congress passed the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 

1990 (title XXIX, P.L. 101-510) halting any major closures except 

those following the new act's requirements. The act created the 

independent BRAC commission and outlined procedures, roles, and 



time lines for the President, the Congress, DOD, GAO, and the 

Commission to follow. 

The 1990 legislation required that all bases be compared equally 

against selection criteria and DOD's current force structure plan, 

provided by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD). The 

legislation mandated rounds of BRAC reviews in 1991, 1993, and 

1995. For each BRAC round under the 1990 legislation, the services 

and DOD agencies submitted their candidates for closure and 

realignment to the Secretary of Defense for his review. After 

reviewing their candidates, the Secretary submitted his 

recommendations to the BRAC Commission for its review. The BRAC 

Commission, which could add, delete, or modify the Secretary's 

recommendations, then submitted its recommendations to the 

President for his consideration. The President could either accept 

or reject the Commission's recommendations in their entirety; if he 

rejected them, the Commission could give the President a revised 

list of recommendations. If the President accepted the 

Commission's recommendations, he forwarded the  l i s t  t o  the  

Congress, which became final unless the Congress enacted a joint 

resolution disapproving it in its entirety.' 

Base clos~re rounds in 1988, 1991, and 1993 produced decisions to 

fully or partially close 70 major domestic bases and to close, 

'see enclosure 1 for an overview of BRAC 1995 outlining DOD's 
selection criteria, key steps taken by DOD components in 
identifying BRAC candidates, and key milestone dates. 



realign, or otherwise downsize scores of other bases, 

installations, and a~tivities.~ I need to emphasize that the 

number of bases recommended for closure in a given BRAC round is 

often difficult to tabulate precisely because closure actions are 

not necessarily complete closures, and closures may involve. 

activities and functions rather than bases. 

The term "base closure" often conjures up the image of a larger 

facility being closed than may actually be the case. Military 

installations are diversified and can include a base, camp, post, 

station, yard, center, homeport facility, or leased facility. 

Further, more than one mission or function may be housed on a given 

installation. Individual base closure and realignment 

recommendations may actually affect a variety of activities and 

functions without fully closing an installation. For example, in 

1993, the Navy recoinmended closure of its Naval Aviation Depot 

(NADEP) in Norfolk, Virginia, which is an aircraft maintenance 

facility. The Norfolk NADEP is located on the Norfolk Naval Base, 

which includes among other activities the Norfolk Naval Station and 

Naval Air Station, which were not closed by BRAC 1993. 

Complete closures, to the extent they occur, may involve relatively 

small facilities, rather than the stereotypical large military 

base. Thus, the term "base closing" used in conjunction with BRAC 

'See enclosure 2 for definitions pertaining to DOD base 
realignment and closure actions. 



should be viewed generically as referring to facilities, 

installations, and activities of varying sizes. Closings and 

realignments, whatever their size, however, are designed to reduce 

unneeded infrastructure and achieve operational savings--that is 

the bottom line in terms of what the base closure process is all 

about. 

DOD is still completing base closures and realignments approved in 

prior years. DOD must currently initiate closure and realignment 

actions no later than 2 years after the president submits his list 

to the Congress and must complete implementing actions within 6 

years. DOD data indicates that as of January 1995, 51 percent of 

the 70 major closing actions of the prior three rounds had been 

completed. Implementing actions on BRAC 1995 recommendations must 

be completed by 2001. 

The 1990 legislation mandated that GAO analyze the Secretary's 

selection process and recommendations for each BRAC round and 

s u b m i t  a r e p o r t  t o  t h e  Congress and t h e  BRAC C~mmission.~ For BRAC 

1995, this report must be submitted within 45 days after the 

Secretary makes public his list of proposed realignments and 

closures. Our next report must be submitted by April 15, 1995. 

3 ~ e e  Militarv Bases: Observations on the Analvses Suwwortinq 
Prowosed Closures and Realisnments (GAO/NSIAD-91-224, May 15, 1991) 
and Militarv Bases: Analvsis of DOD1s ~ecomrnendations and 
Selection Process for Closures and Realianments (GAO/NSIAD-93-173, 
Apr. 15, 1993) . 



ADEOUACY OF DOD'S DECISION-MAKING PROCESS 

Several statutory or policy requirements of the BRAC process are 

designed to enhance its fairness and integrity and have been 

strengthened over time. They include the following: 

-- All DOD components must use specific models for assessing 
(1) the costs and savings associated with BRAC actions and 
(2) the potential economic impact on communities affected 
by those actions. We have identified shortcomings in 
these models and their use in prior BRAC rounds and have 
seen model improvements made each round to improve their 
effectiveness. 

--  Information used in DOD BRAC decision-making must be 
certified. That is, certification that the information is 
accurate and complete to the best of the submitting 
person's knowledge and belief. This requirement resulted 
from a 1991 amendment to the Base Closure and Realignment 
Act, and it was designed to overcome concerns about 
the consistency and reliability of data used in the 
process. 

-- DOD components must develop and implement internal control 
plans to foster accurate data collection and analyses and 
documentation of decisions. A component of tke internal 
control plans is extensive involvement by service audit 
agencies and DOD Inspector General personnel to better 
ensure the accuracy of data used in decision-making and to 
enhance the integrity of the process. These audit groups 
have performed amirably, under tight time constraints, to 
conduct real-time assessments of data used in the 
decisions. They have pointed out errors and tracked 
corrections to help ensure the most accurate data possible 
was being used. 

Our reports on prior BRAC rounds have pointed out problems with 

documentation of decisions and some recommendations by DOD 

components, but overall we found their decision-making processes 

were generally sound, and most decisions adequately supported. In 

the most recently completed BRAC round, 1993, we found that (1) the 



Navy generally completed return-on-investment analyses primarily to 

test the feasibility of an alternative, not to determine which, of - 
competing alternatives, produced the greatest savings; (2) the Army 

chose not to recommend a base for closure, in part, because of 

environmental cleanup costs--a factor that is not supposed to be 

considered in calculating closure costs; (3) the Air Force's 

documentation of some of its final recommendations made it 

difficult to understand its justification, although subsequent oral 

explanations seemed to justify the recommendations; and (4) the 

Defense Logistics Agency overstated estimated savings of some 

realignments. 

Our 1993 report also stated that OSD did not exercise strong 
. . leadership in - overseeinq the U t a r y  s~rviws and DOD agencies 

during the process. Consequently, some technical problems 

occurred, and the opportunity to consider consolidation of 

maintenance facilities on a DOD-wide basis was lost. DOD responded 

to these problems by attempting to strengthen the process for BRAC 

1995 and sought to encourage its components to explore 

opportunities for cross-service use of common support assets. It 

did this by organizing cross-service review groups to propose 

alternatives for the components to consider in five functional 

areas: (1) maintenance depots, (2) laboratories, (3) test and 

evaluation facilities, (4) undergraduate pilot training, and (5) 

medical treatment facilities. 



Our assessment of the 1995 BRAC process is underway and will not be 

completed until we issue our report in April. Our staff will be 

undertaking a short, but intensive, scrutiny of the Secretary's 

recommendations once they are final and made public on March 1, 

1995. Operating under tight time constraints, we will track 

selected recommendations back through the components' decision- 

making processes to test their logic, consistency, and 

reasonableness. We will report any concerns to the BRAC Commission 

and the Congress. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF PREVIOUS BASE CLOSURES 

Let me now discuss the status of previous closure decisions. 

While the implementation of B W C  1993 is still in its early stages, 

DOD and local communities have had more time to develop and 

implement reuse plans for the two earlier rounds. We reported 

earlier on the results of our review on 37 base closures from the 

1988 and 1991 rounds.' While the findings remain unchanged, we 

have updated the figures for you today (see enclosure 3). 

Federal property that is no longer needed is not automatically 

sold. Rather, DOD is required to first screen excess property for 

possible use by other DOD organizations and then by other federal 

agencies. If no federal agency has a need for the excess property, 

'~ilitarv Bases: Reuse Plans for Selected Bases Closed in 
1988 and 1991 (GAO/NSIAD-95-3, Nov. 1, 1994). 



it is declared surplus to the federal government and generally is 

made available to qualifying nonprofit organizations and state and 

local governments. Any property that remains is available for sale 

to the general public. DOD is required to comply with 

environmental laws for disposing of real property. These laws call 

for all relevant parties to agree on the extent of cleanup required 

before property can be transferred within the federal government 

and that property be cleaned up before it can be transferred to 

nonfederal users. 

Originally. DOD estimated that $4.1 billion would be received from 

the sale of property from BRAC 1988 and 1991 rounds to help pay for 

the costs of realignments and closures. DOD property sales 

currently total about $63 million. The primary reason for the low 

property sales is that about 88 percent of the property we reviewed 

at these 37 installations was being retained by DOD or transferred 

at no cost to other federal agencies or state and local 

jurisdictions. Of the remaining 12 percent. 3 percent is planned 

for sale and 9 percent is undecided. Closure costs not paid fqom 

property sales revenue will have to be paid from congressional \ 

appropriations. 

In addition to requesting property at no cost. communities are also 

asking the federal government to provide cash grants, income 

producing properties. and building and infrastructure improvements 

to assist with the conversion of military properties to civilian 



uses. Communities have received nearly $300 million in cash grants 

from various federal agencies to assist with the planning and 

implementation of base reuse plans. DOD's Office of Economic 

Adjustment has provided $33 million; the Department of Commerce's 

Economic Development Administration has provided $83 million; the 

Department of Labor has provided $46 million; and the Federal 

Aviation Administration has provided $130 million. 

Communities are also seeking the public benefit conveyances of 

readily marketable properties, such as military golf courses and 

family housing, to support reuse activities. Communities are 

asking for these revenue generating properties to help fund the 

operating expenses while they implement their reuse plans for 

activities such as airports or educational institutions. 

Finally, communities are asking DOD to renovate buildl~gs, upgrade 

utility systems, construct roads, and improve other infrastructure. 

Some requests have been for converting buildings f r m  tkir former 

military use to classroom facilities and to briLg buildings up ta 

current state and federal standards. Other requests have been for 

infrastructure system upgrades to gas, water, and sewage systems 

and the construction of access roads. Communities are asking DOD 

to perform this work, provide the funds to do the work, or deduct 

the funds from property sales revenue. 



Our work also shows that reuse planning and disposal of property 

are being delayed for several reasons. These include (1) 

disagreements over reuse alternatives, (2) changing laws and 

regulations, and (3) environmental cleanup of contaminated 

properties. 

Disagreements over reuse arise when competing federal agencies, 

local jurisdictions, or other members of the community cannot agree 

on reuse alternatives. We have seen disagreements between cities, 

counties and cities, federal agencies and cities, Indian groups and 

local communities, and homeless assistance organizations and local 

communities. When conflicts arise, DOD base closure officials have 

urged all parties to reach an accommodation; however, DOD has the 

discretion to determine the final use of the property. 

Changing laws and regulations delay reuse planning. When new 

legislation is passed, communities that are in the midst of reuse 

planning often choose to delay decisions until implementing 

regulations are finalized. For example, the Congress passed 

legislation in 1993 to expedite the base conversion process and 

support economic development in communities facing b-se closure. 

DOD issued interim rules in April 1994 and amended them in October 

1994. Final rules are expected to be published in mid-March of 

this year. 



With respect to environmental cleanup of contaminated properties. 

we have just released our report on the environmental impact at 

closing military  installation^.^ This report addresses the 

significant environmental cleanup challenges that face the 

Congress, DOD. the state. and local communities before the property 

can be reused. 

The Congress. DOD, and the Environmental Protection Agency have 

taken a number of actions over the past several years to resolve 

environmental cleanup issues at bases that are being closed and 

realigned. However, problems still remain. For example. our 

report shows that DOD's cost estimate for cleaning up 123 closing 

and realigning activities/installations increased to $4 billion in 

its fiscal year 1995 budget request.6 However, later, more 

comprehensive estimates developed by 84 installations for their 

April 1994 cleanup plans totaled about $5.4 billion. We found that 

even these estimates were understated. 

Our report also shows DOD has made all closing and realigning 

installations eligible for high priority cleanup funding. This 

high priority accelerates DOD's cleanup funding needs. However. 

'~ilitarv Bases: Environmental Imcsct at Closina 
Installations (GAO/NSIAD-95-70, Feb. 2 3 ,  1995). 

6 ~ h e  123 activities/installations are those that are 
identified in DOD's fiscal year 1995 base realignment and closure 
budget justification documents. This number differs from other 
summary figures for base closures because of the way DOD aggregated 
these numbers for budget purposes. 



63 percent of the $5.4 billion estimate is for installations that 

would not have been given a hig?. priority for cleanup funding if 

they were not ciosing or realigning. Also, most of the property 

will remain as federal lands and may not have to be cleaned up 

before reuse. In addition, in 1994 DOD received authority to use 

long-term leases so property can be placed into nonfederal reuse 

before cleanup is completed. To date, only a few leases have been 

signed. 

Finally, our report shows that DOD's cleanup progress has been 

limited. Most sites at closing and realigning installations are in 

the earliest stages of investigation and study and may be 10 years 

or more away from cleanup. DOD has made limited cleanup progress 

for several reasons. First, the study and evaluation process is 

lengthy. Second, some of the contaminated sites are just too large 

or prohibitively expensive to clean up and some of the cleanup 

methods are unsure. Decontaminating groundwater Is costly, 

difficult, and scnetimes imposslble. Third, new technoI.ogy is 

frequently not a ready option because it may involve c~iacceptable 

risks or contractors may prefer other technology based on their 

past experiences. 

To accelerate the environmental cleanup at closing installaticns, 

DOD established the Fast Track Cleanup program in July 1993. 

While certain elements in the program have achieved desired 

results, others have not, and opportunities for improvement remain. 



For example, one initiative focused on quickly identifying and 

transferring uncontaminated property. However, although the 

services identified about 121,000 of about 250,000 acres at 1988 

and 1991 closing installations as uncontaminated, the regulators 

only concurred on about 34,000 acres. Moreover, most of the 

uncontaminated property that has been identified is usually 

undeveloped, remotely located, and often not desirable for reuse. 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE FUTURE 

BRAC 1995 represents the last round of base closing reviews 

authorized under the 1990 legislation. Questions exist about 

whether sufficient infrastructure reductions will be made in the 

current round or whether additional rounds will be needed. 

Further, the B2AC round in 1993 was used to obtain BRAC Commission 

approval for changes to BRAC decisions made in 1991; the same is 

expected to occur in BRAC 1995 relating to prior 3RAC decisions. 

Since DOD cannot unilaterally change a BRAC Commission decision, 

questions exist as to how any adjustments to 1995 BRAC decisions 

will be made in the future once the 1995 BRAC Commission has 

completed its work. 

The question of whether the 1995 and earlier BRAC rounds will have 

eliminated sufficient excess infrastructure cannot be fully 

answered yet. However, recent statements by the Secretary suggest 

that excess infrastructure may remain after the 1995 BRAC round. 



DOD's goal for the 1995 round was to reduce the overall DOD 

domestic base structure by at least 15 percent of DOD-wide plant 

replacement value--an amount at least equal to the three prior BRAC 

rounds. Recently, the Secretary said that he expects that the 1995 

round reduction will be smaller than the 1993 round. This suggests 

that the current round may not meet DOD's stated goal. Our review 

of the 1995 round will address DOD's reasoning for the degree to 

which excess infrastructure was retained. 

If further BRAC rounds are needed, the recent history of base 

closures suggests that some form of authorizing legislation may be 

needed to overcome problems which inhibited base closures in the 

past. However, I am not suggesting such legislation at this point, 

because we have not completed our review of the current BRAC round. 

In addition, we plan to complete a more detailed assessment of 

lessons learned from these rounds to determine what worked, what 

did not work as well, and what might be done differently to 

facilitate any additional reductions. 

Regarding changes to prior BRAC decisions, the history of recent 

BRAC rcunds suggests that some mechanism will be needed to 

authorize changes to 1995 BRAC decisions. I am not recommending a 

specific approach at this time. However, we would be glad to 

provide some alternatives for your consideration at a later date. 



Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. I would be happy 

to respond to any questions from you or Members of the 

Subcommittee. 
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OVERVIEW 0F BRAC 1995 

The following is an overview of BRAC 1995 outlining DOD's selection 
criteria, key steps in DOD components' decision-making, and key 
dates pertaining to the BRAC process. 

DOD SELECTION CRITERIA 

Militarv Value (receives priority consideration) 

1. The current and future mission requirements and the impact on 
operational readiness of DOD's Total Force. 

2 .  The availability and condition of land, facilities, and 
associated air space at both the existing and potential 
receiving locations. 

3 .  The ability to accommodate contingency, mobilization, and 
future total force requirements at both the existing and 
potential receiving locations. 

4 .  The cost and manpower implications. 

Return On Investment 

5 .  The extent and timing of potential cost and savings, including 
the number of years, beginning with the date of completion of 
the closure or realignment, for the savings to exceed the 
costs. 

Community Im~acts 

6 .  The economic impact on communities. 

7 .  The ability of both the existing and potential receiving 
communities' infrastructure to support forces, missions, and 
personnel. 

8. The environmental impact. 

KEY STEPS TAKEN BY DOD COMPONENTS IN IDENTIFYING BRA? CANDIDATES 

-- Categorizing activities. 

-- Collecting data needed to identify excess capacity and 
establish military values at individual locations. 
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- - Identifying realignment and closure candidates and 
analyzing alternatives/scenarios. 

-- Performing analyses to gauge potential costs and savings from 
realignment and closure alternatives/scenarios. 

-- 
Determining economic, community, and environmental impacts. 

-- Recommending candidates for realignment and closure. 

KEY DATES 

The 1995 BRAC process is governed by certain key dates. No later 
than : 

-- March 1, 1995: The Secretary of Defense reports his 
recommendations for realignments and closures to the Defense Base 
Realignment and Closure Commission. This point marks the first 
public release of proposed realignments and closures and public 
availability of DOD BRAC documents. 

-- April 15, 1995: GAO provides Congress and the Base Closure 
Commission with "a report containing a detailed analysis of the 
Secretary's recommendations and selection process." 

-- July 1, 1995: The Base Closure Commission reports to the 
President on its recommendations for realignments and closures. 

-- July 15, 1995: The President transmits to the Commission and 
Congress a report containing his approval or disapproval of the 
Commission's recommendations. 

-- August 15, 1995: Should the President disapprove any of the 
Commission's recommendations, the Commission must transmit a 
revised list to che President. 

-- September, 1995: Congress has 45 days in which to enact a joint 
resolution should it desire to disapprove the entire package of 
realignment and closure recommendations. 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

BASE REALIGNMENT AND CLOSURE DEFINITIONS 

The following definitions were provided by the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense (OSD) to the Department of Defense (DOD) 
components for use in the 1995 base closure and realignment 
process. The definitions remain unchanged from the 1993 process. 

CLOSE 

All missions of the base will cease or be relocated. All personnel 
(military, civilian, and contractor) will either be eliminated or 
relocated. The entire base will be excessed and the property 
disposed. Note: A caretaker workforce is possible to bridge 
between closure (missions ceasing or relocating) and property 
disposal which are separate actions under Public Law 101-510. 

CLOSE, EXCEPT 

The vast majority of the missions will cease or be relocated. Over 
95 percent of the military, civilian, and contractor personnel will 
either be eliminated or relocated. All but a small portion of the 
base will be excessed and the property disposed. The small portion 
retained will often be facilities in an enclave for use by the 
reserve component. Generally, active component management of the 
base will cease. Outlying, unmanned ranges or training areas 
retained for reserve component use do not count against the "small 
portion retained." 

REALIGN 

Some missions of the base will cease or be relocated, but ethers 
will remain. The active component will still be host of the 
remaining portion of the base. Only a portion of the base will be 
excessed and the property disposed, with realignment (missions 
ceasing or relocating) and property disposal being separate actions 
under Public Law 101-510. In cases where the base is both gaining 
a d  losing missions, the base is being realianed if it will 
experience a net reduction of DOD civilian personnel. In such 
situations, it is possible that no property will be excessed. 

RELOCATE 

The term used to describe the movement of missions, units, or 
activities from a closing or realigning base to another base. 
Units do not realign from a closing or a realigning base to another 
base, they relocate. 
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RECEIVING BASE 

A base that receives missions, units or activities relocating from 
a closing or realigning base. In cases where the base is both 
gaining and losing missions, the base is a receivina base if it 
will experience a net increase of DOD civilian personnel. 

MOTHBALL, LAYAWAY 

Terms used when retention of facilities and real estate at a 
closing or realigning base are necessary to meet the mobilization 
or contingency needs of DOD. Bases or portions of bases 
"mothballed" will not be excessed and disposed. It is possible 
they could be leased for interim economic uses. 

INACTIVATE, DISESTABLISH 

Terms used to describe planned actions that directly affect 
missions, units, or activities. Fighter wings are inactivated, 
bases are closed. 
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Mr. Secretary, through previous BRAC processes some services have been more aggressive than 
others in reducing excess capacity, in fact I believe only one service made it an issue during the 
93 round. In light of the new cross service focus in the BRAC 95 round, how were decisions 
made to consolidate functions between services where one service had already reduced its excess 
capacity ? 
Was the service who got onboard with the closure process early penalized ? 

Mr. Secretary, the selection criteria for a base closure or realighnmen? have not changed 
throughout the last three rounds yet :!le lessons learned point tc up front environmental cleanup 
costs being prohibitive for services to implement base closure. First, are we keeping bases 
open because we cannot afford to close them due to lack of funds for environmental clean up ? 
Secondly, do you believe the eight criteria should be readdressed to reflect lessons learned from 
the previous closure rouilds ? 

Mr. Secretap. according to the Navy, results from the configuration computer model used for the 
base closures in 1993, were not always adopted by the Navy's BSEC. The N a ~ y  said that the 
results were merely the starting point for appij ing "military judgement" before making a final 
decision. For example, the Navy configured their zomputer model for dewmining berthing 
capacity at Naval bases so as to ensure that ships were spl:: evenly between the Atlantic and the 
Pacific in the ratios reflected 111 the President's FY 1994-95 Budget Submisson. O bvio~sly, 
imposing an assumption on the process overrides the results of the capacity analjvsis. In addition, 
some bases with excess capacity were excluded from the 1993 capacity ana l  s7s b~cause 
(according to the Navy) they did not want to have ships homeported at certcin f2c:g>t;:s. Could 
you tell us if similar accomadations were made before the 1995 list of recornnl~..~ A .,o sres 
was made ? 

Mr. Secretary, according to the Navy, in the 1943 closures ship berthing was given more weight 
when making capacity projections than was the capability of bases to perform intermediate ship 
maintenance. Was the same decision-making process applied to the 95 list ? What is the Nay ,  
policy for determing berthing needs ? For example, in 1993 the Nay-  planned f ~ r  providing 67 
percent of it's fleet with the exception of it's aircraft ~arriers. It was assumed that the balance of 
the fleet would either be at sea or in a shipyard 

Mr. Secretary, in 1993 the Navy assumed that it would require 50 percent less capacity in it's 
aviation maintenan.-e depots in order to support the DO3 Force Structure Plan. Assuming your 
current list of recommended closures is favorably acted on , what percent of avia;ion depot 
maintenance capacity will remain after 1995 ? 



Mr. Secretary, the key Navy measurement during BRAC 1993 for determining excess capacity at 
naval shipyards was direct labor mandays for both nuclear and non-nuclear work. Even though 
excess capacity was found to existat the Long Beach Naval Shipyard, the Navy's BSEC made a 
"military judgement" to keep the shipyard open because of the absence of carrier dry-docks on 
the west coast. Has the Navy recommended maintaining excess shipyard capacity after the 1995 
rounds of closures are completed and if so what are the labor mandaj,s that are considered 
excess? 

Mr. Secretary, with regard to redirects from previous base closure rounds, was it your 
department's policy to unilaterally address local issues perceived as remaining from previous 
rounds, or did DoD study such issues only if requested by concerned local conununities? 

Mr. Secretary, the third selection criterion deals with contingency and mobilization requirements. 
When addressing and quantifying excess capacity, to what extent did you formally acco~nt for 
surge and contingency requirements, and how did you quantify them for study? 

Mr. Secretary, a USD(A&T) memo of 3 1 May 94 provides for the exclusion of a base from study 
for closure and realignment if it is found to be militarily/geographically unique or mission- 
essential. As this is rather broad, could you give some examples of how it was applicd and what 
sort of specific characteristics qualified bases for exclusion from study? 

Mr. Secretary, DoD guidance provides that bases excluded from study for closure or realignment 
on the basis of being military/geographic unique oi belonging to a category in which no excess 
capacity exists will remain subject to join cross-senrice review. Were there an!: instances of the 
cross-service review resulting in a recommendation for a realignment or closurcs which was at 
variance u':h an individual Service decisio~i to exempt a base for study? 
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Chairman Dixon, members of the Commission, it is an honor for me to appear before 
you today to provide an overview of the recommendations for closure and realignment 
of Navy and Marine Corps bases and installations. 

These recommendations have been generated through a process that builds upon the 
successful BRAC-93 procedures. That process was validated in the last round by both 
the General Accounting Office (GAO) and the Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission (BCRC) after a very thorough and extensive review. 

Mr. Chairman, our primary goal for BRAC-95 was, of course, to reduce Department of 
the Navy infrastructure to the minimum shore facilities required to sustain the Navy and 
Marine Corps forces through 2001. But, more than that, we are seeking to design a 
more streamlined, efficiently located, and responsive baseline of support, capable of 
meeting the needs of a forward deployed, expeditionary force. This is an absolutely 
critical requirement. Our visibility throughout the world must be reflective of a potent 
force that is able to demonstrate our resolve wherever it is deployed. 

With our transition in operational focus to a "...From the Sea" fighting force, we must 
also undertake "rightsizing" of our infrastructure support. Such "rightsized" 
infrastructure must be able to sustain naval forces in the broad spectrum of responses 
which I'm sure, Mr. Chairman, you fully appreciate, based on your many years of 
experience in defense matters as a member of the Senate Armed Services Committee. 
We have been careful to ensure that the remaining Navy and Marine Corps base 
structure is correctly configured to maintain a broad range of demanding operational 
requirements well into the foreseeable future. While we recognize that the resources 
freed up by this process are vital to future readiness, we are mindful of our obligation to 
preserve readiness today as well. With it comes a responsibility that has caused us to 
scrutinize each detail of each decision in each recommendation to be sure that we do 
not, through lack of foresight, leave our nation vulnerable in any way. We embrace the 
base closure process as a unique opportunity to properly tailor our shore support 
organization and have sought to take full advantage of that opportunity. 

Mr. Chairman, in your invitation, you highlighted the fact that this is the last round of 
base closure authorized under the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990. 
You also indicated you are interested in a process for future base closure. There is no 
question that your previous experience, combined with your current position, places you 
in a unique position to influence the direction of this process today and well into the 
future. 



With this in mind there are two questions that need to be asked. First, "how soon 
should we begin this process again?" This, I believe, is dependent on the availability of 

funding necessary to carry out the base closures already approved by previous 
BRAC decisions. If we are forced to retain installations because of a shortfall in funding 
two negative situations will result. First, the Department of the Navy will not be able to 
achieve all the benefits we are counting on with our "rightsizing" effort. And, secondly, 
communities will not be able to convert these installations for economic redevelopment. 
This would be the worst of all possible worlds. Couple this with the expected further 
downsizing of our force structure, and I believe we may once again need the 
streamlined, open process allowed by this Base Closure Act to reorient our 

. infrastructure as required by then-current conditions. Without that process, we have a 
very limited ability to affect such changes on our own. 

The second question I believe is this, "is there a better way to do this work in the 
future?" From the Department of the Navy's perspective, the Base Closure Act has 
worked well. I think, Mr. Chairman, you and your former colleagues on the Senate and 
House Armed Services Committees accomplished a remarkable achievement with this 
legislation. If it is possible to duplicate it for future rounds of base closure, it has our 
endorsement. 

On the other hand, because this is the last scheduled round of closures, we have 
proceeded as if this were our final chance to bring the size of our infrastructure into 
balance with the declining size of operating forces. 

.I 
We have faced a very different challenge from the first rounds of base closure. As we 
performed detailed studies of our remaining support infrastructure, it was evident that 
the margin separating activities to keep, and those to give up, was slight. Nevertheless, 
we have arrived at a coherent set of recommendations which, when taken together with 
the decisions made in all previous rounds, result in a Navy and Marine Corps 
infrastructure able to support the kind of fast-paced, flexible, world-wide operations that 
our men and women will be conducting well into the next century. 

Four principal themes are evident in our process and recommendations. First, we must 
retain the ability to pursue or sustain essential technological effort. Next, we must 
provide appropriate maintenance support to fleet assets. Third, our operational 
homeports must be structured to provide the necessary degree of flexible responsiveness. 
Finally, we will position forces, training and support functions in a manner supporting 
the Total Force concept. With BRAC-95 we have eliminated unnecessary duplication in 
the Navy and Marine Corps without adversely impacting the quality of life achievements 
recently attained. The savings we generate from this process are absolutely critical to 
recapitalization -- the linchpin of our future readiness. 

After all BRAC decisions are implemented, the bases and installations that remain will 
support the critical warfighting effectiveness of our Sailors and Marines. We have 



maintained the infrastructure necessary for them to train, to perform needed 
maintenance to ships, aircraft and other weapons systems, and to provide other support 
to operating forces. These also are the places where our men and women live. 
Therefore, it is important that these bases and stations contribute to overall morale, and 
thus operational readiness, by providing acceptable housing, and sufficient social, 
recreational, religious, and other support for Sailors, Marines and their families. 

With these objectives in mind, I charged the Under Secretary of the Navy, Mr. Richard 
Danzig, to assemble a Base Structure Evaluation Committee for the evaluation and 
deliberations required to satisfy the mandates of the Act. This Committee was chaired 
by the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Installations and Environment, Mr. Robert B. 
Pirie. The Vice Chair is Mr. Charles P. Nemfakos, a senior career civil servant. The 
other members of the Committee are four Flag and General officers and two additional 
Senior Executive Service career civilians. 

We employed a methodology characterized by the highest standards of analytical rigor. 
The Committee was supported by the Base Structure Analysis Team, whose 
responsibility was to collect data and perform analysis as directed by the Evaluation 
Committee. The Analysis Team was composed of about 50 senior military and civilian 
analysts. They represent a broad spectrum of operational and technical expertise. 

The Naval Audit Service worked in conjunction with the Analysis Team to ensure that 
the standards of integrity which the public has every right to expect were strictly 
followed. These auditors reviewed and validated the data gathering process from top to 
bottom, employing over 250 auditors from coast-to-coast and in Washington. 

To ensure that the process was responsive to Navy and Marine Corps leadership, the 
Evaluation Committee held a number of deliberative sessions with the Fleet 
Commanders in Chief and other major commanders to apprise them of the progress of 
the process and to discuss potential impacts on Fleet operations, support, and readiness. 
Prior to making my final decision, I met with the Chief of Naval Operations and the 
Commandant of the Marine Corps several times to seek their advice as well. 

. . -. 

When considered in conjunction with the previous rounds of base closures, BRAC-95 
represents the continuation of a significant initiative to correctly align infrastructure 
with the operational forces it must support. Clearly, excess capacity remains. But 
where it remains, it has been identified as peculiar to a particular type of installation, or 
it is being retained to protect future flexibility. 

The efforts of the Department of Defense Joint Cross-Service Groups complemented our 
process. The task of these multi-service analytical groups was to identify possible asset 
sharing opportunities in five functional areas and the crucial area of economic impact. 
Members of our Analysis Team were assigned to each of the Cross-Service Groups, to 
ensure that both technical and base closure knowledge and experience were applied to 



the functional analyses conducted by the groups. Many alternatives forwarded by the 
Joint Groups were anticipated by Department of the Navy scenarios already under 1(1 study. We formally considered all of the Joint Cross-Service alternatives, and many of 
our recommendations include Joint Group suggestions. The joint cross-service process 
not only gave us a broader sense of what was possible, it also confirmed the validity of 
our evaluation process. 

I'm confident that the Commission recognizes the enormity of the task involved in 
reviewing over 800 activities in five categories fully considering all mechanisms to reduce 
excess capacity. The consistent theme in looking at that large universe of activities was 
to ensure that we could satisfy our goal of having a shore infrastructure that had the 
full range of capability to support our Navy and Marine Corps Team. 

And now, Mr. Chairman, I would like to discuss each of our five major groupings and 
to portray how our evaluation of each is consistent with what we believe our naval 
forces need to satisfy our future requirements. 

I t  was clear, Mr. Chairman, from the beginning of this round, that we must proceed 
very carefully in our search for excess capacity. We could not afford to give up what we 
might need in this uncertain world to retain the flexibility that our Operational 
Commanders require. The approach taken in this final round was profoundly affected 
by the 1993 base closure round. As you recall, in 1993, my Department completely 
closed two major ship homeports and both a Navy and a Marine Corps major aviation 

..I center. Our decisions this time were carefully constructed to ensure that our forces had 
sufficient capacity remaining at operational bases to ensure the flexible response to 
changing operational requirements that has become so vital to the Naval forces' ability 
to go in harm's way, as well as to perform emerging new peacetime missions. 

Much of the remaining ship home porting capacity is located in our fleet concentrations 
on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. While our aggressive operating tempo would allow 
some additional closures, I did not think it prudent to further reduce our stateside 
infrastructure beyond the actions from the BRAC-93 round. 

The changing shape of our Pacific fleet, and the changing nature of Pacific deployment 
patterns, allowed us to reduce our Western Pacific presence in Guam, while retaining 
the necessary wharves, infrastructure, and equipment to allow continued access. The 
realignment of the Naval Activities on Guam eliminates the day-to-day presence of the 
Fleet Combat Support Ships, supply stores, and ashore maintenance organization, while 
retaining the necessary infrastructure from these activities to allow reconstitution if the 
need arises. The Naval Magazine, Hospital, Communications Station and on station 
afloat emergent repair capability remain on the island, providing a robust Navy 
presence. 

In a related realignment, the Naval Aviation assets presently on Guam, and scheduled 



for relocating from the Naval Air Station closed in the BRAC-93 round to Andersen Air 
Force Base, are recommended to be relocated with the Supply Ships they support or 
collocated with similar aviation assets at existing bases elsewhere. 

The remaining Naval Stations are sized and located to allow the Operational 
Commanders the flexibility they need to conduct the day-to-day training, maintenance 
and logistics support to guarantee the force readiness required to meet the Department's 
global commitments. 

For Naval Aviation, previous round closures were cost effective but had significant start- 
up costs at existing bases for the transfer of assets from closing bases. Naval Aviation 
assets have continued to be significantly reduced in the force structure plan. Our 
analysis this time considered realignment of prior BRAC movements in order to 
minimize future expenditure of scarce resources by better using existing facilities 
5hrough collocation of like airframes and grouping of common missions at existing bases. 

heassigning carrier based anti-submarine warfare assets to Naval Air Station 
Jacksonville builds a synergy of anti-submarine warfare platforms and allows single 
siting of all Navy F-14 and Navy Atlantic Fleet strike-fighter tactical aviation in existing 1' 
capacity at Naval Air Station Oceana. Pacific Fleet carrier support aviation is 
redirected to North Island. The combination of these redirections saves military 
construction at Marine Corps Air Station Cherry Point and Naval Air Station Lemoore 
equivalent to an entire naval air station, and avoids the building of new capacity for 
Naval Aviation. 

The shift in location and reduction in maritime patrol operations allows the closure of 
Naval Air Station Adak. The vital asset at Naval Air Station Key West is i 
irreplaceable training airspace, so I have recommended realigning it to a d:fAir  
Facility to release unneeded excess infrastructure not associated with the operational 
training mission. 

When considering Reserve aviation infrastructure, we focused on the fleet commander's 
desire to have the best possible aviation capability in the Northeast region. The b e t  
way to meet fleet operational needs, support Total Force requirements and reduce excess 
capacity was to close Naval Air Station South Weymouth and move Reserve assets to ---- - 

Station Brunswick, Maine. This supports integration ve 
preserves demographics and gives ur the most capable bas-to// 
fleet operations. 

Depot maintenance is a cornerstone of fleet readiness and of forward presence and 
power projection sustainment. Our ability to provide the required depot support for 
our operational forces is critical to ensuring the nation's ability to continue meeting the 
high operational tempo associated with contingency operations. Our BRAC-95 analysis 



focused on eliminating excess capacity while ensuring that the right combination of 

r) capability and capacity remained to meet fleet operational requirements. The Navy 
Department's depot capabilities are the most diverse in Department of Defense and span 
aviation, surface ships, submarines, and ground combat weapon systems. While excess 
capacity was fragmented across a large number of diverse categories, significant 
reductions overall will be achieved through our BRAC-95 recommendations. 

The smaller force structure with little relief from operational requirements dictates a 
highly responsive, robust industrial maintenance capability at major fleet concentrations. 
The Department must safeguard a level of nuclear ship repair capability and the ability 
to meet both scheduled and emergent depot maintenance requirements to support fleet 
assets forward deployed around the world. Our BRAC-95 depot maintenance 
recommendations are a continuation of the efforts that began in 1991 and include the 
closure the Ship Repair Facility at Guam and our last remaining non-nuclear shipyard 
at  Long Beach. The decreased ship depot maintenance requirements associated with a 
smaller force and changing deployment patterns enable the closure of these activities, 
while meeting fleet requirements to support Unified Commanders' taskings. 

Additional excess capacity was eliminated through consolidations, divesture of facilities, 
and the incorporation of technical center industrial workload into remaining depot 
activities. These actions, along with previous closures equate to a reduction of 50% of 
our aviation depots, 64% of our shipyards and ship repair facilities, and 64% of the 
depot maintenance functions that were previously located at our technical center 
activities. The magnitude of these reductions clearly demonstrates the Department's 
firm commitment to "rightsize" to levels commensurate with future requirements. 

We applied a great deal of emphasis and energy to the review of our array of Technical 
Centers. Our efforts were focused on "rightsizing" to the appropriate minimum set of 
sites that would give significant overhead cost reductions, while, at  the same time, 
ensuring that we could pursue essential technologies and develop warfighting systems 
capability well into the twenty-first century. We tried to match our infrastructure 
reductions with the changes in numbers and use of our operational forces. Our 
emphasis was to minimize the amount of topline money going into the cost of operating 
and maintaining a large infrastructure and to focus our limited resources on the 
development, acquisition, and operation of warfighting systems. 

We developed a mosaic map of the workload and capabilities of all Navy technical 
activities. We then attempted to reduce excess capacity through consolidation of similar 
work into the larger sites with full spectrum, total life cycle and total systems 
responsibilities. We continued our historical thrust of the collocation of our laboratory 
and development responsibilities with sites where major ranges exist. Throughout our 
deliberations, we were ever mindful of the need to provide immediate technical support 
and maintenance to the major fleet concentrations. 



I am pleased to report that we have developed a list of recommendations that we feel 
will significantly improve technical support to the fleet while reducing overhead cost. 
and duplication. We shed depot and industrial functions from the Technical Centers 
and returned these efforts to the Navy Industrial activities or made the decision to 
depend on the private sector. 

An example of this industrial consolidation is our recommended closure of the Naval 
Surface Warfare Center, Crane Detachment, Louisville, Kentucky. This action 
consolidates ships' weapons systems--primarily guns and associated equipment-- with the 
general industrial workload at Norfolk Naval Shipyard, which already has many of the 
required facilities. This functional workload distribution also offers an opportunity for 
cross-servicing large gun barrel plating functions to the Army Watervliet ( Water-va- 
lay) Arsenal in New York. Some engineering will relocate with other engineering 
workload at  the Naval Surface Warfare Center in Port Hueneme, California. The 
Close-in-Weapons Systems depot maintenance functions collocated with similar functions 
a t  the Naval Surface Warfare Center in Crane Indiana. 

Likewise, the closure of the Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division, Indianapolis, 
Indiana collocates similar efforts into Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane, Indiana, 
but also consolidates weapons workload into the extensive laboratories and ranges at  the 
Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division, China Lake, California, and moves 
aircraft related efforts into the significant consolidations that form the Aircraft Center 
of Excellence at  Patuxent River, Maryland. By these consolidations we also realize both 
a reduction in excess capacity and major reductions in cost. 

Obviously, Mr. Chairman, the closures were difficult decisions. But the reduction of 
excess capacity, the relocation of functional workload to activities performing similar 
work, and the economies that will be gained in the management of these similar 
functions demanded our consideration and resulting recommendations. Our 
recommendations both reduce our technical infrastructure and result in significant 
savings to the taxpayer and the Department of Defense, without impeding our ability to 
provide the forward presence, power projection and warfighting responsibilities for 

.. .. 

which we are responsible. 

Operational education flexibility was the key to the Department's examination of the 
existing capacity within the training establishment. To support the smaller force levels 
dictated by the Force Structure for 2001, it might appear that we could dramatically 
shrink our capacity. However, we were concerned that our training activities be able to 
support fleet operational requirements to allow Sailors and Marines to be trained in 
their homeports, and that we continue to offer graduate level education and the 
opportunity to participate in the type of policy decision-making exercises the Naval War 
College offers in the joint service world. Accordingly, we eliminated excess aviation 
training capacity by closing and realigning two training air stations to take advantage of 
the full airspace and ground support synergies at the West Florida and South Texas 



complexes. We also realigned llschoolhouse" training activities to be more responsive 
either to the fleet or to follow-on training opportunities. The result of these actions are 
centralized, economically-based training center complexes which serve fleet sailors and 
marines. Our recommendations result in educational institutions, fleet training centers, 
and training air stations which provide personnel-oriented, family-supportive training 
complexes that meet requirements for today and the future. These recommendations 
build on and support initiatives endorsed by previous BRAC decisions. 

In the Personnel Support/Other category the Department evaluated the changes that 
were necessary to reflect force downsizing and closures. The focus in Reserve centers 
was to retain an infrastructure that supports a Reserve force that is robust, 
demographically sound and supports fleet readiness. For administrative activities, we 
pursued further streamlining to eliminate excess and support the President's National 
Performance Review. Reduction of management layers continues and further refines the 
process begun by the Department in BRAC 93. 

Our recommendations resize the Reserve infrastructure by closing eleven Reserve 
Centers. These closures, in conjunction with BRAC 93 recommendations, maintain a 
presence in each state, maintain a demographically sound Reserve establishment, and 
are supportive of the fleet, Reserve recruiting, and readiness. 

Six actions for closure and realignment are recommended for administrative activities. 
All of these actions reflect a concerted effort to balance the need to reduce 
infrastructure against that of supporting force readiness. The redirect of Space and 
Naval Warfare Command Headquarters to San Diego is an example of the effort to 
create a synergy between the Navy's headquarters commands and the fleet. This 
redirect consolidates a command activity with its technical activity in an area of fleet 
concentration. It collocates those providing the requirement with those having the 
requirement, and eliminates one entire management layer. This action will allow 
translation of fleet requirements into a product that functions in the operational 
environment with minimal delays. 

With theserecommendations I am happy to report that our BRAC-95 goals have been 
achieved. They reflect the closure or realignment of 62 Department of the Navy 
activities. Annual savings will exceed $600 million per year, with a net present value of 
savings of $8.5 billion over 20 years. These actions should be viewed in conjunction 
with the significant actions undertaken by the Department during BRAC-93, where our 
actions resulted in annual savings of $1.4 billion and a net present value of savings of 
$9.7 billion over 20 years. 

For example, if implemented, the elimination of the excess capacity represented in our 
current recommendations could translate, in the first year alone, to the capability to 
accomplish nearly $1-billion in research and development work, plus the overhaul of 12 
major combatants, the training of 800 naval aviators, and the basing of approximately 



two carrier air wings. 

While this round of base closure evaluation was underway, the Department of the Navy 
continued the process of implementing the prior three rounds of BRAC decisions. For 
Fiscal Years 1996 and 1997 we have requested over $3 billion to execute our base 
closure program. Ninety-eight Navy and Marine Corps bases were identified for closure 
in the previous three rounds. Thirty-eight other bases were selected for realignment. 
Of the original 98 bases, 49 have been closed and 11 others have been realigned. We 
would like to be further along on implementing these decisions, but we have been 
hampered by less than adequate funding. These resource limitations have restricted our 
ability to close facilities in a timely manner and have delayed our expected savings. 
These delays not only jeopardize force modernization, they also delay return of these 
facilities to productive civilian use. 

With our BRAC-95 recommendations, Mr. Chairman, the Department of the Navy also 
anticipates considerable savings once the actions are realized. Obviously, if the 
implementation process is delayed or full funding is not received, the savings we have 
projected will not be realized. We already expect, and we are basing our Department 
budget projections on the realization of $1.9 billion per year in savings from earlier 
BRAC rounds. It is, therefore, absolutely vital that we stay the course; we must make 
these suggested cuts in excess infrastructure. Our future readiness depends on it. 

The base realignment and closure process, as you and your colleagues had the foresight 
to envision when you gave us these tools, has come a long way from those early days of 
1988, which I know you remember well, Mr. Chairman. I can fully assure you that our 
process of selection has been as accurate, fair, responsible, and responsive as we could 
possibly make it. 

As in the previous rounds, Mr. Chairman, this is a very painful process. We are saying 
goodby to trusted friends and dedicated communities. They have nurtured and adopted 
our bases. They have fed and housed our troops. They have entertained and counseled 
our families during those long absences for which our maritime forces are well known. 
They were always there to welcome us home and to honor those who gave all they had 
to give. Because of this long-standing relationship, I believe the efforts of your 
committee are critical in ensuring the citizens of these communities that the correct 
decisions have been made. 

Throughout the Nation we are seeing the successful reutilization of our Navy and 
Marine Corps installations. Local leaders are implementing plans to diversify the use of 
land and facilities closed and realigned under previous BRAC actions. We are confident 
that with the President's "Five Part Community Reinvestment Program" we can work 
together with commonties to create new jobs. You can be confident we will do every 
thing we can to revitalize our communities. 



And now I would like to introduce Admiral Mike Boorda, Chief of Naval Operations, 
General Carl E. Mundy, Commandant of the Marine Corps, Assistant Secretary of the 
Navy Robert B. Pirie, Chairman of our Base Structure Evaluation Committee, and Mr. 
Charles P. Nemfakos, Executive Director of our Base Structure Analysis Team. 
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WASHINGTOW. D.C. 20130-I000 

08 December 1993 

w MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRIBUTION 

Subj: C O M P W C E  WITH THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT ACT 
OF 1990 

The D e p m e n t  of the Nzvy continues to be involved in a wide range of planning efforts 
aimed at further reducing inh-strumre. Elements of these pianning efforts will be reflected in 
POM-96 and POM-97. In this connection, it is important to take into account the resai~tions 
imposed by thc D e f e w  Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990, P.L. 101-510, zs amended 
by P.L. 102-190 a ~ d  P.L. 1 0 2 4 4  (10 U.S.C. 2687 note) (the Act). Where the Act applies, it 
is the exclusive authority for seiecting mitifary installaions for clo3m-e or reaiignrnent or for 
carrying out any closure or raalignment. Further, the Act provides that no funds may be used 
to idenufy, ttmugh any transminal to Congress or thmgh any public amouncement or 
nouficaion. any military installation under considexation for closure or realignment except as 
provided in the Act  

The Act prohibits (except in accordance with the process established by the Act) 
action to effect or implement (a) The closnre of any rnditary at which at least 300 
civilian personnel are authorized to be employed: @) hy/-!(at an insrallarion 
authorized to employ 300 or more civilian personnel) involving a reduction by more than 1,000 
or by more than 50 percent in the number of authorized ci- personnel; or (c) any w construction which will be required as the resnlt of relocation of cidi?n personnel to such 
facility by reason of any closure or realignment to which (a) or (b) applies. Unless "below 
thwAoId" activities have been recommended for c l o m  or realignment by the Defense Bas; 
Closure and Realignment Commission (Commission), the Act does not restrict the cfosm or 
reaiignment of installations with less than the requisite number of civilian employees. S W I y ,  
the Act does not restrict the closure or reaiigoment of overseas instalkdons or reductions in force 
resulting from workload adjustments, reduced personnei or funding ieveis. or skill imbalances. 

Additionally, the Act requires that, in considering military installations for closure or 
realignment, the Secretary "shall consider all mi a y  installations within the United States 
equally without regard to whether the instailation has been previously considered or proposed for 
closure or realignmem by the Depmentn 

Concurrent herewith, I am issuing SECNAWOTE 11000, which establishes procedures 
for carrying out the 1995 round of base closures and realignments pursuant to the Act All 
planning efforts outside the established base closure process must adhere to the following 
guidance: 

- While planning must continue and be reflected in POM-96 and POM-97, planning and 
-ecommendations for reducing the infr;lsuucm must be 1 i . d  requh'?mm a d  0ved.l - 
?pacity and must not consider or idennfy specific insrallation~ for closure or realignment 



- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - 

- -  - - - - - - - -  - - - - -  - - - -  
-- - - - - - - - 

- . ,  

- --. 
Subj: COMPLIANCE WTIH THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND ~ G l W E N I  A m  . 

OF 1990 

- Notwithstanding any planning efforts or proposed reductions included in POM-96 and 
POM-97, no action may be taken to effect or implement any closure or realignment that exceeds 
the numerical threshulds set forth in the Act until the 1995 Commicsion, the President, and the 
Congress have discharged their responsibilities under the A n  

- In derermining whether- the Act's numerical closure or ~ g n m e n t  thresholds are mer, 
individual ciosure or realignment actions may be considered separiiy. There is no need to r&e 
into account the cudnlative eften of individual actions. However. clusure or realignment act' m 
shall not be broken into smaller increments for the purpose of avoiding application of the . : 
Individual actions must be indewndenrlv justified irreswct*e of any consideration of thresh1 &. 
Subject to the foregoing, individual closure or realignment actions mat do not exceed the 
numerical thresh0id.s set fonh iu the Act may proceed outside the established base closure 
process. 

- Questions that arise in connection with this guidance shaU be referred to the General 
Counsel. who is responsible in the Depamnent of the Navy for &termjag wherher the legal 
reqtirements of the Act and other s ~ t e s  a d  regulations M g  closures and r e a l i p e n t ~  
under the 1988, 1991, and 1993 rounds of closures and realignments, and i.m& the fortficorr9ng 
1995 round of closures and realignments, are being met by the Department. 

It shouid be noted that studies shouid not be initiated whose soie pvposc is to Mwnce the base 
closure process. As outlined in the S E W  Notice, analyses and evaluation will be baxd only 
on certified data collected and included in the Base Stnrctnre Data Base. 

&h H. Dalton 
Secretary of the Navy 

Distribution: 
(See next page) 



I p i E p p H A T I O N  P m  

Bubjr USCINCPAC TWO-TIERED C O W I D  STRUCTURE 

- Provide an  un83ratandLng of tha aomand and a o n t r o l  ( C 2 )  conaegt 
UBCINCPAC w i l l  una to reepond to contingencies rho* of a Knjor RsgLonal 
Contingen.:~ (KRC) . 

- WGCINCPAC the PACOK warfLghter. An such, he La tho Plrnk tier i n  
t h e  c2 uoncopt. ha BUC!?, he e ~ e r e i f f a ~  0paratLonal oontroL (OPCOM) of 
a l l  assigned foraeo through deaLgnarad ope!.atLonal f i e l d  cammandarn 
a c t i n g  aa SoLnk Tank Porae Crurmandera (CJTY). The CJTF Ln the 
eocond t i e r  of the C2 concept. 

- Designated CJT6rn inalude CObtBEVE1.!THBLT, CDR ICORPS, and ~ 3 2  I11 KIIP. 
~ ~ K A L C O X  LO a l ~ o  deaignatcd CJTF f o r  dFsas t e r s  r e q u i r i n g  a mflitary 
roeponse i n  hleaka. FLnally, JTP-510 aako an CJTO for 808 mFssions and 
aa poss ib lo  intorim -I. 

- On-Faland Sercriae Coapontint Coaanandera, pr8viauaI.y Ln the OPCOX cha in ,  
now rekain c d m i n f n t r n t i v ~  and l o g i n t i a a l  reeupply authority only. Tha 
end rau: L t  is a more s t r -eamlhed chain of command whiah i n  more n u i t a d  
t o  r e e p n d i n g  to the quick ly  evolving a o n t i n g ~ n a f o a  i n  t h i s  theater. 

- Integrnl t o  t h e  C2 concept L8 t h o  Dap10yabl.o J o i n t  Task Porae 
Augmentaticn C e l l  (DJTTAC)  whFoh fa  a team of a p p r o x h t e l y  7 2  personnel 
who r o u t F n ~ l y  t r a i n ,  deploy, and exercfse  t oge the r  i n  support  of JTF 
aontLngeney opara t iona .  

-- Team 1% aomponod of multi-sorvtco, multf-dFeciplined personnel ,  
with approximately half t h e  team sourced from USCINCPAC Staff and h a l f  
frm on-Faland 60rvfce Component 8 t t t f f ~ .  

-- m a n  act ivated,  team to t a ~ l b r e d  to the mlssion and needs of t h e  
ofTF which t y p i c a l l y  r e u u ? t e  i n  20-26 personnel deployfng. 

-- Team mcrLntaFns a 6Fx-hour a l e r t  atatus and i n  t ra ined in arinLn- 
ac t ion  planning, o q u i p p ~ d  f o r  f f a l d  aondl t lona,  and peovFdee l h f t e d  
orgnnj-o c61 capabLlFtFeo. 

-- Upon 8 r r i v d t  team r e p o r t s  t o  CJTP and booomes park o f  hLs n t a f f .  

- hro- t fe red  CZ conoept has been va'.idated Fn t h r e e  d i a a s t e r  r e l i e f  
operatLana and numerous aomand pouk and f i e l d  t r a i n i n g  exerc i see .  

- USCINCPAC two-t iered C? conaept La a proven one. It al lows USCINCPAC 
t h e  ~ 1 e x i b L l L t y  t o  qu ick ly  respond t o  a l l  contingencFeo wFth the o p t b a l  
s t a f f  organLzatLonl tha right foraa mLx nnd the moat e f f a o t i v o  command 
etructura pooeible. 





DRAFT 
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT & ACQUISITION AND TEST & EVALUATION - 

The strategy for reducing infrastructure at RD&A and 
T&E activities and ranges will include vertical cuts.in 
non-core programs, consolidation of core functions at 
key installations, innovative cross service 
integration, partnerships with the private sector, and 
disposal of excess real property. Activities and 
ranges will retain minimum infrastructure to support 
essential core competencies and capacity requirements. 

LOGISTICS 

The strategy for reducing logistics infrastructure will 
include regional consolidation of common functions, 
process improvements, realignments, i:nd use of 
efficiencies gained from advances in technology. Naval 
logistics infrastructure will retain unique maritime 
integrated logistics support capability and capacity 
needed to support our Naval mission. 

TRAINING AND EDUCATION 

1 -In,- . 
nclude usbg 

Yr ncements, ioint opportunities, . and c o n s o l i ~ .  
n inf-elrre w i  U be 
1 skills for active duty 

and reserve personnel. 

The strztegy for reducing medical infrastructure will 
co-locate health care capability with Naval forse 
concentrations to support both readiness and health 
care provider training. Navy medical infrastructure 
will be sized to the minimum essential level necessary 

/,v.c-i..+!= 
to support peacetimenand contingency missions. Health 
care facilities will be considered for closure or 
downsizing when the number of Department of the Navy 
active duty and dependent beneficiaries is not 
sufficient to support a cost effective infrastructure, 
and adequate civilian or other federal sources of 
health care are available in the area. 



DRAFT 16 DEC is33 

CHARTER FOR INFRASTRUCTURE REDUCTION JOINT MANAGEMENT BOARD 

BACKGROUND: 
Department of Defense must move agressively toward a substantially 
smaller, more affordable infrastructure, while maintaining high 
quality, fully responsive forces beyond the year 2 0 0 0 .  This 
infrastructure must be the minimum essential to - support our 
national interests while enhancing readiness and quality of life. 

ISSUE: 
No cooperative mechanism exists to identify joint infrastructure 
reduction opportunities. 

ACTION: 
A joint management board ~ h a ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ n f o l  the Durpose of 
identifvins specif-ic interservice o~~ortunities to reduce ' infrastructure to an eificient level which supports the needs of 

Key to this effort is 
data inconsistencies and 
eration. Management board 
but are not limited to: 

- consolidating common support functions across Services to 
reduce infrastructure duplications. 

- assigning operational units with similar missions from 
more t h ~ n  one Service to one base. 

GOAL : 
t >tain minix, infrastructcre within DoD to support JCE assigned 
.,ales, Missions, and Functions of the Armed Services. 

MEMBERSHIP : 
4 star level representatives from the following: 

- USN - USMC - USAF - USA 

TIMELINE : 
T his Joint Management Board should report their findings NLT 30 
January 1994. 











TEAM MEMBERSHIP 

NAVSEA 

NAVSUP 

MSC 

*HQMC (I&L> 

091 

N8 

N6 

N4 

N2 

SPAWAR 

RADM(SEL) Jim Taylor 

CAPT Frank Guerard 

CAPT Bill Armstrong p , , ~ d  kI..f Of&- 

*LTCOL Terry Doran / ;.hy dlrrowcdprrFfirof r5. b,'fM+ '!',&,,f *fly .&SIC m w w -  

CDR Ron Cooper & i,?# p 0,p-cf - 

CDR Steve Oster 

Mr. John Eggener, GM-15 

CDR Fred Beckmann 

CAPT Ivan Dunn . 

CAPT George Klein 

LCDR Steve lselin 

* Attended 6-1 0 Dec only 



TEAM MEMBERSHIP 

CDR Ted Miller 

LCDR Will Mckerall 

NIIBUPERS CDR Al Sack 

Mr. Steve Sheppard, GM-15 

CAP-i Dave Morton 

CAP+ Mike Brinkac 

NAVRESFOR CAPT Jim Turner 
CINCLANTFLT CDn Bob Parsons 

CINCPACFLT CAPT Lee Champagne 

LCDR Jim Messeng il, JAGC, (Consultant) 





BACKGROUND RESEARCH 

.- Base Realignment And Closure Law 1990 - 4 Lessons learned in previous rounds - SEZNA'JKOTE 11000 of 8 Dec 93 on BRAC 95 

OSD Initiatives on BRAC 95 





I 
NAVY GUIDING PRlNClPLES I 

CHARACTERIZED BY FOUR CENTRAL CONCEPTS: I 
Support geographic concentration - 

I- Eliminate redundancy 

!-/ Increase reliance on joht capabilities and 
capacities 

. . 
Preserve unique core capabilities 

&&-.A, %.., . / f i  /k0 re1' 

J P G ~ C  ;t. 



















I Reserve infrastructure will maximize joint use of I 
I facilities. Reserve readiness requires that units be I 
I located where demographics and geography can support I 

mission requirements. 

! 



THE FOLLOWING ARE 
RECOMMENDED NAVY GUIDING 
PRINCIPLES THAT ARE SPECIFIC 

TO THE BRAC PROCES,S: 





1. 
- 

, Q 
4 

COMMON RESOURCE BASELINE 

d d 2  74 BRAC 95 process. Programmatic imbalances in dollars 

and manpower must be reconciled at the claimant level 

across the FYDP before formal data calls. 

(e.g. "Clear Wedges") 







ESTABLISH DOD GOAL: 

Retain minimum DOD infrastructure to 
support JCS assigned Roles, Missions 

and Functions of the Services. 





REDUCTION STRATEGIES TO SUPPORT DOD GOAL 

Consolidation of common support functions across v 
Services to reduce infrastructure duplication. 

; Assignment of operational units with similar missions 
from more than one Service to one base. 

t 



I 
JOINT SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES FOR 

INFRASTRUCTURE REDUCTION INCLUDE: I 
--h - Joint Basing. 
-=A - Depot Maintenance. - - Test and Evaluation Ranges. - - Technical Centers and Laboratories. 
--A - Education and Training. 
6 - In-patient Medical Treatment Facilities. 
r, r-/ Communications. I 



4 4 
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1 ,  

BARRIERS TO BE OVERCOME TO ACHIEVE 
JOINT INFRASTRUCTURE REDUCTIONS 

Lack of common measures, baselines and databases. 

. 

Differences in service business practices. 

d Historical lack of interservice cooperation. - Time 

h 



Establish Joint Four Star Management 
Board empowered to make 

recommendations on joint opportunities 
for infrastructure reductions. 

I 

; 



1. p.BQ3LEM EXZERIEKCED: The Fleet Commanders were not provided 
a formal opportunity to present their v i e x s  of desired shore 
infrastructure redustion. While "he N a v y  cannot be perceived to 
have made their BRAC decisions early in the process and then 
dedica t ing  t h e i r  data collection efforts towards supportinq these 
decisions, it is still essential that the  F l e e t  Comanders be 
given an opportunity to present their ideas. 

RRC!OMMTNnlTTON: Provide a mechanisn so that the Fleet 
Ccmmanders are afforded an opportunity to provide their thoughts 
a??d alternatives an infvasturcture reductian. 

3 .  PROBLEM: The tight time constraints for nearly 
every BRAC 93 data call s u h i s s i o n  did not  allow sufficient time 
f c r  development and revisw af the data c a l l  packages.  

RECOMMENDATION: Start the data col lect ian process earliqr 
asted data (lot quarter Fv 9 4 )  and allow more t i m e  to provide requ- 

su that cach lcvcl of the chain of command can spend the t i m e  
2eeded to provide quality submissions. 

3 .  PROBLE2-I EXPERIENCEQ: Because of difficulties with modem 
transmission and OPNAV8s inability to utilize overnight mailing 
serviaes,some of the hard copy data call packages were received 
af ter  their due date. 

REC m' ~stablish systen~s and train personnel so 
that moden transmissions can be used vhenever possible. If this 
canr: be done, the QPNh:' 3RAC team should' pursue a waiver so that 
they can uss overnight maii. 

4 .  PROBLI3I EEPEXIENCED: The OTIS prograz utilized bjj the 
BSAT/BSEC to determine excess capacity at receivicg insta:latlons 
did  not provide sufficient detail to allow an inforred decision 
as to whether a particular installation's existing assets could 
accept a new mission. For instance, although a station may have 
sufficient square yardage of parking apron to accept a KC-130 
squadron, it the  aircraft pavement was designed for much lighter 
ai rcraf t  ioadings the apron may not be able to be ased f o r  a new 
KC-120 mission. 

R P . C 3 W K E N D m :  Expand ar.d validate OTIS data at each base 
and notify the program so that it gives a more accurate picture 
of existing assets. Information provided in the E M C  93 data 
collec~ion effort should a l so  be evaluated f o r  i n p ~ t .  Ensure NCS 
parsonnel are trained in t h e  use of nTTS. 

5.  PROBLEM EXPEP,IE;UCED: Some confusion was expeyienead during 
development of the data call packsgas because of lack of detailed 
quidaxax on how t h e  packages wore to be put together. 



deta i l ed  instructio7s on haw the packages should look,  Recommend 
this guidance address the fallowing areas: 

- How pen and ink changes should be made (initialed, dated, 
etc.). - Hard copies should be Mons-sidedw. - Do not allow comments in cover let.ters, insist t h a t  
meaningful comments be part of t h e  data call package. It 
is important to recognize that footnotes and annotarinns 
to answers sometimes provide essential information in the 
evaluation of an a n s w e r .  - Either request that all blalihs be f i l l e d  i n  w i t h  NONE, N/k 
or put a etatement at ths beginning of the package that 
all blank blocks were l e f t  blank intentionally. 

- If the b a ~ c  CO or Comandar is out of to-m and can't sign 
the certification, ensure that the position title for the 
individual providing thc ocrtifiaation eignature is 
labeled ltACTINGu. 

- Copiss of any changes nade to a package m u s t  be 
distributed to next loidest level of chain of command so 
LhuL everyone kaows w h a t  the  final version looks like. - Although it is well understood t h a t  the  certification 
chain starts where the data is generated, there is 
confusion as to whether a l l  certifications should be 
forwarded to OPNAV O r  only zhe certifications o f  Llruse in 
comma~d. - Do a page count to ensure m a t  all pages are numbered and 
there are no missing pages. 

- Forward orlginal versions or data c a l l s  to the next level 
in t h e  chain of conmand. Copies are retained by 
submitting a c t i v i t y .  - Any data call which Involves coordination or extraction of 
information from a previous data call should be clearly 
identified as such and the previous data car1 number 
should be listed. - Ease Laading and personnel rniqration data sheuld be 
distributed in standard spreadsheet software (LCTUS or 
other user friendly version) so t h a t  totals are 
automatically calculated. 

6 .  PROBLEM EXPERIENCED: Valuable time, money and energy was 
expended at each level of the chain of command in t r a c k i n g  and 
forwarding "original inkw signatures. 

RECOMMENDATION: Eliminate the requirement for "original inkw 
certifications. Whcrc hard copies are required, facsimile 
versions should suffice. 

7 .  -: PRGB The Wordperfect 5.1 b i l e s  w i t h  charts,  
buxes and special  fonts were difficult to kccp uniform, hard to 
transmit, slow to i n t  a ~ d  added l i t t l e  value. 1F 

RECOMMENDATION: Avoid use of boxes, charts  and special fonts 
in wora procasslng programs. 



E. PROBLW EXPEP.IEljCSD: Several data calls requested 
information thac had already been provided to OPNAV, NAVFAC, etc. 
under e different. program/fnrmat.. This placed an unnecassary 
burden on the activities and resulted in unnecessary duplication 
in both data formatting and chain of command certification. 

RECOHMFNDATIO~: Elimlnata duplication and maximize use of 
validation/review of existing data bases rather that generating 
new ones. 

9. PROBLEM EXPERIENCEQ: S o m c  confusion cx i c t cd  ac to what data 
calis needed to be answered at the activity level and which could 
be anawered at the TYCOK/aloimsnt lcvcl. - Xn large part, t h i s  was 
due to different "levelw questions being includad in the sane 
data zall. 

RECOEMENDATION: Dreak out data calls so t h a t  the appropriate 
ievel  of the chain of commam3 can provide the required data. For 
exaapla, Data Cali 3 5  containe.;2 questions regarding support 
requirements for ships currently homeported as well as a question 
requesting rour aptions for ship nixes that could be used to 
accommodate additional ships. Clearly, ques~ions regarding 
currenzly holceported ships are best answered at the 
TYCOM/claimant level. j 
13. PROBLW EXPERIENCED: Segmentation of the data collection 
process resulted zn duplicate e f f ~ r t s  from dizferent claimacts 
(CINCLANTFLT, BUMED, etc.) within the sane geographic area. This 
occasionally resuited in conflicting data belng provide9 by two 
co-located activities. . ' 

! 

RECOMMEb1)ATXO~: Appoint a lead command to coordinate 
respanses to all questions addressing regional or local area 
matters. 

11. _PROBLEM -: Short-fused taskings and inquiries 
often resulted in confusion as information was passed down the 
cha in  of command*. This was due, primarily, to the fact that a 
najor portion af the taskings,  etc .  were conmunicated over the 
telephone and never confirned ia writinq- 

RECQWFNDATEON: Provide al; taskings, i n c p i r i e s ,  atc. in 
writing. 

12. PROBLEM EXPERIENCED: Tine constraints sometimes required the 
DSAT to task act iv i t ies  directly with providing information. 
This complicated the certification process and sometimes caught 
the major clainants woff-guardw. 

* 
RECOMMENDATION : u&& . the chain of command. 

13. PROBLEM EXPERIEYCIfD: Development; uC the Scenario Developsent 
data calls was sometimes delayed b e c ~ s e  of the difficulty in 

w detemining tne exact force structure (loading) t h a t  was Lu he 
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relocated. 

J ? R c O ~ F N ~ A T T O N :  nevelopment of the Scenario Devzlopment data 
calls was sometimes delayed because of the difficulty in 
determining the exact force structure (loading) t h a t  was to he 
relocsted. 

14. i Z Q D 3 M  EXPERIENCED: SECNAV, provided the BCRC w i t h  a list of 
~ropased  technical changes during their deliberations. 
CIIICWTFLT was informed that this action had been taken after 
thl fact. For CINCLANTFLT, the two corrections recommended w e r e  
not  considered necessary and the changes that C I N C W T F L T  would 
havc l iked  to havc made w e r e  not inaluded. 

R E C O ~ E N D A T I O N :  If technical corrections are to be 
s - h m i t t s d ,  s o l i c i t  input/comnents from the major claimants before 
passing them to the DmC. 

15. PROELEX EXPERIENCED; On a number of  occasions we approached 
OPHAV or the BSAT for a clarification and were t o ld  - Iswe k ~ o w  
";he allsuer to L f l a t  une because another na'jor claimant already 
asked the question." ~onfusian in intsrpretation of a question 
could result in the different ~ a j o r  claimants answezing the same 
qxestion in different ways. 

R E C O ~ N P A T f O I l :  Have members Of the GPNAV/BSAT BRAC 
teams keep a record of their u c l a r i f i c a t i o n s  for t h e  dayn arid fax 

1 then to all major claimants at COB. 

6 .  PROBLEM EXPERIENCED: Referring to some of the completed data 
calls was extremely difficult because the questions were not 
numbered and the page numbering o f t e n  changed as the act iv i t i e s  
completed the packages. 

RECO-MMENDATION: Nusber questions by section or paragraph. 

17. PROBLXM EXPERIENCED: Confusion existed as to who was a host, 
~ . a j o r  t e n a n t ,  small tenant, etc. 

RECOMMENnATTON: Before t h e  data collection process begins,  
all hosts and tenants should be identified and classed as either 
small, medium or large. 

18. PROBLEK EXPERIENCED: Several data calls involving cost and 
personnel data did not  differentiate between AT, NAF, contractor, 
Reserves and TAE personnel. 

RECOMMENDATION: Provide guidance in the data calls(s) 
whether the information being requested includes AF, N U ,  
contr-actor- , ~ e & r v a s  and TAR personnel. 

19. PROBLEM EXPERIENCED: U s e  of student '@average on board" (AQB) 
to cGmpare usage with t r a i c i n g  capacity is misleading because of 
surge loading, specialized training assets (Idbs, Lralners, 



e+c. ) , classrnnm s i  ze and schedul ing variances. 

QIiv' RRCOMMmATTON: Use "utilization of tra in ing  space* vice AOB 
when comparing usage w i t h  training capacity. 

20. PROBLEM EXPERIENCED: Claimants were mt provided with copies 
of COBRA data ans w e r e  unaware o f  what the'.qfinaln data input 
looked like. However, on several occasions the claimants were 
asked to defend difforencos between current cost astinates and 
those reflected in the COBRA runs. 

RECOKKEKDATION: As a minimum, claimanis should be i n f  armed 
of any modifications made to the input they provided., 

21. PROBLEM EXPERIENCED: Although OPNAV N44 tacked the claimants 
with providing a listing of their BFUC points  of contact and 
recclnmended that each claimant do the  same w i t h  each of their 
activities, there was never a c~nsolidated Navy-wide listing of 
BRAC points of contact. Many of the scenarios worked in the 
Later stages of the data collection effort involved 
irienLiiicatfur, US yairlltly base support reyuiremel:ts which crcssed 
ciaimancy lines. 

RECOMMENDATION: compile and distribute a Navy-wide BRAC 
point c r  cantact listing early in the data collection effort. 

22. U O ~ L E M  EXPERIENCED: During the budgetary process questions 
were raised questioning the need for certain MILCON projects. 
TFe 3ature of the questions indicated a lack of understanding oS 
fundmental requirements and geography. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: NAVCOMPT personnel must be trained on OTIS 
or claimant/TYCQf/NCB personnel should conduct site surveys of 
every requested MILCON projsct .  

2 3 .  PROBLEM EXPERImCED: There was a lack of understanding by 
various levels of the chain of command of what was desired during 
the data calls and budget submissions. As a resuult much effort 
was expended on needless work while impoftant information was not 
forwarded , 

PECO-NnATXONS: Conduct training sessions f o r  
cfaimants/TYCOMS/activities. Sample data calls and budget 
~u.bmissions should be examinod to show ALCON how thay can improve 
t h e i r  ~ ' m  work. 

24. PROBLEM EXPERIENCE: During the budget bearings it was 
discavered NCB could not fund the desired SECNAv rclooatione. In 
less than a week a l t e rna t e  less  expensive .plans were nade and 
funding was provided base9 on these hasty estimates. 

REC3MHENDATIOM; NCB inforin claimants early of proposed 
SECNAV relocations that can not be funded so that detailed 
alternate plans can be better daveloped, 
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NAVY QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD RESULTING FROM THE 
06 MARCH NAVY HEARINGS 

1. Question: Has the Navy provided to the Commission all of the information used in its 
decision-making process? If not, please provide it within the next five days. 

Answer: Yes. The Base Structure Data Base, which contains the certified data used for 
analysis, and the minutes and deliberative reports, which contain the decision-making record, 
were transmitted to the Commission on March 1, 1995. Copies of the analytical tool outputs 
for each subcategory (including capacity analysis summaries, military value matrices, and 
configuration analysis summaries) were transmitted on March 9, 1995. Revisions to the 
certified data, which were received by the Navy after transmittal of the Base Structure Data 
Base, were forwarded on March 14, 1995. Final certified data for several COBRA scenarios 
was transmitted on March 20, 1995. 

2. Question: Secretary Gotbaum described the method used by the Services to create a 
military value ranking for each base in a category which was used to determine closure or 
realignment choices. Are there any circumstances where the Navy closed or realigned bases 
which ranked higher than bases not included on the Navy list? If so, please explain the 
reason for not following the military value rankings. 

Answer: There are a number of instances where the Department of the Navy's - 
recommendation's close or reahgn bases with higher relative military value scores than bases 
whch were not affected by recommendatio~~, The reason for these results is inherent in the 
Focess followed by the DON, which was identical to that used and validated by the 
Commission in BRAC-93. 

As described in our report on pages 21 to 25, military value analysis was conducted of 
each subcategory of activities to arrive at a relative score which represented how each activity 
in a subcategory related to a series of questions which portrayed the characteristics of the 
subcategory. The results of the military value analysis and the capacity analysis for each 
subcategory were then used as inputs to the linear programming model used for configuration 
analysis. For the Department of the Navy, configuration analysis sought to identify that set of 
installations for each subcategory that both would satisfy the future force structure 
requirements and would allow the retention of installations whose overall military value 
average was at least equal to the average of the current set of existing installations. This 
methodology was developed because of the nature of naval installations, which tend to be 
multi-functional activities (as opposed to one unitlmission = one base ) with locational 
limitations (e.g., support to the fleet in the Atlantic and Pacific). The restriction on average 
military value derives from the philosophy that the Department, after base closure, should be 
in at least as "good" a position as it is now vis-a-vis the installations it retains. The 
operational flexibility that is central to naval forces depends on operational and forward 
deployment requirements. As these requirements change, the nature of and requirements for 
our bases change. As a result, although we use individual activities to arrive at a perspective 
on the military value of a particular subcategory, the overall value to the Department is 



oriented on the aggregate. Configuration analysis allowed us to seek the best installations 
which would satisfy our future requirements in an operationally feasible manner. 

The use of this methodology and the resultant closure scenarios developed do lead to 
results where installations are recommended for closure as a function of satisfaction of force 
structure requirements rather than absolute military value. An example of this result, as noted 
during our testimony before the Commission on March 6, 1995, is Long Beach Naval 
Shipyard. While Long Beach's military value is about .02 points higher than the military 
value of Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Long Beach was selected for closure to eliminate excess 
shipyard capacity. Portsmouth was considered for closure but not recommended because of 
concerns over future nuclear force requirements. Another example may be found in training 
air stations, where NAS Meridian was recommended for closure and NAS Corpus Christi was 
recommended for realignment. Both have higher military value scores than NAS Whiting 
Field, which is to be retained. The two recommendations are the result of the various 
installations' ability to satisfy pilot training requirements, rather than an arbitrary military 
value cut-off. Given the diverse nature of the activities in the Technical Center subcategory, 
the Administrative Activities subcategory, and the Reserve Activities subcategory, while 
military value was helpful in arraying the capabilities of these activities, satisfaction of future 
capacity requirements was key to the scenarios which were considered and which resulted in 
the Department's final base closure recommendations. 

In summary, the nature of naval bases is such that they do not have equal capacity to 
support the force structure. In determining which bases to close, we need to be able to retain 
bases with the best collection of military value that also satisfy capacity requirements. If this 
analytical approach was not followed, we would either have to keep more excess capacity 
than we need or to close more base structure than we can operationally afford, resulting in a 
requirement to build additional capacity at the remaining bases. 

3. Question: Some communities have expressed concern about inconsistent levels of 
cooperation from base commanders in preparing their rebuttals to the DoD proposals. What 
guidance did the Navy give its base commanders regarding cooperation with local 
communities during the BRAC process? 

Answer: The primary guidance to commanders regarding conduct of the BRAC process 
was contained in public affairs messages issued on April 15, 1994; January 18, 1995; 
February 3, 1995; February 15, 1995; February 23, 1995; and February 24, 1995. Key points 
relating to dealings with local communities are as follows: 

- The importance of maintaining open lines of communication between base 
commanders and local communities cannot be overemphasized. Uninterrupted base 
participation in face-to-face meetings with community leaders/neighbors is important 
to reinforce longstanding community partnerships, to address possible rumors and 
misinformation, and to make sure all our neighbors are getting the big picture. All 
commands can and should continue to pursue all current and planned community 



relations and partnershiploutreach activities, but should remain mindful of 
longstanding Navy policy to remain impartial. 

- Prior to the Secretary of Defense's forwarding of the BRAC-95 recommendations to 
the Commission, no public release of the Navy recommendations, or data or analysis 
compiled in support of those recommendations, was authorized. However, 
commands were authorized to respond to inquiries using normally releasable, 
unclassified information, such as number of employees, military population, payroll, 
command and tenants' missions, current base contracts, etc. 

- Following submission of the DoD recommendations, inquiries received by local 
commands relating to factual information upon which naval installations were 
recommended for closure or realignment can be answered to the extent that factual 
and accurate information is on hand, properly coordinated, and cleared for release by 
the local command's chain-of-command. Details concerning an installation's 
mission, size, number of personnel, payroll, and other local information normally 
releasable may continue to be released. However, commanders were advised to 
avoid speculation about whether the Commission wlll approve or disapprove the list 
of recommendations, what impact closure of a specific installation would have upon 
local areas or military capabilities, and what savings may be gained. 

There are no restrictions on hosting informational briefings or tours of base facilities 
for community group representatives. The decisions to accept such visit requests 
may be made at the command level. With regard to Congressional visits, 
commanders were advised that members of Congress should be given access to 
installations for the purpose of learning about base operations and missions and 
about community relations-related topics, such as the impact of the base on the local 
community. Further, base commanders should be prepared to provide this type of 
information to anyone seeking it. The only limitation is that commanders must 
avoid speculation on whether their installation should or should not be approved for 
closure or realignment. 

In their official capacities, naval personnel must remain neutral and should avoid the 
appearance of taking sides relating to a decision to close or realign a certain base. 
Command officials must exercise discretion in hosting on-base activities, accepting 
invitations to speak, or attending public functions in their official capacity which 
could be considered inconsistent with DoD standards of conduct policy or 
misconstrued as support for any particular cause vis-a-vis BRAC. In their capacities 
as private citizens, however, DON personnel are permitted to attend hearings, while 
not in uniform and during off-duty hours. 

4. Ouestion: Will the Navy have excess capacity in any major categories or installation 
groupings if the Secretary of Defense's recommendations are accepted by this Commission? 
Please elaborate. 



Answer: Some excess capacity will remain in virtually every subcategory of activity 
evaluated by the Department. The nature and extent of the excess varies from subcategory to 
subcategory. In some cases, elimination of this excess was infeasible due to the 
configurations of particular types of installations or to the nature of the excess capacity. For 
instance, in the Training and Education subcategory, significant excess capacity will remain in 
fleet training activities. While various closure scenarios were considered by the Department 
for eliminating this excess, given a requirement for fleet training to be located proximate to 
the fleet and given that most of this excess capacity represents individual classrooms, no 
obvious, cost-effective solutions could be developed which would eliminate this excess. 
Likewise, analysis of the Supervisors of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair demonstrated 
that, while there is excess capacity, execution of the workload of these activities is strictly 
tied to the locations of the private sector contractors to whom ship work has been awarded. 
Closure of any of these activities with more than nominal future workload requires 
considerable travel and remote support and offers no appreciable savings. 

In other cases, the Department determined that retention of the excess capacity was 
prudent to protect future flexibility. For instance, in naval stations, the Department 
determined that it was unwilling to recommend closure of homeporting operations at several 
installations because of future uncertainty in operational tempo and the size of the active 
force. While closure of additional naval stations was possible, it is critical to understand that 
the excess capacity that was calculated based on requirements to have significant portions of 
the fleet forward deployed at all times. In fact, the capacity that will remain in naval stations 
and air stations, if the Secretary of Defense's recommendations are accepted by this 
Commission, will be insufficient to house all of the ships and aircraft that are in the FY 2001 
force structure than would be the case if the naval forces were to be viewed as static and in a 
garrison status. Similarly, in the case of Ordnance Activities, we calculated significant excess 
capacity. However, no recommendations were issued due to concern over long-term storage 
requirements (based on the uncertainty of overseas rollbacks, removal of fleet assets, and the 
ability to demilitarize our existing inventories) and the deficiency identified in outload 
capacity to transfer ordnance during wartime contingencies. 

5. Ouestion: The Navy recommendations include a long list of redirects. What is the 
value of the military construction costs eliminated by the redirects? Are these costs based on 
the 1993 COBRA analyses or on the more detailed assessments performed during 
implementation planning? 

Answer: Department of the Navy BRAC-95 redirects would result in construction cost 
avoidances of $1,305 million. Construction cost avoidance estimates included in our return 
on investment analyses are a reflection of our most recent assessment of actual 
implementation requirements. 

6. Question: Have the Navy and the Air Force agreed to a fully integrated Undergraduate 
Pilot Training program? How did this affect the Navy's recommendations to close or realign 
pilot training bases? 



Answer: No. The Deputy Secretary of Defense in an October 24, 1994 memorandum, 
with the concurrence of the Secretaries of the Air Force and the Navy, approved Air Force 
and Navy plans to implement joint fixed-wing flight training programs and additional joint 
training initiatives. Today, these consist of a consolidated initial futed-wing aircraft training 
program and three joint NFO programs (advanced navigator, electronic warfare officer, and 
weapons system officer training). Navy helicopter and carrier aviation training (strike and 
advanced E2/C2) will not be integrated. 

In developing its recommendations, during configuration analysis, the Navy accounted 
for Air Force training that is projected, under current agreements, to be conducted at naval air 
stations. Likewise, the Navy adjusted its PTR to reflect training that is scheduled to go to Air 
Force facilities. 

7. Question: The Navy has requested significant changes in the plan for basing aircraft 
that resulted from the 1993 decision to close Marine Corps Air Station El Toro in California 
and Naval Air Station Cecil Field in Florida. Please explain what has changed since 1993 
that caused the Navy to require such a dramatic change? 

Answer: Since BRAC-93 there have been significant reductions in Naval Aviation 
Forces. For instance, we have retired the A-6 attack aircraft series, reduced the maritime 
patrol aircraft inventory by about one-third, and eliminated approximately fifty percent of the 
Navy's F-14 inventory with further reductions forthcoming. After reviewing several options 
for reducing this excess, we concluded that utilizing existing excess air station capacity and 
avoiding unnecessary new construction were both more cost-effective and operationally 
responsive. In the process we were able to avoid incurring about three-quarters of a billion 
dollars in new construction costs, a clear savings to the taxpayer. 

8. Question: When considering the redirect involving Marine Corps Air Stations Tustin 
and El Toro, did the Navy consider redirecting any aviation assets to March AFB, California? 
If so, why wasn't the option to use excess capacity at March acceptable to the DON? 

Answer: Yes, we did discuss the possible use of March AFB during deliberations. 
However, since March AFB was previously closed as an operational base, this alternative 
would have involved the reopening of a previously closed base, which is not consistent with 
the Department's policy. Additionally, because the Air Force is eliminating the hospital, 
commissary, exchange and all other quality of life support infrastructure, as part of reopening 
this facility, we would have been faced with the task of recreating and replicating facilities 
that already exist at the base to which the Marine Corps aircraft units are currently scheduled 
to relocate. 

9. Question: It appears that the Navy ran a consolidated Cost of Base Realignment 
Actions, or COBRA, on Naval Air Warfare Center Indianapolis and Naval Surface Warfare 
Center Louisville. Were closure decisions based on the combined COBRA and not on 
individual assessments? What are the specific costs to close and the twenty year Net Present 



Value for the separate recommendations affecting Indianapolis and Louisville? Please provide 
separated COBRA information for any other consolidated COBRA analyses. 

Answer: Our assessment of the potential closure/realignment of technical centers began 
with individual activity assessments. During our analysis, we looked at a series of closure 
alternatives involving Indianapolis, Louisville and NSWC Crane, activities with some similar 
functions and facilities. Our final decision was to close Indianapolis and Louisville, and as a 
result, transfer some functions from both activities to a common receiving site, NSWC Crane. 
Combining these two actions into a single COBRA analysis allowed us to most accurately 
portray changes in costs associated with this consolidation at NSWC Crane. 

The costs and savings associated with the separate Indianapolis and Louisville 
recommendations are as follows: NAWC Indianapolis: One-Time Costs - $77.6 M, 20 Year 
NPV (Savings) - $392.1 M; NSWC Louisville: One-Tie  Costs - $103.9 M, 20 Year NPV 
(Savings) - $243.7 M. 

In two cases, our analysis resulted in a single COBRA run for physically separated 
installations. In both cases, the analysis was consolidated to more accurately and completely 
portray an interrelated set of closure/realignment actions, as follows: 

a. Indianapolis/LouisviIle. As noted above, in our final deliberations on technical 
centers, the closures of NAWC Indianapolis and NSWC Louisville were combined into 
a single COBRA analysis to most accurately portray changes in costs associated with 
consolidation at NSWC Crane. As requested, we have broken this analysis into two 
separate COBRA runs, one for Indianapolis (see Tab 1) and one for Louisville (see Tab 
2). The "stand-alone" Indianapolis scenario also includes a revision to the construction 
cost avoidances shown at Indianapolis (to reflect final certified data). The "stand-alone" 
Louisville scenario also includes minor revisions to both one-time moving costs and the 
identification of workload transferred to Watervliet (to reflect final certified data). A 
revised version of the consolidated Indianapolis/Louisville run, incorporating these 
revisions, is also provided (see Tab 3). 

b. Undergraduate Pilot Training. In the area of Undergraduate Pilot Training, we 
conducted a single COBRA analysis that comprised two separate installations: (1) 
closure of Meridian and (2) closure of the training air station at Corpus Christi and 
subsequent establishment of Naval Air Facility Corpus Christi (to include the redirect of 
mine warfare helicopters to Corpus Christi). These actions were interrelated, and 
consequently, more accurate and complete cost and savings estimates were obtained by 
considering these actions in a single COBRA analysis. For example, the closure of 
Meridian results in the need to use Corpus Christi for primary flight operations 
necessary for advanced strike training. Similarly, the consolidation of mine warfare 
assets is facilitated by the realignment of the training air station mission at Corpus 
Christi. As requested, we have broken this COBRA analysis into two COBRA runs, one 
for each of the two separate installations involved in the scenario (Meridian (see Tab 4) 



and Corpus Christi (see Tab 5)). The "stand-alone" Corpus Christi scenario also 
includes a refinement to our estimation of changes in base operating support associated 
with consolidation of mine warfare assets at NAF Corpus Christi. A revised version of 
the consolidated Corpus/Meridian COBRA run, incorporating this revision, is also 
provided (see Tab 6). 

In two cases (NAS Cecil Field redirect and MCASs El ToroITustin redirect), a single 
DON recommendation incorporated more than one COBRA run. Based on discussions with 
your staff, to assist in your evaluation of these recommendations, we have also provided a 
consolidated COBRA run for each of these two recommendations (see Tab 7 for the East 
Coast redirect and Tab 8 for the West Coast redirect). 

10. Ouestion: Did the 60%-40% depot workload split between public and private facilities 
required under current law have any effect on the Navy's recommendations? At the present 
time what are the Navy's public-private depot workload percentages? 

Answer: No, the 60140 requirement did not impact our recommendations. The 
cumulative effect of all of our recommendations, if approved, will not inhibit our ability to 
comply with the law. We do not have certified data on the current public-private depot 
workload percentages, but will obtain such data. The response to this part of the question 
will be forwarded separately. 

11. Ouestion: Minutes from the Navy's Base Structure Evaluation Committee deliberations 
during the 1993 round state that the Committee was "concerned that there was insufficient 
capacity on the West Coast for dry-docking carriers and other large ships." Therefore, they 
agreed not to consider Long Beach Naval Shipyard for closure. What has changed since 1993 
that allows you to recommend the shipyard for closure? 

Answer: The force structure that drives requirements declined by almost 20% overall 
since the 1993 BRAC analysis. These reductions are reflected in the 1995 BRAC capacity 
analysis, which supports the closure of Long Beach Naval Shipyard. 

12. Question: According to the Navy's COBRA analysis, the closure of Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard results in an immediate return on investment and a 20 year Net Present Value of 
more than $2 billion and ongoing savings of $150 million per year. Was this level of savings 
compared to the projected costs of improving the 688-class submarine work capabilities at 
other shipyards? What is the capability of the private sector submarine builders to do non- 
refueling submarine overhaul work? Did you consider the use of this capacity in your 
analysis? 

Answer: Our BRAC-95 analysis was based on programmed workload scheduled to be 
performed in organic naval shipyards. Private sector capability was not considered, and, as 
specified in the BRAC law, only certified data was utilized. Our analysis identified different 
combinations of potential naval shipyard closures, some of which included moving 



Portsmouth's workload to other naval shipyards. At the conclusion of the analysis process, it 
was the BSEC's military judgment to remove Portsmouth from further consideration for 
closure. Future decisions to refuel, defuel and inactivate SSN Class 688 submarines make the 
precise determination of nuclear requirements difficult, and Portsmouth has a unique role as 
the center of excellence for the 688 submarine. 

13. Question: Based on our staffs preliminary review of the Navy's information, it appears 
that nuclear shipyard capacity is approximately 40% in excess of needs, yet the Navy is only 
closing the only shipyard with no nuclear capacity. Please explain why this excess capacity is 
being carried? 

Answer: In analyzing Naval Shipyards, the relevant measure to determine excess 
capacity was the aggregate capacity of all of the shipyards. Nuclear and non-nuclear capacity 
were calculated only to see if there were individual capacity limitations. Force structure 
downsizing has reduced the overall numbers of nuclear ships/submarines, which could support 
the closure of an additional shipyard. However, in the Department's military judgment with 
respect to the uncertainty of future nuclear workload (refueling versus inactivation), it was 
prudent to maintain sufficient organic capability to meet unanticipated nuclear work 
requirements. 

14. Question: Did the Navy consider the alternative of moving Naval Air Warfare Center 
Point Mugu test and evaluation missions to Naval Air Warfare Center China Lake or Eglin 
Air Force Base as suggested by the Test and Evaluation Joint Cross-Service Group? 

Answer: The DON did not examine the Point Mugu-China Lake alternative, since Pt. 
Mugu is already part of China Lake. While physically separate, the missions of these 
activities are interdependent, and both the sea range at Point Mugu and the land ranges at 
China Lake are required by the Department. 

The DON did request a gaining service COBRA response from the Air Force for 
movement of Point Mugu T&E missions to Eglin AFB. Data was not received, so no further 
analysis could be performed. 

15. Question: The Director of Defense Research and Engineering, in a 13 February 1995 
memo, stated, "The laboratories retain significant duplication and excess capaci ty..." To 
reduce this excess, the Joint Cross-Service Group recommended the consolidation of C-41 
acquisition and R&D at Fort Monmouth and explosives to Picatinny Arsenal and the Naval 
Air Warfare Center China Lake. The Navy did not accept these alternatives and decided to 
move C-41 to San Diego and to maintain explosives at Indian Head. Why did the Navy not 
adopt the alternatives recommended by the Joint Cross-Service Group? 

Answer: The alternatives of moving C41 to either Fort Monmouth or Hanscom AFB 
were considered, as was a DON alternative of combining Space and Naval Warfare Systems 
Command with its subordinate element, Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance 



Center (NCCOSC), at San Diego. The consolidation at San Diego produced five times as 
great an annual savings and a 20 year net present value of over $300 M more than either of 
the two cross-service alternatives. 

Regarding movement of explosives to Picatinny and China Lake, COBRA analysis was 
performed on completely closing Indian Head and moving all functions to China Lake. Our 
analysis showed that up front costs were very large, both in absolute terms and in relation to 
potential savings. This fact, coupled with the lengthy payback period, made this alternative 
unacceptable. The DON requirement for Insensitive Munitions aboard ships is unique within 
DoD for both explosives and propellants. The replication costs for duplicate Energetics- 
Explosive facilities at Picatimy, while retaining the facilities at Indian Head required for 
Propellant efforts, were not cost-effective. 

16. Question: Regarding the Navy's decision not to close the Aviation Supply Office 
(ASO), Philadelphia, the Navy report states: "the gap between attributed costs and savings 
was most likely to narrow under the realities of implementation, resulting in an even narrower 
benefit between costs and savings." This implies an inaccuracy in the data. Please explain 
this comment. 

Answer: The return on investment for the COBRA scenario which closed AS0 and 
consolidated functions at SPCC was viewed as marginal because of limited savings. In the 
context of the COBRA analysis, the BSEC recognized that savings were slight because 
ongoing consolidation efforts between AS0 and SPCC are leading to a more efficient 
organization by reducing the overall cost of operations and that COBRA costs and savings 
were being measured at a point in time before those consolidation efforts were complete. 
Once all planned "in-place" management initiatives have been completed, it was likely that 
fewer savings would accrue than as calculated by the COBRA algorithms for the relocation to 
SPCC. Additionally, the BSEC felt that the costs and potential inefficiencies of disrupting 
these consolidation efforts could outweigh the relatively small benefits of the COBRA savings 
estimates. 

17. Question: The Defense Logistics Agency plans to move some of the Defense Industrial 
Supply Center's mission out of Philadelphia. Did the Navy's analysis relative to the two 
inventory control points in Philadelphia and Mechanicsburg consider the DLA 
recommendation and excess office space that it will make available in Philadelphia? 

Answer: No. The Navy's analysis focussed on the capacities at the two inventory 
control points. We were unaware of the DLA recommendation relating to the Defense 
Industrial Supply Center until after SECNAV's recommendations were forwarded to 
SECDEF. 

18. Question: With regard to closing the facilities on Guam, please explain how operational 
commanders in the Pacific provided input and participated in the decision? 



Answer: As directed by the Secretary of the Navy, the BSEC actively interacted with 
the major ownersloperators of Navy and Marine Corps installations on matters concerning 
fleet operations, support and readiness. Accordingly, there were a series of BSEC 
deliberative sessions with the Fleet CINCs, Fleet Marine Force Commanders, Systems 
Commanders, the Navy and Marine Corps personnel chiefs, and the Navy and Marine Corps 
Reserve Force Commanders. During these meetings, the BSEC provided information on all 
aspects of the DON BRAC-95 process including data collection, analytical approaches, 
capacity and military value analyses, and the development of alternative closure and/or 
realignment scenarios. These meeting provided CINCPACFLT a direct forum to address the 
potential operational impacts of BSEC recommendations. Additionally, the CINCs and other 
major claimants provided the direct responses to COBRA scenario data calls including such 
information as functions which could be eliminated andlor transferred and the identification of 
potential receiver sites. The deliberative session discussions and the COBRA scenario 
responses provided the basis for a clearer understanding of the need to only maintain access 
to Guam rather than continued presence. 

19. Question: The Navy's Detailed Analysis states that the Navy intends to retain the 
waterfront assets on Guam for contingencies and to support the afloat tender. If the Navy 
were guaranteed access to necessary facilities in the event of hostilities, would it consider 
allowing the Government of Guam access to the waterfront? What Navy property on Guam 
will be disposed of after implementation of the recommendations? 

Answer: Decisions regarding the retention of specific waterfront and other property at 
Naval Activities Guam will not be finalized until the BRAC recommendations are approved. 
The Navy is, however, committed to closing bases right. Our goal is to empower local 
communities to play a principal role in determining what happens to a base when it closes. 
In the case of the facilities in Guam, since our recommendation is clear that we need to 
maintain access to this strategic location, a careful balance will be struck between community 
reuse and the retention of the necessary facilities for potential operational contingencies. 

20. Ouestion: The Navy's justification for recommending the closure of the Naval Air 
Facility, Adak in Alaska is that the Navy's anti-submarine warfare surveillance mission no 
longer requires the facility to base or support its aircraft. According to documents submitted 
to the Commission, the air facility at Adak has already been drawn down to meet 
Congressionally-mandated budget reductions and the Navy's overall downsizing initiatives. 
Does this mean that there has been a decrease in the threat since 1993, or has the mission of 
anti-submarine warfare that was carried out at Adak been transferred elsewhere? 

Answer: The decision on the mission of NAF Adak had already been appropriately 
made by CINCPACFLT. In fact, certified data relating to capacity and military value 
indicated that continuous maritime patrol aircraft deployments to NAF Adak were 
discontinued in FY 1994. The base closure process is not the process by which the DON 
makes operational decisions. Our decision on Adak was, in part, predicated on the fact that 
there was no operational need for Adak. 



21. Ouestion: As the Navy made its closure and realignment decisions, what role did 
environmental compliance play in its analysis? For example, did the fact that a base's 
expansion potential is limited by environmental restrictions play a major role in the analysis? 
Were bases in Clean Air Act or other non-attainment areas viewed differently from those in 
attainment areas? 

Answer: The Navy issued a comprehensive environmental data call that captured the 
full range of environmental issues on each base. The presence of environmental management 
issues, their impact on operations, and any limitations they presented were characterized for 
each environmental area including endangeredfthreatened species, cultural/historic resources, 
wetlands, environmental facilities, air quality, pollution control, hazardous materials, 
installation restoration sites, Air Installation Compatible Use Zones, and land use. The 
current and past impact of these environmental issues on base operations and development 
was included, as appropriate, in the military value analysis. Once closurelrealignment 
alternatives were identified, an environmental summary for each scenario was prepared which 
noted the anticipated air quality impacts and other anticipated environmental impacts resulting 
from the action for both closing and receiving bases. In no case did the environmental 
condition of a base, or the anticipated impact and/or the expansion potential of a receiving 
base, necessarily preclude a recommendation. Many of the recommendations resulted in a 
positive environmental impact. 

Bases in non-attainment areas were not viewed differently from those in attainment 
areas. While the air quality status of the area in which a base was located was reviewed as 
part of the environmental analysis, in no case did air quality impact the process of selection 
or determination of closure or realignment sites. 

22. Question: How many installations recommended for closure in this or prior rounds are 
expected to have substantial portions of land placed into caretaker status due to unique 
contamination problems? 

Answer: For the installations identified for closure under BRAC-95, no contamination 
sites have been identified for which recognized/accepted remediation processes are 
unavailable. Installation restoration site characterization and clean up will continue after 
operational closure, if not yet completed. 



QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF CONGRESS 

Senator Christopher J. Dodd (Connecticut) 

With respect to the Navy recommendation to relocate the Nuclear Training Commands 
(NTC) from Orlando to Charleston: 

1. Question: How will BRACC Appropriations already committed and spent for planned 
relocation of NTC at New London, be recouped in this redirection action? 

Answer: The 1993 Commission recommended, and Congress and the President 
concurred in, the closure of Naval Training Center (NTC) Orlando. This recommendation 
directed the move of a tenant of NTC Orlando, Naval Nuclear Power Propulsion Training 
Center (NNPPTC), to Submarine Base New London. The Department of the Navy, in 
accordance with the base closure law, has begun the planning and budgeting process to move 
this school. The DON will not know what appropriations are able to be recouped until the 
BRAC-95 recommendations are finalized. 

2. Ouestion: How have savings promised in 1993 been recouped in the 1995 
recommendations to redirect the NTCs? Are these savings lost permanently? 

Answer: The savings calculated in BRAC-93 result tiom the closure of NTC Orlando, 
which will still occur. The recommended redirect for NNPPTC does not affect those savings. 

3. Question: If the proposed savings and return on investment (ROI) from the redirect of 
the NTCs are so substantial as to require the 1995 BRACC to overturn the 1993 BRACC 
decision, why were the savings not recognized in 1993? Was Charleston considered for 
relocation in 1993? 

Answer: The 1993 Commission overturned the DON'S recommendation relating to 
closure of the piers at Submarine Base, New London, making the move of W P T C  
unacceptable because classroom and berthing facilities at New London anticipated to be used 
for this relocation were no longer available. 

Charleston was not considered as a receiving site in 1993. In selecting a receiving site 
in BRAC-93 for this tenant of NTC Orlando, it was determined that the movement of 
NNPPTC to Submarine Base New London would create a training center of excellence by 
locating the NNPPTC with the Submarine School, taking advantage of the infrastructure 
vacated by the relocation of fleet operational units. In the absence of these facilities, a 
similar center of excellence will be created by locating the NNPPTC with the Navy Nuclear 
Propulsion Training Unit and the follow-on training with the moored training ships at 
Charleston. 



4. Ouestion: What methodology was applied to identify Charleston as the new location of 
the NTCs? What other sites were examined? What were the associated military values and 
cost? 

Answer: During BRAC-95 deliberations, the BSEC recognized that the 1993 
Commission's decision to retain the piers at New London had significantly increased military 
construction (MILCON) costs for relocating NNPPTC to New London, making this receiving 
site much less attractive. Accordingly, Weapons Station Charleston was introduced as an 
alternative which will achieve similar expected training synergies and greater savings from 
reduced MILCON and PCS costs. No other sites were examined. The one-time cost 
associated with the redirect to Charleston is $147.9 million; the one-time savings is $162.5 
million; and the annual recurring savings is $5.3 million. 

5 .  Ouestion: What are the specific flaws in the 1993 BRACC decision that require the 
proposed redirection at this time? 

Answer: The 1993 Commission did not accept the Department of the Navy's 
recommendation to close the piers at New London, resulting in unavailability of facilities for 
the NNPPTC move upon the closure of NTC Orlando. 

With respect to the Navy decision to clase the Naval Underwater Warfare Center 
(NUWC) in New London, Connecticut: 

1. Question: Total estimated costs for BRACC implementation: a detailed (by line item) 
of cost expenditures to date comparing costs spent or obligated to date vs. costs to complete 
the redirection as proposed. 

Answer: A data call has been issued to obtain certified data to respond to this question. 
The response will be forwarded separately. 

2. Ouestion: A complete accounting of billets and actual personnel transferred from 
Norfolk, VA to Newport, RI as of this date. 

Answer: A data call has been issued to obtain certified data to respond to this question. 
The response will be forwarded separately. 

3. Ouestion: A complete accounting of billets and actual personnel transferred from New 
London, CT to Newport, RI as of this date. 

Answer: A data call has been issued to obtain certified data to respond to this question. 
The response will be forwarded separately. 

4. Ouestion: Savings in personnel and operating costs achieved per year to date at New 
London. 



Answer: A data call has been issued to obtain certified data to respond to this question. 
The response will be forwarded separately. 

5. Ouestion: What would be the impact upon laboratory military value and cost analysis to 
co-locate all Navy acoustic research and development and system engineering at New 
London, Connecticut? 

Answer: The BSEC did not evaluate such a scenario. The BRAC-95 recommendations 
relating to acoustic R&D and system engineering complete the steps taken in earlier rounds of 
base closure to concentrate these functions at NUWC Newport, W C  Keyport, and NSWC 
Crane. Appropriate functions from four technical centers (MIL Det Orlando, NAWC 
Oreland, NAWC Det Warminster, and NUWC New London) will be relocated to NUWC 
Newport. 



QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF CONGRESS 

Senator Wendell Ford (Kentucky) 

1. Question: In regard to Naval Surface Warfare Center, Louisville, Kentucky would you 
comment on the data used by the Base Structure Executive Committee to make the decision 
to place that facility on the list? I have heard the data call information forwarded to the 
Department of the Navy, by Crane Division and NAVSEA, indicated the cost of moving the 
Phalanx work, currently being done at Louisville, to Crane, Indiana would be less than 
official originally determined. I also understand the discrepancies in those figures were 
brought to the attention of the Inspector General who conducted an audit and verified that 
indeed the figures submitted were not correct, and the cost of moving the work to Crane, 
Indiana would be higher than the figures given to the Navy's Base Structure Executive 
Committee. Please comment on this information. I request that a copy of the Inspector 
General's audit be provided to this commission. 

Answer: The data used by the Base Structure Evaluation Committee (BSEC) is 
contained in the Base Structure Data Base. The BSEC did not use any data other than that 
provided through the DON certification process to make a decision. Costs which are 
provided by the major claimants to the BSEC as part of scenario development data calls were 
subject to review by the BSEC, which applied military judgment to the inclusion of costs in 
the COBRA analysis. 

With regard to the audit being conducted on the data supplied for the Louisville 
scenario, although the investigation is not yet complete, it is our understanding that the focus 
of the audit is primarily on process (data flow up and down the chain of command). 

2. Ouestion: Also in the case of Naval Surface Warfare Center, Louisville, how do you 
evaluate and justify splintering the current work being done by the Louisville workforce of 
engineers and machinists - those places being Norfolk, Virginia, Port Hueneme, California, 
and Crane, Indiana? Was not it the determination of an early BRAC Commission to not 
close the Louisville facility in order to keep the Navy's 5-inch gun work, and now Phalanx 
work, consolidated and centrally located to ship ports on both-coasts of the United States? 

Answer: The workload being performed at Louisville is an amalgam of work similar to 
that being accomplished at a number of other Navy depot and technical activities. Our 
recommendation consolidates the Louisville workload with other similar depot and 
engineering efforts at other sites and achieves savings by closing an entire installation. 



QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF CONGRESS 

Senator Rick Santorum (Pennsylvania) 

1. Question: Machinery systems engineering has been migrating to the Naval Surface 
Warfare Center (NSWC)-Philadelphia for several decades. The BRAC 95 proposal to 
continue this migration by moving all machinery Research and Development to NSWC- 
Philadelphia consolidates a majority of machinery systems responsibility in Philadelphia 
(approx. 2000 people and $800 M worth of machinery facilities) and is a logical progression 
in reducing infrastructure and improving overall machinery development and performance. In 
order to provide further reduction in infrastructure, have you considered consolidating the 
entire function of machinery systems in NSWC-Philadelphia, some of which is still being 
performed in NAVSEA headquarters? 

Answer: No. The BRAC effort is concerned with closing and realigning bases. 
Workload allocation is a management prerogative that can be accomplished at any time. 

2. Question: BRAC 93 decisions included moving the Naval Sea Systems Command from 
Crystal City to White Oak. The BRAC 95 proposes closing White Oak and moving 
NAVSEA to the Washington Navy Yard. Was there any consideration given to relocating 
NAVSEA to the Philadelphia Naval Base? 

Answer: No. Given the requirement of Naval Reactors (NAVSEA-08) to be located in 
the Washington, D.C. area to satisfy responsibilities to the Department of Energy, and the 
Navy's desire not to fragment NAVSEA Headquarters, relocation options were restricted to 
the Washington metropolitan area in both the 1993 and 1995 round of base closures. 



QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF CONGRESS 

Representative Robert A. Borksi (Pennsylvania) 

1. Question: In your proposal to close and relocate the Naval Air Technical Services 
Facility (NATSF) to North Island, CA, you appear to achieve most of your savings by 
eliminating 52 positions. How is this more cost effective than keeping NATSF in 
Philadelphia and eliminating those same positions? 

Answer: The savings are attendant to the command elimination, the subsuming of 
regional offices and detachments, and the integration into another NAVAIR organization. 
This cannot be accomplished in place. 

2. Ouestion: In 1993, the Base Closure Commission overturned your recommendation to 
close and relocate NATSF. In its report, the Commission "found compelling the potential 
cost savings and reduction in workload" of establishing a central DoD technical publications 
organization under the auspices of NATSF. To what extent did the Navy work with other 
services to explore this possibility? Why did the Navy choose not to recommend this idea in 
its 1995 BRAC recommendations? 

Answer: None of the Joint Cross-Service Groups suggested this as an alternative to 
consider. The Navy felt its decision to send the function to NADEP North Island was sound, 
fostered proper internal synergies, helped to reduce capacity at the critical NADEP site, and 
demonstrated good cost savings. 



QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF CONGRESS 

Representative Stephen Horn (California) 

1. Question: The purpose of the base closure process is to reduce as much excess capacity 
as possible and to save the greatest amount of money. However, the recommended closure of 
the Long Beach Naval Shipyard closes the amount of excess capacity, and does nothing 
to reduce capacity in the nuclear category, where the excess is greatest. Moreover, according 
to the COBRA data, closure of Long Beach would save less money over the next 20 years 
than, for example, Portsmouth. Why has the Navy targeted the one shipyard for closure 
whose closure would do the least in meeting the goals of the BRAC process? 

Answer: The Department's process analyzed excess capacity for the entire NSYDISRF 
community and then sought solutions to eliminate that excess. Non-nuclear workload can be 
accomplished in a nuclear shipyard, but nuclear workload cannot be accomplished in a non- 
nuclear shipyard. While our analysis considered Portsmouth for closure, it was removed from 
consideration for closure based on the BSEC's military judgment. Future decisions to refuel, 
defuel and inactivate SSN Class 688 submarines make the precise determination of nuclear 
requirements difficult, and Portsmouth has a unique role as the center of excellence for the 
688 submarine. The Navy is satisfied that its recommendations to close Long Beach Naval 
Shipyard and SRF Guam result in a significant overall reduction of excess shipyard capacity, 
with a collective annual savings of $168.4M and a 20 year net present value savings of 
$2477.6M. 

2. Ouestion: In 199 1 and 1993, the Long Beach Naval Shipyard was the third highest 
ranked naval shipyard, behind only Puget Sound and Norfolk. Curiously, the Navy's new 
military value matrix now ranks Long Beach as below Pearl Harbor in military value and 
only slightly above the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. Why has this ranking changed fiom the 
two previous base closure rounds? 

Answer: In response to constructive criticism by, among others, the Commission and 
Members of Congress, for BRAC-95, the DON shipyard military value matrix was adjusted 
where appropriate to be more reflective of the nature and scope of work being conducted at 
these activities. While this causes the absolute scores for the activities to change, the results 
are consistent with those of previous rounds. Consistent with the relationships demonstrated 
in BRAC-93, these industrial activities fall into three distinct groups. As in BRAC-93, Long 
Beach Naval Shipyard is in the middle group whose military value scores are tightly grouped 
and which falls below the two large shipyards at Puget Sound and Norfolk. Because the 
scores are so close, the relative placement of the shipyards in this middle group is affected by 
changes that were made not only to respond to criticism but also to portray as accurately as 
possible the characteristics of these activities. 



3. Question: From an examination of the Navy's base closure deliberations minutes, it 
seems as if the Navy only really considered closing two shipyards--Portsmouth or Long 
Beach--and decided to not recommend Portsmouth for closure because of a desire to retain 
nuclear repair capability. Were other scenarios actively considered? For instance, was a 
closure option for Norfok Naval Shipyard considered, and scenarios run? If not, why not? 
Was Pearl Harbor considered for closure, or considered for realignment along with Long 
Beach? 

Answer: Every activity within the shipyard subcategory was equally considered. 
Capacity and military value analyses was conducted on all activities. Using the results of 
these analyses, possible closure candidates were identified during configuration analysis. In 
various combinations, the potential candidates were Long Beach, Portsmouth, Pearl Harbor, 
and SRF Guam. The configuration analysis demonstrated that the Puget Sound and Norfolk 
shipyards had to be retained to satisfy capacity and military value requirements. The BSEC 
eliminated Pearl Harbor from further consideration due to its unique strategic location and full 
service capability. Closure scenario data calls were sent to Long Beach Naval Shipyard, Ship 
Repair Facility Guam, Naval Shipyard Portsmouth, Surge Dry Docks at Philadelphia, and 
several technical centers that perform depot level work. 



QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF CONGRESS 

Representative G. V. (Sonny) Montgomery (Mississippi) 

1. Question: I am concerned about how the Navy determines such factors as the pilot 
training rate (PTR). The certified data which the commission will receive appears to be, quite 
frankly, a compilation of conclusions rather than a trail of hard facts leading to a conclusion. 
Is the Navy going to give the Commissioners and the communities access to the critical data 
used to determine such conclusions as the daytime operations necessary to generate one new 
pilot? Moreover, will commissioners and communities have access to base operational data? 
I hope you will provide any requested data directly to Commissioners and affected 
communities. 

Answer: The Navy has provided the Commission and Congress with all the data used 
in its analysis. If there is any additional information that may be required after a review of 
the basic data, it will be provided upon request by the appropriate level within the DON. As 
we have already related in a separate response to a question for the record from the 
Commission, the Secretary of the Navy has issued specific public affairs guidance to all 
activities of the Department that provides for their release of unclassified base information. 

Specific information on the number of daylight flight operations required per student 
(for each type and level of undergraduate pilot training) can be found in the Data Call Two 
(Capacity for Training Air Stations) responses from each training air station under Section: 
Mission Requirements, Subsection: b. Flight Training, questions 3 and 4. These questions 
instructed the fleet to base requirements on historic flight operations. The certified responses 
to these questions were the input for the calculations used in the Navy analysis. 



QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF CONGRESS 

Representative Robert Underwood (Guam) 

Naval Base Guam, Fleet Ind. Supply Center and Ship Repair Facility 

1. Question: Mr. Secretary, in your recommendations for BRAC 95, you recommend 
closing the Ship Repair Facility and disestablishing the Fleet Industrial Supply Center and you 
recommend reducing and the "mothballing" the waterfront activities of the Naval Base. This 
eliminates a large source of income for the citizens of Guam, but is does not allow these 
valuable industrial and port facilities to be used as economic recovery tools for Guam to help 
replace their lost revenues. Isn't it true that these facilities could be turned over to the 
Government of Guam for economic development with the proviso that they could be used for 
military contingency operations at the request of the Federal Government? 

Answer: We are committed to working with the local community and the DoD Office 
of Economic Adjustment (OEA) in the development of a reuse plan to focus the community's 
intentions and ideas concerning how it desires excess propertylfacilities to be utilized. In the 
case of the facilities in Guam, since our recommendation is clear that we need to maintain 
access to this strategic location, a careful balance will be struck between community reuse 
and the retention of the necessary facilities for potential operational contingencies. Decisions 
regarding the retention of specific property on Guam will not be finalized until the BRAC 
recommendations are approved. 

NAS Agana 

2. Question: Mr. Secretary, last year this Commission recommended that the Navy 
consolidate the air operations at NAS Agana with the Air Force operations 10 miles away at 
Anderson AFB. During the last two years, however, you have disestablished one of the three 
fixed wing squadrons on Guam and moved the other two to bases on the West Coast. In 
spite of the Navy's rhetoric two years ago, you have also agreed to return all of the enlisted 
administrative buildings and the officer housing on a piece of land that is essential for the 
development of an expanded international aviation complex on Guam. You are also in the 
process of building 300 brand new family housing units. Isn't it true that with all of these 
reductions this year you should have quite a bit of excess Navy housing? Isn't it also true that 
the retention of this one isolated section of farnily housing has more to do with the view than 
the need for military housing island-wide? 

Answer: The final determination of what facilities will be deemed in excess will not be 
made until after the BRAC-95 recommendations are approved. As you are aware, even if all 
of all of our recommendations regarding naval activities on Guam are approved, we will 
continue to have a significant number of naval personnel on Guam. We are committed to 
maintaining the highest quality of life possible for those personnel. Retention of necessary 



critical married family housing units will be one of our principal objectives. Where excesses 
may exist, however, you can be assured that we will work with the local community and the 
DoD Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) to develop a sound community reuse plan. 

Fena Reservoir 

3. Ouestion: Mr. Secretary, in your report, you did not mention the large watershed and 
reservoir at Fena that currently sits outside the Naval Magazine on Guam. It is no longer 
needed as a "buffer" for Naval Magazine, Guam, and the magazine no longer contains special 
weapons. In view of the economic hardships these closures will impose of the citizens of 
Guam, why couldn't this watershed be returned to the Government of Guam for use in its 
water system and as a "low environmental impact" recreation area? 

Answer: Our recommendations did not affect the Naval Magazine on Guam. This 
facility will continue to execute its full function and mission. Accordingly, all of the current 
infrastructure and supporting buffers, including the reservoir at Fena, must be maintained. 

Navy Water System on Guam 

4. Question: Mr. Secretary, I am amazed to hear that the Navy maintains an island-wide 
water distribution system on Guam that duplicates one maintained by GovGuam. With the 
disestablishment of most of the Navy activities on Guam, it seems inefficient and expensive 
for the Navy to maintain a separate system. Are there any other locations in the United 
States or its Temtories where the Navy does not procure water from the local government 
and maintains its own water system? In light of the huge reductions in the Navy presence 
and the dichotomy this issue seems to raise, doesn't it make more sense for the Navy to turn 
its water system over to the Public Utility Agency on Guam, assist Guam financially in 
consolidating the two systems, and then satisfy its water needs from the Public Utility 
Agency, as it does in most other locations? 

Answer: There are a number of naval installations which operate water treatment and 
distribution systems, such as China Lake, Roosevelt Roads, and others. With respect to the 
system in Guam, the continued operation of that system will be evduated, if necessary, after 
a final determination is made regarding the retention of naval facilities on the island. 

Island-wide Navy Housing on Guam 

5. Ouestion: Mr. Secretary, as can be seen from the above points, most of the current 
Navy activities on Guam that remain from previous closures or reductions are recommended 
for closure, disestablishment or realignment. No mention is made, however, of the disposal 
of the large amounts of housing that served those units. Guam has always had a deficit of 
housing for its civilian population and ths  housing could be used to provide housing for the 
citizens of Guam, provide an income stream for GovGuarn through lease payments, and 
provide the Navy with a source of properly maintained military housing in the event of a 



Western Pacific military contingency. Wouldn't it seem reasonable to seek the transfer to 
GovGuarn of all Navy housing that does not serve the needs of the few remaining Navy 
activities? Doesn't it also make economic sense to then combine the remaining Navy housing 
and the existing Air Force housing under one Fede rmoD housing authority and maintain the 
transferred Navy housing under rules that permit it to be leased back to the Navy during 
extended military contingencies? 

Answer: The final determination of what facilities will be deemed in excess will not be 
made until after the BRAC-95 recommendations are approved. As you are aware, even if all 
of all of our recommendations regarding naval activities on Guam are approved, we will 
continue to have a significant number of naval personnel on Guam. We are committed to 
maintaining the highest quality of life possible for those personnel. Retention of necessary 
critical married family housing units will be one of our principal objectives. Where excesses 
may exist, however, you can be assured that we will work with the local community and the 
DoD Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) to develop a sound community reuse plan. 

Navy Command Structure 

6.  Question: Mr. Secretary, with the disappearance of most Navy facilities on Guam, there 
does not seem to be a great need for a Navy Admiral command on Guam. Could you not 
move the remaining overall island-wide Navy Commander and his staff to joint spaces at 
Anderson AFB on the northern end of Guam and then transfer all the remaining command 
assets, including the housing area on Nimitz Hill to GovGuarn for their economic 
development? 

Answer: Our recommendations do not address the location of the headquarters for the 
Commander, U.S. Naval Forces, Marianas, nor does the DON use the BRAC process to 
address flag officer billet requirements. Even if all of all of our recommendations regarding 
naval activities on Guam are approved, we will continue to have a significant number of 
naval personnel on Guam. It should be noted that the issue of the amount of presence left on 
Guam does not detract from the importance that the Department places on access to Guam for 
purposes of support to operations in that part of the Pacific. 

Long-term Economic Impact (Section 30 of the Guam Organic Act) 

7. Question: Mr. Secretary, Guam receives quite a bit of funding under section 30 of the 
Guam Organic Act. Have you included those revenues in your economic impact studies? 

Answer: The Office of the Secretary of Defense required that all DoD Components 
analyze the economic impact on communities through the use of the DoD Economic Impact 
Data Base (see OSD Policy Memorandum Three). This data base is used to calculate the 
total potential direct and indirect job change (both as a total number of jobs and as a 
percentage of economic area employment) which will result from a closure or realignment 
action. Review of the economic impact methodology by the Joint Cross-Service Group on 



Economic Impact confirmed that changes in employment, as calculated by the data base, 
provided a reasonable proxy for levels of impact associated with other aspects of the 
economy. These other impacts could include, for example, changes in expenditures, 
population, number of school age children, local government revenues and expenses, and, in 
this specific case, revenues to Guam resulting from the provisions of the Guam Organic Act. 

8. Question: Mr. Secretary, in light of the closings, realignments and reductions on Guam 
that you are recommending, there seem to be services that could be provided more efficiently 
to the remaining Navy personnel and the Air Force through more consolidated activities, now 
that both are essentially in a caretaker status. Could you not provide some of these services 
more efficiently by combining such activities as Recreation, Public Works, Housing 
Management, Medical and Dental? 

Answer: Following approval of the BRAC-95 recommendations, we will carefully 
determine what specific facilities need to be retained at Naval Activities and FISC Guam. 
We will then revise our infrastructure support requirements, as appropriate, taking into 
account operational requirements, quality of life, and potential community reuseldual use. 
Our goal is the retention of those facilities that are both cost-effective and operationally 
responsive, which could encompass consolidation with the Air Force support infrastructure. 
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Alan Dixon, Chairman 
The Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1200 North Moore St, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

I am writing to request that the following issues with regard to  the Navy's process 
and recommendations in targeting NAS South Weymouth for closure be raised at 
next week's BRAC hearing with the Government Accounting Office (GAO). 

In recommending NAS South Weymouth for closure, the Navy apparently 
overlooked two facilities (NAS Atlanta and NAS Fort Worth) with a lower "military 
value," according to the Navy's own criteria. 

In the case of NAS Atlanta -- which is significantly lower in military value than 
South Weyrnouth and was initially considered for closure - the Navyhas argued 
that the area is "rich in demographics" and should remain open. yet the Navy's 
own Military \xalue Matrix for Reserve Air Stations rates NAS Atlanta last and NAS 
South Weymouth first in demographics. 

In its 1993 report to the BRAC, the GAO identified a "problem" with the Navy's 
process in instances when "a base was recommended for closure, even though its 
military value was rated higher than bases that  remained open." I see no reason 
that these concerns would not be relevant to the Navy in 1995. While the GAO's 
1995 report describes the Navy's recommendations as "generally sound," does the 
GAO continue to  view the Navy's disregard for military value -- particularly in the 
case of NAS South Weymouth -- as a problem in its decision-making process? 

Again, i respectfully request that the BRAC direct the GAO to respond to this issue 
during next week's hearing. 

 ere. Studds 
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Secretary Dalton 
April 18, 1995 
Page 2 

In recent years, the Naval Reserve personnel and units have played an important 
role in overseas operations. Please provide me with information detailing the 
number of sorties conducted by the Naval Air Reserve in support of operations in 
the former- Yugoslav Republics, Somalia, the Persian Gulf and Haiti. 

With regard to the SECNA VNOTE of December 8, 1993, what procedures were 
approved for the BSA T's "Internal Audit Control Plan " (DoD Report to BRA C, Vol. 
IV; p. 101 to ensure accuracy, completeness, and integrity of the information upon 
which the Secretary of the Navy would base his recommendations for 
closure/realignment? Furthermore, what procedures were employed b y  the Naval 
Audit Service to validate the accuracy and reliability of data provided by 
Department of Navy activities? 

Due to the time restraints involved in the base closure process, I would respectfully 
request a immediate response to these requests. 

I appreciate you attention to this matter. 

With kind regards. 



a SOUTH SHORE 

April 28, 1995 

Defense Base Closure 
and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, VI 22209 

Dear Members of the Commission: 

As President and CEO of the 'South Shore Chamber of Commerce, I 
ask on behalf of our members to keep the South Weymouth Naval Air 
Station open. I understand that your decision is a difficult one 
and that you will weigh all the information presented. 

In your deliberations, I hope you will question as to why we were 
compared to active military bases when we are a resewe base? Why 
are we loosing the only naval reserve base in the northeast? Why 
did we make the closure list if our military value is four out of 
six and those lower were not put on the list? 

A survey conducted by us of local area merchants indicates that 
businesses would be significantly impacted anywhere from 5% to 
25% if the Base were decommissioned, and would be forced to close 
or lay off some personnel. 

The South Weymouth Naval Air station is an asset to the South 
Shore. It is the largest employer in the 15 mile radius around 
south Weymouth. The Base has civilian contracts to over 60 
merchants which averages over $1.3 million a year. 

The government came to us years ago to build this base, and it 
was a good idea. Business grew around the base. Mutual aid 
agreements were developed between the three towns of Abington, 
Weymouth and Rockland. No one else can boast of a base so close 
to the ocean or near superior medical and educational 
institutions. 

Again, I ask that you get us some answers to our questions as to 
why we are on the list and remove us from closure at this time. 

Respectfully, 

nald E. Zoo k, President <-*d- 
South Shore ~hsmber of Commerce 

36 Miller Stile Road, Box 488. Quincy. Massachusetts 02269 (6  17) 479- 1 1 1 1 - An Accredited Chamber 
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James E. Tynan William Price 

PRESIDENT SECRETARY 

1275 Glebe Street 40 Megansett Drive 
ADDRESS ADDRESS 

Local No. F-98 Taunton, Ma. 02780 Plymouth, Ma. 02360 
CITY STATE CITY STATE 

April 20. 1995 
OAT E 

To: Alan Dixon Chairman 
1995 B.R.AC. Commission 

Subject; Proposed Closure of Naval Air Station South Weymouth, ,Ma. 

Dear Mr. Dixon . 

I am writing you to voice my concerns on the proposed closure of Naval Air Station 
South Weymouth , Massachusetts. 

For years the Air Station has trained thousands of Naval and Marine Reservists f?om this 
demographcally rich area of So. Weymouth/Metro Boston . Many whlch served and support 
operations &the Persian Gulf, Haiti, and most recently in Eastern Europe. 

Our P-3 Orion Aircraft Have patroled countless Hours and miles in search of foriegn 
Submarines, Drug surveilance for the Drug Enforcement Community and other various 
maritime missions. With the pride, determination, and dedication of a hlghly trained and 
skilled professional in the truest tradition of the Naval Air Reserve. Along with thls, the 
1993 B.R.AC. Commission, sent the new C-130T Aircraft for them to operate thier 
logstical mission &om South Weymouth, and with the new Naval Reserve Center to truly 
make this one of the Navy's finest Reserve Station . 

This base is completely supported by the Communities that surround it. When South 
Weymouth was placed on the B.R.AC. Closure list again, these Communities stood tall 
with their support for keeping the base open. This support only compliments the operation 
of Naval Air Station on a everyday basis. In return we try to serve these communities with 
the same dedication and support. 



There is a great deal of concem among these towns, as well as the civilian employees and 
the Naval reservist that drill here, about the future of the Air Station. There is also a growing 
concem in the f re  service community which we serve and support. Once the hghiy trained 
and specialized Firefighter are gone, there expertise and support ,which is an asset to the South 
Shore Area, in all probability will not be replaced by local towns placing a heavy toll and burden 
on an already taxed fire service in the local area. Like many others, I feel loslng So. Weymouth 
would be a devastatmg loss of a major asset to the Navy, local communities, and the Nation as a 
whole. 

In closing I must compare both Fire Fighters and Naval Reservist in the same manner 
Because of the nature of their missions, they to, have become, the world's " 91 1 forcen 
ready when the call comes to serve and protect as needed. 

This is the exact reason why N. A S. SO. Weymouth should not close. So the men and the 
women in the Naval Reserve have the place to train in Southem New England in a environment 
that is cost eiyective to both Navy and to those Reservists that dnll here . Th~s can be done at 
So. weymouth for a fraction of the cost . 

It is my sincere appreciation for all your time and effort to assist us in keepmg N.AS. So. 
Weymouth open permanently 

Respectfully 

&-%- James E. Tynan 

President ~ o c a i  F-98 



OFFICE OF 

BOARD OF SELECTMEN 
33 RANDOLPH STREET 

ABINGTON, MASS. 02351 

(6 1 7) 982-2 100 

March 15, 1995 

Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
c/o South Shore Chamber of Commerce 
36 Miller Stile Road 
Quincy, Ma. 02169 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

The Board of Selectmen wishes to express its very strong 
opinion that your commission re-consider the recommendation 
to close the South Weymouth Naval Air Base in Weymouth, Ma. Based 
on information presented to us we believe that the base is high 
in military value and cost effectiveness while serving as a 
superb regional facility for the navy reserve. 

If this base were closed it would seriously damage the 
ability of men and women throughout New England and New York 
to serve in the Naval Reserve. It is clear to us that Brunswick 
ME simply does not meet the needs of the military in this 
regard. Additionally, in this time of trimming defense 
expenditure, it is incumbent upon all citizens and taxpayers to 
demand that every dollar spent is done so with an eye towards the 
maximum benefit to the armed services. The Weymouth facility 
clearly outranks other facilities of its class in military value 
by the military's own calculation, yet it is being singled out for 
closure. 

South Weymouth also serves a vital economic and emergency manage- 
ment role in the region that must also be considered in this 
process. 

Our request is only that you re-consider the merits of the facility 
based on the criteria that we can all agree are most important to 
the national interest - military value and cost effectiveness. 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us at your 
convenience. 

Executive Secretary 



ABlNGTON FIRE DEPARTMENT 
WILLIAM B. MILLETT, JR. CHlEF 

MALCOLM B. WHITING, DEPUTY CHIEF 
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F A X  C O V E R  S H E E T  

DATE: nwe: 
March 2 6 ,  1995 ' 0910 

TO: Mr. Alan Dixon PMOW: 
Chairman FAX: 
SS Chamber of comm. (617) 479-9274 

PROM: PWW: (8.17) 982-2114 
Malcolm ~ . ~ h i t i n g  p~x;(f)17)~2..2104 

fa!: 
South Weymouth Naval A i r  Station 

CC: 
.. 
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Dear Mr. Dixon 
 here is a great concern within the   ire Service regarding 
the closing of the South Weymouth Naval A i r  Station. The 
baee ha5 provided the surrounding towns in the area with 
Mutual A i d  when needed as the surrounding towns have in 
turn provided men and equipment when c a l l e d  on. Tho greatest 
concern to the Fire Service would be the availability of 
the much needed "Crash Trucksu in the event of a on or 
off Base crash of an aircraft or f u e l  tanker, The need 
for theee "Crash Trucks" is very real with the amount of 
air traffic and everyday over the road potential hazards 
existing in the communities. Please inc lude  t h i s  letter 
and w o r d s  of concern to those 1nvolved.in the process 
of considering the closing o f  this Base. 

Sincerely, 

~alcolm 0 .  Whiting 
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Apr i l  2 4 ,  1995 
Tawn of Abington A i r p o r t  Committco 
102 Spruce Street 

Alan Dixon, Chairman 
B a s e  Realignment and Closure Commission 
c /o  South Shore clzamber of commerce 
36. Miller Stile Road 
~uincy,. Ma 03169  

Dear Hr.. Dixonr 

BBC01WENDATXON- The Abington Airport Committee vehemently supports the 
retention of South Weymcuth Nava1,Air Stat ion.  The Brac-93 Commission 
rea l i zed  the strong military value o f  NAS South Waymouth and w i s e l y  
overruled the Navyrs suggested closing of it by a vote of 7 to O. 
NAS South Weymouth is again on the closure list and we ask the Brac-95 
comission to consider a vote for retention based on NAS south 
Weymouth's s t rong  military value. U s e  of Cobra formulas producing the 
Reserve Air Station Military Value Matrix Ranking Base precludes 
political influence f r o m  saving other Naval Reserve bases a t  NAS South 
Weymouth expense. 

JUBTI?XCATSON- ~ c c o r Q i n y  ~u the Force structure Plan tram the 
Secretary of Defense regarding Contingency Forces, it is stated that 
the Cinc's will have a need "for the covert capabilities of attack 
subanal-ines from the Navy. ~ddftionally, certain reserve u n i t s  must be 
maintained at high readiness to ass is t  and augment responding active 
uni t s .  Reserve forces perform much of. the lifts and other vital 
missions from the outset of any contingency operation.ll NAS South 
Weymau-kh does recognizance search and des troy  missions of enemy 
submarines using the P3ls at present due to its proximity to the Ocean. 
NAS South WeymOuth can also perfom lift and v i t a l  missions with the C- 
130's. Can NAS Atlanta offer such missions being located approximately 
zso m i l e s  away f r o m  the O c e a n  ? 

NAS .South Waymouth is the only Naval Air Reserve Base on the Northeast 
coast The Reserve Air Station 24iLitary Value mtrix Ranking rate NAS 
south Weymouth overall as # 5 while Atlanta is ranked # 6.  The reason 
Atlanta w a s  saved over NAS South Weymou.tH according to the Base Closure 
and Realignment Report was due to demographics. How can this be 
-Justified when in fact NAS South Wey'muth scored # 1 in demographics 
whf le ~ t f  anta w a s  # 6 in demographics ? 

RETURN O* tWISI!MEST- NAS South W.ypwuth has 165 units of family 
housing and 389 uni t s  of bachelor housing while Atlanta has 5 military 
housing units w i t h  active duty contingent Xivf ng in surrounding 
conununitkes. Was a l l  o f  NAS South Weymouthrs prime real estate 
factored into Cobra figures for "Return on Investmentn dollars ? 
What does it cost the vrtaxpayersn to house the active duty contingent 
to live- off base in Atlanta ? 
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How much additional expense will the *taxpayerst1 bear for travel 
allowanc&s and housing the reserve uni ts  if they must f u l f i l l  their 
reserve duty at Brtmswick, PEa ? 
How many ntaxpayersn dollars have already been spent t o  honor the Brac- 
9 3  Comlssion decis ion to send Quincy, C!&icopee, and Lawrence Reserve 
Units to NAS South Weymouth, includ.ing renovations t o  accommodate these 
u n i t s  ? The Base Closure and Realignment Report recoxmends returning 
these Reserve Units to Quincy. 
HOW much has already been expended. to the "taxpayersn for a new control 
tower  and renovations to the fire s ta t ion  a t  NAS South Weymouth ? 1s 
th i s  time, effort, and money to be abandoned ? 

ECDNOIXC =ACT- There have been several plant closings within  the 
l a s t  few years which have had a severe negative impact on the economy 
of tho communities surrounding NAS South Weyanouth. Some of these  are: 
General Dynamics-4,000 jobs lost, Amstrong World Industries-250 jobs 
lost, Proctor and Garable-330 jobs lost, Boston Whaler-175 jobs lost, 
Boston Gear-125 jobs lost. There are 320 civilian employees at Nas 
South Weymouth which would be added to the above list. All of these 
jobs lost are in Plymourn and Norfolk Counties. Therefore, I believe 
the  0.1 percent of the economic area employment as quoted on 5-53 of 
the Base Closure and Realignment Report is erroneous. 
"The NAS South Weymouth is cansidexed a significant socio-economic 
assetw as quoted from the NAS Master Plan. The Federal Register does 
recognize that the closure of NAS Sauth Wepouth w i l l  have an impact on 
the local economy which this committee feels will be devastating t o  the 
Town's socio-economic stabil ization and growth. 

C O ~ T Y  ZNXRASTRUCTURE -ACT- The Camonwealth of Massachusetts has 
committed the amount of $12 mflli~n dollars to deploy an Army National 
Guard Unit to be located a t  EJaS South Weymouth. The Commonwealth has 
also voted funds to m a k e  the necessazy renovations t o  house such a uni t  
a t  no cost to the Navy. NAS South Weymouth would then become a joint 
USR base which the DOD recommends. 

COxQ4ENTS- The Town Of Abington has always cansidered NAS South 
Weymouth as our "GOOD NEIGHBORn and has maintained an excellent rapport 
w i t h  each Captain and h i s  staff. The Town is forever grateful to the 
personnel, both military and civilian, who have shown their dedication, 
respeck, and willingness to help with camunity outreach services, 

Please let the record show that the Abington Airport  Committee on 
bcfijXf of the Town of Abington strongly suppartw the retention of NAS 
South Weymouth. 



Charles J. Cristello 
Executive Secretary 

TOWN OF HINGHAM 
Office of Selectmen MARTIN CRANE. M.D., Chairman 

7 East Street 
Hingham, Massachusetts 02043 

Telephone (617) 741-1400 Fax (617) 740-0239 

KATHARINE W. REARDON 
IRIS M. DAIGLE 

March 29, 1995 

Ms. Maureen A. Rogers 
Manager - Community Development 
South Shore Chamber of Commerce, Inc. 
36 Miller Stile Road 
P. 0. Box 488 
Quincy, MA 02 169 

Dear Ms. Rogers: 

The Board of Selectmen strongly support all efforts to keep the South Weymouth Air 
Base in active status. 

The continued use of the Base is a valuable economic asset to Weymouth as well as 
all  surrounding communities. The loss of the Base will have a severe effect on local 
employment, both on the site and in the neighboring merchant communities. 

Please convey our concerns to the appropriate officials. 

Yours sincerely, 

Martin Crane, M.D . 



TOWN OF ROCKLAhlD 
Chainnun 

Patncia A. hiurpliy 
Vice Choirman 

John R. Ward 

Inwrrncr J.  (:haflrv 
Andrew C;. Maclhrlaid 
C;eorgc ' T .  Joy 

BOARD OF SELECTMEN 

March 8, 1995 

Ms. Maureen A .  Rogers 
Manager-Community Development 
South Shore Chamber of Commerce, Inc. 
36 Miller Stile Road-P.O. Box 488 
Quincy, MA 021 69 

Dear Ms. Rogers: 

This is to serve as notification that the Board of 
Selectmen is most interested in participating in 
discussions concerning the future status of the NAS-South 
Weymouth and submit this letter as support for the efforts 
of the Chamber of Commerce in coordinating discussions 
concerning this matter. 

Please continue to keep the Board of Selectmen informed on 
meetings and other matters that come to your attention by 
contacting Selectman George T. Joy, who serves as the 
~oard's representative in this matter, or myself. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me 
at (617) 871-1874. 

Very truly yours, 

. -FOR THE'BOARD OF SELECTMEN 

kevin R. Donovan 
Executive Secretary 

Town i hll 
242 L'nion Street 

Rockland. MA 02370 

Phone: (61 7) 871 - 1874 
Fax: (61;3 871-03% 



ROCKLAND FIRE DEPARTMENT 
P.O. Box 542 

360 Union Street 
Rockland, LMA 02370-0542 

, KEVIN T. HEiiERSON 
Chief 

Phone (617) 878-2123 
Fax (617) 982-0302 

April 18, 1995 

Ekw Closure Committee 
GIG C Z t C  Joliu fi. Cupemr 
Crash Rescue/Structunl Division 
Naval Air Station 
South Weymouth, MA 02 190-5000 

Re: Impact OR the Roc- Fire Department Should the Nand iiir Station Close 

Dear Committee Members: 

As Chief of the Rockland Fire Department, I am txtremely concerned and very disnayed 
that the Naval Air Station at South Weymoutb is again Listed on the closure list of federal 
btahicms. There are many reasons why the R o c W  Fitc Department depends an the 
Naval Air Station Fse Department but I will only discws a few. 

First, tbe firefighters from the Nrral Air Station are highly trained to extin@ large 
fires containing flammable liquids. They also have the crask, truck appmtui that centaim 
large amounts of foam to extiapish a Luge flammable Uquid fire. The Town of Rockland 
has many gasoline service stations. A potential threat of a tank truck fire or gasoline teak 
always zxists. Rockland also has several 'busioesses that m d z e  Iage amounts of flammable 
chemicals. Just theso two threats could bec,>me castrophic if the right e q u i m  and 
properly trained personnel are not available. 

SwcmdIy, we depend on the Naval .Ur Station Pire Depaxuaent for manpower when 
fibting structure fires. Being a small f i e  department, they have augmeuted our personnel 
many ~mts. In return, we have also backed them up whenever requested. 

Thirdly, the Naval Air Station has conducted several luas d t y  incidents which is 
v e y  valuable to my aefi. Since the Town of Rockland lies in the path of major aircraft 
using Logan International Airport, this abining could be utilized any day. ?bs wined 
personnel at the base, not only in the Fire Dep-t, could be utilized d+g a mass 
casualty incident which would p v e  invaluable. 

Due to the budget curs in the Sbte of Nissachwetb C(I,US~~ by "Rnposition 2 1/2", we 
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Iost 25% of ths RockLvld Fire Department. Jn these years from 1981 to prewnt, Federal 
Revenue Sharing has also dried up trying to balance the budget Please do not try to balance 
the budget by closiag the South Weymouth Naval Air Station. Even though it is a small 
facility, the effects on the surrounding communities would be enonnous. 

I hope that this letter shows how I fecl about keeping the South Weymouth Naval Station 
O?TN A small town such as Rockland canna afford to buy a cxas4foa.m truck or hire 
more manpower. We're lucky to keep what we have. This equipment and personnel are 
already in place at the Naval kir Station. 

I would certainly look forward to meeting with you when you visit +&is base. Tlmnking 
you in advance for your kind considexation, I remain. .. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin T. Henderson rn 
Clief of Department 
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BOARD OF SEGCTMCN 
W U A h i  &BARRY. JU. 

Cheman 

(617) 3352000 
TOO (61 1) 337-5703 
FAX (617) 33S-3283 

75 Middle Street 
East Wgymouth, Maso.  

THE TOWN OF WEYMOUTH 

.urn Dixw. Chairman 
Base Reaiignmenr and C!osure Commission 
do South Shorc Chamber of'Cornrnefce 
36 -MUex Stile Road 
Quincy, -MA 02169 

Dear Mr. Dixcm: 

The Board of Selectmen wishes t~ q r e s  its I-ery strong opinion that your commission reconsider thc 
recommendation to close the South Weyrnouth N d .  Eased on idbmaiion presented to us we believe the base is 
high in military value and cost ef%ctiveness while serving as a superb regionaI ficility for the navy reserve. 

If  this base were clased it would seriously d v e  the 8biIity of men and women throughout New ErlgIand and Ncw 
York to serve in the ;Naval: Reserves. It is clear to us that Bmnswick Maine simply does not mezt the needs of the 
military in this regard. Addiciondly. in this time of tnrmnirtg defense expenditure, it is incumbent upon ali citizens and 
taxpayers to demand that every dollar spent is done so with an eye towards the maximum benefit to the amarmed 
services. The Weymouth ficiIity deariy outranks other faddies of its class in military value by the Navy's own 
d c u l a t i ~  yet it is being sided out for closure. 

South Wt?ymouth dso w e s  a vital economic and emergency mmganmt role in the region tkat must dso be 
cansidered in this process. 

Uut request is only that you reoonsidcr the mrh of the fgcility based on the criteria that we can all agree are most 
important to the nationat interest - m i k y  value and cost d b h n e s  

if you have any quesuons please tieeI fiee to coatact us at yuu &m 

Sincerely Yours, 

w&&. B q ,  Clzaiman 
Weym0ut.h Board of 



NAVAL AIR STATION 
SO. WEYMOUTH, MA 021 90 

Ar. Aian  Cl:<on, C h a l r n a n  55 BZAC 

c i o  SOUTH S S i i O R X  CHAirl3ER d'r' COMf.IEHiE 
36 M I L L E R  STILS R O k U  
BOX 485 
QUiNCY, MA d 2 2 b 9  

Sear M r .  v1:ton. 

1 3!n w r l t l n g  you a b o u t  my c o n c e r n  a t  t n e  ~ r o p o s e d  c l c s l n g  oi 
t h e  Naval  A r r  S t a z l o n  S o u t h  We.ymouth. I have r e a d  many a r t r c l e s  
smut t n e  c i c s u r e .  a n a  a p p r e c l a t l  a l l  t h e  s u p p o r t  2nd w o r k  ycu 
nave  zona  oc t n e  b a s e ' s  a e n a i f .  

:ha A l r  S t a r l o n  t m p i ~ y e e s  3 v e r  1 , O : J C  m l i r t a r y  and z l o s e  LO 
30u c ~ ~ l l l d n  pers3n:1ei. T h e r e  a r e  4 7  d r l , l l n g  un:cs on  s t a t r o n  - - 3acn  indnr;?, ?iav?i  A l r  S t a ~ l o n  Souzh 'rleyrnou:h 1s t-?e oniv .'rev3, 
F e a e r v e  FazrLiz:? in :ne N e w  ;ngianc ana  N s w  Y o ~ i i  s r o a s .  '23 ~ 3 s s  
c n l s  dl-- s t a r i ~ n  d ~ a i i - 1  d e q r l v ~  zi-e s r ic lza  i i o r - n e a s t  the 
o c F o r t u 2 i t y  t o  d r r s l  1~ tne J a v a 1  r e s e r v a  

G u r  rsserves a r e  =ra;zed t3 i e l p  I n  c a s e  o r  a  L1at rona-  
c r l ses  a s  t n e y  d l a  in Cese r -  d a ~ a , a / U e s e r :  Szorm. I n  a n  
emergency, l t  l++lil be t o o  l a t e  :c c a l l  up tne deserv~s s:<o$cc 
them t2 u s e  equipment o r  c o m p l e t e  m l s s l o n s  i i  t n e y  have i:ti,e G r  

no ex?er len_ce o r  t r a l n l n q .  NAd Scuch : J e ~ ; n c l ~ t n  p r o - ~ l ~ d e s  T , i a l u a ~ l e  
t r a l n l n g  t o  New E n g l a n d ' s  Naval  and Marrne Ke5erv;s~s anc t n e  
Lives up t o  l t s  mot to  o f  " S t r s n g t h  Througn R e a d l n e s a " .  

The b a s e  c l o s u r e  w r l l  have  a s e v e r  economlc l n p a c t  upon t h e  
towns surrounding t h e  b a s s .  Not o n l y  w l l l  buslnasses and nouslng 
In tne a r e a  surfar, b u t  many people wlll f e e l  t h e  e ~ f e c t  l a y o f f s  
o r  perinanenc l o b  l o s s .  The S o u t h  Shore  a t  t h l s  tlme, 1s a l r e a d y  
u n d e r  depressad economy and  c a n n o t  h a n d l e  any  f u r t h e r  hardships. 

Z a m  asklng t h a t  you p l e a s e  do  everything you c a n  t o  > r e v e n t  
t h e  Base Realignment and  C l o s u r e  Comrnlsslon ( 3 R A C )  f rom closlng 
NA S o u t h  Weymouth. I hope t h a t  you w l l l  be  s u c c a s s f u l  I n  y o u r  
e n d e a v o r  t o  keep  t h e  b a s e  o p e n .  I t h a n k  you a g a l n  f o r  a l l  y o u r  
h e l p  r n  the p a s t  and I n  t h e  f u t u r e .  

R e s p e c t f u l l y ,  



Mr. A l a n  Qixoo, Chairmar: 
Base Real ignment and Closure Commf $$ion 
Washington. 9.:. 

Gear Mr. Dixvn: 

f n  t h e  sunmer af 1393 the nassacnwsetts Ernrrgrncy Management Agency !MEMA) 
was faced w i t h  the l a s s  of cne o f  the three Receptton Centers supp8tc.ing an 
evacuation of the Emergency Planning Zone for the Pilgrim Nuclear Power 
S t a t t o n  (PNPS) i n  P l p o u t k  Ma$sathusetts i n  the want  a9 an accident a t  
PNPS. Fortvnateiy, we were able  t o  negot ia te  a Memvrsndum o? Understanding 
w f t h  the Oeuartment of t k e  Navy and t h  South Weymeuth Naval Air Statton t o  
u t l  l i z e  thefr f a d l  f t f e s  for th(s purpose on October !993. 

Fo'll owing an extensfve rec ru i  tf ng and training program; the South X r ~ o u t n  
Seeeption Center passad r Federal Emerg~nty Management e x ~ r s t s r  :n ?larch 
1994 ant Rd4 been a poweriul asset t o  the itadiological Ernargency 
Preparedness Program of  Southeastern Massachusetts since tha t  t irne. 

Because of thd excel 1 ent cbaperatjon 07 t h e  c iv i l  ian and mf 1 i tary persgnnri 
of the South geymout)? Naval AIr J ta t jon  and their superb physical f a c i f  f t y ,  
a bond was formad between ' the local cmmunity, the State  and tbe Fedtral 
Government t h a t  has made the base an i n t t g r a l  p a r t  of eamprehensive 
amorgency plannSng for the entlre area f n  additFon t o  the speci f tc  nuclear 
preparedness m i  ss i on. 

with the help and dedfcafi~n of Lt. bavt  Murphy, formally w i t h  the base 
Pub1 i c  Works Department, and now dtrrct< ng the Envi ronmental G ~ Q u ~ ,  ahd 
Chief John Carpenter and the enttre Naval Air Stat ion Flre Oepartmnt, the 
Sacaption tenter was formed and plans wen enacted that would eventurlTy 
p0Sttfon t h e  Naval A f t  Station as a patentiel location for a federal stagtng 
area in the event gf any disaster, natural or mnmadc, i n  Massachusetts, and 
for  that matter. the e n t i r e  Northeastern UnSted States. 

Already many Sta te  and Federal agencles Rave util4zab, or planned tne us3 of 
tke *weakrrrdW b t l  1 e t i n g  and trrinf ng f a c l l  Sties for weekday seminars and 
conQerancrs seving the governpnnt many thousands a? dollars. Also in the 
plannfng Stages i s  u t l ?  fzatlon o f  t k e  f a c i l  ! t i e $  and airifold as a possible 
staging area f o r  the Amer ican  Red Crass. The arrival 09 a C-130 Naval A i r  
Squadron a t  the  a i r  s t a t i o n  has added t o  the feasfbilfty a f  this concept. 
In addttfon, the use o f  the f a d l  i t  b the C l v i l  A t r  Patru'l has g j v t n  W ~ S  
MlergenCy response u n l t  a grc8trr pore f n  responding t o  requests t o  l r r f r t  
XEMA i n  the event o f  an emergency. 

P.O. Sox 54 Bndgawater, MA 9232kbC5-4 v 508497431 11 fur 50g-$974809 



next Month. on Ruy ZOth, the flaval A i r  Station nili be augmenting and 
providfng support t a  a Public Safety f a i r  a t  their facility which i s  
designed t o  showcase the many federal, state ,  local and pfluatr flrms which 
wwrlc together t o  safeguard the safety of al: the cftfrens of the 
Comnanwesl t h .  State Po7 i c e ,  Coast Guard, Madivac He1 icopters, C i v i l  A f  r 
Patrol as we1 1 as the EPR, DOT, and many other county local pol ice,  f f  re and 
other pub? l c  safety organizations nil  1 be dqspiay f n g  their equipment and 
ta lents .  The vtfltors who attend wtll be ab le  t a  see flrst hrnC t h e  
Gdp&Bf lfttes of the naval a i r  station fire depar t ,an t  f n  provfdlng mutual 
afd fo r  t h e  entire S w t h  Shore of Massachusetts and more fmportant, how a l l  
these varivus federa:, state, TacaT camrrmnfties and private companies work 
together in support of Public Safety.  

In Summary, the devefopmon of the pategtial support avaSfable from the Sautn 
Weymuth Naval Air S t a t i o n  In other areas such as weather, shear radar ,  the 
l a rge  runway and many other facillt(ts i s  i n  i t s  qnfanty. the pass4bi 1 i t i e s  
of dfsccverinq neu ways t o  pt-ovide support t e  the FQderaI Emergency 
Managmnt Agency (F€.W) and the Comom~ealth of MassacRusetts has just 
begun. The loss of thaso valuable assets wou7d be- devastat ing,  not only t o  
the publtc perctption of the new role o f  the mllltary, b u t  also  t:, the 
economy of tne surrounCIng sma and thr potential s u ~ p o r t  t o  the Public 
Safety . 
Request t h a t  your Comniss'S~n rec~nsider the r~ammandation f o r  base closure 
and recommend the South Ueytnuuth Naval Alr S t a t  fan r e ~ f n  open and ulab ie ,  
4 f  not for t h e  Daoartment of t h e  Navy, a t  feast by anot3er Faderai Agency or 
Department. 

Cf : D. Murphy 
J. Carpenter 



DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
. ---- - t1.4iCINQ AbCRZSS 

9TES COAST GUARD 

M r .  A l a n  Dixorr 
Chairman 
Base R e a l i m a n t  and Closure Commfseion 

Dear Mr. Dixon: 

Thi8 l e t t e r  is in rofrrcace to the possible claeure of Naval Air 
Station South Weymouth, Massachusetts. W e  kave occupied 5 . 5  
acres o f  land since I March 1972 which iu coatrolled by, and a 
part o f ,  the Naval A i r  Sta t ion .  The South Weymouth United S t a t e 9  
Coast Guard Centralized Buoy Maintenance F a c i l i t y  is the oaly one 
of its type throughout the Coast Guard. The facllity baa peovm 
to be very successful and cansiatently exeels i n  its mission. 
The centralized location of tho facility i s  a major, contributing 
fac tor  to i t s  success, The aupgort the Naval Air Station has 
contributed over the past  24 years has be- tremendous. 

Mission 

Our primary mission is to euggly tkc 1st District Coast  Guard 
w i t h  critical aids to navigational equipment, i . e . ,  buoy hulls, 
l ight  towers, mooring chain and a h k e r n .  T h e  Depot eupporta 10 
Coast: Guard  units, 5 USCG uhips and 6 navigation teams. The 
range of these units is from Long ~sland Sound, NY, to the 
Canadian Border and consieta of approxhately 5 , 0 0 0  buoys that 
are  on a 6-year turnaround cycle. Along w i t h  winter re l ie fs ,  the 
USCG Buoy Depot refur5ishcs between 800 and 1,000 buoy hulls each 
year. 

Since 1972, the U. S .  Coast Guard Centralized Buoy Maintenance 
Facility (Depot-level), ha6 held a support agreement b e t w e e a  the 
U. S .  Coast Guard and NAS South Weynrouth. The use agreement 
contains general proviaions for sarvices provided by NAS South 
Weymouth. Supgart agreements cover specific errvicar much a m  
fire alarm systesus, i t s  maintenance and fire protection, 
aurveillaace/security of all USCG Depot progerty stored at the 
Depot, snow removal, etc. From time to time, NAS South Weymouth 
supportm the USCG Depot with other services auch as special 
vehicles, manpower, fuel to operate equiment, parta, e t c . ,  when . 
available and ae aeceesary. 



The Coaat Guard is in the process of atrsadining it8 ssrvicea to 
the public. One proposal is to close Gavernora Island, NY, and 
move their buoy mai~teaance responsibilities to the South 
Waymouth faci l i ty ,  provided, of course, that NAS South Weymouth 
stays opera w d  agreee to increase the current acreage allowance. 

Conclusion 

The U. S. Coast Guard would like to continua operating at NAB 
South Wemouth, and hopefully, be g i v s a  the opportunity to 
expand. F o r  th is  reason, U. S .  C o a s t  Guard facility supports NAS 
South Weymouth's efforts to rexain open. Arry consideration you 
may give to this matter will be greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

E. F. WOODSIDE 
FcJr9ma2l 
USCO Buoy Depot 



u * @ *  NAVAL SEA CADET CbRP8 - - ------- 
SQDN. 7 ZULU 

SOuTE IZYMOUTH XAViU A 3 3  STATTON 
SOUTH WEYMOUTfI: HA. - 

10 April 1995 

M r .  Alan 2ixon 
Chairmar, 
Base Realignment and C l o a u r e  Committee 

Dear Sir: 

I a m  caking c h i s  opportunity to inform your a f E i c e  of t he  
activities of our Sea Cadet unit at Naval A i r  Station, South 
Weymouth . 
The station has had a Sea Cadet unit sincc 1958 and has had its 
Reserve personnel, officer's and enlisted a l i k e ,  teaching, 
counseling, and drilling providing couctless hours of sezvie.. 
Summer sessions included hands on training from many 
professior.ais from the tenant commands. 

many of these perscnnel en c h e i r  own time have willingly and 
respectfully given unselfishly, a devoted du;y to these cadets. 
It the base does close as recommended, there would be no other 
environment that could lend a epirit nor prcmote t he  f u t u r e  of 
these fine examples of youth that have numbered into the h u ~ d r e d s  
over the years. The spirit of a career to those who have been 
exposed ro a way o f  life exemplified by the exampls of our 
station's personnel would be negatively affected. Our cadets 
travel from more than 14 towns to come here for their weekly 
t ra ining,  and from all over the country f o r  summer training. I 
ask that the Naval Air Station continue in its fine tradition to 
be a mainstay to these cadets. 

Thank you fsr this consideration. 

Sincerely, 

a. p , Q &  
Commanding Officer 



Robert J. Alvarez 
34 John Adams Drive 
Norwell, Ma. 02061 

61 7-749-9844 

Mr. Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Base Realignment and Closure Committee 

18 April 1995 

Re: South Weymouth Naval Air Station, S. Weymouth, Ma. 

Dear Mr, Dixon, 

l'his fetter is wlth regard to the Oept .of the Navy's decision to offer NAS S. Weymuth 
as a selection for dosure on the 1995 BRAC list I am a publlc heerltMsanitery engineer and 
president Of a consulting firm who is presemtly considering re-entry into the Naval Reserve. RIe 
prospect of losing a drill station Whin reasonable distance is daunting and wilt substantiaIly 
influence my decision on whether swing the Navy again is warthwhile. What is most 
distuaing is that this very region of the country provides the most significant talent pool for the 
Naval Rese~ve in the job skills most critically undermanned by the Navy. 

As you are probably aware Of, the medicat and engineering professions have been 
penistently undermanned in the Navy, and the Baton metropoiitan ama offers the most 
available and varied prospects in the natlon for flillng this need. I have always been dismayed 
as to why the Navy hasn't attempted to expand it's Reserve presence in Boston for this very 
reason, therefore it seems contrary to proper strategic planning to further diminish ttiier 
presence. This comes especially at a time when Miante on Reservists to fill voids left in the 
active service driwdown is escalating, and seems to be a future trend. Over the m i n g  years, 
this concept is the only viable solufion to the country's need to bdance military readiness Mth 
deficit reduction (for example, see Navy Times, 4/24/95 edition, pg. 20). Acconfingiy, logic 
dictates that reserve faallties such as NAS S. Weymouth should be expanding thief roles, not 
suOjec!8d to shutdowns in order to satisfy near term political and budgetary goab. 

Piease also corrsider that the process of wrthdmal from this region has been 
methodical over the past decades, i.e, Chartestown Navy Yard, Chelsea Naval Annex, 
Hingham Naval Shipyard, Hingharn Munitions Depot, $quantum Naval Air Station and Chelsea 
Naval Hospital which am all dosed. At present, Naval Air Statfon South Weymouth is all that 
is left to serve a major populaUon area of the United States, and to expect Reservists to 
cammute 3 or more hours to such a reme iocatian as Bmnmddc, Maine will only serve to 
further lsotate the Naval Reserve Worn a vast and invaluable talent p ~ l .  

' ~obertq Alvarez 



Ken Goldsmith 
15 Athens Street, Apt.3 
Cambridge, MA 021 38-6001 

27 March 1995 

The Honorable Alan Dixon, Chairman 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission 

Dear Mr. Dixon, 

I strongly urge you to reconsider the proposed closure of Naval Air Station South 
Weymouth, MA. This facility, while perhaps not terribly important from a military 
perspective, is incredibly important to the thousands of Naval Reservists who drill 
here. I am one of the many Reservists who absolutely depend on NAS South 
Weymouth and the squadrons located here in order to continue to serve my country. 
We cannot fly or fix aircraft anywhere else. This is the only place Naval Reservists in 
the very large population of southern New England can drill productively within any 
reasonable commuting distance. Closing this base and sending the squadrons far 
away would deprive hundreds of highly skilled and motivated people of the 
opportunity to contribute materially to our nation's readiness. Please don't leave us 
just pushing meaningless paper. We need Naval aircraft located within a reasonable 
distance. - 

As an officer with a Reserve commission, I was forced out of the active-duty military 
during the drawdown. If NAS South Weymouth closes and Fleet Logistics Support 
Squadron 62 moves far away, I will be forced out of serving my country altogether. 
This is the real impact of this base closure. 

- 
Sincerely yours, i 

Ken Goldsmith 1 





Scenario 1 - Close NAS ATLANTA GA 

RELOCATE: 
VR-46 TO NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH MA 
MAG-42 (HMLA-773) TO MCM NEW RIVER 

ROI = l Y E A R  
NPV = $256,069K 
ONE TIME COST = $55,57OK 
RECURRING SAVINGS = $23,84lK 

PRESERVED AT DOBBINS EFFECIWE SCENARIO ALL SCENARIOS CLOSING MANNING/READINESS 
- FACILITY AVAIL FOR - NO DEMOGRAPHICS NAS ATLANTA - STEL IN ATLANTA 

SELRES AIRLIFT FOR MCAS NEW RIVER - IDWEST ONE TIME SMSA WITH SAME 
- IMPROVED READINESS COST FOR CLOSING DEMOGRAPHICS 

WITH BETI'ER MANNING NAS ATLANTA - NO DEMOGRAPHICS 
AT SOUTH WEYMOUTH - EXPANSION CAPABILITY FOR MCAS NEW RIVER 

- IMPROVED W A R Y  PRESERVED AT DOBBINS 
VALUE FOR RESERVE - FACILITY AVAIL FOR 
NAS SUBCATEGORY SELRES AIRLIFT 

- IMPROVED MILITARY 
VALUE FOR RESERVE 
NAS SUBCATEGORY 

PROS 

- EXPANSION CAPABILITY 

Scenario 2 - CLOSE NAS ATLANTA GA 

RELOCATE: 
VR-46 TO DOBBINS AFB 
MAG42 (HMLA-773) TO MCAS NEW RIVER 

ROI = IMMEDIATE 
NPV = $260,529K 
ONE TIME COSTS = $47,283K 
RECURRING SAVINGS = $23,658K 

CONS 

- NOT THE MOST COST 

PROS CONS 

- HIGHEST SAVINGS OF - NO CHANGE IN UNIT 



Scenario 3 - Close NAS ATLANTA GA 

REJBCATE: 
VR-46 TO NAS JRB NEW ORLEANS LA 
MAG42 (HMLA-773) TO MCAS NEW RIVER 

ROI = l Y E A R  
NPV = $250,468K 
ONE TIME COST = $60,229 
RECURRING SAVINGS = $25,26OK 

Scenario 4 - CXDSE NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH MA 

RELOCATE: 
VR-46 TO DOBBINS AFB 
VR-62 TO NAS BRUNSWICK 
SUPPORT PERSONNEL TO NAS BRUNSWICK 
USTRANSCOM UNIT TO GROTON OR NEWPORT 
AUGMENTING/SUSTAINING UNITS TO QUINCY 
USMCR ORDINANCE UNITS TO QUANTICO 
MAG-42 (HMLA-773) TO MCAS NEW RIVER 
NO DISPOSITION FOR VP-92 

ROI = 1YEAR 
NPV = $315,%5K 
ONE TIME COSTS = $17,34lK* 
RECURRING SAVINGS = $27,423K 

PROS CONS PROS CONS 

- EXPANSION CAPABILITY - NOT THE MOST COST - HIGHEST SAVINGS - SUBSTANTIALLY DEGRADED 
PRESERVED AT DOBBINS EFFECTWE SCENARIO OF AWL SCENARIOS MISSION CAPABILITY 

- FACILITY AVAIL FOR - NO DEMOGRAPHICS - POORER DEMOGRAPHICS IN 
SELRES AIRLIFT FOR MCAS NEW RIVER ATLANTA AND BRUNSWCK 

- IMPROVED MIL,.ITARY - NO DEMOGRAPHICS - NO DEMOGRAPHICS FOR MCAS 
VALUE FOR RESERVE FOR NAS JRB NEW NEW RIVER OR QUANTICO 
NAS SUBCATEGORY ORLEANS - NO DEMOGRAPHICS FOR 

NEWPORT OR GROTON 
- * INFi'LATED NPV/DEFLATED 

ONE TIME COSTS: COBRA 
DOES NOT REFLECT ALL 
MlLCON IDENTIFIED IN 
SCENARIO DEV. 

- NO DISPOSITION FOR VP-92 
- LOSS OF ASSETS FOR EXPAN- 

DED RESERVE OPERATIONAL 
MISSIONS (E.G. BOSNIA AIRJXIT 
& BLOCKADE, HAITIAN OPS, 
PERSIAN GULF PATROLS, E X )  



RESERVE UNIT MANNINQ COMPARISON (% 0PFlEN.A 

0 UNIT MANNING UNIT MANNING 

MWW73 11241 89.0 HMA 773 61.41 65.1 - 
m n i  ~OO.OPS~:~ .WMO~ 77.11 69-4 

I 1 

MALS49 DET C 

NAVAIR 1391 

NVR COW 691 

MEX) MAG 49 

DPRO SXKO- 

1 77.81117.6 m 2 . . ( 1 )  1 94.Ul06.1 
1 82.7/ 93.9 AuLS-42 (2) 320.0/ 14.1 

100.01 96.1 4TH LAAD H&S DET A (1) 50.0/111.1 

98.51 912 4TH LAAD H&S DET A (2) 100.0/130.0/ 

100.01 NIA 4TH LAAD BTRY IB 60.0K46.0 

75.01100.0 4 W  LAAD BN 04715 300.OPOO.O - 

40.0/65.0 -- VR46 100.0/ 62.9 

100.01 NIA VA-205 100.01 79.0 

NORA 1094 lOO.O/ 69.6 NORA 1567 -. lOO.O/lOO.O , 
DPRO LYNN 100.0/ N/A COMPIcmBGRU 0867 94.71 78.6 

DPRO GRUNMAN 0591 100.0/ N/A CARGKU 0667 100.0B9.7 
0 191 100.0 1 75.6 ONI 2109 87.51 70.0 
TSC 0791 lOO.O/ 75.6 NAWC 0167 100.01 80.0 

NAVSTA ROTA 0391 325.011 10.4 NAVSTA ROTA 0167 276.9/100.9 
It 
NAVAIR 0891 106.71 NfA NAVAIRSYS 150.0 1 N/A 
MED D q  0191 121.411435 NR MED DEN 168.8fl70.0 

I 
N A W D  0191 150.01100.0 .4TH MED/MAW DBT B 100.0/s9.5 

CV-67 0291 275.01 83.0 CV-65 0167 160.0/805 
1 I 

1 NAS SOWEY / 1291 
1 I 

NAS BRUNS '4291 150-Ojl32.0 NASCECDLO667 " 
600.0D44.4 

I I 
AIC 0291 920fl08.0 AlC 0867 95.7P04.0 fl 

AIC 0191 92.61 824 AIC 0967 90.9/ 90.9 
I I 
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VR-46 TO NAS JRB NEW ORLEANS LA VR-46 TO DOBBINS AFB 
MAG-42 (HMLA-773) TO MCAS NEW RIVER VR42 TO NAS BRUNSWICK 

SUPPORT PERSONNEL TO NAS BRUNSWICK 
USTRANSCOM UNIT TO GROTON OR NEWPORT 
AUGMENTING/SUSTAINING UNITS TO QUINCY 
USMCR ORDINANCE UNITS TO QUANTICO 

NEW RIVER 

= l Y E A R  = l Y E A R  

OF ALL SCENARIOS MISSION CAPABILlTY 
- FACILITY AVAIL FOR - NO DEMOGRAPHICS - POORER DEMOGRAPHICS IN 

SELRES AIRLIFI' FOR MCAS NEW RIVER ATLANTA AND BRUNSWICK 
- IMPROVED MILITARY - NO DEMOGRAPHICS - NO DEMOGRAPHICS FOR MCAS 

VALUE FOR RESERVE FOR NAS JRB NEW NEW RIVER OR QUANTICO 
NAS SUBCATEGORY - NO DEMOGRAPHICS FOR 

NEWPORT OR GROTON 
- * INFTATED NPVPEFLATED 

ONE TIME COSTS: COBRA 
DOES NOT REFLECT ALL 
MlLCXlN IDENTIFIED IN 
SCENARIO DEV. 

- NO DISPOSITION FOR VP-92 
- LOSS OF ASSETS FOR EXPAN- 

DED RESERVE OPERATIONAL 
MISSIONS (E.G. BOSNIA AIRLIFT 
& BLOCKADE, HAITIAN OPS, 



CATEGORY 

DEMOGRAPHICS 
- TOTAL POP 
- VETERAN POP 
- VIETNAM VETS 
- ADJ VETS' 
- POP AGES 17-35 
- COLLEGE GRADS 
- TOT EMPLOYED 
- ADJ MILITARY 
- AVIATION EMP 

NASSOUTHWEYMOUTH I NAS ATLANTA 

5,992,712 
656,850 
340,420 
3 16,430 

46.6% 
536,536 
587,263 
545,409 

36,014 (DELTA & LOCKHEED) 

NAS BRUNSWICK 

1,236,348 
159,333 
77,003 
82,330 
42.5% 

73,784 
74,986 
62,368 
UNKNOWN 

' THESE FIGURES MAY INCLUDE KOREAN, W I1 AND DISABLED VETS. 

WE DO NOT RECOMMEND THE CLOSURE OF NAS BRUNSWICK, SINCE IT IS THE ONLY OPERATIONAL NAVAL AIR 
STATION IN THE NORTHEA!XERN U.S. 

NAS BRUNSWICK SHOULD NOT BE COMPARED WITH RESERVE AIR STATIONS IN COMPLIANCE WITH DOD AND DON 
POLICY THAT PLACED EACH BASE IN A PARTICULAR CATEGORY AND "FURTHER DIVIDED [THEM] INTO 
SUBCATEGORIES TO ENSURE THAT LIKE INSTALLATIONS WERE COMPARED TO ONE ANOTHER AND TO ALLOW 
IDENTIFICATION OF TOTAL CAPACITY AND MILITARY VALUE FOR AN ENTIRE SUBCATEGORY OF INSTALLATIONS. . ." 

- DON ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATIONS VOL. IV, P. 19 





ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS FOR NAS BRUNSWICK 

TO: 1995 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

.FROM: Committee to Save Naval Air Station South Weymouth 

PAGE 01 

The Navy has proposed that NAS South Weymouth be closed and its aviation assets be 
rebated to NAS Brunswiclc in older to help address the excess capaaty sihatbn at the 
latter base. This memorandum discusses several dtmatives to that proposal, all of 
which wodd allow South Weymouth to remain open, with its squadrons remaining at 
South Weymouth. 

meet Air Reconnaissance Squadron Two CVQ-2) is employed in the electronic 
&bring role. It utiiizes the EP-3E airaaft, the same airfram as the P-Xs  stationed 
at Brunswidc but having a different interior. The squadron is based at NS Rota, Spain, 
but operates thr~ughaut the Atlantic area. 

The Navy recently relocated this squadron's Pacific counterpart IVQ-I) from NAS 
Agana in Guam back to the mainland US., specificaily to NAS Whidbey Island in the 
State of Washington. h e  squadron now deploys detachments throughout the Pacific * where and when needed, as appropriate. The Navy apparently believes that, due to the 
reduced threat level, it is no longer necessary to permanently base this squadron 
ovefseas. - 

b i 

We would suggest that a similar strategy could be employ& in the Atlantic theater of 
operations. That is, VQ2 could be relocnted from Rota, SpM to Brunswick, Maine, 
with this squadron, in turn, sendiig aircraft detachments to various locations when 
needed. Meanwhile, the bulk of the squadron would remain at Brunswick, Such a 
straw would save the Navy money by rduang the need to maintain family housing 
overseas, while improving morale of squadron personnel. dt is also very likely that 
aircraft maintenance efAaendes a cost savings would result by maintaining these 

@ ahraft at B m w i c k ,  since Brunswick has all of the capabilities for such maintenance 
W d y  in hand. 

If this pattern of operation can be successfully implemented in the Pacific by VQ-1, it 
would seem logical that it can be duplicated in the Atlantic. 

Active-duty P-3C squadrons are presently homeported at Brunswick, Maine; 
Jacksonville, Florida; Whidbey Isiand, Washington; and Kaneohe, Hawaii. It may mab 

rrr) sense to rebate a P-3C squadron from one of the latter three bases to Brunswick, with a 
squadron from Jacksonville perhaps being the most likely candidate. 

Altffnrtive Scenarios for NAS Brunswlck Page 1 of 3 
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The Navy originally planned to close Brunswick and move ia P-3s to lacksonville. 
However, these plans changed when the proposal was made to send NAS Cecil Field's 
SJs  to hcksonville rather than to Oceans, Virginia. Moving 5-39 to NAS Jacksonville 
will result in that base being home to P-3s and S-3s in addition to H-3/H-60 anti- 
submarine helicopters. The combination of turboprops, jets, and helicopters will result 
in crowded conditions at NAS Jacksonville, both in the air and on the ground In fad, a 
new hangar to accommodate the needs of VP-30, the Navy's P-3 training squadron, is 
presently under construction at Jacksonville. 

Given the situation described above, the logic and potential efficiencies of moving a P-3 
S q u a b  to B~nowidc from Jacksonville in order to relieve the crowded conditions at 
the ktter base should be investigated. 

At least one scenario studied by the Navy with regard to the possible dosure of NAS 
Atlnnta resulted in the proposal by the Navy to move squadrpn VR46 and its C-90 
aircraft from Atlanta to NAS Brunswick. Should Atlanta be closed and South 
Weymouth be kept open, new homes would have to be found for all of Atlanta's 
aimaft, Certainly, South Weymouth would like to obtain as many of tnose aircraft as 
possible. However, if the Navy is adamant that the Brunswick area can support 
Reserve operations with its demographics, relocate the C-9 squadron to Brunswick and 

rlJ) the remaining Atlanta aircraft to South Weymouth. 

Of the squadrons presently at or proposed to be located at Atlanta (C-9a, AH-I /UM-ls, 
FA-las), the C-9 squadron is likely to be the smallest in terms ofqequird personnel and 
would, thus, have the patest  chance for success at Brunswick '8mWic.k claims in its 
data call that it can locate a C-9 squadron in one of its hangars for only $100,OM). 
Brunswidc also has 8,000.foot runways which the Navy prefers Ppr this type of aircraft. 

7 

Relocation of Atlanta's squadrons to South Weymouth and Brunswick would allow 
Atlanta to be dosed, thus saving the Navy between $200 and 300 million, while keeping 
open a Reserve base (South Weymouth) with significantly higher military value than 
Atlanta and with significantly better demographics than Atlanta. The issue of 

I ~runswick excess capacity would also be addressed through thetransfer of VB-46. 

This scenario would involve the realignment of Naval Air station Brunavick to Naval 
; Air Facility Brunswick, similar to proposals currently Wig considered by BRAC95 for 

NAS Key West and NAS Corpus Christie. 

Under this scenario, the airfield and as90dated f a d t i e s  would be retained for training 
purposes, access to nearby ranges, airspace, etc. Its strategic location would be 

# preserved, with the b a d 8  facilitiwi available for use, as required. Ali or most of the 
existing aircraft at the base would be relocated elsewhere, 

Alternative Scenarios for NAS Brunswick 
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w While the savings assodated with this scenario can not be estimated at this time, they 
could be expected to be considerable. 

These scDnartas represent only a sample of those which could potentially be developed 
and are meant to be representative of a range of possible options. Others, of course, are 
possible and should be developed by the Navy for evaluation, with the god being to 
both keep South Weymouth open while maintaining the strategic presence of 
Bnurswick. 

Alternative Scenarios for NAS BruWck Page 3 of 3 



LONG TERM IMPLICATIONS OF CLOSING NAS ATLANTA 
OR NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

TO: 1995 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

FROM: Committee to Save Naval Air Station South Weymouth 

One of the key differences between closing NAS Atlanta or closing NAS South 
Weymouth relates to the long term implications for the availability of the respective 
airfields. 

Specifically, NAS Atlanta is a tenant of Dobbins Air Reserve Base (ARB), as are several 
other military and civilian organizations. There are no plans to close the ARB, 
regardless of what happens to NAS ~t lan ta .  The airfield (runway, taxiways, etc.) will 
remain open to serve the Air Force Reserve and its other tenants. Accordingly, it would 
be possible to put the facilities of NAS Atlanta in "mothballs" if the Navy so desired, 
Should some national emergency arise in the future, NAS Atlanta could be quickly 
reopened. In the meantime, should NAS Atlanta be selected for closure, its reservists 
could be airlifted each weekend from Dobbins to other Naval Air Reserve activities in 
the Southeast (e.g., NAS New Orleans, NAS Fort Worth, NAR Jacksonville, etc.). Or, 
these same reservists could attempt to affiliate with the reserve activities of the other 
military services located aboard Dobbins ARB (e.g., the Air Force Reserve, the Army 
Reserve, the Georgia Air National Guard). 

If, on the other hand, NAS South Weymouth were to be closed, its airfield facilities 
could very likely be lost forever, since there is no guarantee that the airfield will be 
taken over by civilian authorities and operated as an airport. Thus, under that scenario, 
the airfield at South Weymouth would not be available in a time of national emergency. 
Also, and just the opposite of the situation in Atlanta, closure of the airfield at South 
Weymouth eliminates the opportunity for the Navy to airlift local reservists to other 
training sites, thus forcing these reservists to either drive long distances to maintain 
their military affiliations or to drop out of the program. 

Long Term Implications of Closing NAS Atlanta or NAS South Weymouth 



AIRCRAFI' TYPES POTENTIALLY RELOCATABLE TO 
NAVAL AIR STATION-SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

BY 
John C. Yaney 

"Save Our Base Committee" 

NAS South Weymouth has the necessary capacity and supporting infrastructure to 
support additional aviation units. In addressing the issue of potential additional 
aircraft types to relocate to NAS South Weymouth in order to reduce excess capacity 
and to help assure the future of this base, a logical approach is to examine existing 
squadrons and their aircraft types at bases which have a lower military value. For bases 
within the Reserve Claimancy, two locations were determined in the most recent 1995 
analysis to have a lower military value than South Weymouth. These bases are NAS 
Atlanta (Military Value = 51.14) and NAS Fort Worth (Military Value = 60.94). 
Accordingly, presented below is a tabulation of squadrons at those bases and the types 
of aircraft which they currently operate. 

NAS Atlanta NAS Fort Worth 
VR-46 C-9B VR-59 C-9B 
HMLA-773 UH-IN / AH-IW VF-201 F-14A 
VFA-203 F/ A-18A* VMFA-112 F/A-18A 
VMFA-142 F/A-18A* VMGR-234 KC-130T 

Given these aircraft types, below is presented a discussion of several of them which 
would appear to be most operationally feasible to station at South Weymouth and 
which could be readily accommodated in existing facilities there. 

C-9B aircraft are very frequent visitors to NAS South Weymouth and operate from there 
with no difficulty, either to destinations throughout the United States or overseas. 

C-9B aircraft require a Type I1 hangar, with NAS South Weymouth having two hangars 
of this class. Hangar I is presently occupied by only VP-92 and its F3C aircraft. That 
hangar can accommodate three or four P-3C and/or C-9B aircraft simultaneously. 
Ramp space surrounding Hangar 1 can easily accommodate a C-9B squadron, or 
another P-3C squadron for that matter. Historically, until the recent demise at HSL-74, 
this hangar has traditionally accommodated two squadrons. Thus, with VP-92 as its 
sole occupant now, C-9B aircraft could be maintained within it with no difficulty. 

These two squadrons, presently located at NAS Cecil and directed by BRAC 93 to 
relocate to MCAS Beaufort, are now proposed by the Navy to be redirected by BRAC 
95 to NAS Atlanta. 
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- (I) Several over-the-ocean "Warning Areas" (W104, W105, etc.) are located very 

w close to South Weymouth, permitting short transit times to and from these areas 
and, thus, allowing maximum training time within the areas. 

(2) Two military operating areas (Condor and Yankee) are located in nearby New 
Hampshire and Maine. VMA-322, when it was based at South Weymouth, made 
frequent use of these MOAs. The Syracuse MOA is located nearby in New York. 

(3) Nearby South Weymouth-owned No Mans Island target range is available for 
use with inert weapons. Live weapons can be employed at locations in New 
York (Fort Drum) or New Jersey (Warren Grove. 

(4) Opportunities abound for Dissimilar Air Combat Training (DACT) with other 
Massachusetts and New Eng1and;based tactical jet aircraft. For example, the 
Massachusetts Air National Guard operates F-15 aircraft at Otis Air National 
Guard base, located only 30 nautical miles from South Weymouth. The 
Massachusetts Air National Guard also operates A-10 aircraft, as does the 
Connecticut Air National Guard. F-16s are flown by the Vermont Air National 
Guard. The dual fighter/attack roles of the F/A-18 make the availability of these 
DACT training opportunities and nearby MOAs and warning areas of critical 
importance. 

(5) Practice in-flight refuelling opportunities for the F/A-18s are plentiful in the area. 
I) For example, the Marine Air Reserve operates a squadron (VMGR-452) of KC- 

130T refuelling aircraft at Stewart ANGB in New York, a base located only 
slightly more than 150 nautical miles away from South Weymouth. That 
squadron frequently supported VMA-322 operations in the past. The New 
Hampsire Air National Guard operates KC-135R refuelling aircraft at nearby 
Pease ANGB. The Maine Air National Guard also operates KC-135 aircraft. 
These squadrons make frequent use of the refuelling tracks located off the 
Massachusetts coast. 

* : 

(6) As opposed to the single-runway Reserve bases such as NAS Atlanta, NAS 
Willow Grove, and NAS Fort Worth, for example, NAS South Weymouth has 
two runways oriented at 90 degrees to each other. This configuration almost - 
guarantees that the allowable crosswind components of small tactical jet aircraft 
are never exceeded, thus improving safety and permitting operations to occur at 
all times. Flights are never cancelled because of wind conditions nor are landing 
aircraft required to divert to other airfields because of wind conditions. This fact 
is of critical importance for the F/A-18 with its narrow-track landing gear. 

(7) The climate at NAS South Weymouth permits pilots to be trained for operating 
conditions that may be encountered at any potential location throughout 'the 
world, including conditions of heat, cold, rain, or snow. Pilots must be well 
prepared to operate in any of these conditions, as no one can tell where the next 
world crisis requiring the activation of the Reserves will develop. 
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Concern has been expressed by some about operating F/A-18s in wintry 
conditions. This should not prove to be a problem at South Weymouth. For 
example, F/A-18s are currently operated by Canada, and soon will be operated 
by both Norway and Switzerland. These three countTies are among the coldest 
and snowiest in the world. If they can operate F/A-18s under those conditions 
successfully, there is no reason why F/A-18s cannot be operated in less harsh 
conditions at South Weymouth. As stated previously, tactical jet aircraft of 
several types are currently operated successfully in New England. South 
Weymouth itself did so for 40 years. 

(8) F/A-18 engines are manufactured by General Electric in nearby Lynn, 
Massachusetts, only 20 miles from NAS South Weymouth. This closeness 
assures strong and timely product support from the manufacture, with its 
employees providing a likely source for recruiting squadron maintenance 
personnel 

F/A-18s, while currently not based at South Weymouth, are very frequent visitors there. 
They can be found on the transient ramp almost every weekend. Again, these aircraft 
do not experience any difficulty in operating from either of South Weymouth's existing 
runways. However, as stated previously, there is an option to extend Runway 17-35 by 
1000 feet, with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts potentially picking up the entire 
cost of that runway extension. 

The Department of the Navy is currently proposing a BRAC redirect which would 
result in two Reserve squadrons (one Navy, one Marine) of F/A-18s originally 
proposed to be transferred from NAS Cecil Field to MCAS Beaufort now being sent 
instead to NAS Atlanta. We would suggest that NAS South Weymouth be considered 
as a site for one or both of those squadrons. Another potential source of Reserve F/A- 
18 aircraft for NAS South Weymouth relates to a Congressionally-mandated study of 
how many Marine Air Reserve F/A-18 squadrons are necessary to fight two wars 
simultaneously. It is conjectured by some that the number of Marine Air Reserve F/A- 
18 squadrons may have to be increased by up to two to meet this requirement. If so, 
South Weymouth would be an ideal location for such basing. In fact, the Marines have 
previously made a committment to South Weymouth with this regard should these two 
squadrons stand up and South Weymouth remain open. 

Manning F/A-18 squadon(s) at NAS South Weymouth should, again, not prove to be 
difficult. Many of VMA-322's Reserve personnel still reside in the area. And, as stated 
previously, the area's demographics are superb, rating first in the 1995 Military Value 
matrix of Reserve bases. It should also be noted that during the 1960's before the 
reorganization of the Reserve Forces, NAS South Weymouth was home to two Marine 
Air Reserve jet attack squadrons (VMA-217 and VMA-322) as well as two Naval 
Reserve jet attack squadrons (VA-911 and VA-912). This fact conclusively demonstrates 
the strength of the area's demographics. 
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KC-130T 
'(111 

This type of aircraft could theoretically be supported at NAS South Weymouth, using 
Hangar I and its available apron space, sharing these facilities with VP-92. However, 
the logic of stationing a VMGR squadron at South Weymouth is not strong, given the 
nearby siting of VMGR-452 at Steward ANGB in New York. 

Due to the complexity of this aircraft type and the fact that only one such squadron is 
operated in the entire Naval Air Reserve, its relocation to South Weymouth is very 
unlikely. 

Although not based at either of the two locations listed at the beginning of this text, P- 
3C aircraft are ideal for basing at NAS South Weymouth. This type of aircraft is 
currently utilized by VP-92 at South Weymouth. As stated previously, Hangar 1 and its 
associated aircraft parking apron have the ability to accommodate another VP squadron 
flying P-3Cs. 

GENERAL, 

Discussion to this point has indicated several aircraft types which could individually be 
accommodated within existing facilities at NAS South Weymouth. However, it is 
important to note that extensive additional development would be possible at the base 
to serve even more units. Specifically, the so-called East Mat area, once used for the 
outside mooring of blimps, is an area of over 40 acres on which at least two hangars and 
accompanying aprons could easily be constructed. These facilities could serve several 
squadrons, either Reserve or Active Duty. 
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SITING OF RESERVE AVIATION SQUADRONS 

e 
TO: 1995 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

FROM: Committee to Save Naval Air Station South Weymouth 

In its justification for recommending the closure of NAS South Weymouth, the 
Department of the Navy made the following statement: 

'%I addition, this recommendation furthers the Departmental preference 
to collocate active and reserve assets and personnel wherever possible to 
enhance the readiness of both." . 

Regarding the basing of Reserve squadrons at active duty bases, it would appear that 
the navy itself, irrespective of the above statement, is not convinced of its merits or, at 
the very least, the Navy is inconsistent in its actions. One has to look no further than 
the 1993 closure process to see that actions speak much louder than words with regard 
to the Navy. 

Specifically, the 1993 base closure process resulted in the closure of four Naval Air 
Stations within the Reserve Claimancy; namely, NAS Dallas, NAF Detroit, NAS 
Glenview, and NAS Memphis. The closure of these four bases certainly presented the 
Navy with the perfect opportunity to put its belief of moving reserve squadrons to 
active bases into practice. Yet, not one squadron from any of these four bases has since 
been relocated by the Navy to an active duty base! Rather, the remainino assets from P. these four Reserve bases have all been transferred to other Reserve activities. And, in 
fact, the Navy went so far as to create a new Reserve base! This latter base is located at 
the former Carswell AFB and is in the process of being opened under the new name of 
NAS Fort Worth at a cost of several hundred million dollars. 

The opening of NAS Fort Worth is especially interesting to analyze, since it would 
appear to entirely contradict the Navy's stated preference of collocating reserve and 
active assets. Specifically, the closure of NAS Dallas gave the Navy the chance to 
relocate the Reserve F-14s of VF-201 from NAS Dallas to NAS Oceana, the only active 
duty base ont he East Coast where F-14s are stationed. Similarly, the Marine Reserve F- 
18s at NAS Dallas could have been relocated to MCAS BEaufort in South Caroling, the 
only active duty Marine Corps base on the East Coast where that type of aircraft is 
stationed. But, when given the opportunity to locate these valuable reserve assets from 
a closing reserve base to an active duty base, the Navy chose not to do so. Apparently, 
the Navy recognizeed that the highly-skilled manpower required to staff these 
squadrons can only be found in highly-populated urban areas where reserve bases have 
traditionally been sited. 

@ Another aircraft type to be found at the new NAS Forth Worth is the KC-130T tanker 
flown by the Marine Air Reserve. This type of aircraft is flown by squadron VMGR-234, 
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which relocated to Forth Worth from NAS Glenview when the latter Reserve base was * ordered closed by BRAC 1993. Here was another perfect opportunity whereby this 
squadron could have been moved from Glenview on to an active duty Marine Corps 
Air Station already having this type of aircraft stationed there. MCAS Cherry Point in 
North Carolina is such a base, since it currently is home to two active duty Marine 
Corps squadrons flying the KC-130. But, was this the Marines chosen course of action? 
The answer is no. MCAS Cherry Point is not located in an urban area from which the 
manpower needed to operate this squadron could have been drawn. The nearest major 
urban area is Norfolk, Virginia, slightly more than 150 miles away. Since VMGR-234 
ended up at Fort Worth and not Cherry Point, one could conjecture that it was believed 
that the 150 mile distance was too far to attract Reservists to Cherry Point. Boston to 
Brunswick is also approximatly 150 miles. 

Similar comments to those stated above can also be said for many other types of 
squadrons in the Naval and Marine Air Reserve. They would all show this same 
pattern of inconsistencies between the so-called policy of the Navy to locate its Reserve 
squadrons at active-duty bases and the actual actions taken by the Navy in siting these 
squadrons. In the interest of brevity, only the issue of the siting of Reserve P-3 and C- 
130 squadrons will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 

There are presently many Reserve P-3 squadrons that are based at Reserve bases. These 
Reserve bases housing P-3 squadrons include NAS Willow Grove (2 squadrons), NAS 
New Orleans, NAF Washington, Moffett Field, and, of course, NAS South Weymouth. 

e Additionally, there is a Reserve P-3 squadron at NAS Point Mugu, an active duty base 
but which has no active-duty P-3 squadrons stationed there. If it is so advantageous for 
the Navy to prepose to move VP-92 from NAS South Weymouth to the active duty base 
of NAS Brunswick, why has the Navy not proposed to also relocate the other Reserve P- 
3 squadrons to active duty bases, particularly active duty P-3 bases. The answer is 
simple. All of these Reserve P-3 squadrons, including VP-92 at NAS South Weymouth, 
are located near major population centers where the necessary manpower that these 
large squadrons need to operate can be easily obtained. it makes no sense to remove 
these squadrons' from Reserve bases to remotely-located active duty bases where 
squadron manning would prove to be very difficult, if not impossible. Again, the navy 
apparently recognizes this fact in light of its actions to keep the majority of these 
squadrons at Reserve bases, yet it persists ~J.I trying to make an exception out of VP-92 at 
South Weymouth. If a move to active duty bases does not make sense for all of these 
squadrons, then it does not make sense for VP-92 either. . 

The C-130T is one of the newest aircraft in the Navy inventory and is operated 
exclusively by the Naval Air Reserve. However, much of the utilization of these aircraft 
is devoted toward the direct support of the active duty Navy throughout the country 
and, literally, around the world. Yet, when the four Reserve squadrons which fly this 
type of aircraft were established, all four were sited at Reserve bases (NAS South 
Weymouth, NAF Washington, NAS New Orleans, and Moffett Field) -- active duty 

II 
bases. Again, the Navy has apparently recognized that the large manpower 
requirements of these squadrons can only be found in areas of high population densities 
-- areas where Reserve bases, not active duty bases, are typically sited. One can only 
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conclude that moving VR-62 and its C-130s from South Weymouth to Brunswick would 

w result in severe manning difficulties for the squadrons. 

The basing practices of the Reserve components of the U.S. Air Force have been 
examined as a comparison with those of the Navy. These components consist of the Air 
National Guard and the Air Force Reserve. The examination indicates that the Air 
Force bases only a relative small percentage of its aviation squadrons at active duty 
bases, and thus appears to indicate that the Air Force apparently does not see any great 
advantages in does so. 

Looking first at the Air National Guard, America's largest aviation reserve force 
according to any definition, that organization, based on 1992 data, operates a total of 98 
aviation squadrons. Of those 98 squadrons, 80 of them are located at civilian airports 
near major population centers where personnel to man those squadrons are readily 
available for recruitment. Only 18 squadrons in the Air National Guard are located 
aboard purely military facilities. Of those latter 18 squadrons, 12 are located at active- 
duty Air Force bases, with the remaining 6 being sited at one Air Force Reserve base 
and 5 Naval Air Stations. 

One might presume that the 12 Air National Guard squadrons located at active-duty 
Air Force Bases are sited at those locations in order to obtain some special advantages as 
a result of that arrangement. However, upon closer examination, this does not appear 
to be the case in most instances. Rather, their location at active-duty bases appears to be 
largely for convenience only. Specifically, of the 12 squadrons, only 3 are located at 
active-duty bases where the active-duty forces fly the same type of aircraft as the Guard 
units stationed at those same bases. For example, the State of Washington Air National 
Guard has a KC-135 squadron stationed at Fairchild AFB, where the active-duty forces 
at that same base also fly the KC-135. These units may, accordingly, have some 
opportunities to work with each other train together. On the other hand, a Kansas Air 
National Guard F-16 tactical fighter squadron stationed at McDonnell AFB presumably 
has few working relationships with the 8-1B bombers flown by the active-duty forces 
stationed at that same base. 

In summary with regard to the Air National Guard, only 3 out of a total of 98 squadrons 
are based at locations where those squadrons operated the same type of aircraft as their 
active-duty counterparts. This fact would seem to indicate that the Air Force, through 
its National Guard Bureau, does not appear to see major advantages in locating its Air 
National Guard squadrons at active-duty bases and, even when it does locate them at 
those locations, far more often than not the types of squadrons so assigned would 
appear to bear no direct relationship to the active-duty squadrons at those same bases. 

The Air Force Reserve in 1992 had a total of 37 aviation squadrons that actually 
operated their own assigned aircraft. Of those 37 squadrons, 20 were located at active- 
duty Air Force bases. However, only 6 of those 20 fly the same types of aircraft as the 
active forces at those same bases. Once again, it would appear that the basing of Air 
Force Reserve squadrons at active-duty bases is also largely a matter of geographical 
convenience rather than from any perceived military advantage in doing so. 

Siting of Reserve Aviation Squadrons Page 3 of 3 
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CAPE COD AND ISUNOS 1-800-870-2121 

April 19, 1995 

John H. Dalton, Secretary 
Department of the Navy 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20350 

Dear Secretary Dalton: 

I am writing to request several items with regard to the Navy's recommendation to 
close Naval Air Station (NAS) South Weymouth. I am working closeiy with the 
local community to  examine the national security merits of this decision and we 

m will be presenting our case to the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission (BRAC) in the coming weeks. 

In i ts recommendation to close the Weymouth facility, the Navy has indicated that 
it will transfer the Naval Air Reserve assets (specifically a Reserve P-3 squadron), 
equipment, personnel to NAS Brunswick, Maine. Please provide me with rhe any 
demographic data and analysis used in formu/ating and justifying this scenario. 

The Navy's Analysis and Recommendations (DoD Base Closure and Realignment 
Report to the Commission, Volume IV) states that "the Commander-in-Chief, 
Atlantic Fleet (CINCLANTFLT), expressed the desirability of having a fully-capable 
operational air station north of Norfolk, Virginia." (p.D-4) 

Please provide me with the minutes of the BSEC/C/NCLANTFLT discussions with 
regard to the recommended closure of NAS South Weymouth and the retention of 
NAS Atlanta and NAS Brunswick. Also, what "policy imperativesu lDoD Report to 
BRAC, Vo/- /V; p. 72) were developed and justified during these discussions? 
A dditionalf y, please provide me with the minures of any BSEC/COMNA VRESFOR & 
COMNA VAIRRESFOR deliberations on the same subject. 

The Navy's Configuration Analysis with regard to  Reserve Air Stations states that 
"only one administrative support-type squadron (e.g., C-9 or C-130) can be 
assigned to any station." (DoD Report to BRAC, Vol. IV; p.D-3) Please detail the 

r) tarionale for this restriction. 



I '  Secretary Dalton 
April 18, 1995 
Page 2 

w 
In recent years, the Naval Reserve personnel and units have played an important 
role in overseas operations. Please provide me with information detailing the 
number of sorties conducted by the Naval Air Reserve in suppun of operations in 
the former- Yugoslav Republics, Somalja, the Persian Gulf and Haiti. 

With regard to the SECNA VN0 TE of December 8, 7993, what procedores were 
approved for the BSA T's "Internal Audit Control Plan " (DoD Report to BRA C, Vot. 
IV; p. 701 to ensure accuracy, completeness, and integrity of the in fomath  upon 
which the Secretary of the Navy would base his recommendations for 
closurehealignment? Furthermore, what procedures were employed by the Naval 
Audit Service to validate the accuracy and reliability of data provided by 
Department of Navy activities? 

Due to the time restraints involved in the base closure process, I would respectfully 
request a immediate response to these requests. 

I appreciate you attention to  this matter, 

With kind regards. 



Naval Reservists & c a t 4  IVithia 50 Miles of South Wcvmoqth Naval Air St#don hu 'Town 

Miiford. MA. 
Millbury. MA. 
Northbrid~e. MA. 
Oxford, MA, 
Slvcwsbury, MA. 
Sledin# MA. 
Suton, MA. 
Upton, MA 
Webaer, MA. 
%&OI'OU~~, MA. 
W ~ ,  MA. 
Bunst.blq MA. 
hmlGMA 
Fdmouth. MA. 
w MA. 
S d w i d l .  MA 
Acurhnat, MA. 
Attbbom, MA. 
Dumrouth, MA 
Easton, IUA. 
Frthvpn, MA. 
Fall River, MA. 
MrndffQLd MA. 
New Bcdsord MA. 
NortOR MA. 
Ra- MA. 
Rdroboth, MA. 
w MA. 
%manal,U 
Sw- MA. 
Tpuruon,,MA. 
wastparfm 
Amssbury. hM. 
Andover, MA. 
Beveuiy, MA. 
Boxtbrd, MA. 
Danven, MA 
Eswc. MA. 
G~aqpmvn, MA. 
Hpnultoq MA. 
Hawtrill. MA. 
Ipnvidr. MA. 
hwrence. MA. 
Lynn. MA. 
Lynnfiald. MA. 
Marblahad, MA. 
Mahuan. MA. 
Nahicu, MA. 
Nawburyporr, MA. 
Peabady, MA. 
Koiky,  MA. 
Srrlcm. MA. 
Sal ihfy ,  MA. 
Suuyur, MA. 

Acton, MA. 6 
Arlington. MA 6 
Ashland. MA. 4 
Ayer. MA. I 
Barnant MA. I I 
Billcrica. MA. 14 
Boxborwgh MA. I 
Burlington, MA. 4 
Cambridge, MA. 15 
Carlisle MA. 4 
C h d m a  MA. I I 
Concord, MA 3 
w t  MA 2 
Everett, MA 7 
F d -  MA: 14 
Hollirton. MA. 5 
Hopkinton. MA. 3 
IZudson rn 2 
Luhgcon, MA. 5 
Lincdn, MA 2 
L - Q w a W  ( 5  
u MA 13 
Muiborough,MA 10 
Mcdf;wci MA 13 
Mellwe.MA 8 
Wick NIA 8 
Nw~t0n,m 17 
RcldingMA. 3 * swCY1 IMA- I 
SornavikMA. 15 
Stondum, MA 1 
Stow. MA I- 
Sum, MA. 4 
Tewhbury, MA. 9 
Tynsrbomush,MA. 2 
Wlkofidd, MA 6 
Wdiham, MA I3 
Watenown, MA. 6 
WPyl.nb M k  I 
Wcrtfod MA 9 
Weston MA. 1 
Wilmin@on, MA. G 
Wiwhmic*. MA.  8 
Wobum. MA. 7 
Awn, MA. 2 
Bdlingham. MA I 
Braintree. MA. 1 % 
Brookline, MA. 7 
Canton. MA. 6 
Coharoct, MA. G 
IN lum.  MA. 5 
i)t>vcr, MA 2 .  
Yoahrw(y1~h. MA X 
Franklin. MA. 4 

3, 

tlolbrook, MA. 6 
Mdfidd. MA, .1 
Medway. MA. 9 
Millia MA. I 
Milton. MA. 10 
Nccdhan~. MA. 5 
Norfolk, MA. , 4 
Norwood, MA I8 
Plainvillc MA 4 
Quincy, MA. 44 
Rpnddph, MA. 29 
S h .  MA. 7 
Stot@ton. MA. 14 
Wdpok, MA. 9 
Wdlsrlay, MA. I I 
W e  MA 8 
Wcymauth, MA. 55 
W* MA 8 
Abington, MA 9 
Bridpatar,  MA IS 
Brcpckm MA. 3 7 
Carver, MA. 3 
Dwhuy, MA I I 
HaiifLs MA. 3 
Hanova. MA I I 
Hdacon MA. 14 
Hinghun, MA. 6 
Hdl MA. 1 1  
Kingam MA 3 
taltavine, MA. 7 
MarMeld. MA 1 1  
Middleborouyh, MA. 12 
N d I ,  MA. 9 
Panbrokc,MA 19 
Plymouth, MA. 29 

2 R ~ e t ,  MA 
Rocklurd, MA. 16 

, Sc~tuata MA. 6 
Wardunr, MA. 7 
Whitmm, MA 10 
8asian. MA. I 4 4  
C h a #  MA. 6 
R6vae. MA. 5 
Winrhmp. MA 5 
Auburn. MA. I 
Bladrmono. MA. 3 
Clinton, MA. 2 
Dough  MA. I 
Gnlton. MA. I 
I.lannrd. M A  I 
Waldcn. MA. I 
I lopcd;rlc. MA. - ., 
1.ccmrinam. A411 2 
M c h ,  MA 2 

,%wfiv: . % ~ / k  Il'cymutrk .%rtrd AW Shcr:cnt 

lgr4*ih~e,l  IJW l4t~v~mtr~dt Jflt c ~ / ' I ' / ~ I I ~ ~ u I ~  tud(  ' I M ~ ~ I I I U [ ~ ?  / k t ~ / t q u t ~ * t ~ ~  
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Swimpswlt. MA. 6 
Wb"h"",MA. 2 
Hudson. NH. 4 
Nuhua NH. 10 
Atkioraa, NH. I 
Plinow, NH. 2 
Slrlan. NH. 5 
Scabrook NH. 1 
Windham, NH. I 
Baniqpn, RI. 8 
Brittal, Rl. 5 
Wuren, RI. I 
Wmick,  RI. 16 
~ C 0 m p t o ~  RI. 4 
Middletown, lU. I i 
Portxmourh, RI. 7 
'riven- RI. 1 
Cransum, RI. 4 
( h n b d d .  M. I 
Fos&s, RI. I 
Lbcdn, Rf. 5 
N d n h P m v i d ~  RI. 5 
b u m . .  5 
pmvidoncn RI. 16 
scbtc, RI. 6 
W c m r w G k R t  3 

a 
,LIY#L~: .%mcl, II'~~wHHIIA Altnrd Air slur it^^ f 't1,lp 2 
~ ' r r ~ ~ a n w ~  hr /Jk' Wc:rtrnnlth 1 ?1/3tr l'lururhtg cud ( i # r ~ ~ ( r l t i @ ~  / L~rkqwrrt J 2.5 '1.5 
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yard Raervistr b n t d  Within 9) Miles of Bnlnswick Naval A i r  Station bv 'Town 

Norway. ME. 
Paris, ME- 
Bath, ME. 
Bowdoinham, ME. 
Phippabu~. ME. 
Kichmond. ME. 
Tapslum. ME. 
%idd$kd, ME. 

ME. 
N w f w ,  ha. 
SIcq ME 

ME 
N d  ME- 
Wlrcurr, W- -=- 
A w -  ME. 
Chinr,= 
Gildha* m. 
l-wkwd ME. 
Utehfidd,= 
hdm3h-G ME. 
hhmmadh ha. 
M m .  
w i ,  ME. 
anurnuidt, ME. 
capo-ME. 
4hdaId. m. 
FJmwth ME. 
Fnrport,rn 
GochrnS ME. 
Portlud, ME: 
Scubamu&= 
weakook,= 
wiadhus ME. 
Ylrmwth, la. 
Aukun, ME. 
Durhm, a. 
el-om Me. 
Lewidon, ME. 
LiabGR ME. 
Meclunio Falk ME. 
Turner, ME. 



THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSE~TS 

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 
STAl'E HOUSE BOSTON 02'133 

(6 17) 727 - 5600 
; 
i WILLIAM F. '.WELD 
I OWFANOR 
... 

~ & E O  PAUL CELUlCCl 
: UEUTENA(IT.40VERNOR 

January 9 ,  1995 ' 

To the Honorable Senate and House of Represenratives: 

Today we are filing zrnendmen~s to Chapter 500 af the Acts of 1992. Tlle proposed amendments are in 
h c  spirit of tila C!~nprer and arc designed lo mract  in1poi-t-n~ ferlerli lacil ities to the Commonwealth. 

As you may know, d ~ i s  year h a  United S W L ~ S  Department of Defense will make recommcndat,ions 
pursuant to Ute 1195 base closure and raalignncnr process. Tlii; round of base closures is expcctd (o 

be the largest in tile Ilistory of our country. A number of bases in Ule Com~nonwmlU~ serve as important 
economic engines. In  l i ~ e  u s e  of H ~ n s c o m  Air Force Base. a closure yuould represent a severe canomic 
setback for die cntjre Commonwalll~ and New England regjon sincz Hanscom accounts for over 29,000 1 '  

jobs and hx an economic impact of $3.1 billion for Massac!ruserts. 

This legislation will make it more attractive for the Deparrment oFDefense to consolidate closing milimy 
bases onto our 11;~scs in Massachusetts rather than closing our bases and sending them elscwhere. Tine 
bili provides $1.00 rnilliun in bond authorizations lo  i~nprovc any military installacion in  the 
Commonweaitli thzt is recummended for enltanccmenr or expansion during the base closure process. 

The bill would continue our cotnmitment to providing linancial support for the DFAS C~nter  planned far 
Southbridge. Tne amcndincnts would extend such incentives to bring additional jobs to other militaty 
installations in t l ~ c  Cornmonwai1J;, inciuding, but not limited lo: Hanscom AFR,  U.S. Army Laboratory 
at Natick, Naval Air Station South Weyrnouth, and Wesrovcr Air Reserve Base in Chicopee. 

There arc tens of thousands of jobs and billions of dollars worth of economic development resources at 
stake in the Comrnonwe;lltJ; during chis base closure round. Tile proposed bond aulharization would give 
our congrcssionai delegation a tangible tool to convince the Defense Department to expand our facilities 
rather than dose them. We urge your speedy consideration and approval. 

RespcctfuiIy submitted, 

W ' W  d 4  
William F. Weld 
Govcrnar Lieutenant Governor 
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SENT BY: 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
ormcc or m c  ramstArrr mecncrrrr 

( rr f fAUl t lomc  r r o  r m v n a ~ r s r r ]  
16- M A W  nrtroor 

w r s n l u m u .  S ~ I I O - ~ O O Q  

April 5 ,  1 9 9 s  

bear Governor Weld: 

mt4tm b~ fa mrnw memo 7 ~ n  1 r r  P*# 
The Honorable William f .  Weld ?-m 

TOI, eCc.h 
Governor of the Conanonwealth ta 2 

Thank you f cz your letter af February, 0,  1995, t.a the 
Secret- of the N a v y  conceznkg che Maaeachueetta N a t i o n a l  
Guard's interest in rnoviag a field artillery battalion to the 
Xaval Aiz Station at South Weymouth, ~aaeachueetts. I am 
reaponding for Secretary Dalton. 

of Massachusetts 
The State House 
Boston, M?L 02133 

As you know, .on W e h  1, 1395, the Secretary of Defense 
submitted the Department o f  Defense's recommendations to the 1995  
D e f e n s e  B a s e  Closure and Realigamenc Cammiasion and recommended 
cloeure of Haval Air Station, South Ueymouth- Thus, i f  Secretary 
P e r r y a  s recommendation i e  adopted by the Commission and approved 
by the Preeident and Congress, the Depaament of the Nayr w i l l  
proceed to close the Air Btatian wichin eix yearcr of  the date 
when closure ie approved. fn that  event, the Departmenr of the 
&my could requeet propcrcy at the base tar uae by the 
Uassachuaetta -National Guard1 e fi'eld artillery battalion - 

Since the focus o f  the 1995 base closure procesa has now 
shifted to the. Commission, bowever, it may be prudent to defer 
consideration of the Guard's expression of interest until the 
Commission submits ita Report to the President on July I, 1995. 
During =he interim-, it I may be of aesistznca,- please call me at 
(703) 693-4527,  

Dips 

'kr r 

W e  appreciate your Fntereat in th i s  important matter and 
look forward to working with you on a l l  matters related to NAS 
South 'Weymouth. 

Phonm * 
Fu* 

Sincerely, 

W I L G ~  CUSIDY, JR/ 
Deputy Assist Seeretaw of the N a v y  

(Conversion and Redevelopmeat) 



THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 
STATE HOUSE BOSTON 02133 

(61 7) 727-3600 

WlUlAM F. WELD 
POVWNMI 

ARQEO PAUL CELLUCCI 
U~ENAN~~OOVEANOR 

February 8 ,  1995 
The   on or able John H. D a l t o n  
Secretary of the Navy 
1000 Navy Pentagon  
Washington, D.C. 20350-1000 

Dear Secretary Dalton: 

This letter is t o  follow up on our recent phone conversation 
concerning Naval Air S t a t i o n  (NAS) South Weymouth. 

As we discussed, the Massachusetts National Guard is impressed w i t h  
t h e  facilities a t  NAS South Weymouth and, with t h e  Navy's approval,  
is intarasted in locating a unit onto the base. Specifically, the 
Guard is interested in moving a field artillery battalion totaling 
45 f u l l  time and 600 p a r t  time Guardsmen a s  well as t h e i r  trucks, 
howitzers, and other equipment. This is a new, high priority unit 
that is ass igned  t o  the ttContingency -Force Pool.1f 

Locating th i s  u n i t  onto NAS South Weymouth would require the 
construction of two buildings, one of 85,000 square feet to house 
t h e  military un i t s ,  and one cf 12 ,000  square feet for the 
maintenance o f  t h e i r  equipment. As we discussed, the state could 
fund such construction from a $100 mi l l i on  capital. improvement fund 
intended f o r  the state's military installations. Moreover, the 
state would willingly negotiate with the Navy to fund the 
improvement of other facilities or infrastructure at NAS South 
Weymouth that would be used jointly by the Guard and Navy 
personnel. A s  I ment ioned,  the l e g i s l a t i o n  authorizing this 
capital improvement fund specifies t h a t  state funding is available 
oniy if NAS South ~ e y m o u t h  is enhanced o r  expanded under t h e  1995 
base closure process. 

If it is all right wi th  you, I would like to send my staff to 
Washington t o  discuss t h i s  possible option with your installation 
experts. Your staff can contact Jim Kana in my office at: (617) 
727-3600. Thanks very much for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

& deee 
William. F ,  Weld 
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CAPE COO AND ISLANDS 1-800-870-211 

Alan Dixon, Chairman 
The Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1200 North Moore St, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

I am writing t o  request that  the following issues w i th  regard t o  the Navy's process 
and recommendations in targeting NAS South Weymouth for closure be raised at  
next week's BRAC hearing w i th  the Government Accounting Office (GAO). 

In recommending NAS South Weymouth for closure, the Navy apparently 
overlooked t w o  facilities (NAS Atlanta and NAS Fort Worth) with a lower "military 
value," according t o  the Navy's own criteria. 

In the case o f  NAS Atlanta -- which is significantly lower in military value than 
South Weymouth and was initially considered for closure -- the Navy has argued 
that the area is "r ich in demographics" and should remain open. y e t  the Navy's 
o w n  Military Value Matrix for Reserve Air Stations rates NAS Atlanta and NAS 
South Weymouth first in demographics. 

In i ts 1993 report t o  the BRAC, the GAO identified a "problem" with the Navy's 
process in instances when "a base was recommended for closure, even though i ts 
military value was rated higher than bases t h a t  remained open." I see no reason 
that these concerns would not  be relevant to  the Navy in 1995. While the GAO's 
1995 report describes the Navy's recommendations as "generally sound," does the 
GAO continue t o  v iew the Navy's disregard for military value -- particularly in the 
case of NAS South Weyrnouth -- as a problem in i ts decision-making process? 

Again, I respectfully request that the BRAC direct the GAO t o  respond t o  this issue 
during next  week's hearing. 

I appreciate your assistance in this matter. 

With kind regards. 

THlS STATIONERY PRINTED ON PAPER MADE OF RECYCLED FIBEAS 
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IN THE YEAR ONETNOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND NINETY- 

AN ACT 
RELATIVE TO SIMULATING EMPLOYMENT ENCOURAGING THE 
S I T I N G  OF CERTAIN FEDERAL F A C I L I T I Z S  IN THE 
COMMONWEALTH. 

Ife it marred IJJI flrc Senarc and llousr 01- Rc17rczcnrarrv,?r in Gcncrol Corirr asrcmblcd, and by the 

arithorify o/ rlrc some. as fallo ws: 

a' SECTION I .  

S e c t i o n  I. o f  c h a p t e r  300 of the acts of 1992 is hereby 
. , 

t amended by i n s e r t i n g  after t h e  words weconomic a c t i v i t y "  i n  

; clause (.4) t h e  following words : - ; t h e  preservation and enhancement  

; of the commonwealth's high-tech economic base. 

I SECTION 2 .  Chapte r  300 of the acts of 1992 is hereby 

; amended by d e l e t i n g  s ec t i on  1A and i n s e r t i n g  in place thereof the 

i foJ.lowl.ng new section:-SECTION 1A. To prov ide  f o r  t h e  projects 

i and expenditures provided f o r  in t h i s  act, the secretary of . ! . . 
i administrat ion and f i n a n c e  is hereby authorized to spend the sum 
L 
1 
! s e t  forth in sec t ion  two of t h i s  a c t  for t h e  severa l  purposes of 
i 
I 
i this act, subject  to the c o n d i t i o n s  specified under  t he  
i 

i 

; 
I( 

NOTE. - Uoo ONE side of papor ONLY. DOUBLE SPACE. Insert additional Icaves, if ncccssery. 
! 



! 
': provisions 05 this act and subject to the provisions of law 

*, regulating the disbursement of public f u n d s  and t h e  approval  

! 
thereof. 

SBCTION 3 .  Itom 1593-8000 in section 2 of chapter 300 of 

the acts of 1 9 9 2  is hereby amended Dy j . n s e r t i n g  after t h e  word 

nSouthbriOgell i n  line 4 t k e  follawing words:-or f c r  capital. 

projects to enhance o r  exaand o the r  U n i t e d  States Department  of 
L 

Defense facilities i n  t h e  commonwealth. 

SZCTION 4 .  Item 1509-3000 i n  section 2 of chapter 300  of 

t h e  acts of  L99i is h e r e b y  fu rche r  amended by i n s e r t i n g  after t h e  

word Mrequirements" i n  ].in@ 9 the following words:-,or other 

United States D e p a r t n e n t  of Defense requirements. 

SECTION 5 .  Item 1.599-8000 in section 2 of chapter 300 of 

the acts of 1997 1.5 hereby fu r the r  amended by inserting a f t e r  the 

word ftScuthSri.dgett i n  l i n e  21 t h e  following words:-or enhance or 

expand other U n i t e d  States Department of Defense f a c i l i t i e s  in 

the commonweal.th. 

SECTION 6. Section 3 of chapter 300  o f  the acts of 1992 is 

! herebyamended by J.nserting after: the word uSouthbridgelf in the 
r 

I , 
definition of ltSelected S i te l f  t h e  f o l l o v r i n g  w o r d s :  -, o r  any U n i t e d  

j States Department of Defense facility in the commonwealth 
! 
' selected f o r  enhancement o r  expansion a s  the r e s u l t  of the 1995 

i base closure and real.ignment process. m. 



. b 

I 
9 SECTION 7. Sec t ion  3 of chap t e r  300 of the acts of 1992 is 

u: hereby further amended by inserting after the word llchosenll in 

Line 8 the following words:-including any land o r  b u i l d i n g s ,  o r  

interest therein, necessary t o  carry o u t  the puraoses of t h i s  

1 Act- 

SBCTION 8. Section 4 of c3apter 300 o f  the acts of 1 9 9 2  is 

: hereby amended by i n s e r t i n g  a f te r  t h e  word M f a c i l i t i e s i l  i n  Line 4 

the following words:-or upon notification by t h e  United States 

Depar%ent of Cefense t o  the  base commander or f a c i l i t y  

. admin i s t r a to r  of a Depar txen t  of Defense facility t h a t  the 

! facility has been selected for enhancement o r  expansion as t h e  

: result of the 1995 base c L c s u r e  and realignment process. 

1 

SECTION 9. Seccion 4 of chapter 300 of the acts of 1992 is 

i hereby f u r t h e r  amended by inserting a f t e r  t h e  word f l requirementsM 

; in line 12 the foLlowing words:-or other United States Department 

: of Defense r e q u i r e m e n t s .  

SBCTION 10. Section 4 of chap te r  300 of the acts of 1992 is 

: hereby further amended by i n s e r t i n g  after t h e  word wServicestt in 

line 6 of paragraph (c) the following words: - o r  o t h e r  United 
I 

i States Department of Defense requirements. 

SECTION 11. s e c t i o n  5 of chapter  300 of the acts of 1992 is 
I 
I, 

i hereby amended by adding after t h e  word w f a c i l i t i e s w  i n  l i n e  7 
& 

the following words:-or p r i o r  to t h e  notification by the Uni t ed  
r 

w 
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S t a t e s  Departnent of Defanse that facilities in the commonwealth 

w .  have been selected for enhancement or expansion. 

S.ECTION 12. Section 6 of chapter 300 of the acts of 1993, fs 

hereby amended by adding after the word "Governmentw 5.n I.j.ne 4 

the fa.llowing words:-,or to any United Stares Department of 

Defense contractor performing work f a r  a Departxent of Defense 

SZCTION 13. S e c t i o n  7 of chap te r  300 of the a c t s  of 1992 is 

hereby amended by addinq after t h e  word "ServicesIf in line 4 the 

follcwing words: -, the DeparC;nent 02 Defense facj.1.j.ti.e~ t h a t  have 

been selected f o r  enhancement  cr e x p a n s i o n ,  or a De2ar tmen t  of 

ill) 
Defense contractor perzcrming wcrlc  for a Depar tnen t  of D e f e n s e  

facility t h a t  has been selected for enhancement or expansion. 

SECTION 14.. Section 9 of chapter 300  o f  t h e  acts of 1.992 is 
, 
1 hereby amended by inserting a f t e r  the word ffSouthbridgeu in line 

I 3 the following words:-or e n h a n c ~  or expand other U h i t e d  States 

i Department of Defense facilities i n  the commonwealth. 

SECTION 15. Section 9 of chapter 300 of the acts of 1992 is 

hereby'amended by deleting the word wninety-fourlf in l i n e  4 and 
I 

i insorting in place thereof t h e  following word: -ninety-six, 
I 

SECTION 16. Chapter 300 of the  acts of 1992  is hereby 

! amended by a d d i n g  the fol lowing new section:-SECTION 0 A .  To meet " 



the axpenditxres necessary i n  c a r ry ing  o u t  t h e  p r o v i s i o n s  of this 

act, the s t a t e  treasurer s h a l l , .  upon request of the gove rnc r ,  

issue and s e l l  bonds o f  t he  commonwealth, Ln an amount t o  be 

specified by the governor from time t o  t i m e ,  b u t  not  e x c e e d i n g ,  

i n  the aggrzqatre, t h e  sum of one hundred million dollars. s a i d  

bonds ahall o n l y  be issued and sold a f t e r  f i n a l  a p p r o v a l  by ';he 

Unitsd States Concress cf t h e  roconmendat ion  of  t h e  Degartacnt  of 

Defense t o  l o c a t e  s a id  F i n a n c e  and A c c a u n t i n g  Services Facility 

i n  t h e  town of Southbridge o r  a l t e r  f i n a l  approval  by the U n i t e d  

States Congress of a recommendation f-om the Base Realignment and 

closure  omm mission t o  e n h a n c e  ct expand o t h e r  United S t a t e s  

Department of D e f s n s c  f a c i l i t i e s  i n  t h e  commonwealth. AJ.1 bonds 

issued by t h e  commonwealth, as aforesaid, s h a l l  be  designaced on 

t h e i r  face, Federal  Facilities Enhancement  A c t  cf 1 9 9 5 ,  and shall v 

be issued f o r  such maximum t e r n  of  yea r s ,  not  exceeding thirty 

y e a r s ,  a s  t h e  governor  may recommend t o  t he  general. c o u r t  

pursuant t o  Section 3 o f  Article LXII o f  the Amendments t o  t h e  

 ons st it at ion of t h e  commonwealth; provided ,  however, that all 

such bonds shall be payable n o t  l a t e r  t h a n  December thirty-first, 

two thousand and  t h i r t y .  Bonds and t h e  i n t e r e s t  thereon i s sued  

under the  a u t h o r i t y  o f  this section, notwithstanding any o t h ~ r  

provisions of t h i s  act, shall be general obligations of the 

commonwealth. 

SECTION 17. Chapter 300 of the ac t s  of 1992 is hereby 

amended by adding the following new section:-SECTION 8B. The 

state treasurer may borrow from time t o  time on the credi t  of the 



commcnwealth such sums of money as may be necessary f o r  the 

purposes of meeting payments as authorized by this a c t  and may 

issue and renew from time to time notes of the  commonwealth 

therefor, t ear ing  i n t o r e s t  payable a t  such time and a t  such rates 

as shall be fixed by t h e  s t a t e  treasurer. Such notes  shall be 

Lssuad and may he renewed one or more times for such term, not 

exceeding one y e a r ,  as t h e  governor may recommend ts t h e  general 

court i n  acccrdanca with Section 3 of Artic1.e LXII of t h e  

Amendments tc the Constitution of the commonwealth, b u t  t h e  f i n a l  

maturitj.es of such notes, whether original or renewal, shall not 

be l a t e r  than  June thirtieth, L,wo thousand and seven. Noces and 

interest thereon i s sued  under the a u t h o r i t y  of this act, 

not 'di thstanding any o t h e r  ~rovision of t h i s  act, shall he general 

ob l fqa t ions  of the commonwealth. 



Demographics, The Navy's Future, Our Nation's Security 

Introduction 

We believe the Navy's decision to close the South Weymouth Naval Air Station 

was carried out without the examination or consideration of all pertinent demographic 

data. This documentation includes findings generated internally during the base 

closure and realignment process, specifically the Navy's own data calls and BRAC 

testimony. Additionally, mare supporting evidence has been gathered using the most 

recant census data and an Independent, Vest Cities Study", conducted In 1983 by 

the respected management firm of Moran, Stahl and Boyer for the Novemtler eclltlon of 

Fortune Magazine. To ignore this important demographic data amounts to the 

surrender of the Navy's position in the Northeast and will lead to the eventual 

dlsintegration of the New England contingent of the Naval Reserves. 

Navy Demographics 

Throughout the procass the Navy has their own demographic findings. Please 

review the demographic sedan contained in the Reserve Air Station Mllitqry Value 

Matrix Responses (Scoring), dated 2-21-95, (See Chart #I) South Weymouth's scare - 
of 7.82 (See Chart #2) was the highest in the reserve air station category. But 

throughout the procsss, there ate references to the "demographically rich" Adanta 

area. As an example, the following remark was made by Mr. Charles Nemfakis. The 

foilowing is an excerpt from Section 5a. of the B E C  deliberations dated 9 Februauy 

1995. 

Mr. Nemfakis; 5a. South Weymouth. NAS Atlanta rcturtly had a lower 

rnllitary value score than South Weymouth, but U S  Atlanta cauiti not 

close because of demagraphlcs. 



Many similar references to ,the "demographically productive and demographicalty rich 

Atlanta arean, from a variety of sources, are littered throughout the process. Yet, the 

av Navy's own standard of measurement places Atlanta last in demographics. These 

references are misleading and weaken the credibility of the Navy's wnclwions. 

In fact, Navy Data Calls fail to define meaningful &istics as they relata demographics 

to Naval Reserve Recruiting. To do so, you must first idenWy the vxrrcrw for recruiting 

qualified Naval Resecuists. A variety of programs exist that define these sources: 

NAVET, OSVET, APG, SAM, OSAM and Direct Concmissioning. Let us examine each 

in turn, 

1. w: The NAVET Program focuses on honorably discharged, physically 

quellfied Naval Veterans who have earned a favorable reenlistment code. 

2. mY €7: The OSVET program targets physically qualHied Other Servica Veterans 

with Honorabie Discharges and favorable re-enlistment codes. Additionally, their 

a Military Octupatlonal Specialty (MOS) must cormert readily to Naval Enlisted Ratings 

or Naval Officer Designators. 

3. A P ~ :  APG enlisted recruits ere assessed directly from civilian occupations which 

can be converted to advanced paygrade level navy ratings. These personnel must 

damonstrate proficiency by successfully completing the prescribed professional 

leadership and rating correspondence courses and passing applicable leadership 

and advancement exams within prescribed timeframes to make their advanced 

paygrades and ratings permanent. 

4. SAM and -AM: The Sea and Air Mariner and Officer Sea and Air Mariner 

programs focus on high school and college graduates respedlvely. 



After an initial active duty training pdod at boat camp of miter Can- School, 

.I these recruits are assigned to fwther proleasionel training at A & C 84wls for 

enlistad, or Surface Warfare School and follaw-on sea duty for officers. Upon 

cbmpletion of this initial training, Vleae rmavists are released from ad- duty and 

assigned to reserve unitr in a obligor status. These' programs create a pool d junior 

lwei reservists. 

5. w t :  This program targets selected prHessiand ncrmprior 

m i c e  cMlhns with skills directly convertible to specific Naval Officer DesJgraatars 

and Naval Officer Billet Codes. 

In ail of these programs, a reservist must be &la ho complete twenty (20) aatis#adwy 

years of mica prim to reaching age sixty @I), or high year tenure in #rrrir prticu4r 

pawade. Further, they must fall within ttle criteria specified under R A W  for 

(I) eWtd  psronnel and ORAMOS for dllca;o. They must a180 meet the 

FunctbN ASsirnent SubetiMlon Coch for the billets to which they wll'be 

assigned. 

l%e n u m b  of personnel listed in Data Call 16 as awaidrag bill@ amignmmts are 

meaningitwe, becaw the Data Call faib to answer the fdlowhg questtima: 

1. For Plldo: How many are fixed-wing qualitied? How many a n  r~tmpwlng 

quolifird? Haw many are 8ingCa-engine raw? Haw many are multi-vine rated? 

2. For NFO's: How many are familiar with each type d airwatt on board ma atation? 

How many are familiar with each type d aircraft projected to be transferred in to the 

atation? 

a 



w 3. For Other Officers: What is their distribution by Designators, PIOBC's and 

paygrade? How ddes this relate to the ORAMOS Critical List aqd projgcted available 

tiiiiets? . 

4, For Enlisted: What is their distribution by Ratings and MEC's? How does this relate 

to the RAPAOS Critical List and projected available bill-? 

In fact, Navy Data Calls for NAS Atlanta have historically shown that ma station has 

been unable to maintain a level of reserve manning that allwer iM assigned units to 

maintain an R-1 Readiness Rating. Aa illustrated by Chart a, in many @ma, units fail 

to malntaln a personnel manning that would allow them to be designated 48 a 

mobilkable asset for meeting contingency operations or a state crf emergemy of war. 

(. It must alm be remembered that mote than pilots are required to safely -at@ 

aitaaft Fully two -thirds o( a reserve squadron Is made up of msmists. the anii8ted 

portion of these unib is tasked with the demanding duty ot repairing and maintaining 

the m a y  technical systems that allow a given airframe to aperate safely. NATOPS 

premcribes the required maintenance schedulee, and prudence dernancb eha? t h y  be 

fallowed to th9 letter to ensure the safety at the aircrew, the cctnfkrued Mident senrim 
life of the aircraft, and the continlred ability d the unit to succmWb complete It% 

asrrigned missions in support of National Policies. For unlike many Naval Surface 

R e a w e  Units, the Naval Air R m w e  is baked with operational m W i ,  It wmtly 

provides 100% of the Logistics Support Squadrons and 24% of the W W e  Patrol 

Squadrons (Table 2-2 Reserve Comp~nent Programa PY 1- !%ljloct of 

the Reeerve Forces Policy Board). Inability to adequatdy mw them units wiil 

. ..have a detrimental effect on the Navy's overall ability to worm these 119-a. 



Further contradictory evidence can be found in the most recent census data and 
(ill 

the 1993 independent study conducted by Moran, Stahl and Boyers for Fortune 

Magazine's, November 1 993 "8est Cities" artide. . 

Census and Best Cities Data 
When the demographic data is compared and analyzed, it is actually ttre South 

Weymouthffireater Boston area that is proverr' to be demographically rich and best 

suited to support the mission of the Naval Resmes. 

The 1993 MS&B study conducted foi Fortune Magazine ranks the South 

WeymouttVBoston statistical area as a leader in the areas of educational opportunities, 

college enrollment, and skilled workers. Combined with the diverse minority pool, the 

Souh Weymouth/Boston area should be viewed as one of the richest resources for the 

Navy. The study published in Fortune Magazine supports the Navy's own 

demographic documentation that ranks South WeymouthEreater Boston at the tap of 

the Nation. Overall, the study ranks the Boston area 3rd, with the first two spots going 

to RaleighIDurham and New York. The study reveals that there are more than a 

quarter of a million students in the greater Boston area. Of the six metropolitan areas 

that play host to a Naval Reserve Station, Boston ranks first in education. As charts 

ma and #4 illustrate, 28.8 percent of the population holds a four year degree or higher 

while 1 1.2 percent of the people age 25 or older have earned a graduate degree. 

NROTC programs exist on the campuses of Boston University, Boston College, 

Harvard University, Tufts University, Northeastern University, Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology (MIT). NROTC programs also operate in the City Of Worcester, 

approximately 35 miles from Boston at the College of the Holy Cross, Worcester 

Polytechnic Institute, and Worcester State College. 



All of the pfmding schools are remgniared natin-wide as the fhest 4~cational 

1(I1 institutions in the country, the pertect breeding ground for future mmrvis&. -ton 

ranked 2nd in the ~21tegot-y of four year college enrollment, 8th In the availability oC a 

qklity labor force. 5th in me availahllity d skilled workers, 1st in h. p r m c e  of high 

quality colleges and universities, and topped the muntry as the ,M dy far knowledge 

workers.(See Chart #5) 

Reservists Pool 

The population of the Greater &stWSauth Weymouttr rnetr~polihan area is 

5,992,712 In key U o n s  of the population cansidered to bo prime recruiting targets, 

namely 9bbbodied veterans and people within the 17-35 q e  bracket, S~uth 

WeymouthlGreater Boston easily outdistances both Atlanta and Wunswtck. Qmr 

316,000 veCerans call the Greater Boeton area home. Veterans in the area 

n u m h  271,000 while Btunswick records just o w  82,000 veterans. Over 46 percant 

of the population base in the South WaymouttrPGreater Boston area is ImWan the 

ages d 17 and 35. The problems with dosing South Weyrnouth am d y  m~ni)ied 

when yau consider the negative aflecta the current DON plan will have c#? remvists 

readgned to Brunswick, Maine, which is located approximately 160 mibs nctrth of 

South Weymauth. And, like Atlanta, Bnrnswick is alsa unable to man mi%sing billet 

qmx. The following respanse was recorded in the Brunawick data Wll, "r'ecn4tirsg 

personnel af the proper ratehating is already the single largeat problem &r unit 

readinem." The shortage In manpowar is euidsnnt, especially when you W at 

NRTSC 791 and NRTSC 191. 

Asr d March 95, only 29 at 35 billets for NFITSC 791 ware fllled and In the am of 

NRTSC 191 only 18 of 33 billets could he filled. In the case of South Waymouth va. 

Atlanta, both are located near a major airport and naturally attract a high number of 

p i k .  



But, we have not seen any documentation that details the specific abilitigs and 

.I, qualificatians of the "rich" Atlanta demographic pool. Pilot qualifications such as, fixed- 

rotary wing or singlelrnulti engine NFO qualifications, other officar designators or 

e n l l ~  ratings and NECS have not bean documented by the Navy. But. at South 

Woymouth, as r e c m  as 24 months ago, they were able fully men m A-4 Sky Hawks 

Squadron, VMA-223. While it appears the availability of qualified personna) at Atlanta 

is in question, South Weymouth can support with local personnel, a Navy or Marine 

Squadton. Additionally, South Weymouth would still have enough quaiifled personnel 

available to man an F-18 Navy Squadmn. This could be a c c u m p ~ ~ d  without the 

need to airlift personnel. 

Failure to produce docurnentatian to substantiate the closure of South 

Weymouth is not the Navy's only mistake. There are some loose ends, nwhara in the 

plan d m  the Navy mention what will happm to South Weymoulh's 545 Air 

Ammiis&. These resgwists need to drill at an air station, yet their future has newer 

been addmsed. Adan that would move these mcvists to Qrunswick wpuld be met 

with the d i t y  that Brunswick, according to data call ieapnseo, has irt&qurte 
> 

housing and spaca needed to make such a move feasible. In esence there 1s no 

plan. 

Another factor affecting a move by mmniiats to Maine is the distance they will 
* 

have to travel if thgy intend to continue sewing in the Navy Rmenea, As p can see 

in maps 1-3 , the overwhelming majority of reservists affected by the dacisian live 

outs& af the, 50 mile border stat down by the Navy as the distance that &brminee 

whettar or not a reservist must be compensated for housing dwing r e m w  activities. 

The problem with the distance raises two important questions; what will be the 

rnegglng and berthing cost to the Navy far reawists traveling from outside! the tiQ mile 

radlw and how this will affect the attrition, retention and recruitment of regsrvists? 



It is our contention that the traveling distance will have a serious adverse affect 

w resulting in the loss of many highly skilled reservists, as well as increaered difficuity in 

' recruiting qualified reservists. The bottom line, no other reserve NAS facility can 

match the people resources within the South WeymouthtGreater Boston community. 

Recruiting Goals 

In Juiy of 1994, as reported in the August 18th edition of the Navy Times, Navy 

Secretary John Dalton announced hie first major equal opporktnity initiative. He 

announcad then that by the turn of the canhuy, he wants the naval servicas officar 

corps to "reflect sdety". He went on to say that by the year 2000, the number of 

minority officer accessions into the Navy and Marine Corps should in some cases, 

almost triple. 

While these future goals shouid be lauded, it should be noted that the Navy has 

tailed to meet current minority recruiting goals. Let's put this in the context d testimony 
4# from Secretary Dalton during the March 6, 1995 Defense Closure and Realignment 

Commission OpenYeeting. Secretary Dalton noted that reservists play an important 

role in the area of recruitmefit. He said, "We asked our reservists to assist in 

recruiting". At the same time, he conceded that new rermitment targets will be dimcult 

because the American public is under fhe misimpression Ulat the draw down means 

the Navy isn't hiring. We make a similar conciusion, a lack d presenca by the Navy in 

the South Waymouth/ Greater Boston area will further contribute to the impression that 

the "not hiring* sign is hanging in the Navy's door essentially closing out the richest 

recruitment area in New England and arguably the whole country. 



Conclusions 

Admiral Jeremy M. Boorda explained during the March 6th Open Meeting that it 

is.important to put our Fiesew8 centers where there are Reseruista of the right &ill 

Innis and quality lor us to have in ow the. ~dditional support comes pan th 

Amewe Officers Association of the United Stab8 in its tmtlrnony to the kkwe and 
. . 

Senate AAl&COPl Subcommittees, "If tha M A C  95 recommendations are WPrQVed, the 
. . )  

Naval R m r v e  will be reduced to less than 200 air and surf;FKza facd)tlee Wanwide. 

h s  9mountsnto the smaibt number ot demographic caters for Navd Wmerve 

activity sin- World Wst 11 and one thud fewer than were in operatian in 1878 when the 

number d drilllng flesewists was approximately the same as it is &clay". This baing 

the case, then the Navy cannot afford @ lose South Wqmouth. 

The documentation generated by the Navy and other sour@$ demmatr~tfl cm a 

consi-t ksis that South Waymouth is rich in hrnograpW providing h i i  quality 

rll recruits and mefvists who are invaluable to the Navy and its mimian. U&Q ather 

fa~iliti68, South Weymwth is capable of h m  its currant m i a n  and 54 8hr need 

arises, an expanded mission. 

Tha Navy's dgmographic case is ?similar to the one prwrltsd in 1W6. They 

have made statements that cannot be subabhtiatd. The Navy has wrongly Inf;laW 

the demographic importance of othw Barn and Air Statiarrs while ignoring the 

Wue of South Waymouth. Deviation from the facts amounts to a deviation Orom the 

pr-. 
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To: 

From: 

NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH ENVIRONMENT 

1995 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

Committee to Save Naval Air Station South Weymouth 

The following paragraphs briefy describe several key environmental issues as they relate 
to the proposed closure of NAS South Weymouth and the transfer of its squadrons to 
NAS Brunswick. 

South Weymouth receives very few noise complaints from the surrounding communities, 
as stated in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement prepared by the Navy for the base 
in 1990. In that same document, noise problems at other bases (NAS Jacksonville, etc.) 
were well documented. Many of those bases were described as having noise problems 
both on- and off-base, with hundreds or thousands of housing units and other sensitive 
land uses experiencing noise levels today of between 65 and 75 Ldn or more. Measures 
required to help mitigate the noise problems at those bases include the prohibition of 
afterburner takeoffs by jets, the prohibition of practice approaches, and the prohibition of 
touch-and-go operations by jets, for example. No such constraints exist at South 
Weymouth. On-base housing at South Weymouth is located well away from the flight 
lines, while the key approaches (Runways 26 and 35) to South Weymouth are located for 
the most part over undevelopable land (wetlands, generally), thus helping to ensure the 
continuing freedom from noise complaints. 

South Weymouth has a key advantage compared to many other bases with regard to 
noise, in that the base has two runways at 90 degrees (perpendicular) to each other. Thus 
whatever little noise that is generated by flight activity can be distributed (weather 
permitting) over these two runways so that the same people are not constantly exposed to 
noise day in and day out, as happens at many other bases with only one runway. Several 
other Reserve bases have only one runway. NAS Willow Grove is such a base, as is NAS 
Dallas now and the new NAS Fort Worth at the former Carswell AFB. NAS Atlanta is 
another example of a reserve base having only one runway. NAF Washington, still 
another Reserve base does have two runways, but they are parallel, thus still exposing the 
same areas on the runway approaches to constant noise, regardless of which (or both) 
runway is in use. At all these bases, there is no possibility for "spreading out" the noise, 
as is done at South Weymouth. 



At NAS Brunswick, there are two runways, but as for NAF Washington, they are parallel 
to each other and very closely spaced. Again, regardless of which runway at Brunswick 
is in use (often they both are), noise sensitive areas off the runway ends are constantly 
exposed to noise. Moving additional P-3Cs from VP-92 and C-130Ts from VR-62 at 
South Weymouth to Brunswick will add to the overall noise level there. 

As an aside, having two perpendicular runways as South Weymouth does provides for 
improved safety of flight operations when compared with bases having only one runway 
or parallel runways. That is, the two runway configuration at South Weymouth permits 
aircraft to take off and land directly into the wind much more often than is the case 
otherwise. By having the capability of doing so, the chance of an accident occuring as a 
result of an aircraft being blown off course while attempting to land or take off is greatly 
reduced, particularly when the wind is strong. 

Air Ouality 

The same general comments as stated above with regard to noise also apply to the air 
quality issue. That is, South Weymouth's relatively low level of activity when compared 
to some other bases does not result in significant degradation of the region's overall air 
quality. On the other hand, moving South Weymouth's squadrons to another base already 
having much higher existing levels of aeronautical activity can do nothing but result in 
negative air quality impacts at that location. Since that base already has greater levels of 
activity than South Weymouth, one can reasonably presume that air quality there in the 
immediate vicinity of the base is poorer than that at South Weymouth. Adding additional 
aircraft will exacerbate those conditions. 

The Navy's 1995 Recommendation for Closure with regard to NAS South Weymouth, in 
its environmental impact section, noted that South Weymouth is in a severe non- 
attainment area for ozone. As the attached recent article from the Boston Globe indicates, 
it is expected that this non-attainment label for the Boston area will soon be removed. 

Traffic 

Traffic congestion is always an important environmental issue. The Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement for South Weymouth, previously referenced, documented traffic 
congestion problems at other Reserve bases, but none at South Weymouth. Also, the base 
has no parking problems and has a new main gate only several years old, which is served 
by a modem traffic signal system which assures efficient traffic management. 

South Weymouth will soon have another advantage that no other base may have. 
Specifically, a new commuter rail station will soon be constructed to serve the town of 
South Weymouth. It will be located adjacent to the base's Trotter Road gate. Thus, many 
base personnel would potentially be able to arrive from origins throughout eastern 



Massachusetts by using public transportation direct to the base. Any such use would, 
naturally, reduce vehicular volumes on the regional roadway system as well as reduce air 

'I) pollution, etc. 

From another perspective with regard to traffic, South Weymouth's two aviation 
squadrons, VP-92 and VR-62, are proposed to be relocated to NAS Brunswick, Maine. 
Given the rural character of Maine in general, demographics suggest that the squadrons 
will continue to have to rely on reservists from the Boston area for manning. Because of 
the lack of public transportation, these reservists will all most likely drive to Brunswick, 
resulting in a round trip typically of 300 miles or so, compared with the short drive from 
the Boston area to South Weymouth. 

NAS Brunswick is located adjacent to U.S. Route 1, one of the most heavily congested 
roadways in Maine. Traffic congestion on this roadway is extremely severe during the 
summer tourist months, as this is the main roadway serving Maine's famous coastline. 
Traffic congestion in Maine has become of such concern that the State's voters in a recent 
referendum voted to prohibit the widening of the Maine Turnpike between the New 
Hampshire border and Portland in an attempt to discourage more vehicles from coming to 
the State. Thus, the addition of reservists from VP-92 and VR-62 will only serve to make 
Maine's roads even more congested than they already are. 

Land Use 

In this category of evaluation, it is useful to quote from Section V of the 1981 Master 
Plan prepared by the Navy for NAS South Weymouth in which, on Page 4, it is stated the 
following: "Generally, except for a very few situations, the relationship of on-station 
land uses to each other is nearly ideal." With regard to off-station land uses, existing 
flight paths to key runway ends pass over largely undevelopable land, as stated 
previously. This latter fact not only keeps the number of noise complaints to a minimum 
but also improves safety in the event of an accident. Local communities have taken a 
number of steps to help preserve land use compatability between the base and land uses 
in the surrounding towns. An example of such a recent step was the refusal of one of the 
towns to permit the development of a large multi-unit housing complex near the approach 
to one of the runways. 

Ecosystems 

According to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Massachusetts Heritage 
Program, there are no endangered or threatened species or critical habitats on the base. 



SUMMARY 
w 

From this information , it is clear that NAS South Weymouth enjoys a good relationship 
with the surrounding environment. Accordingly, from an environmental point of view, it 
makes little sense to close South Weymouth, where there are few environmental 
problems, and then create more environmental problems at a base which already has a 
higher level of activity, and thus more environmental impacts on the environment, than 
South Weymouth. 



AREA BASE CLOSINGS OR REALIGNMENTS 

BY 
John C. Yaney 

"Save Our Base Committee" 

The following military facilities in New England have been closed or substantially reduced in 
size since 1970, resulting in the loss of tens of thousands of military and civilian jobs and severe 
impacts to the regional economy. Many of these facilities are concentrated in the Boston and 
Providence areas, a combined geographical area smaller in size than some counties in western 
and southern states. 

NAVAL AIR STATION SOUTH WEYMOUTH (1995 DOD RECOMMENDATION) 
Sudbury Training Annex (1995 DOD Recommendation) 
Hingham Cohasset Army Reserve center (1995 Recommendation) 
Naval Officer Candidate School Newport (1993 BRAC) 
Naval Reserve Center New Bedford (1993 BRAC) 
Naval Reserve Center Pittsfield (1993 BRAC) 
Fort Devens (1991 BRAC) 
Loring AFB (1991 BRAC) 
Watertown Massachusetts Army Material & Mechanics Research Center (1988 BRAC) 
Pease AFB (1988 BRAC) (Major downgrading from active Strategic Air Command Base 
to Air National Guard Base) 
Naval Shipyard Boston 
Naval Shipyard Boston (South Boston Annex) 
Naval Station Boston 
Naval Hospital Boston (Chelsea) 
Headquarters First Naval District (Boston) 
Boston Army Base 
U.S. Army Arsenal Watertown) 
Naval Reserve Center Brockton 
Otis AFB (Major downgrading from active Air Defense Command base to Air National 
Guard Base) 
Westover AFB (Major downgrading from active Strategic Air Command base to Air 
Reserve Base) 
Naval Air Station Quonset Point 
Naval Construction Battalion Center Davisville 
Naval Station Newport, including Cruiser/Destroyer Force LANT 
North Truro AFS 
Naval Security Group Activity Nantucket 

Prior to the closings listed above, there were also many additional closings of major military 
facilities in the Boston/New England region. These additional facilities include: 

26. Naval Ammunition Depot Hingham 
27. Naval Ammunition Depot Hingham (Cohasset Annex) 
28. Springfield Armory 
29. Grenier AFB 

Area Base Closings or Realignments Page 1 of 2 
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30. DowAFB 
31. Presque Isle AFB 
32. Ethan Allen AFB 

While every region in the country must share in defense cutbacks, we here in New England and 
especially here in the Boston area believe that we have already contributed far more than our 
fair share of closings. We are aware of no other area of the country that has been called upon to 
bear so many closing or major cutbacks in such a small, concentrated geographic area. As can 
be seen from the lists presented above, many of the closings had to be endured before the BRAC 
process came into being, giving us no opportunity at the time to publicly defend the value of 
those bases to the nation's defense effort. Not specifically mentioned above is the fact that the 
area also lost the huge General Dynamics Fore River Shipyard in Quincy, largely as the result of 
lack of contracts from the Navy. In addition, essentially all of the smaller private ship repair 
yards in Boston have been put out of business, again largely the result of Navy decisions to no 
longer homeport ships in Boston and Newport. 

During recent testimony of DOD personnel earlier this year before the newly-formed 1995 
BRAC, it was stated that certain bases in California were not considered for closure due to the 
history of prior closings in their immediate areas and the impacts which those closures had. We 
believe that the Boston area should have been given similar consideration. 

When BRAC 1993 approved the closure of the Naval Station and the Naval Shipyard in 
Charleston, SC, there was general agreement by everyone that the loss of these two major 
facilities in one city was devastating. Yet, Boston has also lost Naval Station and Naval 
Shipyard, as well as its Naval Hospital, its Naval Ammunition Depot, its Army Base, its Army 
Arsenal, and its Naval District Headquarters, not to mention the loss of nearby Fort Devens, the 
last major active Army combat presence in New England. (The latter loss was particularly 
painful, since a previous BRAC had voted to expand Fort Devens, only to be reversed by BRAC 
1991.) Now, NAS South Weymouth is proposed once again to be closed, despite a 7-0 decision 
by BRAC 1993 to keep the base open and to expand it. It is not just that one city should be 
asked to sacrifice so much over the years while some other areas of the country have remained 
relatively unscathed. 

It is sincerely hoped that the 1995 BRAC Commission in its work will consider the cumulative 
impacts which these prior closings have already had on this region. With particular regard to 
the proposed closing of NAS South Weymouth, it is also hoped that the Commission is aware 
that it was here in Massachusetts that the U.S. Navy was born and that the whole concept of a 
reserve force in readiness was created and first put to the test at Lexington and Concord. It was 
also here in Massachusetts that the first Naval Air Station in the country devoted to the training 
of Naval Air Reservists was established right up the road from South Weymouth at Squantum. 
Keeping South Weymouth open will allow the proud tradition of the Naval Air Reserve in 
Massachusetts to continue. 

Area Base Closings or Realignments Page 2 of 2 
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D e c d e s  1, 1994 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

DEL-TIOH HXHBERS HAKB: STRONG C U E  FOR BRUNSWICK HAVa S!I!A2IObl 

WASHZNGTON, D.C. -- Current and pros?ecZLva members of the 

Maine Congressional Delegation met today with high-ranking N a ~ y  

o f f i c i a l s  to make a strong case for keeping the Brunswick Naval 

Air Station off the next base closure list. 

The members stressed the strategic imporkance of the s t a t i o n  

and the misaions of its P-3 aircraft in their presentation to 

Admiral Stanley mu=, vice chief o f  naval operations; William 

J. Cassidy, deputy assistant secretazy 02 defense for conversion; 

and Cheryl X e d a r a s ,  assistant secretary of the N a v y  f o r  

installations and environment. All w i l l  play a rule i n  

recornending which bases should be closed. 

Delegation m e m b e s s  attending the meezing w e r e  Senators  ill 

Cohen and George Mitchell, Senator-elect Olympia Snow, 

Representative Tom Andsews, and Representatives-elect James 

Longley and John Baldacci. 

The session was one in a series o f  meetings t ha t  Delegation 

members have had w i t h  Savy officials to press the case f o r  

Brunswick and for the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. 



- 

The members argued that Brunswick i s  *one or onLy ~ w u  

strategically important operational a ir  stations on the East 

C o a s t ,  the only active duty station in the aartheast quadrant of 

the United States and the only operational military airfield in 

New England. 

"As the military continues to downsize both internationally 

and domestically, the strategic importance of Brunswick Naval Air 
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Station and its P-3 support mission becomes greater," the members 

said in a joint statement. 

"we made this point strongly to Navy officials and w i l l  

continue to press the case for Brunswick at all levels as the 

Pentagon makes decisions on which military installations to 

recommend for closure during the 1995  round." 

The members noted that BrunswLck's P-3s are flying 

sunni l lance  flights in the Persian GuJf, supporting Bosnia 

operations in the Adriatic Sea., conducting drug detection and 

monitoring operations in the Caribbean, and engaging in a number 

of other missions. 

They also cited the excellent condition of the base's 

airfield and facilities, its lack o f  encroachment problems that 

could limit fu tu re  growth, a t ra in ing area that can be increased 

substantially and i t s  ability to accommodats t w o  additional 

squadrons. 

. In-addition to these strong points in the base's favor, we 

also pointed out the draraatic cumulative economic impact in Maine 

oi previous base closures and defense cutbacks,' the members 

said. "We believe &at Maine has already borne =re than its 

fair share of military downsizing." 

They also stressed the high quality of l i f e  in the area, the 

ease w i t h  which mLlitazy families have been integratsd i n to  the  

coaonunity's schools, church.. and organlnations, the large number 

of Ugh-quality housing units available to military families, and 

the area's exceptional health care and educational institutions. 

"Erunswick Naval Air Station is vital to our nation's self . 

defense." the members said. "Its militazy value and strategic 

location cannot be underestimnted." 



F o r  m o r e  information, cantactx 
Kathryn Gest  (Cohen) - 202-224-2523 
David Eragdon (Hitchell) - 202-224-5344 
Nicholas Graham [Snove) - 202-225-6306 
Bob S t e i n  (Andrews) - 207-772-8240 



BASE RANK 

Washington 
Willow Grove 
New Orleans 

MILITARY VALUE SCORE 

1 
2 
3 

65.16 
64.36 
63.99 
61.37 
60.94 
51 . I 4  

61 .I6 

South Weymouth 
Ft. Worth 
Atlanta 

. 4  
5 
6 

AVERAGE MV MINUS NAS S. WEYMOUTH 
AVERAGE MV MINUS NAS ATLANTA 

AVERAGE MILITARY VALUE 
61 .I 1 
63.16 
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S en. William Cohen of Mainelsaid 
yesterday that he 'believes; the 

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and the* 
Brunswick Naval Air Station not. 
appear on the Navy's list of +es. 
recommended for closure. &r;a 
series of meetings with high-radang 
Navy officials, the senator ieleded a 
statement saying, "My instin&. tell 
me that the Navy will look favoqably 
on the importance of *both. inswla- 
tions and will 'not recoliunknd :that 
they be closed." Cohen is a member 
of the. Armed :Services Co&ttee 
and the incoming ch+mh of the 
subcommittee with jurisdictioq bver 
the .Navy. . - ,  . . .  : ., (AP) . . .  . . . : 
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SOUTH SHORE 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
April 2 1, 1995 

The Honorable Man Dixon, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
~rlington, VA 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

I am Chairman of the "Save the Base" Colnmittee, a composite group of local officials, 

reservists, base employees, and concerned citizens, formed under tlle auspices of the South Shore 

Chamber of Commerce. Herein, I outline sonie of the essential points we intend to make as part 

of our presentation to Conmlissioner Robles when he visits the South Weymouth Naval Air 

Station on April 28, 1995. 

1119) 
In 1993, South Weynlouth NAS was removed from the closure list when commissioner 

Stuart, citing lowered demographics at receiving sites and the prospective loss of a base rated 

third in  military value of eight naval air reserve stations evaluated, nloved the Commission to find 

that the Secretary of Defense deviated substantially from the force structure plan and the final 

criteria in making his recommendation. Tlie Comn~ission voted unanimously 7-0 to reject the 

Secretary's recommendation. Commissioner Stuart said in making his motion: . . . . . -. 

"I am impressed with tlie logic of maintaining a Reserve Facility which we already 
own, and it looks like a superb facility that is available to the Northeast, where 
there are a lot of reservists operating. 1 think we have to keep in cijnsid'@ration 
that all parts of the country need to have facilities available to them. (BRAC 
Transcript of June 26, 1993, page 3 19). 

What has happened at South Weymouth in the interim? As a result of BRAC 93, a 4- 

plane C-130 squadron (VR-62) was stood up in February of this year, a Surface Reserve Center 

was establislied to accornrnodate over 500 surface reservists from NKC Lawrence, NRC 

Chicopee and NRC Quincy which were ordered consolidated at Weymouth as a result of the 

Community's suggestion. Additionally, other construction projects that had been on hold for 

36 Miller Stile Road. Box 483, Ouincy. Massachusetts 02269 (617) 479- 1 1  1 1  - An Accr-edited Chamber 
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several years under the threat of closure, went forward, including the rehabilitation of several 

other buildings, a new addition to the fire iiouse, a new air control tower, a new liquid oxygen 

farm and a new Dopplar Weather Radar. 

However, despite BRAC 93 and the actions taken as a result, the continued high military 

value of South Weymouth as borne out by the Navy's military value matrix, Weymouth's high 

level of contributory support and its overall readiness, the Secretary once again recommended 

South Weymouth for closure. We maintain the recornrnendation is not supportable through any 

application of the selection criteria and is in contradiction to that which is required to meet the 

needs of the long-term force structure plan. 

Soutli Weyrnoutli is a Reserve Air Station. The sole purpose of its active duty personnel 

is to train reservists who will be capable of effectively mobilizing during a major conflict. In 

more recent years, reservists have been additionally called upon for contributory support, side 

by side, with fleet units to meet operational goals. Why? because it is cost-effective to rotate 

citizen-sailors for sliort periods to meet various contingencies at the same skill level but at 116th 

the cost. Numerous personnel from South Weymouth answered the call in support of Desert 

StorldDesert Shield. Many others volunteered but were not needed. Today, we have reserve 

aircrews, rotating back and forth from Europe for 17 day stints in support of operations near 

Bosnia. Last summer, these same crews rotated out of the Caribbean, flying numerous missions 

in support of operations in and about Haiti. 

To fully utilize capable reservists, training sites must be accessible to reservists where 

tliey live arid work. Soutll Weymouth is located ill tlie lieart of metropolitan Boston which it 

the most highly-educated population center in the country. Many young reservists come off 

active duty to use the G.I. bill to further their education at the many fine institutions of higher 
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learning located in Boston and the surrounding area. There is no better area to site a reserve 

air station than in the middle of this demographic mecca. 

The Navy's owl1 analysis rated Soutli Weyn~outh #1 in demographics, arguably the single 

most important factor in selecting an installation wliich can support a force structure plan that 

will undoubtedly include an even greater colnpliment of reservists in the years to come in the 

face of dwindling resources. The Army and Air Force now have a higher percentage of reserve 

forces in their makeup than they ever had in their history. The Navy recognized the uniqueness 

of its Reserve Air Station when designing its selection process comparing one against each 

other, particularly i11 tlie area of dernographics. The evaluation done was different from those 

conducted for Operational Air Stations. Most notably, the inquiries made to the two separate 

subcategories were not the same and there was no analysis completed in evaluating reserve 

delnographics or reserve recruiting potential in the analysis done on active duty operational 

facilities. 

The decisioli to close Soutli Weyn~outl~ which links a reserve facility with an active 

facility is without analytical support. To have provided justification, a conlparison of military 

values across categories where no data existed would have been required. Such a procedure 

would be flawed. The Navy virtually admitted as nlucli as den~onstrated on page 25 of the 

Department of the Navy's Analysis and Recommendation (Volume IV), March, 1995, when 

DOD reported: 

"The score for a particular installation is a relative measure of military value within 
the context only of the subcategory in which that installation is being analyzed. . . . 
Furthermore, tlie score obtained by an activity in one subcategory has no relevance for 
comparison to the score obtained by an activity in another subcategory since the 
question and quantitative scores were different for each matrix." 
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Despite this emphasis in separating Reserve arid Operational Naval Air Stations, the BSEC 

eventually saw fit to rneasure NAS South Weymoutli against NAS Brunswick in an effort to 

meet the CINCLANTFLT's "desire" to have a fully capable air station north of Norfolk. 

This comparison resulted in a serious departure from BSEC's initial findings: NAS 

Brunswick had been marked for closure during BSEC's initial configuration model output 

for Operation Air Stations, atid NAS Soutli Weymoutli had been "kept open" during similar 

pliases in tlie Reserve Air Station analysis. Moreover, tlus comparison is out of sync with 

tlie internal control procedures set forth by Secretary Perry's January 7, 1994 memorandum, 

stating that the accuracy of BRAC data collections and analyses depends at a minimum, "on 

uniform guidance defining data requirements arid sources." ( Department of Defense 

Memorandum, Office of the Deputy Secretary of Defense, 1995 Base Realignments and 

Closures (BRAC): Policy, Procedures, Autl~orities and Responsibilities, January 7, 1994, 

p.9). 

While the use of military judgment in selecting bases is certainly acceptable, it is 

intended to be a tool in tlie analysis of like facilities, rather than tlie decisive factor in 

choosing among unlike facilities. The Navy, however, chose to incorporate the . . 

CINCLANTFLT's input by dismissing its own analysis and conmlencing a comparison of 

apple and oranges. 

Even if the Cotnniission were to determine that the comparison of naval and 

operational air stations was somehow justified, the inconsistency of the process employed by 

the Navy seems unacceptable. If naval and operational air stations could be easily and 

logically compared, why was the configuration not utilized at the outset? The last minute 

methodological shift on the part of BSEC looks like an attempt to justifL the CINC's 

expressed operational desires by presenting an eitlier/or alternative, under which any 
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Reserve Naval Air Station, regardless of its ranking within its own subcategory, would, by 

definition, lose to an Operational Station, regardless of the Operational Stations's relative 

ranking. 

It is apparent that the BSAT conducted a series of deliberative sessions with various 

CINC's and compiled "I'olicy imperatives" based on those discussions. Sucli a critical step 

in the process is surely worthy of written public record, and yet we have been unable to 

uncover any related documentation. Under the Base Closure Act, the Secretary of Defense 

rnust include with l~is  recon~rnendations a sun1nIar-y of the selection process that resulted in 

tlie recommendation for eacl~ installation arid a justification for each recommendation, as 

well as certificatiori of tlie accuracy and completeness of the information on which the 

recomniendations are based. (Department of the Navy: Analyses and Recommendations 

(Volume IV), Marcli 1995, p. 10). We have been unable to obtain documentation 

concerning either tlre CINCLANTFLT's retliiest for a single air station riortl~ of Norfolk, or 

the BSEC's response. For tliese reasons the Secretary's recornn~endation is flawed and 

should not be adopted. 

. - -  . . 

This gap in information is disturbing because it requires the colnrnunity to simply 

trust that the Navy correctly interpreted the CINC's request. If tile CINC's input holds more 

weight that any other aspect of the process-- and particularly if that input is not assigned a 

procedural weighing or ranking in importance--tllen it stands to reason that there should be 

a record of that input and that it should be available to communities. Indeed, if final 

recommendations depend solely on-- and can be justified by-- a single nzissive from a 

Commander-in-Clef, why not dispense with the entire analysis before this point? Clearly 

tliis was not the impartial and logical process envisioned by the framers of the BRAC 

legislation. 
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We have attached detailed memoranda on various issues which we feel should be 

considered by the BRAC in its deliberation. All focus on the strengths of NAS South 

Weymouth. We are troubled that despite South Weymouth's high military value and its 

unmatcl~ed denlographics there was only one scenario of tile hundreds conducted which 

considered keeping Soutln Weynnoutl~ open. Despite certification from the local command 

that the scenario to keep South Weymouth open (which called for the closure of NAS 

Atlanta and the transfer of a C-9 squadron located there moving to Weymouth) could be 

readily accor~~rnodated at minimal expense, there were no follow-on scenarios which 

considered South Wey111out11 for other type of aircraft sucli as tactical aircraft flown by 

Marine and Navy reservists. 

Any reconime~~dation that spared NAS Atlanta ahead of South Weymouth was in 

contradiction to the stated rnandate that where excess capacity existed in a subcategory, a 

scenario which rendered an average aggregate ~nilitary value of those stations remaining less 

than the average aggregate military value of all installations in the subcategory, that 

scenario should not be followed. NAS Atlanta's poor tnilitary value--some tell points less 

than South Weynlouth and the other reserve i~nstallatio~ns--should have dictated early on that 

any scenario sparing Atlanta would always result in an average below that which was 

required by tile state control factor. Any scenario which considered keeping Atlanta should 

not then have been considered. 

We look forward to Commissioner Robles visit in order to demonstrate the 

outstanding capabilities of this facility and to further justify to him how additional air 

activities could be supported here. Whether fixed-wing or rotary, tactical jet or logistics, 

Weymouth is ready, willi~~g atid able to support these types of missions with its available 

infia structure and with its highly capable and motivated personnel. 
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We thank you for your anticipated consideration. 

Very truly yours, 

HMO?& 
Paul R. Haley 

PRHIrmi 
Enclosure 
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.z;'irj ;a ;-:-cr ..:, -. r . e x  y, .r r ( 7sk!fitl bc;e c:l,:L:;i-;i'~ G I - I < ~  ~eaiis!ii-,-!.?!i: i . c ~ ( ; ~ ~ f i - i e n d a t ~ f i ~ ~ ~  zr.!cl $re qibf&fi . 2 ;  r i . - 

. 8 ,  @j&-ir!+ -ci~s~d~t'gt;or]., i i i  ?fie iesri fiicn y beior-3 [he Zonlmissii;~ I 31-i 5 !'dsr.':n, 1 995, kssisranr Secretary f ~ r  

jnr.~-li-r I I., 1.1 G ~ ~ ! ~ I ~ s  r. 3rd Efi~:rcr~rne~~r P~r!e craled. "rhat ir~illtacy value c n i ~ ~ ~ ! r ~ ~ ? t ! c r l ~  ncc!.ipy a $Ifit samewhere rn 

p..esent3ti;i, $iaieyj "'I- . ...., *: .,- t #.? .-' .- 
I tic L., 1tc11a iCi' iF12 U.JLL is i.tCjt i G  i<t&Xii-~-!lZt? iTtiIiKti'y \!FiIUe ~~J~II~Q~?~IJCS eXCSSS 

w 
cg~x.',ci[;l ~ ~ n s i s l ~ i  v;!~h. !:etbir~lfl(j.f',iel';~<:i? miijiiir-( y a l u ~ 3 t  Iea~ t  a+.riigh as-going in and, thereiore. a 



y,.zyz ;;-~;;~;;;;-~~$ ij;.,ij r%<;t;;cp!,/ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ l , h C ~ ~  ;.-:;i is [ . q l  ,tr - .i -.-, -- - -.? *!-.-.- a,-** - !-,.> i.jF ; 7;. .. . ,.I& G\,  k v  IIII,.~., z t  !ut ;I iu. I I . ,  3~,,;:> ci', y.: 

i 1 t+  h r '  

:lrcri f ~ u !  ilS i , : ; ; > ? ! & i ~ - ~ ~ ~ i > - ~ ~ ~ ! y ~ .  noling. ''!!-cxfl$~ [.ID ~gh.i!i~clllli~lg! 5~it t t iwi  that mitlirli&s excess 

~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ; ~ . i ~ t i l +  f5zr1i~3m13 __ i?!~e!*zw __-_ _ mll!r;rj: YZILI? _ '' F~;it~v~itig PAC P I ~ I + , ~  ~gss~n1~11~ : l .  pb4r ~./,=mrakos 

3 1 ) ~ 3 ~ ~ r j f ! \ l  .., rr. - ,  ..., !;it ... th;t ., ,+.. th+ ., i:-.l~lr-. ..-P,- t7ii'ily,i # . +  -i-.. -',- ~=.~:jpl!fj~:~!!~::n zr?,j ;cifie;j ::-: 5.y r-,::~rl!-!ij. tp!kt a sjnlple "!-act and stack 

G-!~~~~zc;s ; ;~"  yjq;;;i-j j;,;; -;;c;'J; ;I; dyr,;ilsi;;;g &;;;:;li;es g;;d r ~ ~ j l ; c z  ,-.,--.-.-. ,r,s.c;.:4 t+r, ,JclLlt~~, -.--- - '  !-?G n ~ t c s  :!-la: $'Yhc 
i 7 , , 1 '.-,- * ,  a ,  * 

$:=-. ..'39..z2r !;!L....- < :a , . . -  ~IJ.I!~-.;.;.I~~~~~-I~~.I~~T-~:;~~~~.~;~<~~Q g J - ! ~ ~ . y i ~ j ~ j  re,,.!t,;,+: . . . . - s,,; - - -. - the .. - . - - . . a ~ x j  . . . . .- -- (:~~~fi i-rnerj . - -. - - - -- as 
. . 

2f;!>~-<j~ri~Iij~? 5f;t: TLi:r ,'i? FtjiJ? i,!5?J 2 t 7 z i I - i  y p i i ~  T~R-I? 1s 2 [2*zhrli,j[jF: iri;;: ~ T , ~ ~ : ~  ine f i l i l ~ t ~ [ ~ ~  >jzl{js 
T_----------- -- -- ----- ._ _.__ _. 

~,+I.SII.:; t h ~ r  1: r t - , ~  ,. . +>! ;qi~:.ai+-nt sri;i  ~i-~ar, -,-,.--I .-.-.. . .. .. . - .. . -..,-, .. -- . - .  -- , - ,  . . . L .  .. !?3! { ~ L ! Y  k : \ j - r ~ . - +  -. . ., r ~ - , j ~ ~ t = - ~ ~  . . . - , .--- . . - . , ~..--.L-~L=:~.=-.-~- \/?/I.!* fr*~. 411 : : . i * ~ ~ v i t l e <  r,f - 3 - 
-.i ,-. *-.A n C . . . 4 ,  .- -.-,..- 
,-:*.,L, - < "  ,-,,:....,, <2it,all,G 2: ' A + . * '  - -  .-.---I tam'-;:.. . 2 , -  

----- .-.+.--> - --- ~ : G . , s L . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! - Y Y I  1 - 1  I :$G CJ~~G'~~~.-~-- i~! t~, iu&LkLL!c l - :2 .*Icy<-,.- - - sy:L;,ii!i!$~ **,* , 3 v  as lt LVX k2f~ i .z  " A921fi 

, , T.,-..t 8 . 8 - .  1 - I \  I . .  

C..+ICII,~-~,; id %I+ LYL:Y , - ~ . ~ I G I ~ > Z S  h1-u.j C ~ ~ : G I - C ~ ~ I ; C ! ~ ~ ~ ~ : I ~ ~ I - ~  I L Y L ) ~ .  111 j ,  1: :, !rl-l;:c;-~~c~~ 1~ , . ! ~ - , ~ ~ j s ~ ~ ~ - ~ , - j  v:ilht 3 

-. 
mllits!.:! iviifu2 sCi;i'e IS 2ntl wkal i i  is t i ~ 1 .  122 s;:.ci.? ri;:. li ?aifiil!lls;. !ns!li~.,!rnn is a r-elatfve measr.lre t - r i  

6 .  

?!~![?J.I! );z!ce :b:!thj? lh+ ;:2~i!2~yT cl-!/y i>f !he ~ l ; ~ . c ~ i ~ ~ + ~ ! ~ < ~ ~  I!-! :,*.jt;ic:rt Ir!?: ! ~ ~ ~ z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q ~  bi=i:>~ 4 ~ ~ ~ I \ ! ~ ~ ~ , ' '  In 

*kqt ,-5mL:r4 t.1 A C ?:. \..,/2,+F.- ?h.* + 4 b... I--;, ... 4 ,I,Q, I L ~ U  i d ,  I.,,-V VL.. u l t l ~ V ~ ; ; P I  C)III,L/L~ LC: i ~ u f i c : ~  31 veic;(js GL',,~ 1 ~ 1  ~:i-ie:i. 113) F~~SZI.*;S Sra7iqr.- r ur io. ' IL 

I L 

- , i !  j l'li.?3 ' - ;u. ~'ie:,'ii~*>iliT~ " rC?;i~itS :/-I ihc i ~~? t . j i - l g  i?f ?he ave:-age 

fiiilIx\~ v a i w  3 s  < : i > ~ i l ~ ~ i " i c i  1s :ti i t j !  'L !~t t~ i iz  See Tar;re 1 ~ i r ~ t : r ; ~d .  Fiirthzrnli;i-$, closing itfis 20. 

i,V5ymr21~th !+3.,!.:e. +:.f;2zs :>i ?irGtn ~ ~ - , i ? c + ~ ! ~ c  <:!2s:i.l;-! ;.!.L.iz ,:i,;;z:]!a apd !.5t3!rlir-!3 p.j$,lz sQ, r-- - - - - -  ....--. .-.- .  
2 

'A/.I\~-Y:YI s-h I - 
, , ;, , ,,lu4,1, , ? ? * r . 2 ?  .d, ",> o clB G,,biQ3 .-\'.-?c.- si;&jiz$ his !;;;s rc;nf;;rtled k;y I:;<: :;;.;~lij;.:i-~~i;i; 2nslvsis t:la~ lndlca~ed 

. I . "  f iai  : s , J i z  A[la:it~ 5 i ;o~ ld  c!<>~+.  ,A :.y:,!.;j &i.i!.!: i~<;r~,~ii>~lr.s,ti~:~l J~:;:!,;s~s ,-:-C!(I~ p a p  25 of ,iiI>aivses and 

h~ca i~ ;n i~ r1da~~3r i s .  " Tns p[jrpnsz i:i c::niiqur~tion an,iiys~s wn.; t;-j i: l~fi:~iy ior' each si!bcatagory of 

!!-,5!y!d.!!n!-!s, !53t i:f instaUb!!r>!l.;- $3: +~rs?s  !yle$ti: !fi$ !-:$ed: '7f j'i2;"j 3pf j  b~lzr!t>? C,x?.;, it] !{ght ef 

f a  SturC ;eqL;i;->- .+-*- ,. l t t r lcJr to ,  ?;hilt? siin:;~;;;it;g :hc i;ii;sl excess zapaciry." L i i i ~ i . .  ; f i  : h ~  same rafzrsnca pa~agraph 

desuibirig ill2 i;io<);-an-~ use(:! fcr the oor~ftyucatiotr a r t a i y s i s .  il states tit;li ihe F!iogran> seiver ~ o u l d .  



'w ~~riiparei:  :o rrte culreni /nix oi insraiiarionsi arid wo~.~ld meel ?s:-snleiel-s required by uperational or 

pn!!ry consiri*5tjc;n~; " 

C: In lisht of ijoitjis .A. and 3. above fvft- Nemfakos stated " .the i'ecommendatl~n to close NAS So. I 
':!ieymouth was nor 3s a resuit o i  an anaiyzis of ihe reser-fie air staricns... rather. ii was ol;r inrent to be 

ah& ro sl~y~?,:.;-t  r-+tatn!n; l?ni:;<ivlrl! wh113-1 IS a m1~;7h rnfice c a ~ a h l ?  drtlvi! i?!.lt?i hasc. . .';.a ?hit tradecff 
---- --.-- 

? a s  n:ad-. . :!? 22:. ~ : C C ~ C S ,  no? in Iha Reserve aa s t a t ~ ~ ; ~  analyr!~. :!ien. as a rnecS,~r.rsm oi retztnlng 

B i . ~ t i ~ ~ t i i i V " i d ~ i i r z i  B o o r ~ j  i ~ i f i i d  ~ i t h  " i;i.iity1ss~lcl i-ei;iaifis ;he l>,.~iy 6 5 s ~ .  opecailiig f i l ~ l i i i ~ ~  patrsl 

. . 
&llnq...; +ILK i-ariked i 6  oi 20 riaces and was nicke(j fcr c f f i ~ ~ j r e  <>;I (21 compt~ler runs a note nn rhe 

3 I I ?  1 I + t !  j j 1 1 G+f+t-r[tig ti? ,&t?alys;ts an,j 

Eecc:;;~.e:?~:2t;~~!-~~ I \ !$! ! V )  naru 25 ""juii.r'' abcu: 2 ~u~~-!oi:<;;.i; &;itre zb+4zd ~2 !hat the mode! wculd 
, r 2- 

P , n [* .- l>C;:L -- zi+;&:c; cfi ~ ~ e < ; ~ < ~ ~ i ~ , ~ ~ i $  i j - ! j ~ ~ ~ l ~ / &  , < ~ / d j i ~ l i  " Tjj?ref~.l.+ ~ l ~ ~ i ~ i ~  l3 iHd & ~ / - I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ 4 3 ~  ~ ~ ~ l ~ j  still is, ah 

sp5t-aric;ria!iy ie;l~iBi.. s~iuriort. Also cfi i h 3  nc~reci page 25 is:'.,.rne sax;-? oijrained by an activity in one 

strbc'iteg~)r;l hi35 no r~IFtvar!re fnr cornparlson to The scc.re c~tjtainetj by an if~t1!/11)/ In anorher 

depiorjrnenrs io relieve r/'\i: sqiraciron ihere. Tney are nor daily operations from NAS Eriinswick. If in iacr 

NAS 6rll::5$jli:k I.: oper-at!nnaily nl-cess~ry ti; thi? I'i(.?N Fr,rc..e Str~l(:t!.r-e Flari which has not been 

cfoc!;me!?:?.j s t j ? ~  ?hz;l :!? r ~ ? ~ ~ ~ ! j ~ ~  f.2 3 C!~ ! I : 'S  ' ' ~ c s ; ; - ~ , "  ar'en'l :scats from other ac?l*:e bares 

cotisid?reiA id' ti-a!isi?r to FG'3 B i ' ~ i r ' ~ ~ ~ i i k ' ! '  Shduidn't thz 001'4 be suppor'lir~g what they c~lisider ar\ 

iipesationaiiy i~~pcjriarii bas2 with assttts from excess active bases as ii-izrltrfierf b\/ rtle conlpurer I 



,.u,-ls, 2i-Gji3,.,i;:k, ;i~a.~,,;r.,2ct, Abak. Zorsseveii Roads. i?~i i j  i3ea1.rfort. El i:rtrlir-!.! arid Key West show up "(-1 

i y I 9  ~JU?I)U~S *zr:T\. [Jn~e!' rht "best i:z~*.' ~r73113rio rj~ctari?G D!j the ca;:ir;tj:e!. mccjej 49 excess n.l~aules - 1  
\ , \ J . ~ I ~ I , ~  r , ~  t -~? .~ jn; .+  ' {= t  rkl- 'Ti-~f..l _.... _ _._ . ._.... _ .. ..., .,,_ -a - , .+  !: cr-lj,; c ~ ~ p - ~ l  . kt&<: . .. .- .-.s-,;.. .? ,43b -- 5 , . s , J , , : - + ~  . . -.,... : ,4 . ,  ..,-! .:! :.:r,!y (3) m~dl;!!;~. This is no! 

2 C ~ I I ~ I I ; ~  :h+ p ~ + ~ i f i g  c ~ t  T9 h;,jij+xb+,-, 1 CQJ 9 1 i e ~ , e  f i c ; ~  I- ai-jvls+,q bi~:-L,.- . . . . . that tT!er-+ w a s  c:nf?i:ern 

- 
9 ' 2 ~ 2  pic;; +,l$c !::: & ~ ~ r ; . a p h ! c ~ $  ztrpccrt the r-;s:;->;2 ~;;l?z 5e;ng mcvzd ?hzi-e, The bat2 

r : n  ,-3, r&lsct&j (;;-$;y us i , , d  fit 1;;; yJ,;;;j-;;ie  cot-^^ b2sei-;,e billzt;j ;j] i r l ~  pj~;~'! G;i)?j. aj-5 ~~f.i.ej-,iiy /ji?jng 

- - ii;Izd. 3hubi,:j ;ha ;v?;u-lr;e \,i;I-FE ~ e ~ t r - v i ?  r.jj:i~': il-;,n? Aiiaiita be r~l~?:;~-l IC) i \ i c ~  Fi;b1et., ifle esrimared annuai 

si-,i?.;-$a/l i , ~  'zc4f-? ty~ll!ti< ~-+;ef.~;:,<;; " i /I? C ~ i ? ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ t ; i ~ : t ~ ~ ~  C;sney;?l. /$ei.~i.ie ixt-,;pc G ~ ~ r i i t r ~ t ~ g  r:,?~~~n)and 

a~t::s?t 35 ",zzgsiers I,",? n?,2ij$!r;.:;! sf :he rJ!arjne C . ~ R C  rj;eser-s;e iifia?c 31 $!AS A!!anta MCAS r " 0," 

p;2vi 3 4 , L , G- -.. .. .-a-m , L ,  ... I,, . 1 ;  " %icj t i j  ;fi;.sa ~ i ~ i ~ f i - ~ ~ i . ~ f : <  < ~ l ; ~ j i f ~ r ~ ~ ~ d  attej;f/ct7 

paid to new rniiit5.1-!~ coiistri~crion cosi.2 tha: \.i~uid be riecesz;:;y ci:.re i u  rhl? i-iaslire cf NAS Atlanta. at 

L?o~\olqt; hFk? tcqr a ;rr?l4fiCEPI 5 ~ i l l l i i j r ~ ~  nnc! at MC&S Rew Fi;\:c:-r f;v h:;r!:z,:r i $ f ,  9 m~llicti! reserve 

car.ifir f 'r*C: 9 r,,ilann\ ,-rod F.-+rc,iil, hlr~(cir~i~ I @  1 Ci mtll~r,-!i Th-- ir.tnl :-,c!+r -.-.-."-.~*\:~!i~c ~ $ ~ ? l j  ;';'~i!dd be $30.7 .+-, b ....& b:...bbi.i~b,. L.,,.., ,. . . ,b . . !  a i + . . . - b 6 8 y  $..+*:.+ I I . I~~~V,#).  s , I= ...&-I , . . I *  ,.-.;i ,..,.. 

ijjltlian f c ~  ;4C..i..S ffevi ni~. i f  TFle oiii: i imt  iciifil cc~sis fw /'..Jt&S All;liii,i ~, ; l ! r i i j  be fj57.5 miilion. 



3 Qn ? Dc-cczbar, 1394, :t,c SSEC ; - a~~m~-~en3c .? ,  moving b!avy an!? :;!ai-;n~. C z p s  FIA-12 ;cjua&-ons 

fi-ciii :r.:CAz B;=;acfa.; !s  8&i: 9: actitjt-1) 1::) A[lar-,t2. 2-3's iitlar,;s to Dobbins ,AFg, and 
. .* . - 

rnrt ciosut-? iqs::, We~mi:uf.h wilh ihe C-13(1 sqc~arir-on n ~ o v i r ; ~  To i:i;~:; Rrunswick, The remaining 

- 
a v w t r  -.---... 3? fj!fis > t i ,  filjei!!r?t~iifh i!; . ; ( d r * 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ j  iji~r!t?g ?he SzEt: pf 12 Q2~2!nbej., it=!;-, j 4. 

4 

.... 
+ I  . - q + h + -  - l ? h r r ~ r . - .  +-,.\?r $7- e-.-t-?r+c . -.-i ~ - * t ; c r ~  ,, .,..yl, 2 t 4 L L  , ,\I l9 aL~: ,  ,&I IU. , , ,<: ~!;L~,~,LG.~~,. fx :kts 1s 31;. "%IS zI:err8s:ivi: ~ ~ p ~ ; i ~ d s  ;G 

m C < . '  r,est; !;-. r ,i.ic' i22tiersiiip'.; suppcit of iile .!5~'li:!li.ap!11~2t!i~i j>rr>i!liil;Lirl ,?t!anta ai?d arltj mbir.ltains a 

ma!oia air r~ci i i~i~ i t i   ti? riiirthet-ti i;i3i'~US." 

- , - .  r .-a- L. ' r? 4r.- I L C  4. Gn r teoiciici--,. I 3x1. ~vii-. IJemiakcs br-ieiei; ~i ie  GLCL. 01-1 [he ~ . Z C ~ ~ I I I ~ ~ [ I C I B ! Q  C~ZCLISZ b!! gt?~gritphic 

l ~ i ~ ~ ! t : i ~ ~  i?mn $ 7 ~  s??l?s ' ' !L;-~< &?!?nt? tlac! 3 i?4$e< rs!~!G~zr$ v?!!i+ :;{)y? TQ&ri  '7fi11tQ L'd$;!rn(i!j!/-~. h1.11 

- 
:&t!hn!z cc;;!? ~ ! ? c s  h i t ~ a ! - ! ~ s  r,! :!:+mc.::r;.f8;c:r3 i 55:'; ii;2ri z/z.:: 3:) <:cprf;tinnal ~?,eo~j  to ha!,!; at? air - - - -- - . . - - - - -- -- - - -- - * - -. -. -- -- - -. - - . - -- - - - - 

, . , . ; i i i - i v i  is , - ; , + - . . . - '... 
t i  I~ :>c  .IN GLCI~IUI !L>. . J < . J \ I ~ ~ I  '~K&~ITGL~IP: is 

QP 
- _ . .  

~ : I < L $ ~ ~ . I Q  rgc:i.j<.e _e:ic:;-zs.;;3pa-c& and ri;  pern.!rr L'C!I{! 10 reran N4S Er!inswick." 

. -  - i .! ! \ I H ~  XI i i $ j j e ; / r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i i  was never consirl?r.?d for. an;: adcitionai assers :xi-er- than riie C-'3 squadron. 

'iet bl&!; $rt \:ir;.v%oillh has  heen r~rirrle fnr Na\iy arid bil2r!ne I;i-:r!>s i-fitary f~xef l  propeller, and jet 

aircaf?. A del\c?,;le;j repcr? 02 !he .i:;.:z!icn cl?c3!:i!ities nf I'l,+S Sc Wcymai!?!-: is a!tzched. 

2 . )  The Ailant3 dernogaphics w5re rariked 61n anci 30 Weymouth ranked no. 1 .  ~virh over twice the point 

vall-~e ot Atlanta n!;i? 50 % h s t t ~  thdn dl n?P~er- r?s?rve hasrts In t x t  t c ~  12i.iote fr'or-17 ?he 6 March. 1995 

taf,t!r\;?onp cf fii?. Nemfftkcs 1~ regards !.r; & M C ~ < ~ P ~ ~ C S  ,,,in the tl.:-.l ;;,.,., -.,e,=I ,,l,;.,y~i~, ?!E h e ~ i e c !  tf? ?he 

n i . i m b  of ar;s?ts that wkie in Ailc?n:a ar-tcj iifscj p i i t i y  b-iisi~j at D~!-;i-,iilt; y;~ti-, the F ~ r c e ,  ifi ai&r to - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - .. . - . . - . - - - . -- - - 

'111 iake advaniq? oi  ihat." Wny weren'i rne assets f i f  IJAS So. weymfic.~th .'nea;lieci up" TO take advantage of 



ihert? F~irthtrmcre, whti.i. is ihe fiaii:~ justificaiion bi dernoyrapiitcb:'? It appears to bz in hiCAS New 

R i v a s  indbi~lty Ti SUpp;r: !he kf-1 sqi~adion. not a Navy issua, niix ihe injec~ion of ihr Mjrine corps* 

T~lJ(??iit i? al_!?!r?St Mr;?? b!l.iv Fi!%ie!'. there IS 119 cuDs?an!iat~d ar-Guiilerlt ic:r- the :l.t{.anta d e m ~  

Every :-atararxe :ha-aar:c;- :G ii;lan;;i a::d :hd raiister 3f ~ S S B ~ E  :G St-uns.:i;ck is qualified in ;srms like. 

"..dots nui beiicie that i h ; ~  ~~~~~~~~ter;? hiii pres2tii any denict>i.api-,ji: ~>r.:~biircis.". (SSEC 13 Jal-I,, 19953. 

;f ikri. 5Oi.J i3i-:sldei.~ A;kl;ia lo t jd G t f i ~ g i . b ~ h i ~ a \ l ?  rich {or pr~d~z~l . , ; t )  ;;i?!l 11 scosel; last th2 

a?nl0[?-3gh/r:~ c3re(?of!i !:n 51iiirar;; vaiue. how mcrsr thev - regard - 53. '."le:!moilrh. demoqraphicaily- ----- 

. . fiow aa ?nu ihi.11 jusiiiy cornpasii-ig hzsei-ve and active dury ha:;i.s In i:nos? "the nlcich mxe capable 

has?"? The testim~ny C ! ~ ? J ! \ J  ~ h r ~ w s  th2t !?!As $9. \J1/qtrn~uth j~ !he t-+tr.f?ct 2xcuse to juslify 3 izlNC 

"desi;e" 1~ r;lzin;aln ~ t . t l f i ~ A ~ l C k :  a I--- ,~,e cfezrly opsrati~rlat!y ciiinccsssary by ths DGN's own 



I 1 1  

w V ~ ~ ! J ~ ; G U I ~ I  being Stfiil iC, fdA5 8runst~jck. 0r2it; rhe C-130 squad-on is menrioned for transfer, The P-3 

?q!!ancn could he coverad iiy the rvf2rencf ?o iJAS So Weyrno~jrt':: ''sircraft and necessary 

p.y-c~t?~-&!  " IT. +hi. ( " . - - ~ n - l p - , " - - , d ~ ~ [ ~ ~  - - # ~ W . . - U . .  . , & I  ' 6  I< I G., , " i t  ' U L  k J  I :zc C!'?SL~TS. 

6 ; 6~ ii's UYG;~, !j~itirltet.igd tiara c3il -ti- I ~~pon:;es. bh.3 . ,- .- crr.rils~vick has a ar:ntinujnq reguj:in!; problem, Ail 

m2nFcw2:- '!-!:-. 3~mog'ashics s! 5:~:::swicI: :.:i!! i?c! sur,port \!?-52. S* tri? attached demograph~c 

7 ! .! , I: ;s a!;; ;;;:a;?:;:ir;g rc nc;e :hat GI; 1 C Fsh.:;~ry. 1 995, a let:;; ti.i>ni i2,;\iqcrr(w Wetd o i  ?~iassachusetts. 

* diii;sd S "L.. ir"as hatic! delivered to the hetue!3r..q oi  ? h e  t<laiiy inf.?i.mlr;(l i - ~ i ~ i - I  of the ir-lt~~iti~i-ls (>f the I ~ J ~ A  
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Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Personnel 

- NAS 

- Tenant 

Aviation Squadrons 

Naval Reserve Center 

Other N on-Aviat ion 

Marines 

TOTAL 
- New England 

Demographics 

Active 

442 

SELRES 
Drill On / Off 

329 / 0 

379 1190 

0 1 0  

393 / 0 

2,381 

- No Airlift Support 

Required For Any 

Drilling Unit 

CIV 



Same as FY 93 

Currently Supported Operations Include: 
- UPHOLD DEMOCRACY, Haiti 
- SOUTHERN WATCH, ~ a u d i  Arabia - - -  

- SHARP GUARD, Adriatic Sea / Bosnia 
- DRUG INTERDICTION, Caribbean Sea 
- FLEET EXERCISES, Mediterranean Sea 



BASE RANK MILITARY VALUE SCORE 

Washington 1 65.16 
Willow Grove 2 64.36 
New Orleans 
South Weymouth 
Ft. Worth 
Atlanta 

3 
4 
5 
6 

63.99 
61.37 
60.94 
51.14 

AVERAGE MILITARY VALUE 61.16 
AVERAGE MV MINUS NAS S. WEYMOUTH 
AVERAGE MV MINUS NAS ATLANTA 

61.1 1 
63.16 
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Loctrtion of Nlzvnl Reservists 
Att(rclr ed to ill e Soritlr Wey~~zoutlz 

Nnvtzl Air Stcztiotz 



a For each of lttese olher reserve ~ a v ~ l h l a r i ~ r e  Corps ur~ils at your air station, provide h e  number of 
authorized billets and the n u n h e r  of persotiriel actually assigried to tlte squadron for tlie past three fiscal 
yean. Provide this irifonnatior~ il l  tllc fonria[ below for htl~ Selected Reservists (SELRES) and Training 
and Administrarion of Reserves ('1'AR) Navy reservistslFulI-l'inle Support (FTS) Marine Corps reservists. 
Explain differences between autllorized and actual manning in the remarks section. 

--- 

FY 1991 FY 1992 FY 1993 
XR Ac~ivityIUnit: 
NRTSC 191 Auth Actual Auth Actual Auth Actual 





NAVALRESERVECENTER 

CURRENT SITE 
- NRC SOUTH WEYMOUTH (LOCATED NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH) 

SUPPORTED BY MEDIDEN CLINIC 
SUPPORTED BY PERSONNEL SUPPORT DETACHMENT (PSD) 
SUPPORTED BY BILLETINGIGALLEY 
SUPPORTED BY RECRUITING 
SUPPORTED BY MWR/FTTNESS FACILITIES 

- ONLY SITE IN UNITED STATES THAT PHYSICALLY SHARES EXISTING 
ASSETS. ... WE USE NAS SPACES 

- THE LARGEST RESERVE CENTER IN NEW ENGLAND 

- MORALE AND QUALITY OF LIFE HAVE IMPROVED DRAMATICALLY. 

"REDUCED OVERHEAD FOR NAVAL RESERVE CENTER. 



NAVALRESERVECENTER 

POSSIBLE SITE 
(DOD RECOMMENDATION) 

- NRC SOUTH WEYMOUTH RETURN TO QUINCY 

- REHAB BUILDING ($2.5 MILLION REHAB) 
- INCREASE MED/DEN COSTS 
- INCREASE BILLETING COSTS 
- INCREASE MEAL COSTS 
- PERSONNEL SUPPORT DETACHMENT ??? 

QUALITY OF LIFE 

- NO EXCHANGE (CLOSEST NAVY NEWPORT) 
- NO BASE HOUSING 
- NO MWR FACILITIES 

* INCREASE OVERHEAD FOR NAVAL RESERVE CENTER. 



ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS FOR NAS BRUNSWICK 

Relocate VQ-2 from NS Rota, Spain to Brunswick 

a Relocate an Active-Duty P-3C squadron from NAS Jacksonville 
or elsewhere to Brunswick 

Downsize NAS Brunswick to a NAF, similar to Navy 
J 

proposals for Key West and Corpus Christie 



SOUTH WEYMOUTH SQUADRONS AND AIRCRAFT 

SQUADRON AIRCRAFT TYPE 

Existing 

VP-92 P-3C (Anti-Submarine) 

VR-62 C-130T (Cargo) 

Base UC-12B (Passenger) 

Recent Past 

V1MA-322 A-4M (Attack Jet) 

HSL-74 SH-2F (Anti-Submarine Helicopter) 

HklL-771 UH-IN (Utility Helicopter) 



AIRCRAFT TYPES POTENTIALLY RELOCATABLE TO 
NAVAL AIR STATION SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

C-9B (PassengerICargo DC-9 Jet) 

CI Common visitor 
CI Fits into either hangar 
CI Strong airline demographics in Boston area 

UH-INIAH-IW (UtilityIAttack Helicopters) 

CI 40-year history of Marine Reserve helicopters at South 
Weymouth 
South Weymouth ideal for over-water and over-land 
training 

CI Large available pool of personnel 

FA-18A (FighterIAttack Jet) 

CI Numerous over-water and over-land training areas nearby 
Q No Mans Island target range 
CI Dissimilar Air Combat Training opportunities 
CI Practice air refueling opportunities 
CI All weather training 
CI Superb demographics for squadron manning 

P-3C (Anti-Submarine Warfare 4-Engine Turboprop) 

Q Aircraft Type already operated at South Weymouth 
CI Closest Reserve base to Greenland-Iceland-UK gap 
Ll Closest Reserve base to the open ocean 



Naval Air Station So. Weymouth 
Dept. of the Navy, BRAC 95 Selection Criteria Deviations 

I )  Ignored the standards set in the Base Closure ,4ct and ignored all of their own 
estacblished controls to "ensure the accuracy, completeness, and integrity of the 
information" upon which decisions would be made. The GAO has questioned this 
procedure on previous rounds of closure as the DON process clearly relies heavily upon 
the acceptance of certain assumptions and military judgements with no documentation 
to support the decisions. 

2 )  Regardless of the DON praise for the equality and fairness of militaiv value ranking 
and the process of arriving at it: the Navy disreearded NAS So. ~ r ~ m 6 u t h ' s  clearly 
superior standing and made their recommendati& in defiance of the BRAC 95 goal to 
reduce excess capacity. 

3 )  To accomplish its recommendation the Navy had to deviate substantially from the 
selection criteria by, at the last minute. and only to satisfy an undocumented desire of a 
CINC? sacrifice Reserve NAS So. Weymouth by making comparisons to active durn 
NAS Brunswick, a documented operationally unnecessary facility. 



1. Closure of NAS BRUNSWICK ME is a non-starter because it removes the only operational Naval Air 
Station in the Northeastern U.S. AND compares Reserve Air Stations with Operational Air Stations. 

2. Closure of NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH MA is predicated on faulty COBRA Data that does not reflect all 
significant MILCON and associated recurring costs. 

3. Closure of NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH MA permanently removes the only Naval Air Reserve presence from 
the Northeastern U.S., 

- presuming reservists will be able to consistently travel 150 miles to NAS BRUNSWICK ME 
during winter months. 

- presuming NAS BRUNSWICK ME can provide berthing for commuting reservists. 
- presuming no loss of unit readiness and mission capability. 

4. Closure of NAS ATLANTA GA does not remove a significant Naval Air Reserve presence from the 
Southeastern U.S. because NAS JACKSONVILLE FL, home to many reserve units, will remain. 

5. Closure of NAS ATLANTA GA did not consider possibility of relocating reserve units to NAS 
JACKSONVILLE FL 

6. Closure of NAS ATLANTA GA with transfer of reserve assets to NAS JACKSONVILLE FL 
- provides significant reserve support already in place 
- retains facilities to conduct airlift of reservists preserving unit retention 
- avoids reservists commuting by car during severe winter weather 
- provides for ability to reinsert Naval units similar to the recommendation to place Marine Corps 

Reserve Units into ARNG Selfridge (formerly NAF Detroit). 
- provides additional population from which to recruit reserves for units historically undermanned. 

7. Closure of NAS ATLANTA GA improves overall Military Value of Naval Reserve Air Stations. All other 
options degrade Military Value. 



Fleet Support 
NAS South Weymouth Reserve Units / Individuals 

FY 91/92 Desert Shield / Desert Storm 32,000 Man Days 

FY 93 Multiple Worldwide Support Missions 

FY 94 Same as FY 93 

FY 95 Currently Supported Operations Include: 
- UPHOLD DEMOCRACY Haiti 
- SOUTHERN WATCH, Saudi Arabia 
- SHARP GUARD, Adriatic Sea / Bosnia 
- DRUG INTERDICTION, Caribbean Sea 
- FLEET EXERCISES, Mediterranean Sea 



BASE RANK MILITARY VALUE SCORE 

Washington 1 65.16 
Willow Grove 
New Orleans 
South Weymouth 
Ft. Worth 
Atlanta 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

64.36 
63.99 
61.37 
60.94 
51.14 

AVERAGE MILITARY VALUE 61.16 
AVERAGE M V  MINUS NAS S. WEYMOUTH 
AVERAGE MV MINUS NAS ATLANTA 

61.1 1 
63.16 
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Locczfion of Novnl ileservisfs 
Aft(iclzcd to flze Sorit/z Weyrtroriflz 

Nnvtzl Air Stczfioft 

kte: 103 Naval l~c~en. /s / s  lc~~r/e t i  or,/ ( / N e w  1:itgIuttd 
burce: South IVeytnorr/h N(ivul Air ,SI~II;~,I .  4/95 
'repared by H'cyrno~il/~ Oflce ifI'/uttr~~ttg ~ n t /  C . ' O I ~ I ~ I I ~ ~ I I ; I Y  I ) C L ~ C , I O I J ~ I I C I I ~  



Reserve Mobile 

For each of these other reserve ~ a v ~ l ~ a r i l t e  Corps udtr  at your air station, provide the number of 
authorized billets and the number of persorlrlel acrually assigried to die squadron for tile past ihree fiscal 
yean. Provide this information i lr  tltc forr~lat k low for h111 Slecced Reservists (SELRES) and Training 
and Administration of Reserves ('1'AIU Navy reservists/Full-Time Support (FTS) Marine Corps reservists. 
Explain differences between auttrorized and actual manning in the remarks section. 



NAVAL AIR STATION, SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

~ RECENT CONSTRUCTION 1995 

Project Status Current Amount 

A r  Traffic Control Tower / Ground 
Control Approach Radar 

25% Complete 

New Personnel Support Detachment Complete $ 426,000 

('93 BRAC funded) 

New Navy Reserve Center 

Fire Station Addition 

Aircraft Intermediate Maintenance 
New Heating Ventilation & A/C 

Navy Family Housing 
Heating System Replacement 

Complete $ 217,000 
('93 BRAC funded) 

50% Complete 

Complete 

90% Complete 

Calendar year 1995 began with $8,049,000 in active construction contracts. A sample of 
these contracts are listed above. 

An additional $306,000 in 93' BRAC funds was used for furnishings, communication 
equipment, etc. for the new Naval Reserve Center and Personnel Support Detachment. 



1 .  NAVALRESERVECENTER 

CURRENT SITE 
I 

1 1 - NRC SOUTH WEYMOUTH (LOCATED NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH) 

SUPPORTED BY MEDjDEN CLINIC 
SUPPORTED BY PERSONNEL SUPPORT DETACHMENT (PSD) 
SUPPORTED BY BILLETINGjGALLEY 
SUPPORTED BY RECRUITING 
SUPPORTED BY MWRFITNESS FACILITIES 

- ONLY SITE IN UNITED STATES THAT PHYSICALLY SHARES EXISTING 
ASSETS .... WE USE NAS SPACES 

- THE LARGEST RESERVE CENTER IN NEW ENGLAND 

- MORALE AND QUALITY OF LIFE HAVE IMPROVED DRAMATICALLY. 

"REDUCED OVERHEAD FOR NAVAL RESERVE CENTER. 



NAVALRESERVECENTER 

POSSIBLE SITE 
(DOD RECOMMENDATION) 

- NRC SOUTH WEYMOUTH RETURN TO QUINCY 

- REHAB BUILDING ($2.5 MILLION R E W )  
- INCREASE MED/DEN COSTS 
- INCREASE BILLETING COSTS 
- INCREASE MEAL COSTS 
- PERSONNEL SUPPORT DETACHMENT ??? 

QUALITY OF LIFE 

- NO EXCHANGE (CLOSEST NAVY NEWPORT) 
- NO BASE HOUSING 
- NO MWR FACILITIES 

* INCREASE OVERHEAD FOR NAVAL RESERVE CENTER. 



ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS FOR NAS BRUNSWICK 

Relocate VQ-2 from NS Rota, Spain to Brunswick 

CI Relocate an Active-Duty P-3C squadron from NAS Jacksonville 
or elsewhere to Brunswick 

Downsize NAS Brunswick to a NAF, similar to Navy 
proposals for Key West and Corpus Christie 



SOUTH WEYMOUTH SQUADRONS AND AIRCRAFT 

SQUADRON AIRCRAFT TYPE 

Existing 

VP-92 P-3C (Anti-Submarine) 

VR-62 C-130T (Cargo) 

Base UC-12B (Passenger) 

Recent Past 

W - 3 2 2  A-4M (Attack Jet) 

HSL-74 SH-2F (Anti-Submarine Helicopter) 

HMIL-771 UH-IN (Utility Helicopter) 



AIRCRAFT TYPES POTENTIALLY RELOCATABLE TO 
NAVAL AIR STATION SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

C-9B (PassengerICargo DC-9 Jet) 

CI Common visitor 
0 Fits into either hangar 
CI Strong airline demographics in Boston area 

UH-IN/AH-IW (Utility/Attack Helicopters) 

O 40-year history of Marine Reserve helicopters at South 
Weymouth 

0 south Weymouth ideal for over-water and over-land 
train in^ 

Q Large hailable pool of personnel 

FA-18A (FightedAttack Jet) 

C )  Numerous over-water and over-land training areas nearby 
Q No Mans Island target range 

Dissimilar Air Combat Training opportunities 
CI Practice air refueling opportunities 
0 All weather training 
D Superb demographics for squadron manning 

P-3C (Anti-Submarine Warfare CEngine Turboprop) 

Q Aircraft Type already operated at South Weymouth 
D Closest Reserve base to Greenland-Iceland-UK gap 
Q Closest Reserve base to the open ocean 
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William S. Cohen 
UNITED STATES SENATOR 

Olympia J. Snowe 
UNITED STATES SENATOR 

Delegation 
James B. Longley, Jr. 

MEMBER O F  CONGRESS 

John E. Baldacci 
MEMBER OF CONGRESS 

March 6, 1995 

The Honorable Benjamin F. Montoya 
The Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Commissioner Montoya: 

We're writing to address the strategic value and importance 
of Naval Air Station (NAS) Brunswick to the Navy and to the 
defense of the United'States. We urge you to give full 
consideration to NAS Brunswick's merits as you continue your 
analyses of the Navy's recommendations for the 1995 base closure 
process. We look forward to meeting with you and your staff to 
discuss this matter further. 

As the military continues to downsize both internationally 
and domestically, the strategic importance of NAB Brunswick and 
its P-3 support mission becomes greater. NAS Brunswick i s  the 
only remaining operational (active duty) Naval Air Station in the 
Northeast Quadrant of the United States and the only operational 
military airfield (Navy or Air Force) in New England. 

The Navy confirmed the critical importance of NAS 
Brunswick's location in its 1993 base closure analysis. It 
determined that on the entire East Coast, NAS Brunswick and NAS 
Key West are the only operational air stations whose locations 
have strategic military value. If NAS Brunswick were to close, 
the Navy's most northern operational air station east of the 
Mississippi River would be NAS Norfolk. 

In his visit to NAS Brunswick last September, the Chief of 
Naval Operations, Admiral J. M. Boorda, stated that NAS 
Brunswick's location is a strong point and that the airfield is 
"located in an important part of the world that was strategically 
important during the Cold War and could be very very important if 
things don't go right in Russia... It's clearly one corner of the 
United States where we don't have much else right now. So for 
all those reasons that airfield is very good." 
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William S. Cohen 
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March 6, 1995 

The Honorable Rebecca G. Cox 
The Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Commissioner Cox: 

We're writing to address the strategic value and importance 
of Naval Air Station (NAS) Brunswick to the Navy and to the 
defense of the United States. We urge you to give full 
consideration to NAS Brunswick's merits as you continue your 
analyses of the Navy's recommendations for the 1995 base closure 
process. We look forward to meeting with you and your staff to 
discuss this matter further. 

As the military continues to downsize both internationally 
and domestically, the strategic importance o'f NAS Brunswick and 
its P-3 support mission becomes greater. NAS Brunswick is the 
only remaining operational (active duty) Naval Air Station in the 
Northeast Quadrant of the United States and the only operational 
military airfield (Navy or Air Force) in New England. 

The Navy confirmed the critical importance of NAS 
Brunswick's location in its 1993 base closure analysis. It 
determined that on the entire East Coast, NAS Brunswick and NAS 
Key West are the only operational air stations whose locations 
have strategic military value. If NAS Brunswick were to close, 
the Navy's most northern operational air station east of the 
Mississippi River would be NAS Norfolk. 

In his visit to NAS Brunswick last September, the Chief of 
Naval Operations, Admiral J. M. Boorda, stated that NAS 
Brunswick's location is a strong point and that the airfield is 
"located in an important part of the world that was strategically 
important during the Cold War and could be very very important if 
things don't go right in Russia... It's clearly one corner of the 
United States where we don't have much else right now. So for 
all those reasons that airfield is very good." 



James B. Longley, Jr. 
UNITED STATES SENATOR MEMBER O F  CONGRESS 

Olympia J. Snowe John E. Baldacci 
UNITED STATES SENATOR MEMBER O F  CONGRESS 

March 6 ,  1995 

The Honorable S. Lee Kling 
The Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Commissioner Kling: 

We're writing to address the strategic value and importance 
of Naval Air Station (NAS) Brunswick to the Navy and to the 
defense of the United States. We urge you to give full 
consideration to NAS Brunswick's merits as you continue your 
analyses of the Navy's recommendations for the 1995 base closure 
process. We look forward to meeting with you and your staff to 
discuss this matter further. 

As the military continues to downsize both internationally 
and domestically, the strategic importance of NAS Brunswick and 
its P-3 support mission becomes greater. NAS Brunswick is the 
only remaining operational (active duty) Naval Air Station in the 
Northeast Quadrant of the United States and the only operational 
military airfield (Navy or Air Force) in'New England. 

The Navy confirmed the critical importance of NAS 
Brunswick's location in its 1993 base closure analysis. It 
determined that on the entire East Coast, NAS Brunswick and NAS 
Key West are the only operational air stations whose locations 
have strategic military value. If NAS Brunswick were to close, 
the Navy's most northern operational air station east of the 
Mississippi River would be NAS Norfolk. 

In his visit to NAS Brunswick last September, the Chief of 
Naval Operations, Admiral J. M. Boorda, stated that NAS 
Brunswick's location is a strong point and that the airfield is 
"located in an important part of the world that was strategically 
important during the Cold War and could be very very important if 
things don't go right in Russia... It's clearly one corner of the 
United States where we don't have much else right now. So for 
all those reasons that airfield is very good." 
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William S. Cohen 
UNITED STATES SENATOR 

Olympia J. Snowe 
UNITED STATES SENATOR 

James B. Longley, Jr. 
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John E. Baldacci 
MEMBER O F  CONGRESS 

March 6, 1995 

The Honorable Wendi L. Steele 
The Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Commissioner Steele: 

We're writing to address the strategic value and importance 
of Naval Air Station (NAS) Brunswick to the Navy and to the 
defense of the United States. We urge you to give full 
consideration to NAS Brunswick's merits as you continue your 
analyses of the Navy's recommendations for the 1995 base closure 
process. We look forward to meeting with you and your staff to 
discuss this matter further. 

As the military continues to downsize bpth internationally 
and domestically, the strategic importance of NAS Brunswick and 
its P-3 support mission becomes greater. NAS Brunswick is the 
only remaining operational (active duty) Naval Air Station in the 
Northeast Quadrant of the United States and the only operational 
military airfield (Navy or Air Force) in New England. 

The Navy confirmed the critical importance of NAS ' 

Brunswick's location in its 1993 base closure analysis. It 
determined that on the entire East Coast, NAS Brunswick and NAS 
Key West are the only operational air stations whose locations 
have strategic military value. If NAS Brunswick were to close, 
the Navy's most northern operational air station east of the 
Mississippi River would be NAS Norfolk. 

In his visit to NAS Brunswick last September, the Chief of 
Naval Operations, Admiral J. M. Boorda, stated that NAS 
Brunswick's location is a strong point and that the airfield is 
"located in an important part of the world that was strategically 
important during the Cold War and could be very very important if 
things don't go right in Russia... It's clearly one corner of the 
United States where we don't have much else right now. So for 
all those reasons that airfield is very good." 



March 6, 1995 

The Honorable Alton W. Cornella 
The Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Commissioner Cornella: 

We're writing to address the strategic value and importance 
of Naval Air Station (NAS) Brunswick to the Navy and to the 
defense of the United States. We urge you to give full 
consideration to NAS Brunswick's merits as you continue your 
analyses of the Navy's recommendations for the 1995 base closure 
process. We look forward to meeting with you and your staff to 
discuss this matter further. 

As the military continues to downsize both internationally 
and domestically, the strategic importance of NAS Brunswick and 
its P-3 support mission becomes greater. NAS Brunswick is the 
only remaining operational (active duty) Naval Air Station in the 
Northeast Quadrant of the United States and the only operational 
military airfield (Navy or Air Force) in New England. 

The Navy confirmed the critical importance of NAS 
Brunswick's location in its 1993 base closure analysis. It 
determined that on the entire East Coast, NAS Brunswick and NAS 
Key West are the only operational air stations whose locations 
have strategic military value. If NAS Brunswick were to close, 
the Navy's most northern operational air station east of the 
Mississippi River would be NAS Norfolk. 

In his visit to NAS Brunswick last September, the Chief of 
Naval Operations, Admiral J. M. Boorda, stated that NAS 
Brunswick's location is a strong point and that the airfield is 
"located in an important part of the world that was strategically 
important during the Cold War and could be very very important if 
things don't go right in Russia... It's clearly one corner of the 
United States where we don't have much else right now. So for 
all those reasons that airfield is very good." 



William S. Cohen James B. Longley, Jr. 
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Olympia J. Snowe 
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March 6, 1995 

The Honorable Josue Robles, Jr. 
The Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Commissioner Robles: 

We're writing to address the strategic value and importance 
of Naval Air Station (NAS) Brunswick to the Navy and to the 
defense of the United States. We urge you to give full 
consideration to NAS Brunswick's merits as you continue your 
analyses of the Navy's recommendations for the 1995 base closure 
process. We look forward to meeting with you and your staff to 
discuss this matter further. 

As the military continues to downsize both internationally 
and domestically, the strategic importance of NAS Brunswick and 
its P-3 support mission becomes greater. NAS Brunswick is the 
only remaining operational (active duty) Naval Air Station in the 
Northeast Quadrant of the United States and the only operational 
military airfield (Navy or Air Force) in New England. 

The Navy confirmed the critical importance of NAS 
Brunswick's location in its 1993 base closure analysis. It 
determined that on the entire East Coast, NAS Brunswick and NAS 
Key West are the only operational air stations whose locations 
have strategic military value. If NAS Brunswick were to close, 
the Navy's most northern operational air station east of the 
Mississippi River would be NAS Norfolk. 

In his visit to NAS Brunswick last September, the Chief of 
Naval Operations, Admiral J. M. Boorda, stated that NAS 
Brunswick's location is a strong point and that the airfield is 
"located in an important part of the world that was strategically 
important during the Cold War and could be very very important if 
things don't go right in Russia... It's clearly one corner of the 
United States where we don't have much else right now. So for 
all those reasons that airfield is very good." 
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William S. Cohen 
UNITED STATES SENATOR 

Olympia J. Snowe - 
UNITED STATES SENATOR 

Delegation 
James B. Longley, Jr. 
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John E. Baldacci 
MEMBER O F  CONGRESS 

March 6, 1995 

The Honorable Alan J. Dixon 
Chairman 
The Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Chairman Dixon: 

We're writing to address the strategic value and importance 
of Naval Air Station (NAS) Brunswick to the Navy and to the 
defense of the United States. We urge you to give full 
consideration to NAS Brunswick's merits as you continue your - 
analyses of the Navy's recommendations for the 1995 base closure 
process. We look forward to meeting with you and your staff to 
discuss this matter further. 

As the military continues to downsize both internationally 
and domestically, the strategic importance of NAS Brunswick and 
its P-3 support mission becomes greater. NAS Brunswick is the 
only remaining operational (active duty) Naval Air Station in the 
Northeast Quadrant of the United States and the only ,operational 
military airfield (Navy or Air Force) in New England. 

The Navy confirmed the critical importance of NAS 
Brunswick's location in its 1993 base closure analysis. It 
determined that on the entire East Coast, NAS Brunswick and NAS 
Key West are the only operational air stations whose locations 
have strategic military value. If NAS Brunswick were to close, 
the Navy's most northern operational air station east of the 
Mississippi River would be NAS Norfolk. 

In his visit to NAS Brunswick last September, the Chief of 
Naval Operations, Admiral J. M. Boorda, stated that NAS 
Brunswick's location is a strong point and that the airfield is 
"located in an important part of the world that was strategically 
important during the Cold War and could be very very important if 
things don't go right in Russia... It's clearly one corner of the 
United States where we don't have much else right now. So for . 
all those reasons that airfield is very good." 
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William S. Cohen 
UNITED STATES SENATOR 

Olympia J. Snowe 
UNITED STATES SENATOR 

John E. Baldacci 
MEMBER OF CONGRESS 

March 6, 1995 

The Honorable James B. Davis 
The Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Commissioner Davis: 

We're writing to address the strategic value and importance 
of Naval Air Station (NAS) Brunswick to the Navy and to the 
defense of the United States. We urge you to give full 
consideration to NAS Brunswick's merits as you continue your 
analyses of the Navy's recommendations for the 1995 base closure 
process. We look forward to meeting with you and your staff to 
discuss this matter further. 

As the military continues to downsize both internationally 
and domestically, the strategic importance of NAS Brunswick and 
its P-3 support mission becomes greater. NAS Brunswick is the 
only remaining operational (active duty) Naval Air Station in the 
Northeast Quadrant of the United States and the only operational 
military airfield (Navy or Air. Force) in New England. 

The Navy confirmed the critical importance of NAS 
Brunswick's location in its 1993 base closure analysis. It 
determined that on the entire East Coast, NAS Brunswick and NAS 
Key West are the only operational air stations whose locations 
have strategic military value. If NAS Brunswick were to close, 
the Navy's most northern operational air station east of the 
Mississippi River would be NAS Norfolk. 

In his visit to NAS Brunswick last September, the Chief of 
Naval Operations, Admiral J. M. Boorda, stated that NAS 
Brunswick's location is a strong point and that the airfield is 
"located in an important part of the world that was strategically 
important during the Cold War and could be very very important if 
things don't go right in Russia... It's clearly one corner of the 
United States where we don't have much else right now. So for 
all those reasons that airfield is very good." 



Although the cold war has ended, the multi-mission 
capability of the Maritime Patrol Aviation (MPA) force remains 
critical to the success of today's changing Navy. Currently, 
P-3's are on station flying surveillance flights in the Persian 
Gulf, supporting Bosnia operations in the Adriatic Sea, providing 
world wide battle group support/anti-surface warfare operations 
as well as conducting drug detection and monitoring operations in 
the Caribbean. Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) remains an important 
MPA mission as the submarine threat has not gone away. 

The Russian Navy continues to invest in advanced submarine 
capabilities and future generations will have stealth and 
quietness levels that may very well meet or exceed U.S. submarine 
levels. In the future, these submarines may be patrolling in the 
Atlantic Ocean, making NAS Brunswick even more important to the 
security of the United States. There is concern that our attack 
submarine force could decrease to as few as 30 submarines by the 
year 2010; thus the requirement for P-3's and their ASW 
capabilities will be even greater in the 21st century. 

Recognizing the strategic importance of NAS Brunswick, the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) has provided over $24 
million for infrastructure upgrades to the base. This includes 
funds for aircraft hangars, an Anti-Submarine Warfare Center and 
a soon to open, state of the art, 1.7 million gallon capacity 
fuel farm. 

NAS Brunswick has the capability to expand its base loading 
or provide surge capability with little or no additional funds 
required for infrastructure improvements. NAS Brunswick's 
airfield and facilities are in excellent condition. The base has 
no encroachment problems and no endangered species problems which 
could limit future growth. With 35,000 square miles of overwater 
operating areas less than 15 minutes of flight time from NAS 
Brunswick, it is estimated that the main flight training area 
usage can be increased by 77 percent, the Boston Operating area 
can be increased by 75 percent and the Small Point Mining Range 
can be increased by 75 percent. 

Presently, NAS Brunswick has the capability to accommodate 
two additional squadrons. These could be additional VP 
squadrons, a Naval Reserve VP or VR (logistic C-130 aircraft) 
squadron, or VQ-2, a special operations squadron. With the 
return of many U.S. forces from Europe to the United States, NAS 
Brunswick is the ideal location to meet the basing, training and 
maintenance requirements of VQ-2 which is stationed in Rota, 
Spain. 

NAS Brunswick is capable of parking 65 P-3 aircraft, with a 
surge capability of 95 P-3 aircraft. Hangar space is available 
for 18 P-3 aircraft and 19 under surge conditions. The base 
infrastructure can easily accept additional personnel as the 



water and sewage systems are only operating at 33 percent of 
their capability. Housing, medical services and the school 
system are available for additional military personnel and their 
families. 

The cumulative economic impact to Maine by base closures and 
defense cutbacks has been dramatic. Maine trails only California 
and South Carolina in enduring the most severe downward economic 
impact caused by base closures and military downsizing. If NAS 
Brunswick were to close, civilian unemployment in the local area 
would increase by 48 percent and bring the unemployment level of 
the Brunswick/Bath area to nearly 12 percent. In the Bath- 
Brunswick labor market area, NAS Brunswick generates 14 percent 
of total employment, 10 percent of the total income and 11 
percent of the purchase of all goods and services. 

Since the late 19809s, the 75 mile stretch of coastal Maine, 
from Bath to Kittery/Portsmouth, has absorbed deep defense 
employment reductions: 5,845 direct/indirect jobs lost at Bath 
Iron Works; over 4,676 direct/indirect jobs at Portsmouth; and, 
7,598 direct/indirect jobs with the closing of Pease Air Force 
Base. Recently, Loring Air Force Base closed, causing a loss of 
8,016 direct/indirect jobs in Northern Maine. 

These figures help to explain why Maine's unemployment rate 
has run about 20 percent higher than the national average this 
year, and why economists at the Maine State Planning Office 
predict "extremely slow economic growth" for the next 10 years. 

One of your stated goals is to ensure that military members 
and their families are provided the best quality of life 
possible. This is one area where the Bath-Brunswick area is 
unsurpassed. The close relationship between the military and the 
surrounding community is an example for other communities to 
emulate. There is complete integration of the military members 
and their families into.the schools, churches and every 
organization in the community. 

There are over 1,700 military housing units available at NAS 
Brunswick. Over $15 million has been spent on renovations to 
these housing units since 1989 and off base housing is readily 
available. Health care facilities can accept a major patient 
increase and the Town of Brunswick is in the advanced planning 
stage for a new hospital. The school system is also capable of 
increased enrollment (from its present 630 students to 1400) and 
has an enviable pupil/teacher ratio of 14 to 1. 

NAS Brunswick i.s vital to our Nation's self defense. Its 
military value and strategic location cannot be underestimated. 
The value of NAS Brunswick will only increase as the Navy uses 
this installation to its full potential in the future. It is 
important to keep in mind a statement made by the Secretary of 



the Navy to the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission in April 1991 when he stated, "Given the limited 
coastal landavailable, any surrender of coastal property or 
near-coastal property containing entities that support coastal 
bases, can be expected to be irreversible. We believe that we 
must avoid divesture of assets that may be lost forever, lest 
those assets be needed again." 

We urge you to give full consideration to the above factors 
as you analyze the Navy's future Naval Air Station requirements. 
Several charts are enclosed for your consideration. We 
appreciate your attention to this important matter as you 
continue your evaluation of the Navy's installations as part of 
the 1995 base closure process. 

- - 
Member of Congress 

Enclosure 

~ n i v  States Senator 

  ember of Congress 
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The Brunswick Waval Air Station provides support to both the 
Naval Communications Station, Cutler, Maine, and the Naval 
Security Group Detachment Winter Harbor, Maine, in the following 
areas: 

Bavy Exchange/Commissary 
Navy Legal Support Off ice (NLSO) 
Medical/Dental 
Morale, Welfare & Recreation (MWR> 
Public Works 
Enviromental 
Supply 
Defense Disposal (DEMO) 
Family Service Center (FSC) 

The Xavy Exchange and Commissary offer storage and transport 
of material for both sites. MLSO support is used by both the 
commands and the assigned individuals for investigations, legal 
support and legal advice. Medical and Dental Clinics offer 
technical support and reference in addition to transporting cases 
to military hospitals. MWR offers training and support in the 
New England Networking region. The Public Works and 
Environmental staff offer technical and engineering assistance as 
required. The BNAS Supply Dept. ofxers significant assistance to * 

both Winter Harbor and Cutler in ordering and storing/ 
transporting many of their supply requirements. DRMO offers the 
same services to commands as to the BNAS. (It is the only 
defense disposal command in the State.) The FSC offers all of 
their training to both commands. Ombudsmen, Navy Relief and 
counseling are among the most demanded assistance areas. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

NAS Brunswick is a modern Naval Air Station with assets and advantages not found 

elsewhere on the East Coast. It is ideally suited to meet the training needs of P-3 flight crews 

and support personnel and can accommodate all seven of the currently projected Atlantic 

Fleet VP squadrons with no additional military construction required. Also, beyond current 
needs, there is room for significant expansion within the unencumbered air space and 

undeveloped land area presently available. 

NAS Brunswick is the onlv remain in^ operational Naval Air Station in the Northeast 

Quadrant of the U.S. and the only military airfield in northern New England. Because the 

future is so uncertain, particularly in Europe, a long range strategic perspective must include 

geographic location considerations. Brunswick's proximity to the North Atlantic shipping 

lanes makes it unique in this regard. On the entire East Coast only NAS Brunswick and Kev 

West were identified as having "strateaic military value" in the BRAC-93 Operational Air 

Station Military Value Matrix. 

NAS Brunswick has no encroachment problems or concerns and none are projected in 

the foreseeable future. fiere are no environmentallv sensitive areas and no endangered 

or threatened species that impair operations or limit the potential for future ~rowth.  
Maine alreadv ranks third in the nation in negative economic impact resulting from 

reduced military spending. Closing NAS Brunswick would mean economic havoc in coastal 

Maine. 
NAS Brunswick was not recommended for closure by either the Department of Defense 

orthe Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission during the 1991 or 1993 review 

process. All of the loaic that iustified the two ~revious decisions remains valid todav. 

NAS Brunswick is uniquely suited to making a substantial-and flexible contribution to the 

changing defense needs of the United States well into the 21st century. 
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INTRODUCTION 

PURPOSE 

The NAS Brunswick Task Force was formed in anticipation of a new round of base 

closures, to update information previously submitted to the Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission by the citizens of the Greater Brunswick area. Our purpose is to 

ensure that all relevant information is presented to decision makers during the BRAC-95 

process, and the information submitted is accurate, complete and verifiable. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

1. The selection criteria for developing the BRAC-95 list will be the same as BRAC-93 

set forth in DEPSECDEF memo dated 10 Dec 92. (IAW Section 2903 of the Defense Base 

Closure and Realignment Act of 1990, as amended.) 

2. The initial Force Structure plan used for analysis will be as submitted in the President's 

FY'95 Budget. A final plan will be provided by the Secretary of Defense. 

3. There will be seven active VP squadrons, with nine P3C's each stationed on the East 

Coast and six on the West Coast. (Reduction to 13 squadrons will be accompanied by an 

increase to nine aircraft per squadron.) 

4. The goal of the BRAC process is to achieve an optimum balance between Base In- 
frastructure and the projected Operational Force Structure; where feasible, eliminate base 

structure identified as excess; and, in the process, maximize the effectiveness of the total 

Force. 

BACKGROUND 

NAS Brunswick was originally built during the World War II era and was closed after the 

war ended. It was reopened in 1951 and since then has functioned primarily as a Master 

Long Range Maritime Patrol base with strong ties to NATO. During the early 1 9601s, the VP 

Force Structure consisted of 30 operational squadrons, 15 on each coast. Each squadron 

had 12 P2V or P5M aircraft. The Atlantic Fleet squadrons were home based at NAS 

Jacksonville (5), NAS NORFOLK (2), NAS PATUXENT RIVER (3) AND NAS BRUNSWICK 

(5). In the late 1960's the total number of VP squadrons was reduced to 24 (12 on each 

coast). Subsequently the East Coast squadrons were split evenly between NAS Jackson- 

ville and NAS Brunswick (6 each). After Fleet introduction of the P-3 Orion commenced in 

-1 - 



late 1962, the number of aircraft in each squadron equipped with P-3's was reduced to nine. 

The number of aircraft assigned to each P2V squadron remained at 12. The Brunswick 

squadrons commenced transitioning to the P-3 in 1967 and the last P2V left NAS Brunswick 

in 1970. Base loading at NASB (6 VP squadrons with 9 P-3's each) remained constant until 

1991 when the total active VP Force was reduced to 20 squadrons, and one squadron at 

NASB was disestablished in the process. Nearly simultaneously, the number of aircraft per 

squadron was reduced from nine to eight. In 1992 the VP Force structure was further 

reduced to 18 squadrons, with two PACFLT squadrons disestablished. 

In 1994 the structure was reduced to 16 squadrons, with one Jacksonville squadron and 

one PACFLT squadron disestablished. Currently NAS Brunswick has five operational VP 
squadrons with eight planes each and NAS Jacksonville has four. 

NAS Brunswick was not nominated for closure in 1991 or 1993 bv the Department of 

Defense and was not selected by the Defense Base Closure or Realiunment Commission. 

NAS Brunswick is located 20 miles northeast of Portland on the relatively flat Maine 

seacoast. The main station occupies 3,091 acres, approximately half of which have been 

developed. There are 261 additional acres at the Topsham Annex, off-base military 

housing, a remote antenna site, plus 12,466 acres at the Redington Training Site (70 air 

miles, north, near Rangeley, Maine). 

There are two parallel runways, 8,000 feet long and 200 feet wide, capable of operat- 

ing all aircraft in the current or projected inventory. The inboard runway is fully instrument 

equipped. Current runway utilization, both IMC (instrument conditions) and VMC (visual 

conditions) is less than 50 percent of capacity. Ramp space (481,057 square yards) is 
sufficient to park 86 P-3 aircraft under normal operating conditions (using NAVFAC 

standards), 95 under surge operating conditions. A total of 253 P-3 aircraft could be parked 
under maximum surge conditions by using the outboard runway and a closed runway. There 

are five hangars, four of which can house 18 P-3 aircraft under normal conditions. The fifth 

(Hgr 2) is an older hangar, but can house one additional P-3 if required. 

NAS Brunswick has a new state-of-the-art, 1.7 million .gallon capacity, NATO-funded 

fuel storage facility. 

Currently there are 3,134 military personnel and 791 civilians assigned to NASB. 

Unencumbered airspace for training is abundantly available for use by Brunswick based 

P-3 flight crews including 35,420 square miles of overwater operating areas less than 15 



minutes flight time from the base. 

Built during World War II, NAS Brunswick has been continuously upgraded and 

modernized since it was reopened in 1951. Over $87 million of major construction has 

been completed since 1979. Very few of the WW I1 structures remain. 

In conclusion, NAS Brunswick is fully capable of supporting all mission and training 
requirements for the seven active duty East Coast maritime patrol squadrons with assets 

currently in place. No additional MILCON is required. Sufficient land and airspace are 

currentlv available to support sianificant expansion if required. 

BASE LOADING 

PEOPLE 

The current total population of NAS Brunswick is 3,134 military and 791 civilians. 

These numbers include seven operating units (5 operational VP squadrons, one special 

projects squadron and COMPATWING 5 staff) plus 28 other activities ranging from medical 

and dental support to oceanography, Fleet Aviation Special Operations, etc.. See 
Enclosure 1 for detailed breakdown. 

SUPPORTED ACTIVITIES 

In addition to its primary mission of supporting the aviation squadrons and units 

assigned, NAS Brunswickcurrently supports 1 1 non-aviation activities (See enclosure 2 for 

listing). The most significant of these is SUPSHIPSBATH (Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Bath, 

Maine). 

Bath Iron Works (7 miles from NASB) is the lead shipbuilder of the Arleigh Burke AEGIS 

destroyer program (DDG-51 class). It is expected that BIW will be building these ships over 
the next 10 years. Follow-on programs are likely. 

Nucleus crews of ships under construction and Navy personnel assigned to SUPSHIPS 

staff receive berthing and messing support at NASB, plus medical, dental, some family 

housing, personnel support (including PAY), and a wide range of other "people support" 

activities common to most large military bases. At the present time there is an averaue of 

250 ship's personnel in the area each month. That number increases to between 500 and 
600 when a full crew is readying their ship for post delivery tests and crew qualification 

exams. 

The Human Resources Office at NASB provides full personnel support for about 250 civil 
service personnel at SUPSHIPSBATH. 



During AEGIS sea trials, NAS Brunswick provides ammunition and weapons, plus 

support for the visiting attack type aircraft and helicopters used by BlW and SUPSHIPS for 

combat systems trials. 

AIRCRAFT 

Current Inventory 

Number I&= Utilization Remarks 

Maritime Patrol 5 Operational 
VP sqdns. 
See Note 1. 

1 C12 Missions Support 

2 HHlN Mission Support/SAR See Note 2. 

Note 1. Historically one third of the P-3 aircraft have been absent from NASB on a 
continuing basis due to squadron deployments and detachments. 

Note 2. NAS Brunswick has the only all-weather maritime Search and Rescue 

helicopter in the State of Maine. During the past three years NASB helo crews have been 

directly responsible for saving the lives of six people and recovering four bodies. All were 

civilians. 

CURRENT MAXIMUM CAPACITY 

Parking 

T p e  As Is NAVFAC Surae Max Surge Remarks 
Standards 

P-3 65 86 95 253 (note) Existing ramp space 
is 481,057 sq. yds. 

Note: Using outboard runway for parking. 

Hanuared 
P-3 18 5 Hangars, 4 of 

which were built or 
modified for P-3's 



NASB has room for six squadrons at Brunswick. With two squadrons on deployment, 

this means NASB could house five P-3 squadrons at any one time, plus one reserve P-3 

or C130 squadron, without any additional MILCON. If the number of Atlantic Fleet VP 

Squadrons is reduced to six, NASB could accommodate both the Reserve VP Squadron 

plus the Reserve C130 squadron in addition to all six of the operational VP squadrons. 

BASE LOADING CONCLUSION: 

The seven operational VP squadrons that are projected for the Atlantic Fleet can be ac- 

commodated at NAS Brunswick with existina facilities. No additional. militaty construction 

is reauired. 

HOUSING 

Currently there are over 1,700 Navy housing (Government owned) units in Brunswick 

and Topsham, including about 756 family units and 960 bachelor units. During the past five 

years, more than $1 5.7 million have been spent on renovations for family housing units. The 

bulk of these improvements ($1 1.8 million) was just completed in 1993. 

On the civilian side, the availability and affordability of housing in the Brunswick- 

Topsham Area have improved considerably over the last five years. A deepening recession 

has caused the cost of housing to fall about 7.5% since February 1989, according to the local 

multiple listing service. Since then, the number of available single family residences has 

increased 16%. 

As jobs have become scarcer, more residents are leaving the area, thus causing a 

higher vacancy rate in rental housing, now about 10%. As a result, many landlords have 

lowered rents. There are more than 400 advertisements for rental units each day in the two 

daily newspapers serving the Brunswick area. There is ample housing available to 

accommodate increased military personnel. 

MISSION TRAINING 

Two of NAS Brunswick's greatest assets for full mission flight crew training are an 

abundance of available unencumbered air space and ample room for expansion. 
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FLIGHT TRAINING 

NAS Brunswick is essentially a single type (P-3) air station. Except for occasional 

transients, VP flight crews have exclusive use of all of the facilities in the area. This unique 
feature significantly improves flight training efficiency and enhances flight safety. If OPTAR 

funds were available for fuel, pilot and flight crew training at NAS Brunswick could be 

doubled now. 

The mission of VP squadrons requires that flight crews be trained in all-weather flying 

and be prepared to deploy anywhere in the world on short notice. Cold weather training/ 

experience for both flight and ground crews is essential for wintertime operations from 

airfields in Norway, Iceland and Greenland. NAS Brunswick is the only Naval Air Station 

on the U.S. East Coast that provides ample opportunity to maintain readiness in this vital 

area, ensuring that crews hit the ground running when they deploy. 

NAS Brunswick also operates the Small Point Mining Range located 14 miles southeast 

of the main station where splash points of practice mines are observed and recorded, and 

the Redington Training Facility located 70 air miles northwest where Tomahawk Missile 

Testing has been conducted. Other than funding, there are no limiting factors that would 

preclude greatly increased utilization of these facilities. 

GROUND TRAINING 

NAS Brunswickcurrently has in placeand in service an Operational Flight Trainer (2F87) 

used for pilot training and proficiency and a Weapons Systems Trainer (2F 140) used for 

air crew training and proficiency. There are additional trainers for tactical training of Naval 

Flight Officers, Acoustic Sensor Operators, Electronic Warfare and Radar Operators. 
NASB also supports the Atlantic Fleet Survival, Evasion, Resistance and Escape 

(SERE) program conducted at the Redington Training Facility's 12,468 acre site in 

Rangeley, Maine. In addition, a new Aviation Physiology Training Facility was opened at 

NASB in November 1992. 

All of these state-of-the-art trainers and facilities have the capacitv to fully support the 

projected Atlantic Fleet VP Force (7 sadns.! without new military construction or major 

additional fundinq. 

ENCROACHMENT 

NAS Brunswick currently has no encroachment problems or concerns nor are any 

anticipated in the foreseeable future. 

-6- 



ECONOMIC IMPACT 

Military spending cutbacks to date have had the third worst impact on Maine among all 

50 states, trailing only California and South Carolina. 

Closing NAS Brunswick would raise area civilian unemployment about 48%, from 8.2% 

to nearly 12%. 

In the Bath-Brunswick Labor Market Area, NASB generates 14% of total employment, 

10% of total income and 11 % of purchases of all goods and services. 
The 75-mile stretch of coastal Maine, from Bath to Kittery-Portsmouth, has already 

absorbed deep military employment reductions: 3,000 jobs lost at Bath Iron Works (only 

seven miles from NASB); 4,000 jobs lost already and more likely at Kittery Naval Shipyard, 

and 5,200 jobs lost with the closing of Pease Air Force Base, Portsmouth. That is a total of 

12,500 jobs lost in coastal Maine, on top of another 5,200 jobs scheduled to be lost in 

northern Maine with the closing of Loring Air Force Base this fall. 

These figures help explain why Maine's unemployment rate has run about 20% higher 

than the national average this year, and why State Planning Office economists predict 

"extremely slow economic growth" for the next 10 years. They help explain why the 
population of the Bath-Brunswick Labor Market Area (LMA) has dropped .3% since 1990. 

They emphasize the importance of NASB to the Bath-Brunswick area and to the entire 

coastal Maine region. 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

There are no environmentallv sensitive areas and no endanaered or threatened species 
that im~a i r  operations or limit the potential for future arowth. 

While there are wetlands and other environmentally sensitive areas aboard NASB, 

these do not impair operations or limit the potential for future growth. 

Between 1981 and 1983 several former hazardous waste disposal sites were identified 

aboard NAS Brunswick. The station was placed on the EPA's National Priorities list (Super 

Fund) and remediation actions were initiated. Construction is underway that will close five 

sites, and a contract to correct a "time critical" site is nearing completion. NAS Brunswick 

has an active and effective restoration program in place and is working closely with Federal 

and State regulators, local officials and citizens' groups to expeditiously remediate the 
identified areas. None of these areas have anv impact on current operations nor would they 

limit future expansion. 
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QUALITY OF LIFE 

For a half century, Navy personnel have lived as our friends and neighbors. They have 
been welcomed into our schools, churches and every organization of our community. In 

turn, they have made unique contributions to our lives, as coaches to our children, as eager 

canvassers for our charities, as leaders in our churches and fraternal groups; in brief, as 

indispensable citizens. 

They have helped create one of the safest communities in one of the least violent states 

in the country. 

Like our children, the Navy's have benefited from enlightened and supportive school 

systems, learning in and contributing to, a wholesome environment enhanced bv a pupil- 

teacher ratio of 14 to 1. 

Like all of us, Navy personnel have convenient access to a broad range of health care 

resources and specialties, which are supported by a variety of health care programs, and 

hundreds of physicians, specialists and health care workers and eight hospitals, all within 

25 miles of NASB. 

Also close by are untold recreational opportunities made especially inviting by 3,500 

miles of beaches and rugged Maine coastal coves, inlets, bays and nearby islands; 

hundreds of inland lakes and ponds, and, within two hours, the scenic mountains and lakes 

region with some of the best skiing, hiking, hunting and fishing in North America. 

Within a half hour's drive of NASB are found extraordinary retail and cultural opportu- 

nities, in which virtually every major brand name is available, often at discount, and where 

scores of colleges, museums, art galleries, restaurants, historical sites, theaters, fairs, 

festivals and performances draw thousands daily. 
Many of these opportilnities are set in small villages that stretch up and down the coast, 

each with its own charm and special story. They are one reason why this region is often 

described as having a "village flavor and city flair," the best of both worlds. 

The unique blending of the military, Bowdoin College and the civilian community is a 

principal reason why over 3,000 retired Navy personnel have returned to the Brunswick 

area. 
In addition, the Brunswick - Topsham - Bath Military Community Council - - one of the 

few, if not the only, organizations of its kind in the country - - continues to work to integrate 

active duty personnel into the community. 



STRATEGIC LOCATION 

Freedom of the seas has been a vital U.S. national interest since the birth of our nation. 

Historically, our most important sea lines of communication have been between North 

America and Europe. Within the U.S., the closest operational military airfield to the North 

Atlantic shipping lanes is NAS Brunswick, Maine. Should Brunswick be closed there would 

be no operational Naval Air Station in the northeast quadrant of the United States and no 

military airfields in northern New England. 

Because the future is so uncertain, particularly in Europe. a lona ranae strateaic 

perspective must include aeoaraphic location considerations. On the entire East Coast, 
only NAS Brunswick and Key West locations were classified as havina "strate~ic military 
value" in the BRAC 93 Operational Air Station Military Value Matrix. 

The Secretary of the Navy, in his 15 April 1991 statement to the Defense Base Closure 
and Realignment Commission, made the following point: "Given the limited coastal land 

available, any surrender of coastal property or near-coastal property containing entities that 

support coastal bases, can be expected to be irreversible. We believe that we must avoid 

divestiture of assets that may be lost forever, lest those assets be needed again." 

CONCLUSIONS 

NAS Brunswick is the only operational naval air station in the entire northeast quadrant 

of the United States. This fact, coupled with its singularly strategic location, makes it a vital 

link in the readiness posture of the Atlantic Fleet. 

NAS Brunswick'is fully capable of supportina all seven of the projected Atlantic Fleet VP 
squadrons without new military construction or major additional fundinu. 

Available land, an abundance of unencumbered air space, no encroachment problems, 

strona community support and hiah qualitv of life all indicate NAS Brunswick has no 

significant constraints that would deter future expansion. 

Closing NAS Brunswick would have a devastating effect on the economy of a state 

already under economic stress. This is due in large part to military spending cutbacks which 

to date have had the third worst impact in Maine among all 50 states, trailing only California 

and South Carolina. 

Closure of NAS Brunswick would represent the loss of a strateaicallv vital national 

defense asset, one which would likely be lost forever. 





Enclosure 1 

BASE LOADING 
OPERATING/SUPPORTING 

AF (APPROPRIATED FUND) = 312 NAF (NONAPPROPRIATED FUND) = 295 

r 

Command Name 

NAS BRUNSWICK 

SUB TOTAL 38 533 607 

Tenants residing on main complex (shore commands) 

- 

UIC 

60087 

SUB TOTAL 80 537 98 

Location 

BRUNSWICK 

Tenant Command Name 

FASOTRAGRULANT 

NMCB-27 

(Reserves) 

NAESU 

NAVMEDCLINIC 

NAVCOMTELDET 

NAVSECGRUDET 

CPW-5 TSC 

NAVY EXCHANGE 

FLTIMAGCENLANT 

NAVDENCLlNlC 

ROlCC 

PERSUPPDET 

NClS 

NAVLEGSVOFFDET 

NAVSECGRUACT 

CPW-5 STAFF 

FLEET MARITIME 
PATROL MOCC 

Officer Enlisted Civilian 

38 533 607' 

UIC 

0348A 

08867 

30860 

3261 5 

33242 

35293 

35381 

39222 

39358 

41 775 

442 1 4 

44343 

44525 

45458 

45485 

53823 

5561 9 

Officer Enlisted Civilian 

5 7 1 6 

0 5 0 

24 250 0 

1 1 17 

10 35 24 

2 50 12 

1 12 0 

12 48 0 

1 3 0 

0 4 0 

3 8 2 

4 0 10 

1 15 13 

0 0 5 

3 1 1 

0 1 0 

11 23 8 

2 10 0 



Activitv: 60087 NAS Brunswick ME 

Tenants residing in Special Areas (Special Areas are defined as real estate owned by host command 
not contiguous with main complex; e.g. outlyina fields). 

Tenant Command Name 

NETPMSA 

NLMOF 

CPW-5 SPINTCOMM 

Tenants residing on main complex (homeported units). 

- 

UIC 

68322 

66458 

66848 

- - 

HS11 BX 

SX1021 

Tenant Command Name 

VP-23 

VP-11 

VP-26 

VP-10 

Tenant Command Name 

COMRESPATWINGLANT 
DET 

NAVY RESERVE 
RECRUITER 

DECA (COMMISSARY) 

Officer 

0 

1 

VPU-1 SPECIAL PROJECTS 

SUB TOTAL 1 24 30 

0 

0 

0 

0 

UIC 

09043 

09367 

0961 0 

09639 

I 
48876 , Topsham Annex I O I 

J 

SUB TOTAL 

UIC 

39047 

44768 

Enlisted 

0 

22 

SUB TOTAL 31 1 1355 0 

09661 

53869 

Civilian 

2 

3 

2 

0 

0 

0 

Officer 

57 

57 

57 

58 

Location 

Topsharn Annex 

Topsham Annex 

0 

10 

9 
- 

6 

58 

24 

Enlisted 

243 

243 

243 

250 

Officer 

1 

0 

Civilian 

0 

0 

0 

250 

126 

0 

0 

0 

Enlisted 

2 

2 

Civilian 

2 

0 



Activitv: 60087 NAS Brunswick. ME 

- 

SUB TOTAL 15 23 1 18 

TOTAL 446 2688 79 1 

3,134 

Tenant Command Name 

4th MARINE DIV RIFLE 
COMPANY 

USAMEDDAC (VET) 

US ARMY RECRUITING 
BATTALION 
(Reserves) 

UIC Location Officer Enlisted Civilian 

80251 TOPSHAM ANNEX 1 8 0 
Active Reserve 7 189 0 

W1 U5 Topsham Annex 1 5 1 
34 

~ 1 4 ~  Topsham Annex 6 24 17 
R11 

0 5 0 



Enclosure 2 

NAS BRUNSWICK 

SUPPORTED ACTIVITIES 

BATH SUPERVISOR OF SHIPBUILDING, CONVERSION AND REPAIR 
(SUPSHIPS) 

BATH AEGIS COMBAT SYSTEMS SUPPORT GROUP 
(AEGISCSSGSSHP) 

CUTLER NAVAL COMPUTER AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS STATION 
(NCTS) 

WINTER HARBOR NAVAL SECURITY GROUP ACTIVITY (NAVSECGRUACT) 

CAST1 N E NAVAL RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORP UNIT, 
MAINE MARITIME ACADEMY (NROTCU) 

AUGUSTA MAINE AIR NATIONAL GUARD (MEARNG) 

AUGUSTA U.S. AIR FORCE - CIVIL AIR PATROL (USAF-CAP) 

PORTLAND MILITARY ENTRANCE PROCESSING STATION (MEPS) 

PORTLAND NAVAL RESERVE CENTER (NRC) 

MAINE MAINE INLAND FISH AND WILDLIFE DEPARTMENT AND MARINE 
PATROL DEPARTMENT 

NAGE UNION LOCAL R1-77 







Navy identified NASB in 1993 as having 
"strategic military value" 

I - O N L Y  N A S  BRUNSWICK AND N ~ S  K E Y  W E S T ,  FLOQIDA C A L L E D  STRATEGIC B A S E S  O N  E A S T  C O A S T  

NASB closest to North Atlantic shipping lanes 
- R U S S I A N  S U B  T H R E A T  S T I L L  E X I S T S  - -  J U S T  N O T  D E P L O Y E D  
- N A S B  P R O V I D E S  S E B R C H  A N D  R E S C U E  O P E R A T I O N S  F O R  N O k T H E R N  A T L A N T I C  

NATO's payment for infrastructure 
- N A T O  H A S  C O N T R I B U T E D  O V E R  $ 2 4  M I L L I O N  F O R  I N F R A S T R U C T U R E  A T  N A S B  
- T H I S  I N C L U D E S  A  SOON TO O P E N  - S T A T E  OF T H E  A R T  - 1 . 7  M I L L I O N  G A L L O N  F U E L  F A R M  

NASB only operational NAS north of 
Norfolk, VA 

- O N L Y  O P E R A T I O N A L  M I L I T A R Y  B A S E  I N  NEW E N G L A N D  (NA,S OR A I R  F O R C E  B A S E )  



NASB Military Value 

Expansion with little or no cost 
- CAN ACCEPT TWO MORE SQUADRONS NOW--1WGAR SPACE AVAILABLE - COULD ACCEET VQ-2 FROM ROTA. SPAIN SHOULD THE NAVY DECIDE TO MOVE THEM TO C O N T I M A L  U.S. 
- OR COULD ACCEY~ NA RESERV~ P- 3 SQUADRON R C- 130 SQUADRON 

No encroachment ~roblems 
- NO ENDANGERED SPECIES PROBLEN I 

Proximity and expansion of training area 
- ONLY 15  MINUTES FRCM OVERWATER TRAINING ARE.4S 
- 3 5 , 0 0 0  SQUARE MlLES OF OPERATING AREAS 
- CAN EXPAND USAGE BY 75 PERCENT 

Provides surge capability 
- CAN EXPAND FROM 65 AIRCRAFT TO 95 AIRCRAFT - .  

Northern most base east of Mississippi River 





. 

Econemic Impact 
if NASB Closes 

NASB represents 14% of local employment 

NASB represents 1 1% of all purchases 

Unemployment increases by 48% 
- UNEMPLOYMENT IN BATH-BRUNSWICK AREA WOULD INCREASE FROM 8 PERCENT TO 11.8 PERCENT 

Over 750 civilian jobs eliminated at NASB 

3 1 00 military personnel re-assigned 
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MISSION SLIDE 

SITE SLTPORT ELEhlENT WAS EST.U3LISHED IN 1991 FOLLOUTYG THE 

DISEST.L\BLISHlLlEN OF ht4RINE .4IRCR4FT GROUP 49 DETACHAlENT C. OUR 

PRM4RY MISSION AS LISTED IN THE SLIDE IS TO PROVIDE INSTRCTCTION , % I  

SUPPORT TO THE h4.4RINE RESERVE UNITS AT THIS SITE. (A4.4RINE AIR SUPPORT 
4 

SQUADRON 6 AND hlARINE WING SUPPORT SQUADRON 474 D E T A C M N T  B). 

ADDITIONALLY WE ADMINISTRATIVELY SUPPORT SEVEN SMALLER LNTS AND 



MISSION: 
TO COORDINATE, SUPERVISE AND SUPPORT TRAINING OF ASSIGNED SMCR UNITS; 

SUPERVISE PRE-MOBILIZATION PLANNING AND LOGISTICS FUNCTIONS; 
AND, UPON ORDER, ASSIST IN MOBILIZATION FOR SUPPORT OF 

MARINE CORPS OPERATIONS 





USMC SITE SUPPORT ELEMENT COMMAND STRUCTURE 

SITE COMMANDER 
MAJ OLSON 

SITE SGT MAJOR T T M A J  KAAUAMO 

S-6 
MGSGT VASQUEZ 

AIR SUPPORT 
GYSGT STARRETT 

I 
OPS 

MAJ FORD 

TRAININGINBC 

SSGT MARQUIS 

ISM0 
SGT WANAMAKER 

I 
ADMIN 

WO DAVIS 
SUPPORT 

CAPT KLEVENO 

CAREER PLANNER 
SSGT VOEGTLIN 

MEDICAL 
HMI STEADMAN 

FAMILY READINESS 

WO DAVIS 

S-4/EMBARK 
SSGT LAMMY 

SUPPLY 
GYSGT HODGES 

MTlENGINEERS 
MSGT PETERSON 

SAFETY 
SGT MOTA 



TRAINING 
OBJECTIVE: - READINESS FOR MOBILIZATION - READINESS FOR COMBAT 

PME: 
-AS REQUIREDIREQUESTED 

LEADERSHIP TRAINING: - DAILY.ONGOING 

MISSION TRAINING: - DAILY.ONGOING 

SKILL PROGRESSION TRAINING: - DAILY.ONGOING 

BST: 
*AS SCHEDULED 







' 'FACILITIES R Q ~ ~ R F M E N T ~  
CURRENTLY OCCUPY: 
BLDG 81 
BLDG 140 
BLDG 132 
BLDG 82lHANGAR II 

TOTAL SQFT REQUIREMEN. 
33,800sqft as a reserve center 
4,848 sqft of vehicle maintenence spa 
800 sqft armory space 

**est cost of new construction 
per 6 Apr DD form 1391 : 

$5.4 million 





VR-62 MISSION 
' 1. Conduct Comprehensive Ground and Flight 

Training of Squadron Personnel to 
Support World-Wide Logistics Flights. 

2. Provide Mission-Ready Aircraft Capable of 
Conducting Global Logistics Support 
Flights as Directed by Air Logistics Office. 

3. Support ClNC Requirement, CNARF Goal for 
Full Time VR C-130T Logistics Support in 
European and WESTPAC Theaters. 







4 C-I 30T HERCULES TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 

PROVEN DESIGN, DELIVERED NEW 

- Newest technology upgrades. 

9 25 TON AIRLIFT CAPABILITY 

- Quick rig for cargo pallets and/or passengers. 
- Ramp load heavy vehicles and equipment. 

RANGE: 3000 NM PLUS RESERVE. 

- Non-Stop quick reaction support of 
European theater operations. 

* THE NAVYS' ONLY HEAVY LIFT AIRCRAFT ASSET. 
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SQUADRON MANPOWER 
RAPID GROWTH UNDERWAY 

TOTAL BILLETS AUTHORIZED 

OFFICER 

TAR 

SELRES 

ENLISTED 

TAR 

SELRES 

AUTHORIZED ONBOARD 

9 

27 

AUTHORIZED 

116 

142 

ONBOARD 

111 

56 



HOMEPORT CHANGE ISSUES I/ 
N/-  - 

I PERSONNEL 

* PCS moves 
- 5 officers 
- 80 enlisted 

* Home Owners Assistance Program. 
- 15% of Squadron TAR Members are Homeowners. 

* 53% of Affiliated SELRES Members Reside 
Within 50 Miles of South Weymouth 

* SELRES RETENTION 

- Enlisted: Onboard Willing to Relocate 
56 30 21 % 

- Officers: Onboard Willing to Relocate 
27 27 100% 



FACILITY REQUIREMENTS 
HANGAR: 

Hangar Bay 4 Aircraft Hangared 80,000 sq. ft. 

Min Height 2 Aircraft Hangared 
40' Entry/43'Bay 

SUPPORT WORKSPACES: 
Offices, Workcenters, 
Equipment and Storage 

40,000 sq. ft. 

24,000 sq. ft. 

RAMP AREA 296,000 sq. ft. 



VR- 62 NOR'EASTERS 
WORLD WIDE FLEET SUPPORT 





FY-95 = 2885 FLIGHT HOURS ALLOTTED 

1500 HOURS FLOWN TO DATE 

710 HOURS(47%) TO DATE DEVOTED 
TO CONTRIBUTORY SUPPORT 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 1 I 

OUT CONUS DETS 

t- Roosevelt Roads - 6 Weeks 
85 Personnel / Counter Narcotics 

r Roosevelt Roads - 5 Weeks 
68 Personnel / Operat ions Support Democracy (Haiti) 

t Rio DeJaniero - 2 112 Weeks 
38 Personnel / UNITAS 35-94 

t Roosevelt Roads - 2 Weeks 
34 Personnel / Counter Narcotics 

t 13 CREWS FOR 15 WEEKS = 1994 MAJOR COMMITMENTS I 



Naval Air Station, South weymouth 

VP- 92 

GONUS OPERATIONS 

Brunsyick - 4 Surface Surveillance Fits 

Jacksonville - 2 Surface Surveillance Flts 

t Brunswick - 4 Submarine Support Flts 11.. 
Jacksonville - 12 Torpex Events 

(Actually 6 Flts / 12 Quais) 

Brunswick 1 . / Jacksonville - 3 ASW Exercise Events 

t South Weymouth - Expendable Mobile ASW Training Target 
(EMbTT) Testing & Certification (1 Crew, 1 Week) 









1993 - WINNER OF GOLDEN WRENCH AWARD 
FOR MAINTENANCE EXCELLENCE 

1994 - COMRESPATWINGLANT RUNNER-UP 
FOR GOLDEN WRENCH AWARD 



1 I Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

1994 RESULTS 

r Won an Unprecedented Four COMRESPATWINGLANT Crew of 
the Quarter Awards for Combat Aircrew Excellence. 

t COMRESPATWINGLANT Bloodhound Award for Torpedo 
Delivery Excellence 

COMRESPATWINGLANT Runner-Up for Battle ''El! for 
Corn bat Excellence 

I 







Naval Air Station, South Weyrnouth 

VP-92 
MISSIONS 

t Designed Primarily for Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) 

Increasing Emphasis on Multi-Mission Capabilities 

t Over-the-Horizon Surveillance and Targeting 

P Maritime Patrol 

Carrier Battle Group Support 

Interdiction Operations 

t Littoral Warfare 



NAVAL RESERVE CENTER SOUTH WEYMOUTH 

MISSION 

TO PROVIDE A HIGHLY CAPABLE AND MOTIVATED FORCE READY TO 
MEET THE CKULENGES OF MOBILIZATION, CRISIS RESPONSE, AND PEACE 
TIME SUPPORT. 

VISION 

TO SET THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE FOR THE NAVAL RESERVE FORCE 
BY BEING THE SAFEST, MOST EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT NAVAL RESERVE 
ACTIVITY. WE WILL PROVIDE THE HIGHEST QUALITY SUPPORT SERVICE 
AND TRAINING TO OUR CUSTOMERS. OUR COMMITMENT OF QUALITY IS 
FOUNDED ON OPEN COMMUNICATIONS, INDIVIDUAL WORTI-I , TEAM 
SPIRIT, PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE, ACCOUNTABILITY, INNOVATION, 
AND PROCESS IMPROVEMENT. 



NAVAL RESERVE CENTER 
I 

- A SURFACE RESERVE COMMAND 

NAVAL RESERVE 

SURFACE AIR 

- SURFACE SHIPS, SUBMARINES, CONSTRUCTION 
BATTALION, SPECIAL OPERATIONS, SUPPLY SUPPORT, 
EXPEDITIONARY LOGISTICS FORCE (1 00% RESERVE). 



- OUR UNITS BEGAN DRILLING AT NAS 
SOUTH WEYMOUTH IN OCT 94. 

- THE FULL TIME SUPPORT STAFF MOVED IN 
MARCH 95. 

* * MORALE AND QUALITY OF LIFE 
HAVE IMPROVED DRAMATICALLY. 





NAVAL RESERVE CENTER 

- ONLY SITE IN UNITED STATES THAT PHYSICALLY 
SHARES EXISTING ASSETS.. . .WE USE NAS (AIR) 
SPACES 

- AIR UNITS DRILL TWO(2) WEEKENDS (NAS) 

- SURFACE UNITS DRILL TWO WEEKENDS (ONE 
WEEKEND OFFSITE) 

- WE ARE THE LARGEST RESERVE CENTER IN NEW 
ENGLAND 



WHERE WE DRILL (IDT) 
I 

BLUE WEEKEND 
(OFFSITE) 

4TH MARDIV 1/25 
(CAMP EDWARDS, MA) 

COMSUBGRU 2 DET 101 
(GROTON, CT) 

NAVINFO NE BOS 101 
(BOSTON,MA) 

NSY PORTS NH 201 
(PORTSMOUTH, NH) 

CNCWU 201 
(BOSTON, MA) 

SUBLANTREL 101 
(GROTON, CT) 

ONR TECH 20 1 
(BOSTON, MA) 

DCMD BOSTON A101 
(BOSTON, MA) 





NAVAL RESERVE CENTER 
SOUTH WEYMOUTH 



PERSONNEL 

1. PTS (PART TIME SUPPORT) SELRES 

- 226 OFFICERS 
TOTAL - 569 

- 343 ENLISTED 

2. FTS (FULL TIME SUPPORT) TARSNSN 

- 2 OFFICERS 
TOTAL - 24 

- 22 ENLISTED 

* NOTE THIS DOES INCLUDE MIUW SUPPORT 11 OFFICERS AND 
51 ENLISTED NB PORTSMOUTH. 



* 7,500 SF Building 19 (MOBILIZATION CELL) 

(1 Conference Room) 
(1 Class Room) 

*USE OF NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH (HANGER I), 15,000 SF 

34 Class Rooms (CO - SHARE WITH NAS) 
Large Drill Hall (HANGER DECK) 
21 UnitIStaff Offices (CO - SHARE WITH NAS) 

*TRAINING ASSESTS 

Comprehensive Training Library 
Audio Visual Equipment 
Professional Instructors 

* PROPESSIONAL, MOTIVATED FULL TIME SUPPORT STAFF 









BRAC 95 

PLANNING ONLY I 

- IF DOD RECOMMENDATION ACCEPTED. 

- RELOCATE EQUIP/FURNITURE (OCT 97) 

- REHAB 85 SEA ST. QUINCY, MA. 

85 SEA STREET 

- APPROX 35,000 SQ FT 
- BUILT 1957 



CURRENT SITE 
- NRC SOUTI I WEYMOUTH (LOCATED NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH) 

SUPPORTED BY MED/DEN CLINIC 
SUPPORTED BY PERSONNEL SUPPORT DETACHMENT (PSD) 
SUPPORTED BY BILLETING/GALLEY 
SUPPORTED BY RECRUITING 
SUPPORTED BY MWRIFITNESS FACILITIES 

BUILDING 17 - 7,500 SQ FT - MOBILIZATION CELL, FTS OFFICES, COMPUTERJSTAFF 
SUPPORT. 

CO - SHARE 
HANGER 1 - 15,000 SQ FT - CLASSROOMS, UNIT SPACE, DRILL DECK 

* QUALITY OF LIFE 

- NEX - BASE HOUSING 

REDUCED OVERHEAD FOR NAVAL RESERVE CENTER. 



POSSIBLE SITE 
(DOD RECOMMENDATION) 

I 

- NRC SOUTH WEYMOUTH RETURN TO QUINCY 

- REHAB BUILDING ($2.5 MILLION REHAB) 
- INCREASE MEDIDEN COSTS 
- INCREASE BILLETING COSTS 
- INCREASE MEAL COSTS 
- PERSONNEL SUPPORT DETACHMENT ??? 

QUALITY OF LIFE 

- NO EXCHANGE (CLOSEST NAVY NEWPORT) 
- NO BASE HOUSING 
- NO COMMISSARY 
- NO MWR FACILITIES 

* INCREASE OVERHEAD FOR NAVAL RESERVE CENTER. 



OUR CNCWU UNIT SUPPORTED 
OPERATION UPHOLD DEMOCRACY - HAITI 
FROM OCT 94 TO DEC 94. MOBILIZED - 17 
INDIVIDUALS FOR - 3 MONTHS. 



MISSION BY UNIT 

NMCB 27: The mission of Naval Mobile Construction Battalion 27 is to provide highly skilled coostmction 
support to the Atlantic Fleet and active Seabee units. Tluough rigorous training, NMCB-27 maintains a high 
readiness posture, able to deploy in 42 days. The reservists of NMCB-27 deliver high quality, cost effective 
construction in a rapidly deployable, self sustaining mode. (0-7 E-97) 

NSY PORTSMOUTH 201: Naval Reserve Naval Shipyard Portsmouth, NH 201 provides Engineering 
Duty Officers and Warfare qualified officers trained to fill in behind their active duty counterparts in support of 
slipyard projects. These reserve officers serve as Slip Superintendents, Planning and Estimating Superintendents, 
Design Superintendents, ship type representatives, senior Department Heads and senior repair management 
personnel. The unit provides outgoing contributory support with unit Oficers replacing active duty watches as ship 
safety superintendents for shipyard weekend work. The unit also provides services in the areas of environmetltal and 
facilities engineering in direct support of shipyard needs. (0-8) 

CNCWU 201 : Composite Naval Coastal Warfare Unit 201 is a joint NavyICoast Guard expeditionary 
command created to train, mobilize and deploy a Harbor Defense Command in support of regional contingencies. 
Manned by 45 select reservists, the unit is prepared to provide Naval Coastal Warfare defense and security of ports 
used in support of United States or United Nations sponsored military, humanitarian or civil relief operations 
anywhere in the world. (0-15 E-30) 



INSHORE BOAT UNIT 21 : The mission of Inshore Boat Unit 21 is to provide a rapidly deployable, 
armed, small boat capability to support Mobile Inshore Underwater Warfare, Explosive Ordnance Disposal, Mine 
Search Units, Mobile Dive and Salvage Units and other expeditionary warfare forces operating in littoral regions. 
Primary mission tasking is to directly support Naval Coastal Warfare, Port Security and Harbor Defense objectives. 
The unit is also provides Security Support during Maritime Force Pre-positioning, Joint Logistics Over tlie Shore, 
Assault Follow-on Ecllelon Security, Submarine Security and mission support for active and reserve MIUW, EOD, 
MSU and MDSU operations. (0-2  E-42) 

NH LONG BEACH 301 : Naval Hospital Long Beach 301's primary mission is to mobilize to the Naval 
Hospital Long Beach, California to augment that facility's medical treatment staff. Its secondary inission is to provide 
contributory support to the Branch Medical Clinic Soutll Weymoutli. All fourteen of tlie unit's personnel are medical 
treatment providers. Current members offer specialty expertise and services in Hematology, Clinical Psychology, 
Emergency Nursing, Lntensive Care Nursing, Neonatal Nursing, Operating Room Tecllnology, Laboratory 
Technology, Intravenous Therapy and Emergency Medical Teclmology. (0-10 E-4) 

COMSCEUR 101 : The mission of Military Sealift Command Europe 101 is to mobilize trained individuals, 
to rapidly expand Military Sealift Command's capabilities for Strategic Sealift. The unit supports national security 
objectives by providing common-user sealift and Maritime Prepositioning Force to meet tlie needs of the Department 
of Defense in times of war or national emergency. When activated, MSCEUR 101's 35 reservists augnent as fi~ll- 
fledged members of the Commander Military Sealift Command Europe's strategic mobility sealift team, providirig the 
capacity to rapidly deploy and sustain military forces wherever and whenever needed, for as long as operational 
requirements dictate. MSCEUR 101 accomplishes its vital role by setting lip and operating MSC outposts throughout 
the world on short notice, scheduling and monitoring operations of dry cargo slips and tankers, chartering ships for 
sealift and coordinating the repair and maintenance of MSC controlled ships. (0-18 E-17) 



SSB: Naval Reserve Aviation Boatswain Fuel Chief D3 1 Supply Support Battalion Headquarters 10 I has a 
primary mission of providing tailored supply support in an expeditionary environment. The unit provides support at 
an Advanced Logistical Support Site, a Forward Logistics Site or a host command as a filnctional supply department. 
When mobilized, the unit establishes, provides and maintains supply support operations on a 24-hour continuoi~s 
basis within the theater of operations. The 42 members of the unit are responsible for managing budget alid finances, 
customer services, local delivery of cargo, providing basic materials handling equipment and transporting equipment 
and personnel. (0-5 11-37) 

ONR SCI & TECH DET 201: The mision of Naval Reserve Ofice of Naval Researcli Science and 
Tecllnoioby Detachment 201 is to provide and maintain a cadre of Naval Reserve personnel ready for mobilization. 
The eleven, uniquely qualified members of the unit are experts in their scientific and technical fields and experienced 
in Fleet operations and technical project management. The unit is capable of supporting the Ofice of Naval 
Research with peacetime contributory support or acceleration of science and technology during periods of recall in 
the event of crisis response, regional conflict or global war. (0-10 E-1) 

NCSO NOREUR 101 : The mission of Naval Control of Shipping Atlantic 101 is to provide for the safe 
passage of merchant ships during a contingency situation or in time of war or national emergency. NCSO LANT 10 1 
trains for mobilization by classroom and exercise training in the direction and protection of merchant shipping. The 
unit's 38 personnel are divided, for mobilization purposes, into three Naval Liaison Teams and one Shipping Control 
Team. (0-27 E-9) 

DCMD BOSTON A101 : Defense Contract Management District Northeast Boston A1 O 1's mission is to 
augment the Defense Logistics Agency in providing Department of Defense branches with contract management 
support. In addition, DCMDN contributes support in the fields of Quality Assurance, Production and Transportation. 
The unit is comprised of eleven Navy Officers, two Air Force Officers and one Army Officer drilling at DCMDN 
Headquarters in Boston, MA. (0 -1  1) 



MSCCFNSEA 101 : The mission of Military Sealift Command Central Facility North Sea 101 is to provide 
for the sealift capability of strategic and wartime requirements and to establisll offices for the logistic support of 
MSC shipping when and where necessary. The 5 1 members of MSCCFNSEA 101 augment Conunander Military 
Sealift Command Europe, which provides logistical support in the area of sea transportation to sustain US Forces in 
Europe, North Mica ,  and Southwest Asia. Unit members are trained to respond to situations within and outside 
their specialties in any port within the area of responsibility of COMSCEUR. (0-22 E-29) 

ABFC D3A TK FM El  O 1 : Naval Reserve Aviation Boatswain Fuel Chief D3A Tank Farm E I 0 1's 
mission is to provide advanced base, quick response, multi-mission support to the active operating forces by 
augmenting fixed he1 facilities and/or establishing and operating expeditionary file1 facilities. When mobilized, the 
unit is charged with setting up, operating and maintaining a 40,000 gallon storage and dipersing sytem to fuel high 
speed aircraft. The storage system consists of four 10,000 gallon bladder storage containers which can be 
transported by air without the use of material handling equipment. (0-2  E-21) 

COMSUBGRU 2 DET 101: Naval Reserve Commander Submarine Group Two Detaclunent 101 is a 
staff unit assigned to support Commander Submarine Group Two. In time of war or other national emergency, the 
detachment augments the active duty staff in support of their missions. The 26 reserve members of the unit provide 
significant peacetime support to the Group's Public Affairs Officer and on special projects assigned by 
COMSUBGRU TWO. (0-7 E-19) 





NAVINFO NE 101 : The mission of the Naval Reserve Navy Ofice of Information New England 101 is to 
provide public affairs training, guidance and support to active duty and reserve commands worldwide. In maximizing 
their mobilization readiness, the thelve officers and four enlisted members of NAVMFO 10 1 use the tools of media 
relations, special events, co~nmunity relations and internal co~lununications to delivei the Navy message to a wide 
range of public audiences. The unit's mobilization site is the active duty Navy Ofice of Information, located on 
Boston's historic waterfi-ont. (0-12 E-4) 

NDCL NEWPORT 401 : The primary mission of NR NDCL NPT 401, is to provide reinforcement and 
expansion of the Navy Dental Corps to meet crucial requirements for support to sustain combat operations. 
Manning numbers include two officer billets and three dental technicians. (0-2 E-3) 





I I Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Historv 
1942 - NAS South Weymouth Established as 

a Lighter-Than-Air Facility 

1946 - Shea Field Dedicated 

1949 - Deactivated - Placed in "Caretaker" Status 

1953 - Reactivated as a Reserve Naval Air Station 

t 1961 - Last Operational Blimp Unit Disestablished 

1990-91 - Desert ShieldJStorm 
NS Rota & Medical Units Recalled 

1992 - Celebrated 50th Anniversary 
BP*CS 3H3 

























VR-62* Four - C-130T Hercules 
* Two C-130T On Board 

Two to be Delivered in August 95 

Naval Air Logistics Office (NALO) 
One - UC-128 Super King Air 200 

a e 

Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 
Tenant Commands (Aviation) 

VP-92 Eleven - P-3C Orion 

i 
I 

UHdC8 C l l l  5 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 
Tenant Commands (Non-Aviation) 

I I - Marine Site Support Element 

- Naval Reserve Center \bD" 

I I - Personnel Support Activity Detachment 

- Naval Training Meteorology and 
Oceanography Detachment 

- MedicalIDental Clinic 

I I I I I 

- Defense Courier Service 

- Reserve Intelligence 

Programs Office 

- Naval Reserve Recruiting 

- Human Resource Office Groton 

- Resident Officer in Charge 

of Construction 

1 - Naval Criminal Investigative 

1 Service 

/ - Joint Personal Property 

1 Shipping Office 



Naval Air Station, South Weyrnouth 
Naval Air Reserve Units 

(Drill On - Site) 
- USS John F. Kennedy 

CV-67 (2-Units) 

- Naval Station, Rota 

Spain Support Unit 

I - Naval Air Systems / Command (2-Units) 

I - Naval Meteorology and 

Oceanography Reserve Activity Unit 

- Naval Air Station, South - Fleet Support Squadron 

Weymouth Support Unit Component Unit 

- Medical Marine Air 

Group Support Unit 

- Mobilization Assignment 

Control Group Unit 

- Medical / Dental - Volunteer Training 

Support Unit Unit (2-Units) 







Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Personnel 
As of 311 5/95 

- NAS 

- Tenant 

Aviation Squadrons 

Naval Reserve Center 

Other Non-Aviation 

Marines 

TOTAL 
- New England 

Demographics 

b?.-r I3 I H3 10 

Active 

442 

233 

24 

86 

67 

852 

SELRES 
Drill On / Off 

936 / 154 

329 1 0 

379 1 190 

0 1 0  

393 / 0 

2,381 

- No Airlift Support 

Required For Any 

Drilling Unit 

C IV 

275 

0 

0 

30 

0 

305 



Facilities 
Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

1,442 Acres. Overlies towns of Weymouth, 
Rockland & Abington. Adjoins Hingham. 

I 
I 

2 Hangars: Hgr. 1 - 54,000 sq.ft. 
Hgr. 2 - 38,400 sq.ft. 

2 Runways: Rwy. 8/26 - 6,000' x 150' 
RWY. 17/35 - 7,000' x 200' 

No Man's Island Target Range 
- Aerial Bombing & Strafing (Unmanned) 
- Restricted Area R - 41 05 
- 53 n.m. South of NAS South Weymouth 
- 2.7 n.m. South of Martha's Vineyard Island 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 
Facilities (Continued) 

- 

Family Housing - 365 Units in Three Locations 
- South Weymouth - 165 
- Quincy: Squantum - 57, Naval Terrace - 48 
- Otis ANGB - 95 (Cape Cod) 

BOQ - Capacity: 1 14 

BEQ (3 Buildings) - Capacity: 220 
- Runner-up for "Innkeeper of the Year" Award. 
- Recently Received Four Star Rating. 

Galley - Full Service - Capacity: 165 
- Semi Finalist for NEY Award. 

MWR - Fitness Center / Bowling Alley 
- Youth / Child Development Centers 
- Auto Hobby / Rental Centers 
- 2 All Hands Clubs 

Medical / Dental Clinic 

Navy Exchange 



Quality Assurance / Materials Control 

I 
I I 
/ / 

Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 
Facilities (Continued) 

Aircraft Intermediate Maintenance Dept. - 44, 768 sq.ft. 
Production Control 

Avionics 

- Radios 

- Navigation 

- Batteries 

Maintenance Admin 

Powerplants 

- T-56 Engines 

- Propellers 

- Aux. Power Units 

Support Equipment 

- Tow Tractors 

- Starting Units 

- Deicers 

Airframes 

- Inspections 

- Hydraulics 

- Painting 

Aviator's Equipment 

- Parachutes 

- Survival Gear 

Armament Equipment 

- Bomb Racks 

I 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Facilities (Continued) 
Weapons / Magazines 

3 Active Magazines - 4,164 sq.ft. 
- BIdgs. 92, 93 & 94 
- 1,388 sq.ft. each 

2 Inactive Magazines - 1,492 sq.ft. 
- Bldg. 51 - 1,352 sq.ft. 
- Bldg. 52 - 140 sq.ft. 

Weapons Build-Up 
- Missiles 
- Mines 

Small Arms 
- Procurement 
- Storage 
- Maintenance 



- - 
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/ / Naval Air Station, South Weymouth I / 
Facilities (Continued) 

Utilities 
Water: 
- Supplied by Town of Weymouth 

I I 
- Source 10" and 8" Water Main 
- Elevated Steel Water Tank Contains 250,000 gal. 

Sanitary Sewer: 
- All Station Sewage Treated at Metropolitan 

Sewage Treatment Plant 

Telecommunications System: 
- Served by Dimension 2000 Analog Switch 
- 499 Lines and 506 Touch Tone Stations 
- Fiber Optic Lines to be Laid Summer '95 - In work 

Natural Gas System: 
- Limited Gas Distribution to Family Housing 
- Supplied by Boston Gas 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 
Recent Construction 

Project 
Air Traffic Control Tower / GCA 

FAA Weather Radar 

New PSD 

New Reserve Center 

Fire Station Addition 

AIM0 HVAC 

Navy Exchange Store Rehab 

Status 
Framed 

Complete 

Complete 

Complete 

75% Complete 

Complete 

In Progress 
CIUCi32? C t l l  17 
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Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 
Pending Construction 

Project 
Apron 1 Runway / Hangar Repairs 

Training Dept. Renovation 

Flight Line Security 

Navy Exchange Gas Station 

Rehab Marine Portion of Hangar 2 

to Accommodate Lawrence, MA Unit 

Status 
On Hold 

On Hold 

On Hold 

On Hold 

On Hold 
L,Ht 2 l  d l l -  18 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Operating Costs 
I 

I 

i 

I 
CIVPERS - Air Station (Appropriated) 

Base Communications 

Flight Operations 
Quarters 

Base Operating Support 

Morale, Welfare & Recreation 

Utilities 

Environmental 

Maintenance, Repair of Property 

TOTAL 

I 

FY-94 
(Millions) 

7.8 

0.3 

6.4 

0.3 

2.5 

0.2 

1 .O 

0.5 

1.3 

20.3 

FY-95 
(Millions) 

8.4 

0.2 

7.4 

0.1 

2.6 

0.2 

1 . I  

0.3 

1 .O 

21.3 
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Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Environmental 

New Department 

National Priority List 

Installation Restoration Program (8 Sites) 

Central Distribution Center / HAZMART 

Recycling Program 

UHCL'L Cil? 

20 

I 
I 



Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) 
- NAS South Weymouth is in Full Compliance 
- NAS South Weymouth Receives Its Water From 

Local Municipality Which is Regulated by 
the EPA and State 

e a 

I 

Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Environmental 

Clean Air Act (CAA) 
- NAS South Weymouth is in a Serious Non- 

Attainment Area for Ozone and is in Full 
Compliance With the 1990 CAA Amendments 

Clean Water Act (CWA) 
- NAS South Weymouth is in Full Compliance 
- NAS South Weymouth is Permitted by the EPA 



Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Quality of Life 
Medical / Dental Clinic 

I / - Health Care Programs 
- Facility ~ x ~ a n s i o n  Needed 

Housing 
- Quincy / NAS Rehab 
- BEQ Rehab 

Family Service Center 
- Transition Assistance Program for Massachusetts 

Morale, Welfare and Recreation 
- Nor'Easter Club Rehab 
- Information, Tickets, and Travel Program 
- Youth / Child Development Center Upgrade 
- Annual Air Show 











Fleet Support 
NAS South Weymouth Reserve Units / Individuals 

Desert Shield / Desert Storm 32,000 Man Days 

FY93 Multiple Worldwide Support Missions 

t P I 9 5  Currently Supported Operations Include: 
- UPHOLD DEMOCRACY Haiti 
- SOUTHERN WATCH, Saudi Arabia 
- SHARP GUARD, Adriatic Sea / Bosnia 
- DRUG INTERDICTION, Caribbean Sea 
- FLEET EXERCISES, Mediterranean Sea 

I 
I 

t FY94 Same as FY 93 





Naval Air Station, South Weymouth 

Welcome Aboard 
2 June 1995 

Base Realignment and Closure 

Commanding Officer 

I 

I 

Captain R. A. Duetsch 

Commissioner S. Lee Kling 

Executive Officer 
Commander S. A. Beaton 



1. Closure of NAS BRUNSWICK ME is a non-starter because it removes the only operational Naval Air 
Station in the Northeastern U.S. AND compares Reserve Air Stations with Operational Air Stations. 

2. Closure of NAS SOUTH WEYMOUTH MA is predicated on faulty COBRA Data that does not reflect all 
signifcant NIILCON and associated recurring costs. 

3. Closure of NAS SOUTH ~ O U T H  MA permanently removes the only Naval Air Reserve presence from 
the Northeastein U.S., 

- presuming reservists will be able to consistently travel 150 miles to NAS BRUNSWICK ME 
during winter months. 

- presuming NAS BRUNSWICK ME can provide berthing for commuting reservists. 
- presuming no loss of unit readiness and mission capability. 

4. Closure of NAS ATLANTA GA does not remove a significant Naval Air Reserve presence from the 
Southeastern U.S. because NAS JACKSONVILLE FL, home to many reserve units, will remain. 

5. Closure of NAS ATLANTA GA did not consider possibility of relocating reserve units to NAS 
JACKSONVILLE FL 

6. Closure of NAS ATLANTA GA with transfer of reserve assets to NAS JACKSONVILLE FL 
- provides significant reserve support already in place 
- retains facilities to conduct airlift of reservists preserving unit retention 
- avoids reservists commuting by car during severe winter weather 
- provides for ability to reinsert Naval units similar to the recommendation to place Marine Corps 

Reserve Units into ARNG Selfridge (formerly NAF Detroit). 
- provides additional population from which to recruit reserves for units historically undermanned. 

7. Closure of NAS ATLANTA GA improves overall Military Value of Naval Reserve Air Stations. All other 
options degrade Military Value. 


